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Preface 

This book addresses selected practical applications and recent develop- 
ments in the areas of quantitative financial modeling in derivatives in- 
struments, While the primary scope of this book is the fixed-income 
market (with further focus on the interest rate market), many of the 
methodologies presented can also be applied to other financial markets, 
such as the equity, credit, and foreign exchange markets. 

This book is written from the point of view of financial engineers or 
practitioners, and, as such, it puts more emphasis on the practical appli- 
cations of financial mathematics in the real market than the mathematics 
itself with precise (and often tedious) technical conditions. It does not 
aim to be comprehensive; rather, it focuses on selected areas based on 
the authors’ experience and expertise. It also attempts to combine eco- 
nomic and financial insights with mathematics and modeling so as to 
help the reader develop intuitions. 

This book also presents various exploratory (and possibly thought- 
provoking) ideas and practical issues that are beneficial to academics and 
practitioners as the leads for further research. In terms of a popular say- 
ing that “the engineers have problems, but no solutions, and the mathe- 
maticians have solutions, but no problems,” we are trying to supply some 
solutions, as well as some problems as part of the book. 

While the primary targeted readers are Quant modelers or those who 
are studying to become Quant modelers, many parts of this book are also 
beneficial to Quant developers, Quant structurers, Quant traders, and 
possibly senior managers. This book assumes that the reader is familiar 
with the basics of stochastic calculus and derivatives modeling. 

The following are a few examples of the practical applications of 
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financial mathematics in the real market covered by this book. 
For instance, this book addresses various practical applications of 

modeling, such as martingale arbitrage modeling under real market situa- 
tions (such as using the correct risk-free interest rate, revised put-call 
parity, defaultable derivatives, hedging in the presence of the volatility 
skew and smile, secondary model calibration for handling the un- 
hedgeable variables, models for pricing and models for hedging). This 
book also presents practical numerical algorithms for the model imple- 
mentation, such as martingale interpolation and resampling for enforcing 
discrete martingale relationships in situ in numerical procedures, model- 
ing of the volatility skew and smile, and a nonexploding bushy tree 
(NBT) technique for efficiently solving non-Markovian models under the 
backward induction framework. In addition, this book also covers the 
basics of the interest rate market, including various yield curve modeling, 
such as the well-known Orthogonal Exponential Spline (OES) model. 

This book also discusses various trading and structuring strategies, 
including those for market making and those for proprietary trading in- 
cluding hedging, yieldcoupon enhancement, funding cheapening, and 
leveraging.' For instance, this book touches upon various popular de- 
rivatives instruments, such as TArget Redemption Notes (TARNS), (call- 
able, knock-out, or TAR) inverse floaters, (callable, knock-out, or TAR) 
capped floaters, (callable, knock-out, or TAR) CMS (Constant Maturity 
Swaps) spread floaters, (callable, knock-out, or TAR) (CMS spread) 
range accrual notes, (callable, knock-out, or TAR) Snowballs and Snow- 
bears, (callable, knock-out, or TAR) Power Reverse Dual Currency 
(PRDC) notes, some credit/IR/FX hybrids (such as CCDS (contingent 
CDS) and credit extinguishers), as well as asset swaps or repackaging. 
As we shall see, these strategies essentially are trading activities between 
the arbitrage-free probability measure and the real world probability 
measure or between the arbitrage models and the forecasting models. 

Furthermore, this book addresses the counterparty credit risk model- 
ing, pricing, trading/arbitraging strategies, and risk management that are 
recent developments and are of increasing importance. The counterparty 
credit risk comes from the fact that as one enters into an OTC (over-the- 
counter) derivatives transaction, one (implicitly or explicitly) grants 
one's counterparty an option to default and, at the same time, one also 
receives an option to default oneself. 

' It is important to point out that not all the trading strategies are necessarily legal in all 
jurisdictions and, obviously, one should use them within the legal boundaries. 
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The term of counterparty credit risk may remind the reader of a back 
office risk management functionality or a treasury function. We empha- 
size that it should be an integral part of the front office derivatives pric- 
ing and hedging activities. This is the approach that we shall adopt in 
this book. With this approach, a large part of the counterparty credit risk 
becomes the market risk that can be traded and hedged with market ori- 
ented trading strategies (in addition to the classical strategies for coun- 
terparty credit risk management). 

In essence, pricing the counterparty credit risk is the same as pricing 
defaultable derivatives or the default premium in OTC derivatives in- 
struments, which is a relatively new area of derivatives modeling and 
trading. In some cases, the counterparty credit risk is more significant 
than any other risks and a derivatives instrument becomes a hybrid de- 
rivatives instrument with credit or a compound credit derivatives instru- 
ment. For instance, a plain vanilla interest rate (IR) swap becomes a de- 
faultable IR swap. Also, in the prevailing credit derivatives, to price a 
credit default swap (CDS) is essentially to price the default premium in 
the underlying bond, whereas to price the counterparty credit risk is to 
price the default premium of the default protection seller of the CDS or, 
more precisely, the premium of the joint default of the underlying asset 
and the default protection seller. Additionally, while cash settled IR 
swaptions and physically settled IR swaptions can have identical prices 
from a non-defaultable IR model, their associated counterparty default 
premiums can be significantly different. Furthermore, the exercise 
boundaries of Bermudan and American options can be significantly 
changed by the counterparty default risk. 

For IR derivatives, in particular, the counterparty credit risk model- 
ing is essentially the same as the WCredit hybrid modeling. 

The PV (present value) of the counterparty credit risk can be a sig- 
nificant percentage of the overall P&L (profit and loss) of the derivatives 
desks and can reach many hundreds of millions of dollars for a top in- 
vestment bank. The PV of the counterparty credit risk needs to be ac- 
tively hedged and risk managed, just like other risks in derivatives trad- 
ing. 

There are also arbitrage strategies that one can employ to monetize 
the counterparty credit risk by bringing in cashflows in some cases and 
by reducing the outgoing cashflows in some other cases. These strate- 
gies can also be applied to achieve trade price cheapening to one’s coun- 
terparties and, thus, can bring in more business. In other words, while 
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one usually needs to charge a premium from a low credit rated counter- 
party due to the counterparty’s default risk, one can actually structure a 
trade whereby one pays a premium to one’s counterparty due to the 
counterparty’s likelihood of default. The reader may want to think about 
how to structure such a trade and we shall come back to this point later 
on. 

All these have created and will likely create more trading opportuni- 
ties in the market place, especially after the implementation of the Base1 
I1 Accord, which will be an important driving factor for the development 
of the credit hybrid market and modeling. Without proper modeling and 
management of the counterparty credit risk, one is missing a significant 
part of the big picture of the OTC derivatives modeling and business. 

As we shall see that one challenging and interesting aspect of pricing 
the counterparty default risk premium for a trade is that it depends on the 
portfolio that the trade is in and has non-linear portfolio effects due to the 
netting agreement and the default treatment conventions. 

This is the major motivation for us to divide derivatives models into 
separate categories, such as trade-level or micro models and portfolio 
level or macro models (where the portfolio information acts as an input). 
Most of the prevailing derivatives models are trade-level or micro mod- 
els, focusing on the modeling of a specific trade regardless of the portfo- 
lio it is in. However, as we shall see, there are several categories of risks 
that (directly or indirectly) contribute to the price (or the funding cost) of 
a specific trade have non-linear portfolio effects. Aside from the coun- 
terparty credit risk, other examples of these types of risks include, the 
unexpected risks, such as VAR (Value at Risk) and PE (Potential expo- 
sure), and the risks associated with the un-hedgeable variables. 

More specifically, this book is divided into two parts: Part I - Theory 
and Applications of Derivatives Modeling and Part I1 - Interest Rate 
Market Fundamentals and Proprietary Trading Strategies. Various prac- 
tical numerical implementation techniques and selected topics in finan- 
cial stochastic calculus are also presented. 

Part I provides a framework for general derivatives modeling, fixed- 
income derivatives modeling (with emphasis on interest rate derivatives 
modeling), and counterparty credit risk modeling. 

For general derivatives modeling, it covers Harrison-Pliska, martin- 
gale arbitrage modeling framework, martingale arbitrage modeling under 
real market conditions (such as using the correct risk-free interest rate, 
revised put-call parity, defaultable derivatives, hedging in the presence of 
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the volatility skew and smile, secondary model calibration for handling 
the un-hedgeable variables, models for pricing and models for hedging), 
and martingale interpolation and resampling for enforcing discrete mar- 
tingale relationships in situ in numerical procedures. Black-Scholes 
framework and its extensions derived from martingale modeling are dis- 
cussed. The impact of volatility skews and smiles on hedging is also 
discussed. 

For interest rate derivatives modeling, it covers various interest rate 
term structure models, such as the Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) frame- 
work, the Brace-Gatarek-Musiela (BGM) market model, and Markovian 
HJM models, such as the multi-factor Ritchken-Sankarasubramanian 
(RS) model. The details of the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) tech- 
nique for efficiently solving multi-factor full yield curve interest rate 
models, as well as the tree and Monte Car10 based numerical techniques 
in general are discussed with various volatility structures such as log- 
normal, shifted lognormal, Constant Elasticity of Variance (CEV), as 
well as stochastic volatilities. 

For counterparty credit risk modeling, it provides a review of coun- 
terparty credit risk and covers how to price the counterparty default op- 
tions, how to incorporate such risk into the price (or spread) of the OTC 
derivatives, how to derive and apply various trading and structuring 
strategies, and how to manage the risk associated with such options. It 
also touches upon general credit risk modeling and pricing, as well as a 
risky market model for credit spread modeling. 

Part I1 covers selected areas of the fixed income market, such as the 
introduction to some basic interest rate products, the yield curve con- 
struction and modeling, including the well-known Orthogonal Exponen- 
tial Spline (OES) model. It also covers proprietary trading strategies 
using statistical arbitrage - another dimension of Quant modeling as 
compared to derivatives modeling for market making purposes. Parts of 
the materials presented in this part can be used as a review on the funda- 
mentals of the interest rate market, which would be beneficial to novice 
readers. 

Significant amount of the materials included in this book are the 
original research of the authors’. Some have been published by the au- 
thors as working papers. Some have been presented by the authors in 
conferences, particularly, various RISK conferences, such as RISK USA, 
Math Week, and Credit Risk Summit USA. 

To provide convenience to the reader, we have provided various 
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Web links for downloading some of the papers and software, etc., refer- 
enced in this book. 

If there are future editions of this book, we will provide more nu- 
merical examples and possibly Excel spread sheets illustrating the meth- 
odologies presented in this book. The reader is encouraged to submit to 
the authors relevant numerical examples and questions and answers for 
possible inclusion in the future editions of the book. All included sub- 
missions will be acknowledged in the future editions of the book. 

Yi Tang is grateful to Goldman Sachs for granting the permission for 
the publication of this book. The views expressed in this book are solely 
the authors' own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the entities 
that the authors are affiliated to. The authors are solely responsible for 
the errors, if any, in the book. 

The authors would like to thank Peter Can- of Bloomberg and Peter 
Ritchken of Case Western Reserve University for discussions and writ- 
ing the book cover reviews. 

The authors are grateful to Jeffrey Lange and Andrew Lawrence 
from Longitude for contributions and support of the development of the 
nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) technique. The authors would like to 
thank Hong Amy Yang of Bloomberg and Gang Liu of Citi Group for 
various contributions to the book, and Eugene Guillemette of Bloomberg 
for proof-reading the entire book and providing helpful comments. 

The authors would also like to thank the following people for benefi- 
cial communications and interactions (in alphabetical order in the affilia- 
tion and then in the last name): Leif Andersen and Michael Sotiropolis 
from Banc of America; Anlong Li from Barclays Capital; David Bai, 
Rupert Cox, Thomas Fox, Man-Wing Li, Gregory Pelts, Dmitry 
Pugachevsky, Jin Qian, Asli Rustemli, Wei-Tong Shu, Zhenyu Yuan, 
Harry Zhang, Lizeng Zhang, and Robert Zvan from Bear Steams; Patrick 
Hagan from Bloomberg; Vladimir Finkelstein from Citadel; L. Sankara- 
subramanian and Frank Xia from Citi Group; Mark Broadie, Sidney 
Browne, and Emanuel Derman from Columbia University; Dino Bu- 
turovic, William Kearstead, Alfred0 Pastro, Klaus Toft, and Paul Young 
from Goldman Sachs; Lane Hughston from King's College; Eduardo Ca- 
nabarro, Kanglin (Kenneth) Huang, Fei Zhou, and Qun Zuo from Leh- 
man Brothers; Fong Liu, and Jane Yu from Merrill Lynch; Rui Kan, 
Jacob Xia, and Guang Yang from Morgan Stanley; David Cai from New 
York University; Jingzhi (Jay) Huang from Pennsylvania State Univer- 
sity; Riccardo Rebonato form Royal Bank of Scotland; Darrel Duffie and 
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Ming Huang from Stanford University; Francis Longstaff, Pedro Santa- 
Clara, and Didier Sornnette from UCLA; Stuart Turnbull from Univer- 
sity of Houston; and Susanta Basu and Judith Yang formerly from 
Goldman Sachs. The authors have presented at various RISK confer- 
ences and were also benefited from discussions with the conference at- 
tendees. 

The authors are also grateful to Cheong Chean Chian, Juliet Lee, 
Kim Tan, Yubing Zhai, and others from World Scientific Publishing Co. 
for their help, encouragement, and patience in the publication process of 
the book. 

The authors would also like to thank Vasuki Balasubramaniam and 
Laurie Donaldson from Risk Books and Journals for granting the reprint 
permission of the paper entitled “A Nonexploding Bushy Technique and 
Its Application to the Multifactor Interest Market Model” (Tang and 
Lange, 2001) published in the Journal of Computational Finance (Vol. 4, 
No. 4, pp 5-31). This paper is included in Section 7.9 of this book with 
more details added. 

Yi Tang would also like to thank the following people: Rubin Braun- 
stein, Maha Ashour-Abdala, and Roberto Peccei from UCLA; Dietrich 
Belitz from University of Oregon; as well as Chuni Gosh, Minwen Hong, 
Xiao-Dong Su, Pai (Patrick) Tang, Changjiamg Wu, Minlong Xu, 
Hanxiang Yu, and Tao Zhan. 

Yi Tang 
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Chapter I Introduction to 
Counterparty 
Credit Risk 

Even though the credit risk in various underlying assets and reference 
obligations has been trading in the market for many years or decades in 
terms of, e.g., risky bonds and credit derivatives, the trading of thc coun- 
terparty credit risk in derivatives instruments is a relatively new field. 

The counterparty credit risk comes from the fact that as one enters 
into an OTC (over-the-counter) derivatives transaction, one (implicitly or 
explicitly) grants one’s counterparty an option to default and, at the same 
time, one also receives an option to default oneself. Equivalently, in the 
transaction, one sells credit protection on one’s counterparty to one’s 
counterparty and buys credit protection on oneself from one’s counter- 
party. Various authors have published research papers on how to model 
the counterparty credit risk.2 

In essence, pricing the counterparty credit risk is the same as pricing 
defaultable derivatives (or defaultable baskets of derivatives) or the de- 
fault prcmium in derivatives (or baskets of derivatives), which is a rela- 
tively new area of the derivatives modeling. In some cases, the counter- 
party credit risk is more significant than any other risks and a derivatives 
instrument becomes a hybrid derivatives instrument with credit or a 
compound credit derivatives instrument if the underlying derivatives in- 
strument is a credit derivatives instrument. 

For instance, a plain vanilla intcrcst rate (IR) swap becomes a de- 
faultable IR swap. Also, in the prevailing credit derivatives, pricing a 

See, e.g., Litzenberger (1992), Duffie and Huang (1996), Jarrow and Tumbull (1995), 
and Jarrow and Yu (2001). 
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credit default swap (CDS) is essentially to price the default premium in 
the underlying bond or asset, whereas pricing the counterparty credit risk 
is to price the default premium of the default protection seller of the CDS 
or, more precisely, the premium of the joint default of the underlying 
asset and the default protection seller. 

The term of counterparty credit risk may remind the reader of a back 
office risk management functionality. We emphasize that it should be an 
integral part of the front office derivatives pricing, trading, and hedging 
activities, which is the same as pricing, trading, and hedging defaultable 
derivatives. This is the approach that we shall adopt in this book and we 
shall also address many practical issues. With this approach, a large part 
of the counterparty credit risk becomes market risk that can be traded and 
hedged with market oriented trading strategies (in addition to the classi- 
cal strategies for counterparty credit risk management), 

Just like the credit risk in a bond (with respect to the bond issuer) 
reduces the market value of the bond (relative to the same bond that is 
default-free), the counterparty credit risk should also reduce the market 
value of one’s (net) receivables in an OTC derivatives instrument (rela- 
tive to the same receivables that are default-free). 

The PV (present value) of the counterparty credit risk can be a sig- 
nificant percentage of the overall P&L (profit and loss) of the derivatives 
desks and can reach many hundreds of millions of dollars for a top in- 
vestment bank. In other words, typically, one’s overall profit needs to be 
marked down by the PV of the (net) counterparty credit risk that one 
takes. 

The PV of the counterparty credit risk needs to be actively hedged 
and risk managed, just like other risks in derivatives trading. Simple 
back of envelop calculations can show that the credit spread PVOl of the 
counterparty credit risk can reach several millions of  dollar^.^ This is a 
huge Delta exposure to a market maker or dealer.4 

Even before default happens, the counterparty credit risk can have 

The credit spread PVOl is the PV change for Ibp increase of the credit spread. lbp is 
one hundredth of 1%. For the credit spread PVOl estimation, we have assumed that the 
average or equivalent counterparty credit spread is about 100 to 200bp. Then, the credit 
spread PVOl can be estimated by the PV of the counterparty credit risk divided by the 
credit spread. Similarly, we can also estimate the loss given default (LGD). For details, 
please refer to Chapter 8. 

By market maker or dealer, we typically mean OTC derivatives market maker or dealer, 
unless otherwise indicated. We often use the word “market marker” and “dealer” inter- 
changeably. 
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significant impact on trading and hedging strategies in many ways, such 
as in the pricing of cash-settled versus physically settled options, the 
early exercise decisions of Bermudan or American options, as well as the 
put-call parity and the bidask spread. 

There are also arbitrage strategies that one can employ to capitalize 
or monetize the counterparty credit risk, which can bring in cashflows in 
some cases and reduce the outgoing cashflows in some other cases. 
These strategies can also be applied to achieve trade price cheapening to 
one’s counterparties and thus can bring in more business. In other 
words, while one usually needs to charge a premium from one’s counter- 
party due to the counterparty’s default risk, one can actually structure a 
trade whereby one pays a premium to one’s counterparty due to the 
counterparty’s likelihood of default. The reader may want to think about 
how to structure such a trade and we shall come back to this point later 
on. 

All these have created and will create more trading opportunities in 
the market and are major driving factors for the development of the 
credit hybrid market and modeling. 

It is important to point out that these arbitrage strategies are not the 
case that financial institutions arbitrage against one another, but rather to 
achieve the fair values of the default probabilities and recoveries priced 
by the market, which is a less transparent area. Not only can these arbi- 
trage strategies benefit individual firms, they can also make the market 
more transparent and efficient with more information discovery and pro- 
duction, including possibly more implied views on the default events and 
recoveries. 

In the current practice, the PV of the counterparty credit risk enters 
into the MTM (mark-to-the-markets) values for the corresponding portfo- 
lios as credit valuation adjustments (CVA) or the credit charge or pre- 
mium. The IRS (Internal Revenue Service) also cares about this for tax 
purposes, which is highlighted by the BankOne case in United States Tax 
court.6 

Proper pricing and management of counterparty credit risk are im- 
portant to a firm’s long-term economic soundness and can help reducing 

Or mark-to-the-model, if mark-to-the-market values are not easily obtained, which is 
common in OTC derivatives business, especially for exotic derivatives. 

For more details on the case of BankOne regarding the swap valuation, see, e.g., the 
Expert Report of Darrell Duffie (http://www.stanford.edu/-duffie/bankone.pdf) and the 
court’s ruling (http://www.ustaxcourt.gov/InOphistoric/. 
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the potential default losses and to increase its earnings and/or reduce the 
earning volatility, which will help to increase the shareholders’ equity 
andor reduce its volatility. It is also beneficial to a firm’s bondholders 
and other investors, as well as the economic soundness of the entire fi- 
nancial industry. Proper management of the counterparty credit risk can 
also help banks reduce the amount of their regulatory capital, particularly 
under the forthcoming Basel I1 Accord? and thus boost the return on 
regulatory capital. This, in turn, will create more trading opportunities in 
the market place. 

Proper pricing and management of the counterparty credit risk are 
also critical for a financial institution to expand its derivatives business 
to non-investment grade counterparties, such as high yield and emerging 
market counterparties. In these cases, the PV of the counterparty credit 
risk can be significantly outside of the broker’s bidask spread of the 
underlying derivatives trade, in which case, one is really trading the 
counterparty credit risk more than any other risks and the underlying de- 
rivatives trade becomes a hybrid derivatives instrument with credit or a 
compound credit derivatives instrument. 

As we shall see, the prevailing derivatives models focusing on pric- 
ing of specific trade (which we shall term as trade-level or micro models) 
normally do not and often cannot price the (specific) counterparty credit 
risk, even though they can price expected market risks, expected credit 
risks in the underlying assets or reference obligations in the case of credit 
derivatives, and some generic counterparty credit risk. This is due to that 
the specific counterparty credit risk is essentially a basket option on the 
counterparty portfolio and has highly non-linear portfolio effect. There- 
fore, additional portfolio level models (which we shall term as macro 
models) are needed for pricing the specific counterparty credit risk. 

Another area that the trade-level or micro derivatives models nor- 
mally do not and often cannot price accurately are the unexpected risks, 
such as VAR (Value at Risk)8 and PE (Potential Exposure)’ that can con- 
tribute to the hedging cost and are the driving factors for the regulatory 
capital cost. Pricing of such unexpected risks need the portfolio level or 
macro models and can leverage similar models and system infrastruc- 

’ For more information, see www.bis.org. 
* Coherent risk measures, such as the expected tail loss (ETL) or the expected shortfalls, 
are superior to VAR due to their subadditivity. 

Credit VAR or credit coherent risk measures are superior to PE due to their capabilities 
of handling portfolio effects or benefit of diversification. 
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tures used for pricing the counterparty credit risk. In addition, in order to 
accurately model the bidask spread, one also needs the portfolio level or 
macro models. 

We shall address various subtleties in the counterparty credit risk, 
some of which come from the asymmetry of the prevailing default treat- 
ment and its impact on the default recovery. In other words, if the de- 
faulting party is in the money on the portfolio with a counterparty," then 
upon the default, to the first order, all the trades are terminated as if there 
were no default and the defaulting party will be paid the MTM of the 
portfolio by its counterparty, and, thus, to the first order, there is no de- 
fault loss or gain to either party. On the other hand, if the defaulting 
party is out of the money on the portfolio with a counterparty, then upon 
the default when all the trades are terminated, the defaulting party will 
only need to pay a fraction of the net MTM of the portfolio, i.e., the re- 
covery on the portfolio, to its counterparty and thus the defaulting party 
will have a default gain and its counterparty will have a default loss." 

One particular subtle and interesting issue in the counterparty credit 
risk is how to realize (or monetize) and lock in one's default gain before 
one defaults, i.e., how to convert one's default gain into a stream of cash- 
flows before one defaults. This is very important to the business as the 
PV of such default gain can possibly reach hundreds of millions of dol- 
lars for a top investment bank. There are trading and arbitrage strategies 
available for this, some of which shall be discussed later on. 

It seems that there are dealers who do not accurately price in the 
counterparty credit risk in their trades and portfolios. If they price the 
counterparty credit risk too aggressively (or too low), then, not only they 
are exposed to the default risk of their counterparties without proper 
compensation, they are also exposed to the credit spread risk of their 
counterparties without proper compensation. If they price the counter- 

'' To be more precise, it is on the net basis for each of the netting node, i s . ,  a collection 
of legally and enforceably nettable trades. Going forward, for the simplicity of disposi- 
tion, when we refer to a counterparty portfolio, we mean a netting node in the portfolio, 
unless indicated otherwise. When we say that one is in the money on a portfolio, it is the 
same as saying that one has a positive net MTM value or a positive exposure on the port- 
folio, one is owned money on the portfolio, one has net receivables on the portfolio, and 
the portfolio is ones' asset. Similarly, when we say that one is out of the money on a 
portfolio, it is the same as saying that one has a negative net MTM value or a negative 
exposure on the portfolio, one owes money on the portfolio, one has net payables on the 
portfolio, and the portfolio is one's liability. 
I '  If there are collaterals involved, then MTMNC (MTM net of the collaterals) is what is 
at risk and should be used in the discussion. 
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party credit risk too conservatively (or too high), they may lose business 
opportunities to other dealers. 

One subtlety is that it may not be inline with the interests of the trad- 
ers and the trading desks. Thus, the successful implementation of mod- 
els, systems, and policies for proper management of counterparty credit 
risk often requires the support of top executives in a firm, such as the 
head of derivatives trading business and the CFO (Chief Financial Offi- 
cer). 

In addition, the quantification or modeling of counterparty credit risk 
and its management also impose challenges and additional requirements 
on pricing theory, pricing engine, trading system architecture, and back 
office process, and require dedicated human resources and dedicated sys- 
tems. Nonetheless, these challenges and the benefit to be capitalized by 
overcoming these challenges will open up new opportunities in, e.g., 
trading and modeling. 

In summary, without proper modeling and management of counter- 
party credit risk, one is missing a significant part of the big picture of 
OTC derivatives modeling and business. 

This chapter focuses on concepts and intuitions. Detailed modeling 
issues are discussed in later chapters. 

1 .I 

The question is after one enters into an OTC (over-the-counter) deriva- 
tives transaction or trade, what else can happen? Of course, one’s coun- 
terparty can default. But, there is more - one can default oneself too. 

In other words, when one enters into an OTC derivatives transaction 
or trade, one (explicitly or implicitly) grants one’s counterparty an option 
to default’* (or is short of counterparty default protection). Similarly, 
one also receives an option to default (or is long of self default protec- 
tion) from one’s counterparty. In a rational and efficient market, each 
party should be compensated for the credit risk that they undertake and 

Credit Charge, Credit Benefit, and Credit Premium 

l 2  Such default options may not be explicitly on the term sheet of the derivatives transac- 
tion. Nonetheless, such default options are real and defaults do happen. The default can 
happen exogenously or endogenously. By using the word “option”, we do not mean that 
the default always happens endogenously. Rather, we use the word ‘option” in the sense 
of the Merton framework whereby the default of a bond is characterized as a (down-and- 
in) put option. Furthermore, the bond holder has a short position in this option and the 
bond issuer has a long position in this option. Similarly, a stock is equivalent to a long 
position on a (down-and-out) call option. 
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the net PV (present value) of such default options should also be re- 
flected in the price or PV of the OTC derivatives. 

In other words, the price or premium of a trade can be broken down 
into a few parts, such as the market price (for capturing the market value 
and risk in the trade without the consideration of the counterparty credit 
risk, but including the value and credit risk from the underlying obliga- 
tions) and the credit premium (for compensating the counterparty credit 
risk in the trade).I3 The market price is what brokers quote or what trad- 
ing systems or models normally report. The credit premium is a rela- 
tively less explored and less transparent area in market practice, Quant 
modeling, and trading systems. 

These default options should be treated much the same way as the 
underlying trades. When additional OTC transactions occur (including 
the termination and assignment of an existing trade), the corresponding 
transactions of these default options will also occur. More specifically, 
when OTC derivatives terminate, the associated default options also ter- 
minate. For dealers, these default options should be hedged in a similar 
way as other trades. 

The PV of the default option of one’s counterparty is one’s expected 
default loss (due to the counterparty’s default), which translates to one’s 
credit charge. This is also the credit valuation adjustment for one’s asset, 
or CVA asset. On the other hand, the PV of the default option of oneself 
is one’s expected default gain (due to one’s own default), which trans- 
lates to one’s credit benefit. This is also the credit valuation adjustment 
for one’s liability, or CVA liability. 

Theoretically, e.g., ignoring the bidask spread, in order for the two 
parties to agree on the same price on the trade, we need the symmetry of 
the credit charge and credit benefit, i.e., one’s credit charge is one’s 
counterparty’s credit benefit, and vice versa 

The total or net credit charge or the credit premium is the net PV of 
the two default options or the net of the credit charge and the credit bene- 
fit. Similarly, the net CVA is the net of the CVA asset and the CVA li- 
ability. 

l 3  It should also include premium of unexpected risk and liquidity premium. 
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Figure 1.1 depicts a more complete picture of OTC derivatives trade. 

PartyA 

4 

4 

t 

PDOB 

Original Trade 

DOA 

PDOA 

PartyB 

b 

Figure 1.1. A more complete picture of an OTC derivatives trade. More specifi- 
cally, in addition to the original trade, Party A implicitly grants a default option 
to Party B (DOB) and Party B pays Party A a premium (PD,,) for such default 
option, and vice versa. Thus, the derivatives trade is actually a credit hybrid 
trade. In the case of credit derivatives, the derivatives trade itself can also refer- 
ence the default of underlying asset(s) or obligations(s), in which case the trade is 
a compound credit derivatives trade. 

The readers may recognize that we emphasize the attribution of the 
counterparty credit risk to real (albeit embedded) trades or default op- 
tions, whereas some of the prevailing approaches simply use credit 
valuation adjustments (CVA). While these approaches give the same 
valuation adjustments, our approach can help us gain insights and intui- 
tions, adopt more market oriented approaches to modeling and manage- 
ment of the counterparty credit risk, and avoid confusions in many cases, 
as, in our approach, the adjustments are explicitly associated with the 
sources (i.e., the default options). 

Some of these cases include trade termination, restructuring, and as- 
signment. It is interesting to analyze the classic example whereby Party 
A has a trade with Party B and then Party B assigns the trade to Party C. 
Particularly, Party C can have no existing trade, or existing offsetting 
trades, or non-offsetting trades with Party A. 

Let’s make a simple comparison between the premium of a CDS and 
the credit charge. The premium of a CDS is the default premium (or the 
protection premium on such default) in an underlying bond, whereas the 
premium of the credit charge is the default premium (or the protection 
premium on such default) in an underlying OTC derivatives instrument. 
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Question 1.1. Analyze in details what happens when Party A has a trade 
with Party B and then Party B assigns the trade to Party C. 

Commonly, the net credit charge or the credit premium (or the net 
CVA) is not paid as a lump-sum upfront premium, but rather is struc- 
tured into the original trade as a series of cashflows in terms of, e.g., a 
(additional) funding spread or an annuity leg. In this sense, the counter- 
party default options are structured similar to credit default swaps (CDS), 
except the defaults payoffs of the counterparty default options can be 
highly stochastic (or volatile). In this case, the credit premium will not 
be paid in full should the credit premium paying party default before the 
end of the trade, thus additional credit premium (on the credit premium 
itself) needs to be charged to cover the potential loss of the credit pre- 
mium itself. 

In general, one’s credit charge would make the trade more expensive 
to one’s counterparty, and one’s credit benefit would make the trade less 
expensive. The net credit charge or the credit premium can make the 
trade price or PV go either way, depending on, e.g., the credit quality and 
exposure differential between the two parties. Similarly, the impact of 
the net credit charge or the credit premium on the trade price or PV (or 
the par coupon, the funding spread, etc.) can be within or outside the 
broker’s bid/ask spread that does not take into account specific counter- 
party credit risk and, for the swap market, assumes all the parties are of 
LIBOR14 credit quality. 

If one of the parties is of low credit quality, particularly, if one of the 
parties is a high yield name or of non-investment grade, then the impact 
of net credit charge can be significantly outside of the broker’s bid/ask 
spread. For this situation, the market has started to explicitly provide 
quotes on the net credit charges. 

Based on the asymmetry of default treatment that we discussed ear- 
lier, we can also see that one party’s default would cancel the option to 
default of the other party going forward. Therefore, these default options 
are first-to-default options. The first-to-default feature is typically not 
significant unless one of the parties involved is of very low credit qual- 
ity. 

l4 LIBOR stands for London Interbank Offered Rate. 
www.bba.0rg.uk. 

For more information, see 
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Often times, the portfolio of a counterparty can contain trades mod- 
eled by different pricers, booked in different systems, from different 
desks, or even from different product areas. Accurately pricing options 
on such portfolio is one of the most challenging tasks in modeling the 
credit charge. 

Due to the option feature of the credit premium, simple financial in- 
struments, such as forwards and swaps that, by themselves, do not have 
Vegas,” now can have Vegas for their net PVs due to the credit pre- 
mium. In addition, the incremental credit premium of a trade with a 
counterparty depends on other existing trades with the same counter- 
Party. 

The counterparty credit risk can have significant impact on trading 
strategies and decisions in many ways. For instance, if one is long a 
Bermudan or American option, then one is faced with making decisions 
whether to early exercise or to continue. Such decisions (or early exer- 
cise boundaries) can be different with or without the consideration of the 
counterparty credit risk. To the first order, the credit premium should 
come into the early exercise decision as exercise or non-exercise gain or 
cost, depending on whether the credit risk decreases or increases upon 
the early exercise. Ideally, a trade with significant counterparty credit 
risk should be treated as hybrid derivatives and priced and risk managed 
as such. 

Question 1.2. Analyze in details how the credit premium (or the net 
credit charge) affects the early exercise decision. 

Another example concerns cash settled swaptions versus physically 
settled swaptions. Without the consideration of the counterparty credit 
risk, these two settlement types would result in the same PV for a swap- 
tion.16 However, these two settlement types can result in a significant 

l5 Vega is the sensitivity of the PV of a trade with respect to volatility. If a swap is 
hedged with futures contracts, the swap plus its hedges can have a minor Vega due to the 
convexity adjustment. 
l6 There is another type of cash settlement, cash discount, whose settlement amount, in- 
stead of a dealer poll, is determined by PV’ing the underlying swap discounted using the 
future swap rate at the swaption expiry (or, equivalently, assuming the yield curve is flat 
with the yield equal to the future swap rate at the swaption expiry). This would make a 
PV difference as compared to the other settlement types even without the consideration 
of the counterparty credit risk. 
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difference in the credit premium or the net credit charges. 
A further example is the common put-call parity needs to be modi- 

fied, which we shall quantify in Section 3.3 .  
It is important to point out that the prevailing micro or trade-level 

models do incorporate some generic counterparty credit risk. For in- 
stance, they normally use LIBOR to discount the derivatives payoffs. 
This takes into account LIBOR credit quality, which is normally lower 
than that of the Treasury of the corresponding domestic currency (except 
for lower credit rated sovereign entities). Therefore, the premium of the 
counterparty default options that we have been discussing should be rela- 
tive to the LIBOR credit quality or to capture the default options not 
priced in (or priced accurately) by the LIBOR credit quality. In other 
words, if one is below the LIBOR credit quality, one needs to pay a posi- 
tive premium for one’s option to default, whereas if one is above the 
LIBOR credit quality, then one can get paid for the fact that one’s default 
option is of lower premium than that of the LIBOR credit quality which 
is priced in the derivatives price. 

To build intuition on the credit charge, credit benefit, and credit pre- 
mium, it is often helpful to think that derivatives are similar to loans in 
some sense. For instance, if one has payables to one’s counterparty in a 
derivatives trade, then, roughly speaking, one has a loan (or borrowed 
money) from one’s counterparty. The prevailing micro or trade-level 
models tell us that the loan is priced at LIBOR flat or one has borrowed 
money at LIBOR flat. This clearly is a benefit - the credit benefit, if one 
is below the LIBOR credit quality, as one would need to borrow money 
at LIBOR plus a positive spread, if one were to issue a senior unsecured 
bond.17 In other words, the credit benefit in this case is one’s saving on 
one’s funding cost, the cost resulting from the positive spread above 
LIBOR. If one is above the LIBOR credit quality, then getting a loan 
from a derivatives trade at LIBOR flat is actually a cost, rather than a 
credit benefit. 

Similarly, under various simplified assumptions, one can decompose 
one’s trade into two parts, i.e., a receivable part and a payable part, and 
then one should PV the receivables by discounting at the funding rate of 
one’s counterparty and PV the payables by discounting at one’s own 
funding rate. 

Going forward, we shall always use LIBOR as the reference credit 

” Typically, the (uncollateralized) OTC derivatives are of the same priority in the capital 
structure as senior unsecured bonds. 
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quality, unless otherwise indicated. Similarly, we shall also assume that 
the entities involved are of LIBOR credit quality or lower for the sim- 
plicity of disposition. The treatment of entities with credit qualities bet- 
ter than LIBOR is similar. Essentially, as we pointed out earlier, we just 
need to price the specific counterparty credit risk not priced in or not 
priced accurately by assuming LIBOR credit quality in micro or trade- 
level pricing models. 

When sovereign credit risks are involved, there are additional subtle 
issues that we need to handle, which we shall discuss later on. 

1.2 Credit Cost, Accrued Funding Cost, and Accrued Funding 
Benefit 

Aside from credit charge and credit benefit, there is another quantity of 
importance. That is the credit cost. 

While the credit charge on a counterparty portfolio comes from the 
scenarios of one’s counterparty’s default when one is in the money in the 
portfolio (net of collaterals received) and the credit benefit comes from 
the scenarios of one’s own default when one is out of the money in the 
portfolio (net of collaterals posted), the credit cost comes from the sce- 
narios when one is in the money in the portfolio (net of collaterals re- 
ceived) and one defaults on one’s hedges or funding obligations for the 
portfolio (net of collaterals received).18 

To put it in another way, if one has receivables from a counterparty 
portfolio, then one needs to charge one’s counterparty the credit charge 
(to cover one’s potential loss due to one’s counterparty’s default). Simi- 
larly, if one has payables from a counterparty portfolio, then one needs to 
pay one’s counterparty the credit benefit (to cover one’s counterparty’s 
potential loss due to one’s own default). 

On the other hand, if one has receivables from a counterparty portfo- 
lio, then one also incurs the credit cost (cover the potential loss in the 
one’s funding obligation, such as one’s senior unsecured bonds, due to 
one’s own default), In other words, the credit cost is the credit charge 

’’ It is important to point out that in order to use the collaterals received to offset one’s 
credit cost, one must be allowed to rehypothecate these collaterals, or reposting these 
collaterals to another party, e.g., to obtain funding at the rep0 rate of these collaterals. 
Rehypothecation, which makes the market more efficient, is a common practice in the 
U.S. market. In the cases where rehypothecation is not allowed, then one cannot use the 
collaterals received to offset one’s credit cost. 
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charged by one’s bond holders that is a part of the bond price as price 
cheapening or yield enhancement as compared to a LIBOR quality bond. 

The credit cost should be handled differently from the credit charge 
and credit benefit. In other words, unlike the credit charge and credit 
benefit, in an efficient market, the credit cost should not be passed 
through to one’s counterparty. 

More specifically, in an efficient market, if one tries not to pay the 
credit benefit andor tries to pass the credit cost to one’s counterparty, 
then one’s counterparty can arbitrage and enter the same trades with enti- 
ties of better credit quality. It is important to point out that one does not 
necessarily lose money by paying credit benefit and by not passing the 
credit cost to one’s counterparty, as one can apply arbitrage trading 
strategies to make a profit and monetize the credit benefit and credit cost. 
If one does not apply these arbitrage trading strategies, then one would 
lose money. And the lost money would benefit one’s creditors, such as 
bondholders in terms of higher default recoveries. We shall revisit these 
topics later on. 

We have discussed the symmetry between the credit charge and 
credit benefit, i.e., one’s credit charge on a counterparty portfolio is 
one’s counterparty’s credit benefit on the same portfolio, and vice versa. 
There is also a symmetry between the credit cost and credit benefit. If 
one uses exactly offsetting portfolio to hedge the original portfolio, then 
the credit cost on the original portfolio is the credit benefit on the hedge 
portfolio (assuming that the collaterals are rehypothecatible), and vice 
versa. 

To put it in another way, the credit cost in the OTC derivatives busi- 
ness for an entity below LIBOR credit quality comes from the fact that it 
needs to borrow at LIBOR plus a positive funding or credit spread to fi- 
nance or fund the receivables from OTC derivatives. So one’s credit cost 
is the interest expense that one needs to pay on one’s funding or credit 
spread and the expected amount that needs to be funded throughout the 
life of the OTC derivatives, which really is the cost of one’s credit qual- 
ity. 

Another way to understand the credit cost is to compare it with 
 rep^.'^ If one’s receivables are from assets that can be repoed, then one 
can finance or fund the receivables at the corresponding repo rate (which 
can be lower than LIBOR). In this case, the receivables are also dis- 

For more discussions on repo, the reader can refer to, Section 2.2.2, Fleming and Gar- 19 

bade (2003), and Duffe (1996). 
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counted or PVed at the corresponding rep0 rate and thus one does not 
suffer from the credit costs based on one’s credit quality or credit spread. 
OTC derivatives typically cannot be repoed and thus would incur the 
credit cost. This credit cost can be possibly arbitraged away with various 
strategies, including a synthetic repo strategy (which shall be discussed 
later). 

The cash accrued funding benefit on a portfolio is the benefit brought 
in by the realized incoming cashflows in the portfolio and the futures 
hedges (which reduces the borrowing at the desk level or the firm level). 
In other words, the cash accrued funding benefit is the interest earned by 
the realized incoming cashflows based on one’s funding spread. The 
cash accrued funding benefit is included in the credit benefit, which also 
includes the benefit of the expected future incoming cashflows. Thus, 
care must be taken in order to avoid double counting. 

The cash accrued funding cost on a portfolio is the cost generated by 
the realized outgoing cashflows in the portfolio and the futures hedges. 
In other words, the cash accrued funding cost is the interest paid by the 
outgoing cashflows based on one’s funding spread. The cash accrued 
funding cost is included in the credit cost, which also includes the cost of 
the expected future outgoing cashflows. 

The collateral accrued funding benefit on a portfolio is the benefit 
brought in by the currently received (or realized) collaterals that can be 
used as collaterals posted in a secured loan to obtain a lower fhding  
rate. If the collaterals are posted to a custodian account, then the treat- 
ment is different. 

The collateral accrued funding cost on a portfolio is the cost gener- 
ated by the currently posted (or realized) collaterals that needs to be 
funded at LIBOR plus one’s funding or credit spread. 

The accrued funding benefit and the accrued funding cost are Treas- 
ury and accounting functions based on one’s current (or realized) cash 
balance and collateral balance, whereas the credit charge, credit benefit, 
and credit cost involve both realized and unrealized (or expected) futures 
values and thus require sophisticated modeling. A dealer also needs to 
be careful to achieve proper allocation or distribution of these benefits 
and costs within the firm. 

For entities with better than LIBOR credit quality, their credit costs 
and credit benefits switch signs, i.e., the credit benefits become costs and 
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the credit costs become benefits.20 

1.3 Trading Strategies and Opportunities 

Here we discuss some examples of trading and arbitraging strategies in- 
volving counterparty credit risk, such as hedging of one’s credit charge, 
monetizing one’s credit benefit, reduction of one’s credit cost, and 
achieving trade cheapening for one’s counterparty. 

Like any other trading strategies, these trading strategies involve 
trading or balancing between the PV and future state payoffs or risks. In 
other words, more (or more likelihood of) future receivables and/or less 
(or less likelihood of) future payables in a trade means a higher value in 
the PV of the trade, and vice versa. 

To facilitate our discussion, we thus partition the joint market and 
credit states of two trading parties of A and B as follows. The market 
states (M) can be partitioned based on the sign of the MTM of the portfo- 
lio to one of the parties, say Party A, which can be positive (+) or in the 
money or negative (-) or out of the money to Party A. The credit states 
(C) can be partitioned into 4 states, i.e., none of the parties defaults (ND), 
A defaults first (AD), B defaults first (BD), and both parties default (D) 
at the same time (or within the same time interval). See Table 1.1. 

Furthermore, we use VA(M,C) to denote the MTM value of the port- 
folio to Party A at a joint market and credit state (M, C), and RA and RB to 
denote the default recovery rates for Party A and B, which can also be 
state dependent. Here we assume the recovery as a fraction of the MTM 
value or the replacement value VA(M,ND) of the corresponding non- 
defaultable or LIBOR quality trade. Other recoveries assumptions can 
be handled in a similar manner. 

2o It can happen that an entity’s short term debt has a credit quality above LIBOR, but its 
long term debt is below LIBOR quality. 
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Market States (M) or MTM to A 
+ 

Table 1.1. The joint market and credit states for two trading parties of A and B. 
The MTM for the trade (or the netable portfolio) or the market states can be 
positive (+) or negative (-) to Party A. The credit states include none of the 
parties default (ND), A defaults first (AD), B defaults first (BD), and both parties 
default (D). 

Credit States (C) 
ND A D ~ B D  D 
ND A D ~ B D  D 

The prevailing asymmetric default treatment has asymmetric loss 
given default (LGD) or, more generally, loss given event (LGE) as illus- 
trated in the following Table 1.2 and Figure 1.2. 

Table 1.2. LGE from the point view of part A under the prevailing asymmetric 
default treatment. The asymmetry comes from the fact that Party A has default 
gain in state (-,AD), but no default loss in state (+,AD). Similarly, Party A has 
default loss in state (+,BD), but no default gain in state (-,BD). 
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(a> VA( +, ND) W+,W 
VA(+,BD) A VA(+,D) 

Party B 

VA(-, ND) VA(-, BD) I 
Figure 1.2. The MTM to Party A at various states. 

The asymmetry comes from the fact that Party A has default gain in 
state (-,AD), but no default loss in state (+,AD), or equivalently, Party B 
has no default gain in state (+,AD). Similarly, Party A has default loss in 
state (+,BD), but no default gain in state (-,BD), or equivalently, Party B 
has no default loss in state (+,BD). In other words, the asymmetry can 
be expressed as 

The symmetric LGE used in some of the trading strategies for 
monetizing the credit benefit or reducing the credit cost are shown in 
Table 1.3. 
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+ 
- 

Table 1.3. Symmetric LGE from the point view of part A. Party A has default 
gain in state (-,AD) and default loss in state (+,AD). Similarly, A has default loss 
in state (+,BD) and default gain in state (-,BD). 

ND AD BD D 
0 (1 -R,)V,(+,ND) (1 -RB)V,(+,ND) (I -RA) (1  -R,)VA(+,ND) 
0 (l-RA)VA(-,ND) ( ~-RB)VA(-,ND) (1  -RA) (1 -RB)VA(-,ND) 

The symmetry can be achieved by credit contingent derivatives or 
adding credit contingent terms on the existing trades. The easiest way of 
structuring a symmetric LGE trade is to structure a credit contingent 
knock-out trade (which is also termed as credit extinguisher), i.e., a trade 
that is knocked out (typically with zero-recovery or rebate) if either party 
defaults regardless who is in the money. These are also termed as zero- 
recovery swaps or derivatives or credit extinguishers. These trades are 
not legal in all jurisdictions. 

With the above strategy, one can structure a trade whereby one pays 
a premium to one’s counterparty due to the counterparty’s likelihood of 
default. An example of such trade is that one longs a zero-recovery re- 
ceiver interest rate swap (i.e., a receiving-fixed-and-paying-floating 
swap) in an upward sloping yield curve environment, as, in this case, one 
can have more counterparty default gain than counterparty default loss. 
Another example is a zero-recovery cross-currency swap where one re- 
ceives a weaker currency and pays a stronger currency. 

This is also one way for one to sell default protection on oneself 
(which is not legal in all jurisdictions). The reader may want to think 
more carefully about the rationales in our conclusion and where does the 
value come from. 

In general, a credit contingent derivatives instrument has a payoff 
contingent on a credit event happening and a payoff contingent on a 
credit event not happening. Such payoffs are further linked to an under- 
lying trade (or asset) or a basket of underlying trades (or assets). 

The credit event typically is a default event, but can be other events 
such as credit rating downgrade or change. In an equity default swap 
(EDS), the contingent event is the equity price being below a certain 
level, typical a level much lower than the spot equity price. Essentially, 
an equity default swap is a series of deeply out-of-the-money equity put 
options. 
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Broadly speaking, credit derivatives and defaultable derivatives are 
naturally credit contingent derivatives. However, the defaultable deriva- 
tives are often more complicated and are often hybrid derivatives be- 
tween credit derivatives and the underlying trades and assets, which, in 
turn, can be highly complicated or compound derivatives. 

Examples of credit contingent instruments include CCDS and credit 
extinguishers. A CCDS is a contingent CDS whose notional is contin- 
gent on or linked to the PV of an OTC derivatives instrument. It pro- 
vides default protection (to the protection buyer) on the OTC derivatives 
instrument by providing the replacement of the same instrument upon the 
default of the reference credit. In other words, it is an OTC derivatives 
instrument with a knock-in feature upon the default of the reference 
credit. 

A credit extinguisher, on the other hand, is an OTC derivatives in- 
strument with a knock-out feature upon the default of the reference credit 
with a pre-specified rebate (that can be zero or non-zero). The rebate can 
also be linked to the face value of the defaulted bonds of the reference 
credit, which is similar to the ISDA” set-off provision whereby, under 
proper circumstances, one is allowed to offset one’s payables to a coun- 
terparty by delivering defaulted bonds of the counterparty with the face 
value equal to the PV of the payables. 

The typical motivation of a CCDS is to trade the credit risk in an 
OTC derivatives instrument and provide a static hedge of the counter- 
party credit risk (as apposed to a dynamic. hedge with CDS). The typical 
motivation of a credit extinguisher is to achieve trade or funding cheap- 
ening for the counterparty. It is important to point out that the credit ex- 
tinguishers are not legal in all jurisdictions. 

Some brokers are working on sourcing liquidity for the market for 
some of these instruments. For more information, the reader may want 
to refer to, e.g., http://www.SwapMeCredit.com. 

Below we present a few examples on credit charge, credit benefit, 
credit cost, and various strategies to help the reader build intuitions. 

Let’s first take a look at a simple example one-side exposures 
whereby one of the parties has only credit benefit and the other party has 
only credit charge and how the credit benefit can be naturally monetized. 

Example 1.1. One-sided exposures. Suppose a dealer, Party A (with 

ISDA stands for International Swaps Dealers Association. The reader can refer 
www.isda.com for more details. 
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lower than LIBOR credit quality), sells an option to Party B with the full 
upfront premium. In this case, both parties have one sided exposures, or 
more specifically, Party A (with only payables and no receivables) has 
no credit charge and only has credit benefit, and Party B (with only re- 
ceivables and no payables) has only credit charge and no credit benefit. 
Theoretically, the credit benefit of Party A (which, by symmetry, is also 
the credit charge on Party A from the point of view of Party B) should be 
passed to Party B to compensate the credit risk that Party B undertakes. 
Otherwise, Party B would rather trade with a counterparty of higher 
credit quality. 

Let’s further assume that the PV of this trade to Party A is -$20MM 
based on LIBOR discounting (broker’s quote) and the credit benefit for 
Party A is $1MM and the credit charge for Party A is zero, and, by sym- 
metry, the credit charge from the perspective of Party B is -$lMM and 
the credit benefit from the perspective of Party B is zero.22 

Thus, theoretically, Party A can only charge Party B $19MM 
(= - ( - $20MM + $lMM)) for this trade. In other wards, Party A pays 
Party B $lMM relative to the LIBOR-discounted PV of $20MM. Does 
this mean that Party A has lost $1MM and Party B has made a profit of 
$1MM upon the execution of this trade? 

The answer, of course, is no. This $1MM is the MTM value of the 
counterparty risk or the embedded default option. In other words, Party 
A should mark the trade at -$l9MM (with the absolute value of its pay- 
ables or liability marked down by $1MM) and Party B should mark the 
trade at $19MM (with its receivables or asset marked down by $1MM). 
Therefore, both parties have zero P&L upon the execution of this trade. 

More specifically, the $1MM that Party B receives is its credit 
charge on Party A to cover the cost of buying default protection on Party 
A (such that Party B will only have LIBOR credit risk). Even if Party B 
does not buy credit protection, the trade should still be marked down by 
$1MM, as this $lMM is from taking the credit risk of Party A and 
should be amortized through out the life of the trade. By marking the 
trade with its credit charges and remarking it, Party B achieves such am- 
ortization. 

Similarly, $1MM that Party A pays is its credit benefit that can be 
monetized or earned back from the cash funding benefit from the 

22 Since one has a short position in the option due to the counterparty’s default, one’s 
credit charge is zero or negative. Similarly, one has a long position in the option due to 
one’s own default, thus one’s credit benefit is zero or positive. 
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$19MM cash received from Party B (which, in turn, can be used to retire 
party’s A bonds), and plus, on average, the net cashflows from the hedg- 
ing futures contracts if this trade is Delta hedged using futures, and if 
none of the parties default during the life of the trade. 

In this case, the credit benefit is not hedged or locked in, as Party A 
can earn back more or less than $1MM depending on the future realized 
market scenarios (or the path that the market follows in the future). In 
other words, if the market follows a future path whereby this trade is 
more out of the money for Party A (or its liability increases), then the 
hedging futures will make money and bring in more cashflows, and thus 
Party A will earn back more than $1MM. On the other hand, if the mar- 
ket follows a future path whereby this trade is more in the money for 
Party A (or its liability decreases), then the hedging futures will lose 
money and result in outgoing cashflows, and thus Party A will earn back 
less than $1MM. 

The next example discusses the hedging strategy using offsetting 
trades. 

Example 1.2. Offsetting trades. Assume that we have the same situa- 
tion as the previous example, except that Party A (a dealer) hedges its 
trade with Party B by entering an exact offsetting trade with Party C (i.e., 
by buying the same option). For simplicity, let’s further assume that 
Party C is of LlBOR credit quality. 

In this case, Party A does not need to collect a credit charge from 
Party C for the offsetting trade, as Party C is of LIBOR credit quality. 
Also, Party A does not have credit benefit from the offsetting trade, as 
the trade always has positive exposures (or receivables) to Party A. Or 
equivalently, Party C does not need to collect a credit charge from Party 
A. In other words, Party A needs to pay Party C $20MM for the offset- 
ting trade. 

As a result, Party A has a pair of offsetting trades, but yet seems to 
lose $1MM. 

To view this situation from a different angle, we can see that Party A 
has effectively conducted a lending business by borrowing funds at its 
own credit quality (from Party B) and lending the funds to another entity 
(Party C) with better credit quality. We know that an entity with lower 
credit quality is in a disadvantaged position to conduct lending business, 
especially to entities with better credit quality. 
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If none of the parties default during the life of these trades, then 
Party A will indeed lose the $1MM. The question is where does this 
$1MM go? Since Party B and Party C do not profit from this $1MM 
(before Party A defaults), who profits from this $1MM? 

The answer lies in what happens when Party A does default, in 
which case, Party A receives the full market value from its trade with 
Party C, but only needs to pay a fraction (or the default recovery) of the 
market value for its trade with Party B due to the asymmetric treatment 
of default. 

Thus, Party A actually has a net realized default gain. Such default 
gain essentially can result in an enhanced default recovery to all its credi- 
tors, including the bondholders, at the cost of Party A (of $ 1MM). 

Theoretically, this enhanced recovery should result in a tighter credit 
spread for Party A. However, from a practical standpoint, this informa- 
tion would not be transparent enough for the market to price in, particu- 
larly since the trading parties have the option to terminate or unwind the 
trades at the prevailing MTM values (which can eliminate the enhanced 
default recovery). 

Nonetheless, Party A has the full knowledge of this valuable infor- 
mation and can apply arbitrage trading strategies to monetize back this 
$1MM (which is essentially for Party A to monetize its credit benefit or 
to reduce its credit cost). By Party A executing these strategies, part of 
the information is revealed in the market place, which is helpful to the 
market information discovery and production process, which, in turn, 
helps the market become more transparent and efficient. 

One conceptual trading strategy is that Party A can grant a credit 
contingent option to its trade with Party C such that when Party A de- 
faults, Party C only needs to pay a fraction of the MTM value of the 
trade, if the trade is in the money to Party C. This fraction should 
roughly be the same as the default recovery rate of the original trade be- 
tween Party A and Party B. This essentially makes the default treatment 
of Party A symmetric. The reader may realize that this is the same as 
making the trade between Party A and Party C a credit extinguisher (that 
extinguishes upon the default of Party A). 

Thus, theoretically, Party C should pay Party A roughly $1MM (or 
an annuity of $1MM PV) for this contingency. Clearly, Party C will 
benefit from Party A’s default, and, as such, Party C can sell default pro- 
tections on Party A to monetize this benefit to make up the $1MM it pays 
to Party A. Party C can do so by selling protections using CDS (if it is a 
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dealer) or by selling the credit contingency to a dealerz3 (who, in turn, 
can use CDS to dynamically hedge it). Unlike the previous example 
whereby the amount of the monetized cashflows has a volatility and it 
works on the expected value sense, the arbitrage strategy by selling the 
credit contingency locks in the amount of the monetized cashflows with 
no volatility. 

The credit contingency that Party A enters into with Party C essen- 
tially is a synthetic rep0 for Party A to fund its trade with Party C. 

The credit contingency that Party A enters into with Party C is actu- 
ally one way for Party A to sell credit protection on itself fully collateral- 
ized by its trade with Party C. It is interesting to point out that Party A 
may not be able to sell such protection to any other parties, as its trade 
with Party C may not be accepted as collateral by other parties. 

With this credit contingency, Party A will have incentives to unwind 
its trade with Party C prior to default. In this case, the credit contingency 
unwinds too, and Party C needs to charge Party A the then MTM value 
of the credit contingency. Party C may also need to unwind its hedges 
for this credit contingency. Theoretically, all these activities increase the 
demand on the credit protection on Party A and thus can create a pres- 
sure for the credit spread of Party A to widen, which, in turn, produces 
more information on the implied views on Party A’s credit quality. 

Example 1.3. Assume that we have the same situation as in Example 1.1 
or Example 1.2. With the strategies discussed, Party A is flat on its 
credit benefit and credit cost (and its credit charge). However, Party B 
still suffers a loss on its credit cost if it hedges its trade with Party A by 
using futures, or a loss on its credit benefit if it hedges its trade with 
Party A with an exact offsetting trade with Party D of LIBOR quality. 

Similar to the previous example, conceptually Party B can arbitrage 
back its credit cost or credit benefit by granting a credit contingent option 
on the trade to Party A such that when Party B defaults, Party A only 
needs to pay a fraction of the MTM value of the trade. This is the same 
as making the trade between Party A and Party B a credit extinguisher 
(that extinguishes upon the default of Party B). 

Example 1.4. Assume that we have the same situation as in Example 
1.3, except that Party A enters into a collateral agreement or an ISDA 

23 Selling protections using CDS is a dynamic trading strategy and selling the credit con- 
tingency is a static strategy. 
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Credit Support Annex (CSA) with Party B such that Party A posts 
enough collateral on the trade to cover the default loss. Thus, Party B 
needs to charge Party A no (or minimal) credit charge. In this case, Party 
B still needs to arbitrage back its credit cost. However, the credit contin- 
gent strategy used previously has almost zero value in this case. 

If the collateral that Party B receives from Party A can be posted out 
or rehypothecated to obtain close to LIBOR (or better than LIBOR) 
funding, then obtaining such funding is the strategy to arbitrage back the 
credit cost for Party B. 

Here are some concluding remarks for the above examples. 
The trade between Party A and Party B brings in credit benefit to 

Party A. The credit benefit is passed to Party B, as it is the same as the 
credit charge that Party B needs to charge Party A. One question that 
immediately arises is whether or not Party A losses money because of 
this. 

If Party A hedges its trade with Party B by entering an exact offset- 
ting trade with Party C (of LIBOR credit quality), then there is a puzzle 
that Party A has two completely offsetting trades and yet has a net 
$1MM outgoing cashflow (coming from the extra credit cost from the 
trade with Party C). This puzzle is solved by the credit contingent (or 
credit extinguishing) option that Party A grants to Party C, which earns 
back roughly $1MM for Party A. This credit contingency or credit ex- 
tinguisher is a synthetic rep0 agreement and is also one way for Party A 
to sell protection on itself to achieve the fair default recovery priced in 
the market. This credit contingency or credit extinguisher also makes the 
default treatment of Party A symmetric. 

The above discussions are based a portfolio with one-sided expo- 
sures. For trades or a portfolio with two-sided exposures, such as swaps, 
exposures are equivalent to long positions of a series of call options on 
the portfolio and short positions of a series of put options on the portfo- 
lio. Then, the above discussion can be applied to each of the options. 

In general, selling the credit contingent option to one’s counterparty 
is a key to monetize one’s credit benefit and reduce one’s credit cost. 
Similarly, buying the credit contingent option from one’s counterparty is 
a key to help one’s counterparty monetize its credit benefit and reduce its 
credit cost and is also one way to achieve cheapening of the trade price to 
one’s counterparty. 
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The credit contingent trades referencing one’s own default (or self- 
referencing) that we discussed above may not be easy to execute. In ad- 
dition to credit extinguishers, another way of executing these trades is to 
post one’s OTC derivatives receivables as collaterals. 

The above examples and strategies deal with how to monetize the 
credit benefit and credit cost. Another application of the credit contin- 
gency strategy, such as using CCDS trades, is to provide static hedging 
for the counterparty credit risk or to hedge or lock in the credit charge, 
which is much simpler conceptually. 

Another general way of reducing the counterparty credit risk is to 
revert back to funded trading or securitization of OTC derivatives by 
embedding a OTC derivatives instrument in a structured note. Examples 
of this strategy include various structured interest rate or equity notes 
(with exotic interest rate or equity derivatives embedded), CLN (credit 
liked notes) as opposed to CDS, funded CDO/CS024 placement. Other 
general ways of reducing the counterparty credit risk (and improving 
liquidity) is through the creation of ETF (exchange traded funds) and 
futures with daily marking to the market. 

Another interesting area is to use equity and equity derivatives (in- 
cluding EDS or Equity Default Swaps) to hedge credit risks. 

Based on what has been discussed in this section, in addition to its 
hedging functionality, the credit charge hedging and trading can also po- 
tentially become a profit center through, e.g., monetizing values in credit 
cost, credit benefit, and credit charge, achieving trade (or funding) 
cheapening for the counterparty, and facilitating others to statically 
hedge the counterparty credit risk. These are essentially credit hybrid 
trading opportunities. 

One intriguing way of managing the counterparty credit risk in OTC 
derivatives is through (tranched) securitization. In other words, the re- 
ceivables from the OTC derivatives can be used as the underlying assets 
of a CDeO (Collateralized Derivatives Obligations) structure in a similar 
way as the receivables from bonds or CDS as the underlying assets of a 
CDO or CSO. 

A specific example is the UBS Alpine structure whereby the receiv- 
ables from the OTC derivatives in UBS’ trading book were structured 
into different riskheward tranches that were sold to investors.25 Advan- 

24 CDO stands for Collateralized Debt Obligations and CSO stands for Collateralized 
Swap Obligations. 
25 See, e.g., http://db.riskwaters.com/public/showPage.html?page=ll686 for more details. 
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tages of this securitization are the saving of the hedging cost of the coun- 
terparty credit risk as compared to using single-name CDS, saving of the 
credit cost, and the ability of reducing the balance sheet usage and free- 
ing up credit limits so that more derivatives transactions can be con- 
ducted. 

Other interesting strategies include OTC IR swaps clearing services 
provided by SwapClear26 from London Clearing House (LCH). 
O T c D e r i ~ N e t , ~ ~  a consortium formed by world’s leading investment 
banks, is trying to expand the efforts by Swapclear. 

1.4 

Credit charge is of the same origin as bond credit spread. The bondhold- 
ers implicitly grant the bond issuer an option to default. In other words, 
the bond holder has sold a default protection on the bond. The payoff of 
such default option or protection at default is the payoff of a put option 
on the bond (struck at the par). In other words, the bondholders are short 
on a credit contingent (or a knock-in) put option on the bond to the bond 
issuer. The stock price, on the other hand, is the PV of a down-and-out 
call option on the shareholder’s equity. 

A hypothetical LIBOR credit quality entity can issue floating bonds 
at LIBOR flat, i.e., with par coupon being the same as LIBOR. But an 
entity with lower credit quality than LIBOR can only issue bonds at 
LIBOR plus positive spreads2* so as to compensate the bondholders for 
the credit risk29 that they undertake. These spreads are the bond fbnding 
costs for this entity. 

The credit charge and the bond credit spread differ in several impor- 
tant ways. To illustrate the impact of such differences, it is interesting to 
ask the following question. If an entity can fund at, say, LIBOR + 
100 bps by issuing a 10-year floating bond at par, what is an estimate of 
the net credit charge for it to enter a 10-year par swap? 

It turns out that the net credit charge, in terms of a swap funding or 
credit spread, can have a range of values. Particularly, the sign of net 

Comparison with Bond Credit Risk 

26 See http://www.lch.com/services/swapclear/. 
” See http://www.otcderivnet.com/. *’ Such spreads typically exhibit a term structure and it can happen that an entity’s short 
term debt can have a credit quality above LIBOR, but its long term debt can be below 
LIBOR quality. 
29 More precisely, the additional credit risk not priced in by the LIBOR credit quality. 
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credit charge or premium can be either negative (corresponding to a cost) 
or positive (corresponding to a gain). Also, the magnitude of the swap 
funding spread can be a small percentage of the bond funding spread, or 
a few basis points in this case. These can be explained by the foIlowing 
differences between a bond and a swap. 

The exposure and the credit risk in the case of a bond are one-sided, 
i.e., the bondholders are owed money by the bond issuer (or the bond- 
holders have net receivables from the bond issuer) and thus are exposed 
to the bond issuer, but not vice versa. In the case of a swap, since two 
parties in the swap exchange cashflows, the exposure and the credit risk 
are two-sided, i.e., each party of the swap can suffer from credit loss if 
the other party defaults, which means the swap funding spread or the net 
credit charge is determined by the differential of the expected loss of the 
two counterparties. In addition, in the case of a bond, all the coupons 
and the entire principal are at risk, whereas in the case of a swap, only 
net cashflows are at risk, that means the exposures, in the case of the 
swap, are much smaller.30 

Question 1.3. What about the cases in which derivatives exposure is 
one-sided? 

Even though the net credit charge in terms of the credit spread for 
swaps, and for derivatives in general, is much smaller than the credit 
spread of bonds, the impact of the net credit charge can be very signifi- 
cant as it can exceed the bidask spread of the derivatives in some cases 
(especially with lower credit quality counterparties) and can be a signifi- 
cant percentage of the overall P&L of the derivatives desks, especially 
for the interest rate derivatives desk, as it tends to have longer dated 
trades and tighter bidask spread, and the commodities desk, as it tends to 
have lower credit quality counterparties and longer dated trades. 

The total value of the net credit charges at the firm level can also be 
significant, as derivatives are highly leveraged3' and large amount of 
transactions in terms of notional can be executed with relatively less 

30 Such exposure reduction is less significant in the case of a cross-currency swap which 
normally involves changing of the principal at end (coupled with the additional FX vola- 
tility). 
31 For instance, one can enter a par swap with zero initial cost (except, in some cases, 
possibly with initial margins and collaterals). 
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amount of capital. 

1.5 Prevailing Strategies for Counterparty Credit Risk Manage- 
ment 

To completely eliminate one’s market risk on a trade (with one counter- 
party), one can enter an exact offsetting trade (with another counter- 
party). Without considering the counterparty credit risk, a dealer could 
not be happier, if he or she can do so and still captures some bidask 
spread. However, this strategy alone would not work in general for man- 
aging the counterparty credit risk, since if one of the counterparties de- 
faults, one can be left with obligations to the other counterparty. In other 
words, this strategy makes the dealer market risk neutral, but not credit 
risk neutral. 

Question 1.4. After one enters into offsetting trades with two separate 
counterparties, what would happen exactly if one or both counterparties 
default? 

Counterparty credit risks are commonly managed by credit en- 
hancement strategies, credit exposure modeling and management strate- 
gies, and net credit charge management strategies (including employing 
credit derivatives). Credit enhancement strategies and credit exposure 
and modeling management strategies are the first line of defense in man- 
aging counterparty risks. 

Credit enhancement strategies include netting, margin or collateral, 
and credit contingency agreements, and mutual termination options, etc. 

If two parties have a netting agreement, then only the net MTM val- 
ues of all the trades covered by the netting agreement is at risk when de- 
fault happens. Since the trading parties often have many trades with 
each other and often these trades can partially offset one another, netting 
agreement can significantly reduce the exposure, and both potential and 
expected credit loss. Such netting agreement (which is often in the form 
of a master agreement as opposed to trade-level agreement or trade con- 
firm) can cover trades across different desks and even different product 
areas. 

The margin or collateral agreement allows the trading party who has 
net receivables (or positive MTM values or is owed money) to collect 
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assets from the one with net payables as collaterals (based on pre-agreed 
triggers), which, in the event of default, can be liquidated to reduce or 
cover the default loss. The party with weaker credit quality may also 
need to post initial margins at the time when the trade is executed (and 
the two parties may not have net receivables from each other) to cover 
potential future market moves when the party with weaker credit quality 
can have net payables (or owe money). Similar to the netting agreement, 
such margin or collateral agreement (which is often in the form of a mas- 
ter agreement as opposed to trade-level agreement or trade confirm) can 
cover trades across different desks and even different product areas. 

Question 1.5. There is a time lag between a collateral call and actually 
receiving it. What effects does this have? 

The credit contingency agreement provides the trading parties op- 
tions to take actions contingent upon credit events. For instance, one 
party can have the option to terminate the trades at their market values if 
the other party’s credit rating is below a certain level. Another example 
is the credit contingent collateral agreement which specifies the collateral 
that one needs to post is a decreasing function of one’s credit rating, i.e., 
more collateral if one’s credit rating is lowered. 

Question 1.6, Why is the credit contingency option valuable and how to 
quantify it? 

The mutual termination agreement grants the trading parties options 
to terminate the trades at pre-specified dates at the market value. This 
essentially reduces the lifetime of the trades and the variance of their 
MTM values, and thus reduces the credit exposures. 

Question 1.7. What is the relationship between the variance of MTM 
values of the trade and the corresponding credit exposures? 

There are other strategies for reducing counterparty risks, such as by 
restructuring or recouponing the trades that can be an alternative to the 
margin or collateral agreement and essentially turns part of the future 
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receivables into current cash payments. 
Credit exposure and modeling management strategies involve model- 

ing or estimating potential exposures (PE) and setting a limit of allowed 
maximum potential exposures (MPE) to each counterparty after consid- 
ering the effect of the above strategies. Similar to market risk VAR 
(value at risk) for characterizing the market risk in a mathematical sense, 
PE of a portfolio is defined as its MTM values at a certain confidence 
level, e.g., at 95% level, which means at 95% chance the MTM of the 
portfolio would not exceed the PE.32 MPE is the maximum potential 
exposure over the life of the portfolio. By setting the PE limit for each 
counterparty, one ensures not to be overly exposed to particular counter- 
parties, and hopefully can have a diversified portfolio. 

Question 1.8. Normally, the PE is lower considering the collateral effect 
than the PE without collateral with everything else being the same. Are 
there any exceptions to this statement? 

Question 1.9. What are the major differences between PE and market 
risk VAR and credit risk VAR? 

In order to better quantify whether or not one has a diversified port- 
folio, one needs to model and set limit for PE for each industry, each rat- 
ing, each geographical region, so that one is not overly exposed to any of 
these categories. 

Question 1.10. To compute the PE of an industry, can we simply aggre- 
gate the PEs of all the counterparties in that industry, and if so, why? 
There are various coherent risk measures that are additive. 

Another way of measuring the counterparty credit risk is the credit 
VAR and/or the economic capital, which is a step further than PE and 
measures the credit loss at a given percentile. 

32 PE is concerned with the positive MTM (or in the money) scenarios in which case one 
can potentially suffer from credit risks and VAR is concerned with the negative (or out of 
the money) scenarios in which case one can potentially suffer from market risks. VAR 
tends to have a short time horizon (such as one day and two weeks) and PE tends to have 
a time horizon up to the life time of the portfolio. Also see the answer to Question 1.9. 
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Other strategies of managing counterparty credit risk include favor- 
able structuring of the cashflows and the timing of the cashflows in the 
underlying trades. For instance, rather than entering a derivatives trade 
(that is unfunded), one can enter into a funded trade by issuing a struc- 
tured note (including credit linked note) with the payoffs linked to those 
of the derivatives trade. This introduces two additional cashflows, one at 
the start of the trade and one (the principal) at the maturity of the trade. 
This can often completely eliminate one’s counterparty credit risk, as one 
would receive a premium close to the principal of the note at the start of 
the trade and would often have net payables (or owe money) going for- 
ward. This type of trade is feasible if one has a high credit rating in ab- 
solute terms or much higher credit rating relative to one’s counterparty. 
The funded placement of a CDO tranche uses the same strategy. 

In some cases, this funded trading is more difficult for one’s coun- 
terparty than a derivatives trade, which involves no or much less initial 
cashflows, which, in turn, is a reason for the popularity of the deriva- 
tives. But, in the funded trading, one’s counterparty does get the benefit 
of cheapening in the trade with zero or negative credit premium. Also, in 
some cases, one’s counterparty may not be allowed to engage in deriva- 
tives transactions. 

Similarly, as for the timing of the cashflows, in order to reduce one’s 
counterparty credit risk, one can structure the trades such that one will 
receive the receivables sooner and pay the payables later. For instance, 
when buying an option, one can buy an option with premium paid in ar- 
rears or a contingent premium option. 

1.6 

Credit exposure and modeling and management strategies also involve 
categorizing exposures into wrong-way exposure and right-way exposure 
and providing certain quantification for them. These are essentially re- 
lated to the correlation between the market risk processes and the credit 
risk processes. 

Wrong-way exposure or trade refers to a situation whereby the coun- 
terparty exposure and the counterparty credit quality have a negative 
correlation, e.g., when one has more exposures to one’s counterparty is 
when one’s counterparty is more likely to default. Thus, wrong-way ex- 
posure results larger expected credit loss (as compared to the case of zero 
correlation). Equivalently, this is a situation whereby the counterparty 

Wrong-way and Right-way Exposures or Trades 
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exposure and the counterparty credit spread have a positive correlation. 
This is another significant challenge in the modeling and management of 
the counterparty credit risk. 

Right-way exposure or trade refers to an opposite situation whereby 
the exposure and the counterparty credit quality have a positive correla- 
tion, e.g., when one has more exposures to one’s counterparty is when 
one’s counterparty is less likely to default. Thus, right-way exposure 
results in smaller expected credit loss (as compared to the case of 
zero correlation). Equivalently, this is a situation whereby the counter- 
party exposure and the counterparty credit spread have a negative 
correlation. 

There are cases in which wrong-way exposures and right-way 
exposures can be easily identified. However, there are cases in 
which wrong-way exposures and right-way exposures can be counter- 
intuitive and their identification requires close examination of the 
situation. 

For instance, for a commodity producer, is it more or less likely 
to default when the price of its commodity rises? A dealer who has 
trades with the commodity producer would often need to face this 
question. 

On the surface, if the commodity price rises, the commodity pro- 
ducer should be better off. But, is this always true? A typical situation is 
for the commodity producer to short forward contracts33 on its commodi- 
ties to hedge the potential downside movement of the price of its future 
commodity productions. The dealer on the other hand would long these 
forward contracts. 

In one instance, a commodity producer almost went default when its 
commodity price rose. It was due to that that, as its commodity price 
rose, the commodity producer owed more money on its hedges or the 
short forward contracts and had to come up with capital to meet the mar- 
gin or collateral calls. 

33 Or paying floating on a commodity swap which is a series of forward contracts. 
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Question 1.11. What are some simple examples of wrong-way expo- 
sures and right-way exposures? What about an emerging market 
sovereign entity entering a cross currency swap paying its own currency 
and receiving a stronger currency? 

1.7 Introduction to Modeling and Pricing of Counterparty Credit 
Risk 

In essence, pricing the counterparty credit risk is the same as pricing de- 
faultable OTC derivatives or the premium of the embedded default op- 
tions in OTC derivatives, which is a relatively new area of the deriva- 
tives modeling. 

As we pointed out earlier, these default options, though embedded, 
are real trades, and thus need to be priced and hedged properly. Just as a 
CDS is for buying and selling credit protections on a defaultable bond, 
the default options in OTC derivatives are for buying and selling credit 
protections on these defaultable OTC derivatives. 

To price the counterparty credit risk or to compute the credit 
chargebenefit or CVA, it typically starts with modeling of loss given 
default (LGD) and default probabilities. More specifically, it involves 
modeling market exposures (including the modeling of collateral strate- 
gies) and credit spread or default probabilities, and, ideally, also credit 
rating transitions, default recoveries, as well as correlation between the 
market process and the credit processes. 

A common subtlety is that pricing the counterparty credit risk is 
really pricing options on a basket of defaultable derivatives in a counter- 
party portfolio because of the netting agreement and the asymmetric 
treatment of default (except for extinguishing trades). As we pointed out 
previously, the prevailing trade-level based derivatives models (or micro 
models) normally do not and often cannot price the specific counterparty 
credit risk, even though they can price the expected market risks (which 
include the credit risks of reference obligations in credit derivatives) and 
some generic counterparty credit risk by discounting at LIBOR. There- 
fore, additional portfolio-based derivatives models (or macro models) are 
needed for pricing the specific counterparty credit risk. 
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Furthermore, the trades in a counterparty portfolio can be modeled 
by different pricers, booked in different systems, from different desks, or 
even from different product areas. This presents significant challenges to 
the counterparty credit risk modeling and the system. 

More details shall be presented in Chapter 8. 



Chapter 2 Martingale 
Arbitrage Pricing 
in Real Market 

Arbitrage pricing theory has been extensively applied in finance engi- 
neering for derivatives pricing, ever since Fisher Black, Myron Scholes, 
and Robert Merton first applied the risk neutral or preference-free deriva- 
tives valuation to option pricing by explicitly constructing an arbitrage or 
replicating strategy, or, equivalently, the risk neutral probability measure. 
Early pioneering work include: Black and Scholes (1 973), Merton 
(1 973), and Ross (1976). 

The martingale no-arbitrage theory (Harrison and Kreps 1979, Harri- 
son and Pliska 1981) is an important development in the arbitrage pricing 
theory. As we shall see, the Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage 
theorem together with martingale representation and change of probabil- 
ity measure (which we shall term collectively as martingale arbitrage 
modeling) essentially is a model factory for creating various arbitrage 
pricing models. With this approach, we can start the modeling conven- 
iently relying on the existence of an equivalent martingale probability 
measure. 

In this chapter, we shall jump start on the martingale arbitrage mod- 
eling and give a review on various concepts and theories. Our primary 
goal, however, is how to apply these concepts and theories in practice 
and how to address various subtle issues in the real market. These sub- 
tleties include using the correct risk-free interest rate, modeling of de- 
faultable derivatives, modeling and hedging with the volatility skew and 
smile. 

We shall also present examples of simple arbitrage strategies and 
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derivatives pricing without the need of using Stochastic Calculus to help 
the readers build intuitions in this area. 

Readers who would like to become experts on stochastic calculus 
may want to consult stochastic calculus books with applications to fi- 
nance in parallel, such as those by Karatzas and Shreve (1999) and 
Shreve (2004a, 2004b). 

2.1 Basics of Arbitrage 

2.1.1 

Intuitively speaking, an arbitrage opportunity is an opportunity for one 
to make riskless profits with no net investment. 

For instance, let’s consider the case whereby Party A buys an asset 
or a financial instrument34 (such as an option) from Party B at one price 
and simultaneously sells an identical asset or instrument to Party C at a 
higher price. This back-to-back transaction for Party A is the same as the 
intermediation of OTC derivatives by Party A. Without the counterparty 
credit risk, this is an arbitrage opportunity for Party A with the price dif- 
ferential being the riskless profit (with no net investment). 

In a way, this is similar to the market making process of a dealer by 
buying low and selling high with the price differential (or the bidask 
spread) being the profit, except that the dealers do house significant 
amount of risks and provide values or liquidities to the financial market. 

It is important to point out that, in the presence of the counterparty 
credit risk, however, as we discussed in the previous chapter, the profit is 
not riskless any more. For instance, in the above example, if the party, 
assuming to be Party B, who owes money to Party A defaults, then Party 
A would incur default loss and yet still owe money to Part C. In general, 
the loss given default is orders of magnitude greater than the profit de- 
rived from the broker’s bidask spread (that typically does not consider 
the counterparty credit risk). 

In some cases, e.g., when high yield or non-investment grade coun- 
terparties are involved, even the expected default loss (that is typically 

Arbitrage Opportunity and Arbifrage Pricing 

34 By financial instrument, we mean a financial asset, such as an obligation or an option 
including OTC derivatives contracts. By asset, we mean real (tangible) assets as well as 
financial instruments (or financial assets). For the simplicity of exposition, when real 
(tangible) assets are used in financial transactions for the purpose of hedging, arbitraging, 
and speculating, etc., we shall also refer them as financial instruments and use the term 
financial instrument and the term asset interchangeably. 
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much smaller than the loss given default) can be much greater than the 
profit derived from the broker bidask spread. Such default risk needs to 
be priced in and hedged and the real riskless profit (or loss) should be the 
price differential less the credit charge, as we discussed in the previous 
chapter. 

Aside from the back-to-back transactions, a more common arbitrage 
strategy is to replicate or hedge (statically or dynamically) an instrument 
with other more liquid instruments using static and/or dynamic trading 
strategies, and then either buy the instrument low and sell the replication 
portfolio high or vice versa. This is a typical market making process, 
which we can also term as buy low hedge high and sell high hedge low. 
The profits of dealers mainly come from the bidask spread, rather than 
betting on the favorable market movements. 

We shall proceed with our discussions first by assuming that there is 
no counterparty credit risk, unless otherwise indicated. The counterparty 
credit risk can be mitigated by employing credit enhancement strategies 
and credit hedging strategies, which we have discussed in the previous 
chapter. We shall focus on the modeling of the counterparty credit risk 
in Chapter 8. 

Under various idealized assumptions, such as a frictionless market 
(where there is no liquidity risk, no bidask spread, no restrictions in 
short selling, etc.), if the replication portfolio can perfectly replicate the 
original instrument (by replicating all the contingent or non-contingent 
cashflows of the original instrument), then the arbitrage price of the 
original instrument is the market price of the replication portfolio regard- 
less of the risk preference of the market participants. This is the basic 
idea of risk neutral or preference-free derivatives valuation or pricing.3s 

In other words, if an instrument is not traded at its arbitrage price, 
then there would be arbitrage opportunities, and if an instrument is traded 
at its arbitrage price, then there would be no arbitrage. Thus, arbitrage 
pricing is also often termed as no-arbitragepricing. But arbitrage is the 
key. Arbitrage would lead to less or no arbitrage, which is an indication 
of an efficient market. 

In practice, no-arbitrage means that the price is within the bidask 
spread. The profit resulting from the bidask spread is typically only 

Theoretically, the preference-free or risk-neutral valuation has a slightly greater scope 
than the arbitrage pricing through replication. More specifically, the preference-free or 
risk-neutral valuation can still be valid, even if the perfect replication is not available, as 
long as the risks are completely diversifiable. 

35 
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available to dealers with large and diversified portfolios due to their 
comparative advantage of having lower hedging or replication costs than 
other market participants. 

The comparative advantage partially comes from the fact that a 
dealer with a large and diversified portfolio will seldom need to hedge on 
an individual instrument or trade basis, as a new trade is often naturally 
partially hedged or offset by other existing instruments or trades in the 
portfolio. This is particularly true if there is a good “two-way” market. 
This is also important for researches on the hedging cost. 

While arbitrage pricing is the definitive technique for derivatives 
pricing for market making purposes, it is important to point out that other 
market participants can use non-arbitraging models, such as forecasting 
models, to identify various investment opportunities, such as coupon en- 
hancement, funding cheapening, and relative value opportunities. These 
opportunities are speculative in nature and involve risk-taking. A sig- 
nificant amount of trading activities is resulted from the different views 
of arbitrage models and non-arbitrage or forecasting models. 

Due to the arbitrage nature, before we apply an arbitrage model to 
price a derivatives instrument, we really need to understand first how to 
hedge the derivatives instrument. In other words, we need to first make 
sure that the model prices all the liquid replication or hedge instruments 
correctly to the market. This essentially is the model calibration. 

While we can easily apply the risk neutral or preference-free pricing 
methodology to the process of a traded underlying asset, it may not be 
easy to apply such methodology directly to the process of a non-traded 
underlying variables, such as interest rates, credit spreads, volatilities, 
inflation rates, and mortgage prepayment rates. Thus, in the latter case, 
the model calibration is a generic way of deriving the arbitrage processes 
of these variables. 

There are a few more steps that we need to undertake before a model 
can produce a reasonable price that can be traded in the market and rea- 
sonable sensitivities or hedge ratios. 

For instance, derivatives instruments, especially complex ones, can 
depend on some of such variables as volatility skew and smile, correlation, 
forward volatility, forward volatility skew and smile, forward correla- 
tion, volatility of volatility, jumps with stochastic jump sizes, correlation 
skew, etc. Many of these variables are un-hedgeable, i.e., they cannot 
be hedged with liquid instruments or cannot be hedged with low cost. In 
this case, other factors, such as the consensus or the risk preference of 
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the market participants and supply and demand, would come into in the 
picture in the determination of price (and hedging) of the derivatives in- 
struments. This calls for additional model calibration or secondary 
model calibration that we shall discuss more later on. 

It is interesting to note in passing that although the dealers try to be 
market neutral for their trading portfolios through arbitraging and hedg- 
ing, typically, they can only afford to be approximately Delta neutral or 
the first order market neutral, but not completely neutral in other Greeks 
or sensitivities, such as Vega, due to high hedging costs. 

Furthermore, the amount of business or the business flow, which is a 
significant factor governing the amount of trading profit, is not market 
neutral, not even Delta neutral. Regardless whether a dealer is long or 
short volatility (or Vega) in hisher portfolio, typically, the dealer’s busi- 
ness flow is a long position in volatility, i.e., benefits from increasing 
volatility. Intuitively, this is due to that with higher volatilities, there 
would be more investment (or speculation) opportunities for investors to 
explore and more risks for hedgers to hedge, and hence there would be 
more trading opportunities and more business flows. 

Similarly, a dealer’s business flow is also sensitive to other market 
variables, such as the slope of the term structure of underlying assets or 
state variables, e.g., forward interest rates and forward FX rates. Under 
certain circumstances, it may be meaningful for one to partially hedge 
one’s business flow or the P&L (profit and loss), e.g., for reducing the 
volatility in one’s earnings, especially if such hedging is inline with 
one’s view of speculation if one were to conduct proprietary trading ac- 
tivities. An example of such hedging strategy may be to assume some 
short positions in volatility. During the period of later 2005 and early 
2006, the volatility in the equity market (e.g., characterized by the VIX 
index) decreased dramatically, which had caused the reduction of profit 
for equity derivatives dealers, as well as that of funds based on equity 
stat arb (statistical arbitrage). 

The derivatives business of a dealer is typically structured into dif- 
ferent desks (for handling products with increasing complexity levels and 
decreasing liquidity), such as the flow desk for managing underlying or 
linear trades (such as forwards and swaps), the plain vanilla options desk, 
exotic derivatives desk, and hybrid derivatives desk36 for managing 
trades involving multiple product areas, such equity, interest rate, credit, 
FX hybrid derivatives. This, as we shall discuss more, has some implica- 

’‘ The later two desks are also referred to as structured trading desk. 
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tions on hedging strategies, arbitrage pricing, risk management, as well 
as on how we think about some of the concepts. 

In the next few sections, we shall revisit many of the above discus- 
sions in more details. 

2.1.2 

More accurate definition of arbitrage opportunities and arbitrage pricing 
through replication and hedging, particularly dynamic replication and 
hedging, requires the concept of self financing trading strategy. 

A selffinancing trading strategy (SFTS) is a trading strategy such 
that once a portfolio is established, no money is put into or taken out of 
the portfolio. 

SFTS has important theoretical and practical implications. Any trad- 
ing strategy can be considered to be an SFTS respect to the trading port- 
folio that includes all the cashflows or income that it generates. For ex- 
ample, a simple buy-and-hold trading strategy involving a coupon bond 
would be an SFTS if the coupon cashflows are reinvested and included in 
the trading portfolio. It would not be an SFTS, if the coupon cashflows 
are excluded from the trading portfolio. 

More specifically, let’s consider a trading strategy (4 ( t ) ,  5 ( 1 ) )  in- 

volving trading n financial instruments where @j ( t )  is the number of 
units (or the number of shares or the notional amount) at time t of the ith 
instrument whose time-t unit price or value is 5 ( t )  , The typical appli- 
cation of this in practice is to hedge or replicate a derivatives instrument. 

Self Financing Trading Strategies and Arbitrage 

The total value of the portfolio at time t is 

Under proper technical conditions, an SFTS is equivalent to 

2 6  (+qj ( t )  = 0 .  (2.2) 
i=l 

This means that with an SFTS, the proceeds from selling an instrument 
(or reducing the number of units of an instrument) need to be invested in 
buying other instruments, and vice versa. 

Under various assumptions, the above equation is equivalent to 
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d V ( t )  = 2 4  (t)d? ( t )  
i=l 

(2.3) 

This means that the change of the total value (with respect to time t)  only 
depends on the change of the value (with respect to time t) of each of the 
instruments involved, but does not depend on the change of the number 
of units. 

In practice, we tend to think about the above equation as approxima- 
tion to a discrete-time process, as one can only rebalance one’s hedging 
or replication portfolio on a discrete-time basis, typically daily and, as 
needed, intraday due to new trades, large market movement (typically 
triggered by some events), or when the risk limit is exceeded. 

While the above equations are quite intuitive in discrete time, there 
are subtleties in the continuous time limit. Interested readers can also 
refer to Musiela and Rutkowsky (Musiela and Rutkowsky, 1997) for fi,lr- 
ther discussions. It is also interesting to think about what if jump sto- 
chastic processes are involved in the continuous time limit. 

As usual, by stochastic processes, we mean semi-martingales (satis- 
fying various technical conditions) defined on a usual filtered probability 

space (Q,{T}r=o ,P) . For more details, the reader can refer to, e.g., 

Karatzas and Shreve (1999) and Shreve (2004a, 2004b). 
With SFTS, we can define an arbitrage opportunity more accurately. 

More specifically, an arbitrage opportunity refers to the following situa- 
tion: 

A portfolio with zero initial value (i.e., V ( 0 )  = 0 at time 0 or with no 
initial investment) becomes zero or positive in value at a future time T 
(i.e., V ( T )  2 0 )  with a positive expected value at time T (i.e., 

E [  V (  T ) ]  > 0 or a profit) through SFTS. 
Equivalently, at time T, the portfolio has non-zero probability for 

achieving positive values (i.e., P{ V ( T )  > 01 > 0 )  and zero probability 

for achieving negative values (i.e., P{ V ( T )  < O} = 0 or with no risk). 

In other words, in this case V (  0) = 0 is a traded price, but it is dif- 
ferent from (and less than) the arbitrage price. Thus, there is an arbitrage 
opportunity. 

The reader may want to take a few minutes to think about the situa- 
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tion whereby the portfolio has a non-zero initial value before reading on. 
In this case, the key is to form a new portfolio with zero initial value 

so that we can apply the above statement. More specifically, if the port- 
folio has a positive initial value, then it means that we will need to pay to 
acquire the portfolio (or to fund it by shorting, e g ,  a zero-coupon bond), 
whereas if the portfolio has a negative initial value, then it means that we 
will get paid to acquire the portfolio (and we can invest the proceeds in, 
e.g., a zero-coupon bond). Thus, we can form a new portfolio with zero 
initial value by combining the original portfolio and the funding or in- 
vestment portfolio, and apply the statement for the case of zero initial 
value. 

With above definition of arbitrage, we can make some of our earlier 
statements more accurate. In other words, a general approach of obtain- 
ing the arbitrage price of an instrument is to statically or dynamically 
replicate the instrument with other instruments through an SFTS. 

More specifically, to replicate an instrument, one needs to replicate 
its future cashflows and its positions in other instruments. If the replica- 
tion is perfect or exact37 and obtained through an SFTS, then the present 
value of the instrument should be the same as the present value of the 
replicating portfolio, which is an arbitrage price of the in~trurnent .~~ 
Otherwise, there would be arbitrage opportunities between the instru- 
ment and its replicating portfolio, as one can long the less expensive one 
and short the more expensive one to generate riskless profit. 

If an instrument can be replicated by more than one replicating port- 
folios, the present values of all the portfolios and the instrument should 
be the same to avoid arbitrage opportunities. 

Such portfolio replications can be used to create perfect hedges39, 
which, theoretically, is desirable by the dealers whose profits mainly 
come from the bid/ask spread, rather than the favorable market move- 

~~~~~~ 

37 Theoretically, a perfect replication also needs to exactly replicate the payoffs associ- 
ated with the counterparty credit risk. However, involving the counterparty credit risk 
makes the situation much more complicated. So, here we assume that the counterparty 
credit risk is not significant and we shall address it separately later on. The credit risk in 
the underlying instruments, on the other hand, can be incorporated. With the develop- 
ment of credit derivatives, the credit risk in the underlying instruments becomes part of 
the market risk. 
38 Here we assume that the bidask spread is zero. 
39 Here, again, we assume that the counterparty credit risk is not significant and we shall 
address it separately later on. Under this assumption, a perfect hedge refers to a market 
neutral position that is free of all market risks (including the credit risk in the underlying 
instruments). 
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ments. 
In the real market, however, it is normally very difficult and expen- 

sive to achieve perfect replication or hedging (even with back-to-back 
trades due to the counterparty credit risk, except when the trade is fully 
collateralized). Rather, the dealers do take limited positions (that are 
typically limited by VAR, which, in turn, translates to limits in Delta, 
Gamma, and Vega, etc.). Good traders can profit from the proprietary 
trading within such limits and make additional profits. 

2.2 

In the real market that is bound to have various imperfections, the situa- 
tion becomes much more complicated. Here we discuss a few such 
complications and subtleties, as well as how to deal with these subtleties. 

Subtleties in Arbitrage Pricing in Real Market 

2.2.7 Counterparfy Credif Risk 

As we discussed before, for instance, let’s consider the case whereby 
Party A buys an asset or a financial instrument (such as an option) from 
Party B at one price and simultaneously sells an identical asset or instru- 
ment to Party C at a higher price. Without the counterparty credit risk, 
this is an arbitrage opportunity for Party A with the price differential be- 
ing the riskless profit. In the presence of the counterparty credit risk, 
however, as we pointed out earlier, the profit is not riskless any more, 
and the counterparty credit risk can have significant impact on arbitrage 
pricing and hedging strategies. 

As usual, we shall proceed with our discussions first by assuming 
that there is no counterparty credit risk, unless otherwise indicated. We 
shall focus on the modeling of the counterparty credit risk in Chapter 8. 

2.2.2 The Risk-free lnterest Rate 

The arbitrage strategies or SFTS typically require borrowing and lending 
money or fund. Text books often use the term “risk-free interest rate” or 
interest rate without default risk to compute the cost and gain for such 
borrowing and lending. But, practically, what is the “risk-free interest 
rate” in the real market? Is it the Treasury interest rate (or yield)? An- 
other interesting and separate question is what strategies can a non- 
government entity employ to borrow close to the Treasury interest rate 
(or yield)? 
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While Treasury instruments are valued by discounting at the corre- 
sponding Treasury interest rate (or yield), the Treasury interest rates of- 
ten times cannot be exactly the “risk-free interest rate”. 

For instance, U.S. Treasury debt instruments (e.g., Treasury bills, 
notes, and bonds) are virtually defa~lt-free.~’ But, the U.S. Treasury in- 
terest rate is not exactly the “risk-free interest rate”. This is due to the 
fact that the income from U.S. Treasury debt instruments ( e g ,  Treasury 
bills, notes, and bonds) is exempt from state and local taxes, though sub- 
ject to the federal tax. For this reason, the U.S. Treasury interest rate 
should actually be lower than the “risk-free interest rate” that is default- 
free, but with no tax benefit. 

In addition, many sovereign countries, especially those in the emerg- 
ing market, are not default-free. Thus, the Treasury interest rates of 
these sovereigns should be higher than the “risk-free interest rate”. 

It turns out that for the purpose of derivatives pricing, there are many 
interest rates involved. Practically, in an SFTS for derivatives pricing 
and hedging, one needs to borrow and lend fund or money for buying 
and selling the underlying assets, as well as for funding the derivatives 
instrument itself. Thus, one does not need the “risk-free interest rate” 
per se; rather, one needs the effective financing or funding rates of these 
assets or instruments. 

If a liquid rep0 (repurchase agreement) market is available for an 
asset, then the rep0 rate is the financing rate, which can have a range of 
values and is only approximately the “risk-free interest rate”, if the un- 
derlying asset is approximately default-free and has no tax and other 
benefits. In a rep0 transaction, one party sells an asset to another party 
on spot and promises to buy it back at a future date and at a predeter- 
mined (typically higher) price. The first party has a short spot position 
and a long forward position, and effectively borrowed fund from the sec- 
ond party. The second party is said to have a reverse rep0 transaction. 
For more discussions on repo, the reader can refer to, e.g., Fleming and 
Garbade (2003), and Duffie (1 996). 

A rep0 transaction essentially is a fully secured or collateralized loan 
(with the underlying asset as the collateral) and thus the rep0 rate is sen- 
sitive to the credit quality and other characteristics (such as liquidity and 
volatility) of the underlying asset. The borrower’s credit quality can 
come in as a secondary effect for the joint default of the underlying asset 

40 It is interesting to note that the CDS (Credit Default Swap) premium for credit protec- 
tion on U.S. Treasury debt instruments seems to be about 1 bp per annum. 
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and the borrower. All these risks can be reduced by the initial margin, 
the “hair cut” on the collaterals, and the margin calls, which essentially 
reduces the loan amount (or value) or increases the collateral amount (or 
value) and, in turn, has an impact on the effective financing rate. 

If the underlying asset is default-free and has no liquidity risk (such 
as a Treasury instrument), then the rep0 transaction essentially has 
roughly the same risk as the transaction in the underlying asset, and the 
rep0 rate should be close to the yield of the underlying asset. 

This also answered our previous question of what strategies can a 
non-government entity employ to borrow close to the U.S. Treasury in- 
terest rate (or yield). In other words, through a rep0 transaction, an entity 
can buy a Treasury debt instrument by borrowing fund close to the 
Treasury yield, regardless of its credit quality. Also, through a reverse 
rep0 transaction on a Treasury debt instrument, an entity can lend fund 
close to the US. Treasury interest rate (or yield) to a counterparty virtu- 
ally without exposing itself to the counterparty credit risk. 

Similarly, various other non-Treasury assets can have their own fi- 
nancing rates from their perspective rep0 markets. These rates are higher 
than the corresponding U S .  Treasury rep0 rates reflecting the credit risks 
and the liquidity risks in these assets, and, possibly, the borrower’s credit 
quality can come in as a secondary effect for the joint default of the un- 
derlying asset and the borrower, as indicated earlier. Thus, these interest 
rates are not exactly risk-free any more. 

In general, the Treasury debt of government of a country (or a sover- 
eign entity) can have default risk, especially for emerging market coun- 
tries, which often have high (implied) default probabilities. Most sover- 
eign defaults involve defaults on debt denominated in foreign currencies. 
Some involve defaults on debt denominated in the local or domestic cur- 
rency. 

For derivatives instruments, currently there are no liquid rep0 mar- 
kets, Thus, they are typically funded through unsecured borrowing and 
the financing rates highly depend on the credit quality of the borrower. 

The common approach in practice is to use a reference interest rate, 

41 

4 ’  Though the government can print more money denominated in its own domestic cur- 
rency, if needed, this essentially converts the default risk (to the creditors or debt holders) 
to the inflation risk in the entire country and the devaluation of the domestic currency. 
More information on sovereign defaults can be found from the website of Standard & 
Poor’s or http://www.standardandpoors.com (particularly with a search using sovereign 
and default as the key words). 
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typically a rate in the swap market, such as LIBOR (possibly plus a 
spread), as the financing rate in the trade-level arbitrage pricing (or mi- 
cro) models. This captures some generic counterparty credit risks and 
some liquidity risks. The specific counterparty credit risk not priced in 
by this approach is priced by portfolio-based macro models as credit 
premium (the net credit charge) or CVA. As we pointed out in the pre- 
vious chapter, the PV of a trade from the trade-level model should be 
adjusted by the credit premium (the net credit charge) or CVA (and pos- 
sibly by other quantities, as such the unexpected risk premium). 

Some of the strategies that we discussed in the previous chapter are 
for the purpose of creating a synthetic rep0 market for OTC derivatives. 

For exchange traded options, it may be possible to imply the risk- 
free interest rate from the put-call parity. 

In summary, in a single model for pricing a derivatives instrument, 
there can be more than one interest rates simultaneously involved, e.g., 
corresponding to the credit qualities and other characteristics of the in- 
struments and entities involved. In some cases, we may need one interest 
rate or index for computing the coupon payment, another interest rate for 
the growth or discounting of the underlying instrument payoffs, and yet 
another one for the growth or discounting of the derivatives instrument 
payoffs. For instance, when pricing an OTC option on a Treasury issue, 
we need to use the corresponding Treasury yield for the growth or dis- 
counting of the underlying Treasury payoff, but to use LIBOR (possibly 
with a spread) to discount the option payoff. 

Then, the question arises as for how to model them consistently. 
One simple approach to model them consistently is to chose one rate (as 
a primary rate or the state variable) to model and assume all other rates to 
be deterministic (possibly linear or approximately linear) functions of the 
primary rate.42 This shall be addressed in details later on. 

In general, the interest rate (or the financing rate) that one needs to 
pay in unsecured borrowing by, e.g., issuing a bond or CP (commercial 
paper), highly depends on one’s credit quality. How to borrow at lower 
interest rate or lend at higher interest rate is the goal of funding cost arbi- 
trage. 

One typical situation of funding cost arbitrage is in the case of buy- 
ing an asset that has no rep0 market. More specifically, rather than buy- 

42 In general, this does not work for pricing non-linear derivatives (such as options) on 
the spread between the interest rates and non-linear credit derivatives, which requires the 
modeling of the spread dynamics, among other quantities. 
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ing the asset funded with unsecured borrowing, one can enter a total re- 
turn swap on the asset with a lower funding cost. Another strategy is that 
one can issue a structured note (such as a callable range accrual note) 
with various exotic features for significant coupon enhancement and then 
one can swap it with a dealer for achieving lower funding cost than issu- 
ing a plain vanilla bond. The reader may want to think about the ration- 
ale for this situation. 

Yet another strategy for funding cost saving is that rather than buy- 
ing an instrument outright, one can sell a put option on the instrument. 
This way, one can capture the premium of the put option and possibly 
buy the same instrument at a lower price (or the strike price). 

The reader may want to think about whether this is an arbitrage strat- 
egy or a speculation strategy, and the risks involved in this strategy and 
how to cope or (partially) hedge such risks. This strategy is often used 
when a company tries to buy back its own stock shares. One interesting 
implication of this particular strategy is that the put option is a wrong- 
way trade (or exposure) to the option writer and needs to be priced prop- 
erly. 

It is also important to point out that, unless otherwise indicated, the 
interest rate that we work with is the nominal interest rate (which, unless 
under special situations, should not be negative), and it is an aggregation 
of the real interest rate (which can be negative) and the inflation rate 
(which can also be negative). 

Fleming and Garbade (2004) provides a discussion of negative 
nominal financing rate under special situations, which may be considered 
as a convenience yield that is not explicitly priced in. 

2.2.3 BidlAsk Spread 

In the presence of bidask spread in the real market, no-arbitrage roughly 
means the price is within the corresponding bidask spread. If the market 
is also complete, the price of an arbitrage pricing model, unless other- 
wise indicated, is approximately the mid-market price (i.e., the arithmetic 
average of the bid and ask prices), and then the bidask spread is added in 
for the dealer to make a profit. Part of the bid/ask spread is obtained by 
the model and part is obtained from the market consensus. 

The typical arbitrage strategy of a dealer is to buy (or sell) an instru- 
ment from (or to) a market user or another dealer and then sell (or buy) 
the replication portfolio or instruments to (or from) other market users or 
dealers so as to earn the bidask spread through buying low and selling 
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high. The bidask spread essentially allows the dealer to cover various 
costs, such as the replication or hedging cost (from the bidask spread of 
the hedge instruments), the premium of the unexpected risk, and to make 
a profit. 

It is important to point out that a dealer’s bidask spread should also 
include the price of the specific counterparty credit risk. For simplicity, 
unless indicated otherwise, we do not include the price of the specific 
counterparty credit risk in the bid/ask spread, which is the same as how 
brokers quote the bidask spread. We shall discuss the bidask spread 
including the price of the specific counterparty credit risk separately, 
which essentially is the same as pricing the specific counterparty credit 
risk or CVA that can be significantly outside of the broker bidask 
spread. 

The bidask spread (excluding the price of the specific counterparty 
credit risk or CVA) is typically determined by the market consensus. It 
is typically measured by certain number of units of the sensitivities or 
hedge ratios. For instance, for linear instruments, such as swaps, the 
bidask spread is measured by Delta (or PVO143). For nonlinear instru- 
ments, such as caps/floors, swaptions, and callable or other exotic deriva- 
tives, the bid/ask spread is measured by Vega which is equivalent to a 
spread on the volatilities. The bidask spread premium is also often 
structured into the trade as a funding spread (i-e., the spread in the cou- 
pon of the funding leg). 

Often times, the bidask spread of an instrument may not be enough 
to cover all the costs involved if one were to completely hedge this in- 
strument on a stand-alone basis. This may seem to be puzzling. But in 
reality, a dealer with a large and diversified portfolio will seldom need to 
hedge on an individual instrument or trade basis. A new trade is often 
naturally partially hedged or offset by other existing trades in the portfo- 
lio. This is particularly true if there is a good “two-way” market. For 
credit derivatives, there is also a portfolio diversification benefit for the 
default risk. 

Also, a dealer often does not completely hedge away some of the 
risks, such as the Vega risk, the Gamma, and the cross Gamma risk, in 
order to save some hedging cost and to take on some positions. This es- 
sentially is proprietary trading or speculation within market making, 
which needs to be conducted within certain risk limits or VAR (Value at 

43 PVOl stands for the PV change of an instrument with respect to the 1 basis point (bp) 
parallel shift of the yield curve. 
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Risk) limits. This makes dealers more advantageous than other market 
participants and some arbitrage prices are only afforded by the dealers. 

In other words, if one were to model the bidask spread, it involves 
much more than the modeling of the hedging cost. 

This also justifies a merit of derivatives instruments. In other words, 
while other market participants can replicate a derivatives instrument 
themselves, it is often more cost effective to buy (or sell) the derivatives 
instrument from (or to) dealers. There are many other reasons justifying 
the demand on derivatives instruments. 

2.2.4 Un-hedgeable Variables 

In the real market, often times, a derivatives instrument cannot be hedged 
or replicated perfectly with other more liquid instruments, i.e., the liquid 
underlying instruments and the liquid European options on the underly- 
ing instruments, in which case the market is not complete. 

A typical situation is that the derivatives instrument can depend on 
variables that cannot be fully determined given the price information of 
all the liquid instruments. We shall term these variables un-hedgeable 
variables, as they cannot be hedged by the liquid instruments (or cannot 
be hedged with low cost). 

In this case, we cannot simply use the arbitrage pricing. Other fac- 
tors, such as the consensus or the risk preference of the market partici- 
pants and supply and demand, would come into in the picture in the de- 
termination of price (and hedging) of the derivatives  instrument^.^^ This 
calls for additional model calibration or secondary model calibration, 
which we shall discuss in the next section. 

Examples of un-hedgeable variables include correlation, future or 
forward correlation, future or forward volatilities, future or forward vola- 
tility skews and smiles, volatility of volatility, jumps with stochastic 
jump sizes, correlation skew, etc. 

The volatility skew and smile both refer to the strike dependency of 
the implied Black volatility that is widely observed in various financial 
markets, such as the equity, FX, and fixed-income markets. Roughly 
speaking, the volatility skew refers to the monotonic strike dependency 
of the implied Black volatility (that can be produced by a CEV45 model) 

44 As we pointed out before, theoretically, the preference-free or risk-neutral valuation 
can still be applied in this case, if the un-hedgeable risks are completely diversifiable. 
45 CEV stands for Constant Elasticity of Variance. 
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( e g ,  higher implied volatility at lower strike), whereas the volatility 
smile refers to a non-monotonic dependency (that cannot be produced by 
a CEV model) (e.g., higher implied volatility at both lower and higher 
strikes). In other words, the volatility skew and smile differ in the func- 
tional form of their strike dependency of the implied Black volatility. 

Let’s take a look at an example of a Bermudan option whereby the 
option holder can exercise the option at a set of pre-specified dates and at 
pre-specified strikes. 

While the Vega risk of a Bermudan option can be largely hedged by 
a set of European options, it cannot be completely hedged by such Euro- 
pean options. In other words, different models (such as those with dif- 
ferent volatility structures or mean reversion) calibrating to the same set 
of European options can give rise to different prices for the same Berau- 
dan option. This means that the Bermudan option depends on variables 
that are un-hedgeable with respect to European options, and, to that ex- 
tent, its market price is partially determined by, e.g., market consensus 
and supply and demand. 

The fundamental reason is that the Bermudan option price or its ex- 
ercise boundary is determined by conditional expectations (i.e., expecta- 
tions conditioned on future time and states), based on which the option 
holder needs to make a decision to exercise or to continue, and the Euro- 
pean option prices do not directly depend on these conditional expecta- 
tions. More specifically, these conditional expectations are determined 
by conditional quantities, such as, the future or forward volatilities and 
the future or forward volatility skews and smiles that are examples of the 
un-hedgeable variables in this case. On the other hand, the European 
option prices are determined by the unconditional expectations (is.,  ex- 
pectations conditioned on the information available today, which, in turn, 
are determined by the unconditional or term quantities, such as the Black 
or term volatilities (i.e., the equivalent or some average volatilities over a 
period of time) and the term volatility skews and smiles. 

Consequently, the European option prices cannot fully determine the 
conditional quantities that determine the Bermudan option price. One 
way to appreciate the complexity of Bermudan options as compared to 
European options is to realize that a Bermudan option is a highly com- 
pound option on a basket European options whereby the exercise of one 
of these options cancels all the options at later dates. In other words, a 
Bermudan option contains a switch option for choosing between its 
shortest expiry European option and the rest of the options. 
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In the U.S. interest rate market, there is more natural supply than 
demand for the Bermudan swaptions (or Bermudan volatilities) due to 
the callable debt issuance and the debt issuers swapping with the dealers. 
In other words, by issuing a callable debt (which has an embedded Ber- 
mudan call option), the debt issuer buys Bermudan volatility from the 
debt holder (and, as a return, the debt holder gets an enhanced coupon). 
The debt issuer, then, in order to cover the cost of the option or volatility 
bought, sells the volatility to the dealer by selling the Bermudan swap- 
tion or entering into a cancelable swap. Thus, the Bermudan swaption or 
volatility market tends to be one-sided with the dealers having long posi- 
tions of the option or volatility. Consequently, the Bermudan swaptions 
tend to have lower implied volatilities as compared to the European 
swaptions. 

2.2.5 Primary Model Calibration and Secondary Model Calibration 

As we discussed earlier, in order to achieve arbitrage pricing, (implicit or 
explicit) model calibration is needed. In other words, the model parame- 
ters need to be adjusted so that the model prices the calibration instru- 
ments or hedge instruments correctly to the market. 

The primary model calibration calibrates to the liquid underlying 
instruments and the liquid European options on the underlying instru- 
ments by adjusting various model parameters by using, e.g., LM (Leven- 
berge-Marquardt) opt imi~at ion~~.  For an interest rate market, calibrating 
to the liquid undcrlying instruments is the same as (implicitly or explic- 
itly) calibrating to the initial yield curve, which is typically simple and 
straight forward, and calibrating to the liquid European options on the 
underlying instruments is the same as calibrating the volatility of the 
yield curve, which can be much more difficult. For an interest rate swap 
market, examples of the liquid underlying instruments include cash de- 
posits, Euro futures, and swaps, and examples of the liquid European 
options on the underlying instrument include capdfloors and European 
swaptions. 

46 A popular and free Levenberge-Marquardt solver software was developed by Argonne 
National Laboratory and can be downloaded from http://www.netlib.org/minpac!d. The 
f2c utility for converting FORTRAN to C is often useful and can be downloaded from 
http://www.netlib,orglflcl. Netlib (http://www.netlib.org) is a useful repository of free 
mathematical/numerical software. Another useful resource is Quantlib 
(http://www.quantlib.org/) that provides a useful free/open-source library for Quantitative 
Finance. 
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For a simple IR model, the calibration instruments depend on the 
derivatives instrument to be priced. It typically calibrates to all the liquid 
underlying instruments or the initial yield curve that the derivatives in- 
strument depends on, and selected Vega points (or liquid caps/floors 
and/or European swaptions that the derivatives instrument depends on). 
This is also referred to as local model calibration. 

For an advanced IR model, not only can it calibrate to the entire ini- 
tial yield curve, it can also calibrate to the entire ATM volatility matrix 
(of liquid capdfloors and/or European swaptions) and possibly best fit to 
the volatility skews and smiles globally. This is also referred to as global 
model calibration. 

Various martingale control variate techniques presented in Chapter 4 
can be used to improve the calibration accuracy. 

Essentially, the primary calibration calibrates to the hedge instru- 
ments so that the model produces market compatible prices for the hedge 
instruments. However, as we pointed out, after the primary model cali- 
bration, the model still may not be able to produce market compatible 
prices for certain derivatives instruments, particularly, exotic and hybrid 
derivatives instruments, due to their dependencies on the un-hedgeable 
variables. This is where the secondary model calibration comes in. 

The secondary model calibration attempts to calibrate to similar or 
the same derivatives instruments or the secondary calibration instruments 
(which normally cannot be used as hedge instruments due to their large 
bidask spreads) by adjusting additional model parameters while main- 
taining good primary calibration. This is essentially to handle or esti- 
mate the un-hedgeable variables. 

The first step is to identify the model parameters that correspond to 
un-hedgeable variables and are suitable for the secondary model calibra- 
tion based on the sensitivities the PV of the derivatives instrument with 
respect to these parameters, These are typically parameters that (explic- 
itly or implicitly) determine the correlation and fiture correlation (e.g., 
among various interest rates), such as the correlation parameters in a 
multi-factor model, and parameters that determine the volatility skews 
and smiles and future volatility skews and smiles, such as the parameters 
for a stochastic volatility model or a jump model. 

The second step is to estimate some of these model parameters from 
historical data, if feasible. For instance, one can estimate various histori- 
cal correlation, e.g., among various interest rates, and then estimate the 
model correlation parameters. 
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The third step is to find the market prices of the similar or the same 
derivatives instruments (or the secondary calibration instruments) and 
then adjust some of the model parameters estimated from historical data 
such that the model produces market consistent prices for the secondary 
calibration instruments. 

Even though exotic and hybrid derivatives instruments are usually 
not liquid, their prices can often be discovered from the market if there is 
a competitive market where dealers or dealers need to bid in order to win 
the trades. Brokers are also a source of market price discovery. There 
are also other ways for dealers or dealers to exchange information on 
pricing, e.g., through private communications on inter-dealer trades. 
Pricing information providers, such as Totem Market  valuation^,^^ pro- 
vide extensive pricing information contributed by dealers on a wide 
range of derivatives instruments across product areas. 

The reader may recognize the subtlety that the secondary model cali- 
bration is’ almost the same as calibrating to the derivatives instrument 
that we are trying to price. The reader may want to spend a few minutes 
to think about this before reading on. 

In practice, this is handled in an iterative way that the secondary 
model calibration performed in the past is used for the current trade. The 
hope is to find a model such that the parameters for the secondary model 
calibration do not change much over time. 

One needs to have a process to monitor the performance of the sec- 
ondary model calibration. For instance, if one keeps losing trades to 
other dealers, then it is an indication that something may be wrong. This 
may be because one’s secondary model calibration may be not good or 
one’s model may be very different from the models of other dealers. 
One also needs to be careful, if one keeps wining trades against other 
dealers. Unless one can justify that, e.g., by risk reduction or hedging 
cost reduction from portfolio benefit (such as the situation whereby a 
new trade significantly offsets the risks in the existing portfolio), it may 
also be an indication that something is wrong. The portfolio benefit can 
be significant in reducing the counterparty credit risk and price. 

A major model risk is that the parameters for the secondary model 
calibration can indeed change much over time, especially when there is a 
regime change in the market. 

Thus, it is important for one to take a market or model reserve on the 
PV of the derivatives instrument. Consequently, part of the P&L from 

See www.TotemValuations.com or www.Markit.com for more information. 47 
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this derivatives instrument, rather than being considered realized right 
away, is put into a reserve, which will be released over time as a realized 
profit. The magnitude of the risk reserve can be measured by and linked 
to certain number of units of the sensitivities or hedge ratios of the PV of 
the derivatives instrument with respect to the un-hedgeable variables. 

2.2.6 Models for Pricing, Models for Hedging, and Hedging Calibration 

The primary objective of a model for pricing (or pricing model) includ- 
ing the primary and the secondary model calibration is to produce market 
consistent prices (that are typically expected values of certain dynamic 
processes), whereas the primary objective of a model for hedging (or 
hedging model) is to produce market consistent hedge ratios or hedge 
dynamics (that are the dynamic processes themselves). 

Ideally, one would hope that the pricing model and the hedging 
model should be identical.48 But, in practice, especially for exotic de- 
rivatives instruments, it is often not the case due to various issues, such 
as the dynamics implied by the model being inconsistent with the market, 
the existence of un-hedgeable variables, numerical issues, and computa- 
tion speed issues. 

In general, even if a model can calibrate to all the liquid hedge in- 
struments, it by no means guarantees to give correct hedge ratios or 
hedge dynamics. The intuition is simple, as calibrating to the liquid 
hedge instruments or the expected values cannot uniquely determine the 
model dynamics. In other words, models with different dynamics can 
give the same expected values, but different hedge ratios or hedge dy- 
namics. 

The local volatility model is such an example. The model can pro- 
duce market-consistent volatility smiles by calibrating to all the volatility 
smile points of liquid European stock (or stock index) options, yet it still 
produces a volatility smile dynamics that is inconsistent with the market 
(See, e.g., Hagan, Kumar, Lesniewski, and Woodward, 2002). 

More specifically, in the real market, when the underlying variable 
moves, the associated volatility smile moves along, whereas in the local 
volatility model, the associated volatility smile appears to move in the 
opposite direction. But, this does not necessarily mean that the local 
volatility model is wrong. Rather, it means that one needs to use hedging 

48 There also may be a need to use different pricing models for booking (for end of day or 
EOD) P&L and for structuring (or for live trade pricing). 
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corrections or a different model for hedging. 
In addition, in order to produce numerically stable hedge ratios, the 

hedging model needs to be parsimonious (i.e., with fewer model parame- 
ters) and thus may not fit the market prices well enough for pricing pur- 
poses. 

A similar example is related to part of the volatility skew dynamics 
that the Black or percentage volatilities of liquid European options in- 
crease when the underlying variable (such as the stock price or the inter- 
est rate) decreases,49 and vice versa. For instance, in an IR market, the 
Black volatilities of liquid European options tend to rally (in an expected 
value sense) when the market rallies (or the interest rates decrease). 

If the pricing model is a lognormal model on the underlying vari- 
ables (such as the stock price or the interest rate), then the model predicts 
that when the underlying variables change, the Black volatilities of the 
European options on the underlying variables do not change.” This ob- 
viously is inconsistent with the market skew dynamics. A good hedging 
model needs to produce different and skew adjusted hedge ratios, such as 
Delta and Vega. 

For instance, if one is short in volatility (or short in Vega, i.e., has a 
negative Vega) in an IR market, then, when the market rallies (or the in- 
terest rates decrease), one would lose money on one’s Vega position, as 
the volatility tends to rally (in an expected value sense). Intuitively 
speaking, one is shorter in the market than one would have been without 
the volatility skew or as compared with the Black Delta (or the Delta 
produced by a lognormal Black model). In other words, part of the skew 
adjusted Delta is from (Black) Vega, which we shall term as Delta due to 
Vega and quantify later on. 

If one uses a lognormal model for pricing, then one needs to properly 

49 The reader may want to think more about volatility skew dynamics in the FX market 
when the exchange rates (or FX rates) are the underlying variables. This is one of the 
interesting situations related to the exchange rate symmetry in that if X is an exchange 
rate, 1/X is also an exchange rate with the same Black or percentage volatility. So, it 
seems that we have a paradox that if the FX Black volatility is a decreasing function of X, 
then, by symmetry, the same FX volatility should also be a decreasing function of 1/X, 
but they cannot be true at the same time. In the real market, it turns out that typically the 
FX Black volatility increases when the underlying FX rate moves in the direction of the 
devaluation of the (market perceived) weaker currency. In other words, the market typi- 
cally implies more probability for the weaker currency to devaluate than the other way 
around. 

This statement is an approximation for IR caps/floors and European swaptions if the 
underlying variable is the short rate. 

50 
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incorporate the Delta due to Vega in one’s Delta hedging, otherwise one 
is not truly Delta neutral. Similarly, one needs to properly handle one’s 
volatility hedging and recognize that part of the Vega is hedged by the 
Delta, which we shall term as Vega P&L due to Delta and quantify later 
on (which is good in reducing the Vega hedging cost). 

CEV (Constant Elasticity of Variance) and shifted lognormal models 
can model this volatility skew dynamics by making the volatilities as 
deterministic functions of the underlying variables. However, this re- 
quires hedging calibration, an additional calibration for adjusting or cali- 
brating certain model parameters (such as the CEV power) so that the 
model can produce market consistent hedging ratios or hedge dynamics, 
which, in turn, can be inferred from, e.g., historical data. This is in con- 
trast with the PV or price calibration of the primary and secondary model 
calibrations (that calibrate other model parameters). 

Sometimes, the hedging calibration produces direct adjustments to 
the hedge ratios, rather than adjustment to the model parameters due to 
the parsimonious nature of the hedging model (needed for producing 
numerically stable hedges). 

In general, CEV and shifted lognormal models cannot handle the 
volatility smile dynamics, which requires a stochastic volatility model, 
which indeed can produce market consistent volatility smile that the local 
volatility model cannot produce. It is interesting to mention in passing 
that while the stochastic volatility diffusion models can handle the vola- 
tility smile in general, they tend to have difficulties in handling the vola- 
tility smiles in short time horizon (or short option expiry). The typical 
difficulties include: the volatility of volatility being too high and the fit- 
ting of the volatility smiles being not accurate enough or being not sta- 
ble. 

Intuitively speaking, this is due to that the market implies the exis- 
tence of jumps in the short time horizon, but a diffusion stochastic vola- 
tility process does not have enough time to diffuse far from its initial 
value without extraordinarily high volatility (or high volatility of volatil- 
ity in this case), A jump process does not have this limitation and can 
produce high equivalent volatility of volatility or fatter tail distributions. 
So, we can combine a diffusion and a jump process together to form a 
jump-diffusion process to model the volatility smile dynamics at both 
short and longer time horizons. 

It is also interesting to mention that the limitation of a diffusion 
process in short time horizon also occurs in other areas, such as in the 
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modeling of a default process with Merton’s firm value model (Merton, 
1974) where the firm value follows a diffusion process and the default 
occurs when the firm’s asset is less than its liability (the knock-out or 
default barrier). A practical issue is that the short term credit spread pro- 
duced by this model with a constant default barrier is much smaller than 
what is observed in the market. This is due to the same reason that, in a 
short time horizon, a diffusion process does not have enough time to dif- 
fuse far from its initial value. In other words, the short term distance to 
default is too large. A promising way to overcome this issue is to intro- 
duce a random default barrier in Merton’s firm value model to allow 
jump to default (see, e.g., Finkelstein, Lardy, et al, 2002). 

Similar to the case of CEV and shifted lognormal models, in a sto- 
chastic volatility model, some of the model parameters are used for PV 
or price calibrations and some for the hedging calibration. A stochastic 
volatility model can also be used to produce hedge ratio adjustments to 
other models. 

Another significant driving factor for the pricing model and the 
hedging model being different is the existence of un-hedgeable variables. 
While it is necessary to use the secondary model calibration in the pric- 
ing model, the secondary model calibration should not be used in the 
hedging model in general. The role of the secondary model calibration is 
often to produce a conservative price in order for a dealer to buy a de- 
rivatives instrument at a low price or sell it at high price. If the dealer 
buys a derivatives instrument at a low price, he or she normally should 
not hedge with the pricing model that produces this low price, as this is 
the same as locking in this low price. Rather, the dealer should hedge 
with a hedging model that produces a higher price, which is equivalent as 
selling the hedge or replication portfolio at a higher price. In other 
words, in order to capture appropriate bidask spread, a dealer needs to 
bwy/price low, but hedge high, or sell/price high, but hedge low. 

In order to achieve the global consistency for portfolio-based hedg- 
ing for a well diversified portfolio, a dealer can chose a hedging model 
that produces the mid market prices. 

As we mentioned earlier, the counterparty credit risk can have sig- 
nificant effects on both pricing and hedging, as well as early exercise 
boundaries and decisions. 

In general, if a pricing model cannot produce market consistent 
hedging dynamics, it does not necessarily mean that the model is wrong. 
Rather, it means that one needs to use hedging corrections or a different 
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model for hedging. There are various examples for this situation. An 
extreme example is the Black-Scholes model and the Black model, 
which are the mostly widely used pricing models, but cannot be used for 
hedging in general due to the volatility skews and smiles. For this rea- 
son, the Black-Scholes model and the Black model are often considered 
price quoting tools. 

If the pricing model and the hedging model indeed produce different 
prices, then this inconsistency may be a potential source of leaking 
money. So, the P&L produced by these models should not be considered 
as filly realized immediately, rather part of the P&L needs to be put into 
a model reserve to be releases gradually over time. Nonetheless, in gen- 
eral, it is still better than using the wrong hedge ratios. 

2.2.7 

The major reason for the market being incomplete for complex deriva- 
tives instruments is the existence of un-hedgeable variables, which a de- 
rivatives instrument depends on, but no other liquid traded instruments or 
assets depend on or cannot be fully determined by the prices of liquid 
traded instruments, as we discussed previously. 

In general, non-traded variables can potentially be un-hedgeable and 
thus can potentially make the market incomplete. 

It is important to point out that non-traded variables are not auto- 
matically un-hedgeable. For instance, while the interest rate is not a 
traded asset per se, there are large amount of other liquid assets, such as 
futures, swaps, and bonds that can be used to determine the interest rate 
and thus to hedge and replicate other interest rate derivatives. 

It is important to point out that traded assets do not necessarily help 
the market become complete. For instance, while electricity is a traded 
asset, it cannot be stored with low cost. Thus, some SFTS that requires 
buying and holding the underlying asset (also termed as the cash and 
carry strategy) cannot be practically applied in this case. 

In general, non-traded variables can be made tradable by using h- 
tures. For instance, weather variables, such as temperature, are not natu- 
rally tradable. But futures in temperature, such as heating degree days 
(HDD) or cooling degree days (CDD) at various locations, have been 

Incomplete Market and Completing the Market 
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trading at CME (Chicago Mercantile E~change).~‘ 
Other non-traded variables include some of the emerging market cur- 

rencies which can be indirectly traded with NDF (non-deliverable for- 
ward) and NDO (non-deliverable option) whereby the contracts are cash- 
settled in traded currencies. 

In general, establishing liquid futures markets or exchange traded 
funds (ETF) on, e.g., the non-traded variables or assets that cannot be 
easily replicated or stored, is a possibility to complete any market. This, 
of course, depends on, among other factors, whether or not there are 
strong demands for such fhtures markets in the general capital market 
and among various market participants, such as hedgers (e.g., bond issu- 
ers, such as government agencies, corporations, and local governments, 
as well as some funds), speculators (e.g., various funds and proprietary 
trading desks in investment banks), arbitrageurs (e.g., some funds and 
market making desks in investment banks), and other investors. It is also 
important for such demands to be two-way with balanced supply and 
demand, or, roughly speaking, when the situation that “one man’s trash is 
another man’s treasure” applies. 

Another interesting way of completing the market is through a para- 
mutuel process, which, under certain conditions, can have a unique equi- 
librium price based on the supply and demand. Due to the existence of 
limit orders, this is an interesting and challenging combinatorial problem. 
This has been applied to the trading of various economic indicators and 
mortgage prepayment rates (that are otherwise non-tradable). For more 
information, the reader can refer to Lange and Economides (2001) and 
http://www.longitude.com. An example of dealers for these trades can 
be found at: http://www2.goldmansachs.com/econderivs/index.html. 

2.3 Arbitrage Models and Non-arbitrage Models 

2.3.1 

Aside from the arbitrage pricing models that we have discussed and shall 
discuss further, there are also non-arbitrage models that are not based on 
arbitrage arguments. For our purposes, these are mainly forecasting 
models based on econometrics or technical financial analysis (including 

Arbitrage Models and Non-arbitrage Models 

Please refer to http://www.cme.com/edu/comwea/tradingwea/index.html for more de- 
tails. Please also refer to http://www.wrma.org of the Weather Risk Management Asso- 
ciation (or WRMA). 
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statistical analysis of historical data) and fundamental financial analysis, 
and equilibrium models (e.g., based on the equilibrium of the supply and 
demand). 

These different categories of models serve different objectives or 
utility functions of different financial market participants. 

The objective of the forecasting models is to forecast what will hap- 
pen in the market in the future under the real world probability measure 
(or the statistical measure), or, more realistically, to forecast the distribu- 
tional or statistical properties (such as mean and variance) of certain 
market variables. 

For instance, there are models for forecasting stock prices, interest 
rates, foreign exchange (FX) rates, mortgage prepayment rates, various 
volatilities, and various economic indicators. There are also models that 
can identify rich and cheap assets or market sectors. 

These models help the investors (such as various funds) identify in- 
vestment opportunities, including speculation and relative value opportu- 
nities. In an investment bank, these models are developed by research 
groups that are different from the derivatives modeling groups who de- 
velop the arbitrage models. 

The (explicit or implicit) equilibrium models for our purpose are 
models mainly for determining the current spot prices, based on the equi- 
librium of supply and demand or the market consensus. These (explicit 
or implicit) equilibrium models are used by the Futures Exchanges and 
brokers in determining the prices and order matching. 

The most liquid underlying instruments, such as the most liquid fu- 
tures, swaps, Treasury bonds, stocks, spot FX trades, that, by definition, 
cannot be replicated by more liquid instruments are normally priced by 
the equilibrium models (explicitly or implicitly). 

The paramutuel process that we discussed earlier is also an example 
of such equilibrium models, which has been applied to the trading of 
various economic indicators and mortgage prepayment rates (that are 
otherwise non-tradable). For more information, the reader can refer to 
Lange and Economides (200 1) and http://www.longitude.com. 

The goal of the arbitrage models is, as we discussed before, to price 
(and hedge) derivatives instruments through (static or dynamic) replica- 
tion using their more liquid underlying instruments or to price derivatives 
instruments relative to the underlying instruments. Thus, arbitrage pric- 
ing is also referred to as relative pricing. These models do not focus on 
predicting what will happen in the future under the real world probability 
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measure (or the statistical measure); rather they focus on the arbitrage 
relationship (through hedging and replication) between derivatives in- 
struments and their underlying instruments. To a certain extent, the arbi- 
trage models predict what will happen under the arbitrage-free probabil- 
ity measures. 

The arbitrage models are mainly used by dealers or dealers for the 
market making process in derivatives instruments, but can also be used 
by investors to identify relative value opportunities. 

It is important to point out that while derivatives pricing mainly re- 
lies on the arbitrage models, the forecasting models often come into the 
picture. 

For instance, for the un-hedgeable variables, the arbitrage models 
indeed predict or imply their future values under the real world probabil- 
ity measure (or the statistical measure). Thus, for the un-hedgeable vari- 
ables, the arbitrage models behave similarly to the forecasting models 
and the equilibrium models. 

In addition, the forecasting models are also needed in hedging cost 
pricing, hedging scenario analysis, and risk analysis, such as VAR 
(Value at Risk) and credit PE (Potential Exposures). More specifically, 
the future market scenarios are generated by the forecasting models (or 
under the real world probability measure) and the scenario pricing (or 
derivatives pricing at each market scenario) is performed by the arbitrage 
models (or under the arbitrage probability measure). This is particularly 
important for analyzing and reducing the hedging cost associated with 
Gamma, cross Gamma, Delta due to Vega, etc. 

There is also a related category of models - the statistical arbitrage 
(stat arb) models whereby one identifies violations of equilibriums based 
on statistics and bet on the mean reversion to the equilibrium. These 
models are typically used in program trading. 

In the first part of the book, we shall focus on the arbitrage pricing 
models and, in the second part of the book, we shall discuss more on the 
stat arb models. 

2.3.2 
The financial industry or “Wall Street” is divided into two sides, the buy 
side and the sell side. 

The buy side includes various asset management firms managing 
various funds, such as mutual fund, pension fund, hedge fund, endow- 
ment fund, and asset management divisions in insurance companies and 

Financial Market Participants and Financial Activities 
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banks, as well as other investors. The sell side includes dealers or deal- 
ers in investment banks and brokerage firms. The buy side is the sup- 
plier of capital and typically buys various financial instruments from the 
sell side for the purpose of achieving capital appreciation. Its financial 
activities are often speculative in nature. The sell side, on the other hand, 
tries to be market neutral (through arbitraging or hedging and replication) 
and earn the bidask spread, except for the un-hedgeable variables. 

The main driving factors of the financial activities include capital 
demand and supply, and risk mitigation. 

In a financial market, some market participants, such as central gov- 
ernments, government agencies, corporations, local governments, and 
financial institutions, need capital to fund their business or projects. 
Some market participants, such as the buy side, have capital and hope to 
invest the capital to achieve capital appreciation. 

Those who need the capital can get loans or issue (with the help of 
the sell side) various securities, such as debt instruments (e.g., simple 
bonds, commercial papers, and structured notes), stocks, and convertible 
bondsS5* Those who have the capital can invest in various securities and 
non-securitized financial instruments (such as OTC derivatives). 

The OTC derivatives have an advantage of allowing unfunded trans- 
actions whereby an investor needs to pay very little (as compared to par) 
at the beginning of the transaction. This allows significant leveraging 
that is a critical measure of boosting the percentage return of the invest- 
ment. 

Bridging the capital demand and supply is a major source of business 
for the investment banking division of an investment bank through public 

’* A convertible bond is a bond with an embedded equity call option (and a bond call 
option) to convert the bond to a pre-specified number of shares of the underlying stock, 
which is a hybrid instrument involving equity, credit, and IR. The motivation of the is- 
suer of a convertible bond is to lower the funding cost by selling the equity option (or 
volatility). The motivation of the buyer of a convertible bond is typically to buy (and 
strip off) cheap equity volatility (e.g., by shorting the underlying stock), which is also 
termed as convertible arbitrage. A convertible bond is typically callable so that the is- 
suer can force a conversion. The recent significant decline of equity volatilities has re- 
duced the issuance amount of convertible bonds. The accounting treatment of EPS (eam- 
ings per share) with regard to convertible bonds assuming the bonds are fully converted 
also negatively impacts the issuance amount. A convertible bond has a lower seniority in 
the capital structure than a corresponding senior unsecured bond and, thus, will have 
lower recovery upon default. A stock will have (almost) zero recovery upon default. An 
IR swap on a senior unsecured bond, on the other hand, has the same seniority as the 
bond itself. 
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offerings of securities (after lengthy underwriting and marketing proc- 
esses). 

Private equity/debt investment/placement without going through 
public offering is another approach to bridge the capital demand and 
supply. This includes various funds (including venture capitalists) in- 
vesting in private companies. This can help the funds acquire assets at a 
discount price and, thus, enhance the return. Sometimes, this can entail 
significant risks, especially in the case of venture capital investing. The 
investment banks can also be the principal investors in this case. 

Another major source of business for the investment banking divi- 
sion of an investment bank is advising merger and acquisition (M&A). 

The risk mitigation is the essence of asset management and liability 
management, which includes enhancing the return on asset, hedging 
against the (uncertain) depreciation of asset, and hedging against the (un- 
certain) appreciation of liability. This is a major source of business for 
the derivatives trading division of an investment bank. Some market 
participants (hedgers) would like to pay to hedge away (or sell) the risks. 
Some market participants (speculators), such as the buy side and other 
investors, would like to take (or buy) the risks and get paid. 

These can be achieved through unfunded derivatives transactions by, 
e.g., using a futures or swap contract. The unfunded derivatives transac- 
tions can be very risky in that it can create over-leveraging for the inves- 
tor. Since some of the investors are not allowed to enter OTC derivatives 
transactions, often times, the derivatives transactions are structured as 
funded transactions or embedded in structured notes. 

The popular yield enhancement measures, which we shall discuss 
more in the next section, are essentially to allow investors to get paid 
more by taking more risks (with the investors hoping that the potential 
risks will not be realized). Asset management divisions of an investment 
bank are also market participants in this area. 

Hedgers can be a variety of financial and non-financial entities. For 
example, debt issuers need to hedge their debt outstanding. Some enti- 
ties, such as insurance companies, commercial banks, and pension funds, 
which typically have huge assets (or receivables) and huge liabilities (or 
payables), need to also hedge against the (uncertain) asset and liability 
mismatch. Importers (or exporters) typically have long positions in do- 
mestic (or foreign) currency and long positions in foreign (or domestic) 
currency, and, thus, need to hedge against the depreciation (or apprecia- 
tion) of the domestic currency. 
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Yet some other market participants, i.e., the arbitrageurs, would like 
to take no (or little) risk, but still make a profit. To a certain extent, bro- 
kers and dealers are arbitrageurs. However, in general, dealers do take or 
house significant risks, especially, on the un-hedgeable variables. 

Typically, a market participant is a combination of a speculator, a 
hedger, and, possibly, an arbitrageur. 

In an interest rate market, important activities include the debt issu- 
ance of the central government, government agencies, local govern- 
ments, financial firms, and corporations, as well as mortgage related ac- 
tivities. 

2.4 Trading Opportunities and Strategies 

Derivatives trading opportunities are largely driven by the risk mitigation 
(including, e.g., hedging, yieldcoupon enhancement, funding cheapen- 
ing, and leveraging) in asset management and liability management, and 
are often motivated by the differences in the views in arbitrage models 
and forecasting models. Conceptually, these opportunities essentially are 
trading activities between the arbitrage-free probability measure and the 
real world probability measure. Some are driven by various arbitrage 
and quasi-arbitrage strategies, including stat arb and funding cost arbi- 
trage. 

Here we provide some simple examples of various trading opportuni- 
ties and strategies. 

The arbitrage and forecasting models can imply very different views, 
or, equivalently, the real world probability measure (or the statistical 
probability measure) and the no-arbitrage probability measure are very 
different. 

For instance, roughly speaking, for pricing linear or volatility- 
insensitive instruments, the arbitrage pricing models imply that a spot 
quantity (such as a spot LIBOR rate or a spot FX rate, or a spot stock 
price) will follow the corresponding forward curve or quantities (such as 
the forward LIBOR rate, the forward FX rate, or the forward stock 
price). This is the result of arbitrage replication. In other words, the 
forward curves are assumed to be realized and become the spot quantities 
in the future (under the no-arbitrage measure). The forecasting models 
and historical analysis often show the contrary, i.e., the forward curves 
are normally not realized (under the real world measure) and the spot 
quantities tend to have random distributions around their current levels. 
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More specifically, in an upward sloping yield curve environment, in 
an arbitrage model, the spot rate “climbs” up along the forward yield 
curve. On the other hand, a forecasting model typically predicts that the 
yield curve is close to stationary or “slides” in parallel to today’s yield 
curve. In other words, the future spot rate will be close to today’s spot 
rate and the 5 year forward rate 1 year from today will be close to to- 
day’s 4 year forward rate. An exception to this forecasting is that a yield 
curve can indeed become inverted (or downward sloping) with a small 
probability. 

One important consequence of the different views of these two cate- 
gories of models is that the value of the same financial instrument can be 
very different according to these models. This reveals a significant 
amount of trading or speculation opportunities and turns out to be an im- 
portant motivation or driving factor for derivatives transactions, espe- 
cially exotic derivatives transactions that are often embedded in struc- 
tured notes. 

Another important and related motivation or driving factor for trad- 
ing is the investors’ demands for higher coupons or higher potential yield 
or returns. A typical strategy for coupon or yield enhancement is for the 
investors to take some risks or to give up some of the upside potentials in 
the trades. Part of the economic value for the coupon enhancement 
comes from the fact that the investors think that the risk that they take or 
the upside potential that they give up will occur at low probabilities (in 
the real world or under the real world probability measure), but the deal- 
ers think the same events will occur at higher probabilities (under the 
arbitrage-free probability measure). Thus, the dealers can price and sell 
the trades lower (with arbitrage models) than what the investors think 
(with forecasting models). In other words, if the investors’ forecasting 
models or views are correct, the investors will receive more values in the 
coupon enhancement than the risk that they take or the values of the up- 
side potential that they give up. 

In other words, in an upward sloping yield curve environment, the 
investors tend to long the market (or assume a bullish view) and/or long 
yield curve steepeners for yield enhancement purposes. Some may 
choose a bearish view on the longer term market if they think that the 
current longer term interest rate is too low. 

Similar curve strategies can be applied to the FX market (and other 
markets), which we shall discuss more. But, the reader may want to start 
thinking about how to derive such strategies. 
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Unless otherwise indicated, going forward, we shall assume that the 
yield curves are upward sloping. 

To achieve further yield enhancement, the investors typically sell (or 
short) (implied) volatilities. For instance, the investor can sell the cancel 
option in a cancelable swap and the cap in a capped floater. 

The investor can also sell the implied equity volatility in an equity 
variance swap (partially hedged by buying the realized volatility). Other 
volatility based instruments include forward starting options (cliquet) 
whose strike is set ATM on a forward date. There are also bonds with 
coupons linked to volatilities (that are termed as Vol bonds). These vola- 
tility instruments offer investors close to market neutral trading strate- 
gies. 

In summary, one of the most important motivations of derivatives, 
especially exotic derivatives, is to create undervalued assets for the in- 
vestor either directly or through structured products (or notes). While 
these assets are undervalued according to the investor’s forecasting mod- 
es, it does not mean that the dealer will incur any loss. Though it is a 
zero sum for this particular trade, the dealer, being market neutral, can 
make a significant amount of profit from his or her hedges for this trade 
to offset the loss in this trade (and still lock in the initial profit). It looks 
like that it is a win-win situation for both the investor and the dealer. 

So, an interesting question is where does the economic value come 
from or who provides the economic value? We shall give some exam- 
ples later on. 

2.4.1 

Let’s first start with a simple plain vanilla interest rate (IR) swap that, as 
we discussed previously, is a contract for exchanging a set of fixed cou- 
pons or payments (or the fixed leg) with a set of floating coupons or 
payments (or the floating leg), typically with the floating coupon rate 
equal to the corresponding LIBOR of the same accrual dates (plus a 
small funding spreads3). 

The swap is typically structured with zero PV at the time of trading 
or the total PV of the floating payments (or the floating leg) being equal 
to the total PV of the fixed payments (or the fixed leg) assuming that the 

Simple Bonds and IR Swaps 

53 The funding spread can also be negative which can be achieved through funding 
cheapening strategies. If one of the swap counterparties is of low credit rating, then the 
funding spread can be significant. As usual, we start with the case where the counter- 
party credit risk is not significant. 
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forward curve is realized or under the no-arbitrage measure. The trading 
or speculation opportunities come from the prediction of the forecasting 
models (assuming that the spot rate slides along) that the total PV of the 
float payments (or the floating leg) is (most likely) less than the total PV 
of the fixed payments (or the fixed leg) under the real world probability 
measure in a upward sloping yield curve environment. 

Consequently, to benefit from the valuation difference from different 
models, an investor can enter into a receiver swap (or a receiving-fixed- 
paying-floating swap) with a dealer. In this case, the investor is long in 
the interest rate market. The risk that the investor is taking is mainly on 
the overall level of the yield curve (or the first or the most dominant 
principal component of the yield curve movement). More specifically, if 
the overall level of the yield curve rises (or the market sells off), the 
value of the swap to the investor will decline. 

In this swap trade, the dealer is long the opposite swap, i.e., a payer 
swap (or a paying-fixed-receiving-floating swap). One interesting ques- 
tion is that, given the above information, why would a dealer like to enter 
into such a swap. As we pointed out, essentially, the dealer can actually 
realize the forward curve by arbitraging (or replication or hedging) using 
an arbitrage pricing model with interest rate Euro futures and other more 
liquid swaps.54 This allows the dealer to be market neutral (or close to 
market neutral) and yet earn a bidask spread,55 which is typically a 
spread (or funding spread) applied to the floating leg (which is also re- 
ferred to as the funding leg). 

As we pointed out before, the investor can make a significant amount 
of profit from this trade, if his or her forecasting models or views are cor- 
rect. But, this does not mean that the dealer will incur any loss. It looks 
like that it is a win-win situation for both the investor and the dealer. So, 
the question is where does the economic value come from or who pro- 
vides the economic value? 

It turns out that typically those who provide the economic value are 

54 There is hedging cost associated with this arbitraging coming from the bidask spread 
of the hedge instruments and the number of round-trip hedge transactions. 

The market making activities tend to be leveraged in the sense that a market maker or 
dealer tends to buy and sell financial instruments with PVs significantly greater than the 
dealer’s own equity. As such, the dealers have very strict risk management to ensure that 
their positions or portfolios are close to market neutral quantified by the VAR (Value At 
Risk) limit, which, in turn, limits their Delta, Vega, and Gamma exposures. An interest- 
ing aspect of this is that the dealers can and need to conduct proprietary trading within 
these limits, but this is a separate subject. 

55 
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those who need long term funding or capital (such as bond issuers if the 
bonds are not swapped to floating bonds) or who need to hedge against 
the rising of the long term interest rates (such as future bond issuers) and 
thus need to pay the high long term (fixed) interest rates. This is a part 
of the debt liability management. If you have a 30 year fixed rate mort- 
gage loan, then you have provided part of the economic value too. 

The reader may want to think about and analyze the situation 
whereby the yield curve is inverted. 

It is important to point out that the probability for the investor to 
make a profit is less than one, as the investors would incur a loss if the 
market significantly sells off (or the rate increases significantly). This is 
a potential economic cost to the investor that also drives the economic 
value in that the investor demands to receive high enough fixed-coupon 
in the swap. This is also a driving factor to the supply and demand that, 
in turn, is a determining factor of the levels of interest rates. 

Other determining factors of the levels of interest rates include the 
intervention of the FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) in setting 
the Fed fund target rate (an over night interest rate)56, as well as the infla- 
tion rate.57 

Among the major users of swaps are the bond and structured note 
issuers, asset swaps buyers, and unfunded investors. 

For instance, when a bond issuer needs to issue a simple bond to 
fund or finance its business activities, in the simplest case, it needs to 
issue a fixed-coupon bond (as opposed to floating-coupon bonds to make 
the bond attractive to investors). Then, the bond issuer will typically 
enter into a receiver swap (or a receiving-fixed-paying-floating swap) 
with a dealer with the fixed rate matching the bond coupon and the float- 
ing rate based on LIBOR plus a (fixed funding) spread. This essentially 
converts (or swaps) the fixed-coupon bond into a floating-coupon bond 
(with a fixed funding spread). The funding spread can be negative (for 
sub-LIBOR funding) or (significantly) positive depending on the credit 
risk involved in the bond and the supply and demand. 

56 This largely (though not completely) determines the short-term interest rates. In recent 
years, FOMC has increased the Fed fund rate many times and the FOMC meetings, deci- 
sions, and outlooks have been among the most important market events that impact the 
trading activities. 
57 As we pointed out before, unless otherwise indicated, the interest rate that we work 
with is the nominal interest rate (which, unless under special situations, should not be 
negative), and it is consisted of an aggregation of the real interest rate (which can be 
negative) and the inflation rate (which can also be negative). 
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One motivation for the bond issuer to enter into this swap is to bene- 
fit from the valuation difference between the arbitrage models and fore- 
casting models. More specifically, the bond issuer can save a significant 
amount of the funding cost in the bond (if the bond issuer’s forecasting 
models or views are correct). This is historically true in USD and other 
currencies. 

Another motivation for the bond issuer to enter into this swap is for 
hedging the (realized) volatility of the PV of the bond (or its debt out- 
standing or liability). 

In other words, as soon as the bond issuer finishes selling the bond, it 
becomes short in the market (or long in the rate). If, subsequently, the 
market rallies or the rate decreases, the bond issuer will incur (but not 
necessarily realize) a loss, as the PV of its debt outstanding or liability 
will increase. Or, to put it in another way, if the issuer were to issue the 
bond at the time when the market rallies or the rate decreases, it can issue 
a similar bond with a lower coupon.58 

To hedge this, the bond issuer can long a receiver swap or long the 
market (or short the rate) in the hedge. The economic cost of the hedg- 
ing is that the bond issuer gives up on the benefit when the market sells 
off (or the rate increases). This hedging strategy is especially important 
in a bullish market when, in the future, the market is more likely to go up 
than down (or the rate is more likely to go down than up) in the real 
world probability measure. 

This hedging strategy essentially converts (or swaps) the original 
fixed-coupon bond into a floating-coupon bond, or, more precisely, a 
simple LIBOR floating bond plus a fixed-coupon leg or annuity leg (or a 
stream of coupon cashflows). Since the fixed coupon in the annuity leg 
is the funding spread (which is typically much less than the original 
fixed-coupon),the original bond plus the swap has a much smaller sensi- 
tivity to the yield curve movement or has a much smaller duration and 
PVO1. This is due to the fact that the simple LIBOR floating bond is 
priced (almost) at par at any coupon reset date5’ and the much reduced 
coupon for the annuity leg). 

’* A coupon bond is typically structured by setting its coupon and other parameters such 
that its PV is close to par at the time of issuance. The coupon that makes the bond PV 
exactly the same as par is calledpar coupon. 
59 This means that, from the perspective of computing the duration or PVOl, a simple 
LIBOR floating bond, no matter what its final maturity is, is the same as a zero-coupon 
bond (with the same principal) maturing at the next coupon accrual start date. 
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This does not mean that the bond issuers would always want to long 
a receiver swap (or long the market). If a bond issuer plans to issue a 
bond in the future, it may desire to hedge against the future market sell- 
off (or the rate increases), as, in this case, it will need to issue the bond at 
a higher coupon. In other words, before the bond issuer sells the bond, it 
is actually long in the market (or short in the rate), opposite to the previ- 
ous case. 

Thus, to hedge this or to lock in a coupon, the bond issuer can short 
the market or long a forward starting payer swap (typically cash settled). 
The economic cost of the hedging is that the bond issuer gives up on the 
benefit when the market rallies (or the rate decreases). This hedging 
strategy is especially important in a bearish market for locking in lower 
coupons when, in the future, the market will more likely to go down than 
up (or the rate will more likely to go up than down) in the real world 
probability measure. This also helps to establish a two-way swap mar- 
ket. This forward starting swap is typically cash settled and typically has 
much less counterparty credit risk than the physically settled ones. 

2.4.2 

Another common and related strategy of a bond issuer is to issue a call- 
able bond whereby the bond issuer has the option to call or purchase 
back the bond at a predetermined price (typically par) and at predeter- 
mined dates (typically close to the coupon payment dates). Thus, this 
option is a Bermudan option. In other words, in this case, the bond is- 
suer has bought Bermudan option (implied) volatilities from the bond 
holder, and thus needs to pay for them typically by paying a higher cou- 
pon as compared to a non-callable bond. This is one of the simplest 
strategies of coupon or yield enhancement for satisfying the investors’ 
demands for higher (potential) coupons or higher (potential) returns. 

The economic value for the coupon enhancement comes from the 
fact that this option allows the bond issuer to hedge against the market 
rally (or the decrease of the rates), in which case, the bond issuer can 
optionally call back the bond at par and issue a new bond with a lower 
coupon. From the bond holder’s perspective, the economic value comes 
from the fact that the bond holder gives up some of the upside potentials 
if the market rallies. For instance, if the rate is low enough, the bond will 
be called back (at par) and the bond holder will need to reinvest at a 
lower interest rate, which is termed as the reinvestment risk. Even before 
the bond is called back, the bond holder can have a disadvantageous 

Callable Bonds and Cancelable IR Swaps 
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negative convexity at a low rate. 
The (implied) volatilities that the bond issuer bought can be quite 

valuable and can be equivalent to a coupon enhancement as much as a 
few hundred basis points. In order to monetize (or convert to cash) the 
volatilities bought, the bond issuer typically sells the volatilities to a 
dealer by entering a cancelable receiver swap with a dealer, i.e., a re- 
ceiver swap (the same as before) with the dealer having options to cancel 
the swap (possibly with exercise cost). From the dealer’s perspective, 
this is a cancelable payer swap. 

This also helps the bond issuer handle the call decision. More spe- 
cifically, when the dealer cancels the swap is essentially when the bond 
issuer should call back the bond (unless the dealer does not exercise op- 
timally). 

The callable bond issuers are natural major suppliers of the Bermu- 
dan volatilities. The market tends to be one-sided with more supply of 
the Bermudan volatilities than demand, which is the main reason for the 
Bermudan volatilities to be relatively cheaper than the European volatil- 
ities. There is typically an initial non-call period within which the bond 
cannot be called. For instance, a 30 year bond that cannot be called 
within the first 2 years is termed as 30 non-call2 (or 30NC2). 

2.4.3 Examples of Practical Compkations 

All the above examples may appear to be simple to an experienced 
reader. However, practically, there are significant complications even 
for these simple examples. 

The first complication, as the reader may be able to guess by now, is 
the counterparty credit risk, which, as we pointed before, makes any 
OTC derivatives instrument defaultable or hybrid with credit or, in case 
of credit derivatives, a compound credit derivatives instrument. Not only 
do we need to properly value such default premium (or credit charge or 
CVA), we also need to properly handle its impact on hedging and the 
early exercise decision of the underlying OTC derivatives, which we 
shall discuss in more details in Chapter 8. 

As another complication, it is important to point out that by entering 
a generic interest rate cancelable swap with a dealer (which is the case 
for the above examples), an issuer can hedge away the risk in the generic 
interest rate (or its volatility), but the issuer does not properly hedge its 
funding spread or credit spread risks (or their volatilities), especially for 
lower credit rated issuers. For instance, if a high yield issuer issues a 
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simple fixed-coupon callable bond, it may want to call back the bond 
when its funding rate declines and issue another one with lower funding 
rate or par coupon (which is an aggregation of the generic interest rate, 
such as the corresponding par swap rate and its credit spread). 

Let’s perform a simple scenario analysis. More specifically, let’s 
consider the scenario whereby the decline of the funding rate or par cou- 
pon is the result of a significant decline of the credit spread with the ge- 
neric interest rate unchanged or slightly increased. In this case, the issuer 
may want to call back the bond, but the dealer with the cancelable ge- 
neric interest rate swap may not want to cancel the swap. It is interesting 
for the reader to think more about this and about what the issuer can do 
should this situation happen, who would benefit from this, and what 
types of trades the issuer can enter into to prevent this from happening. 

There is yet another complication related to the counterparty credit 
risk. More specifically, some investors demand AAA rated bonds or 
notes, and the AAA rated issuers demand to swap with AAA dealers. 
Typically, dealers are A or AA rated. So a common strategy for a dealer 
is to establish an AAA subsidiary for the purpose of swapping with AAA 
issuers. Such AAA subsidiary is typically a bankruptcy-remote SPV 
(Special Purpose Vehicle) or, more specifically, a DPC (Derivatives 
Product Company). 

This is quite similar to the situation of a CDO (Collateralized Debt 
Obligation) whereby with, e.g., a pool of BBB or lower rated assets, an 
AAA tranche can be established. 

There are other types of bankruptcy-remote SPVs, such as CDPCs 
(Credit Derivatives Product Companies). 

2.4.4 Structured Notes and Exotic Derivatives 

In addition to the simple non-callable and callable bonds discussed 
above, there are also significant amounts of issuance of the structured 
notes with various exotic features embedded in the coupon for yield en- 
hancement and funding cheapening. Typically, the coupons are both 
capped and floored and can include exotic cap/floor features, such as 
periodic caps/floors. Often times, these notes are callable for further 
coupon or yield enhancement. The coupon enhancement in this case can 
be much more significant than in simple bonds. Some of the structured 
notes can pay initial coupons of about 10% or more. 

The economic value typically comes from the risk that the note may 
pay very low or no coupons in the future under certain market condi- 
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tions. As pointed out before, the trading is typically motivated by the 
different views of the arbitrage models and forecasting models or the 
different probabilities for these market conditions to occur as predicted 
by these models. 

Typically, the issuer needs to swap the exotic coupons (that is also 
termed as the exotic coupon leg) with a dealer in exchange for receiving 
simpler cashflows, such as LIBOR plus a (funding) spread, which is also 
termed as the funding leg. This essentially allows the note issuer to 
hedge away almost all the risks associated with the exotic coupons and 
the callable feature (such as the risks in volatility, forward volatility, 
volatility skew and smile, forward volatility skew and smile, correlation, 
and forward correlation, etc.), except for the counterparty credit risk. 
This also helps the note issuer in terms of operations or making the call 
decisions. Essentially, when the dealer cancels the swap is when the note 
issuer should call the note. The exception is when the dealer does not 
exercise optimally. 

Thus, the structured note business is closely tied to the development 
of exotic and hybrid derivatives instruments or swaps. Some of the sub- 
tleties introduced by the counterparty credit risk also apply in these 
cases. 

Another yield enhancement (or trade cheapening) measure is, instead 
of making a note callable (which represents a Bermudan option), to make 
the note (mandatory) knock-out if a certain interest rate is lower than a 
certain barrier. A note can also be made putable or knock-out if a certain 
interest rate is higher than a certain barrier. In contrast to the yield en- 
hancement (or trade cheapening), these are at cost to the note holder. 

Some simple and common exotic coupon structures include inverse 
floaters, range accruals (RA), capped floaters, etc. If these coupons de- 
pend on absolute values of LIBORs, CMS (Constant Maturity Swap), 
and CMT (Constant Maturity Treasury) rates, then these coupons mainly 
take positions in the level or the first principal component of the yield 
curve movement and its volatility. 

If these coupons depend on CMS spreads (such as 20 year CMS rate 
less the 2 year CMS rate), then these coupons mainly take positions in 
the slope or the second principal component of the yield curve movement 
and its volatility. In the upward sloping yield curve environment, these 
are typically steepeners whose value increases with the steepening or the 
slope of the yield curve. The investors’ view is that the yield curve in the 
future will be roughly as steep as the yield curve today. The economic 
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value comes from that the dealers price in and pass to investors more 
values in the yield curve inversion than the risk of the yield curve inver- 
sion that the investors perceive under the real world probability measure. 
Simple examples of this type include (callable) CMS spread floaters and 
(callable) CMS spread range accruals. 

There are also coupon structures that mainly depend on the volatility 
of the yield curve, such as straddle or strangle of cliquets. 

In addition, the coupon (and/or the notional) can depend on various 
interest rate indices, such as municipal (muni) and treasury indices, for- 
eign interest rates, as well as other quantities, such as inflation and mort- 
gage repayment rate. 

These coupons can also be in arrears, i.e., reset and paid at (roughly) 
the same time. As we mentioned before, these coupons can be both 
capped and floored and can include exotic cap/floor features, such as 
periodic caps/floors. 

In recent years, new types of structured notes, such as TArget Re- 
demption Notes (TARN) and snowball notes were developed. For more 
market information, the reader can refer to http://www.MTN-i.com.60 

A TARN is a note that pays a guaranteed total or cumulative coupon 
payment (for unit notional), such as 15%. In other words, if the cumula- 
tive coupon is reached before the maturity or the redemption date of the 
note, then the note is early redeemed (with the principal paid back) at the 
corresponding coupon payment date. Otherwise, at the maturity of the 
note the principal is paid back and the cumulative coupon is made whole. 
The TARN feature can be applied to almost any structured notes and ex- 
otic swaps. 

Essentially, a TARN has a barrier option knocking out based on the 
cumulative coupon (with path dependent rebate) and is a highly path de- 
pendent derivatives instrument that depends on many volatility skew and 
smile points. It essentially converts the uncertainty in the amount of cu- 
mulative coupons to the uncertainty of time-to-redemption. 

The motivation for this type of trades is that the investors think and 
hope that the redemption would occur sooner (implying higher yield-to- 
redemption) than what the dealers think and price in. 

In other words, whether or not a TARN is early redeemed depending 
on the following barrier indicator at every TARN look-up time ti or 

6o Registration is required. MTN stands for Medium Term Note, which is a rapidly de- 
veloping debt market for structured notes. 
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period i, 

77 

(2.4) 
I N  =o 

where C, is the target cumulative coupon, ci the coupon rate for period 
i, the corresponding accrual period, and N denotes the last period. 
Thus, ciq. is the unit coupon payment or the coupon payment for unit 
notional for period i if the TARN is not early redeemed, which we shall 
denote as Ci . By convention, all the coupon payments should be non- 
negative, thus, the above equation can be rewritten as 

I N  =o 
More specifically, if Zi is 1,  then the TARN continues with a unit 

coupon payment of c i s . .  Otherwise, i.e., if Zi is 0, then the TARN is 
early redeemed (or redeemed at the final maturity) with a unit coupon 

payment of max ( C, -xi-' j=o c .8.,0). Equivalently, 

ci = z , c , ~  +(1-zi)max 

The fact that 

max ( C, - c r o c j 8 j  '0) = zi-' (c, - xi-' j=O c J .s. J ) (2.7) 

can help us think intuitively about the unit coupon payment in terms of 
the previous one. In other words, 
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=Ii-l(Iici8i +( l - I i ) (cc  -z? j = O  c.8.)) J J , 

( i = N )  

Typically, if the TARN leg is knocked out or early redeemed, then 
all the other legs in the swap trade are also knocked out. Simple exam- 
ples of TARNs include TAR inverse floaters and TAR range accruals. 

The snowball is a feature to link the current coupon with the previ- 
ous coupon. Thus, if the previous coupon is high, then the current cou- 
pon tends to be high. In other words, if the views of the investors are 
correct at any period, then the benefit is carried forward. In case the pre- 
vious coupon is low, the current coupon can still possibly be high. 

More specifically, the coupon rate (for period i )  ci is given by 

ci = max ( ci-l + Si , 0) , 

6. I = s. I - R. I 7  

(2.9) 

where Si is typically given by 

(2.10) 

where si is spread and Ri is a certain interest rate such as a LIBOR rate 
(in arrears). 

A snowball can also be structured as a bearish note or swap by set- 
ting 

6 . = R . - s .  I 1 I ’  (2.11) 

where Ri typically is a CMS/CMT rate. In this case, it is a termed as 
snowbear. 

The coupon can be capped and floored as follows, 

ci-l + si , 0) , cf ) , cf ) , (2.12) 

where c: is the cap and cif the floor, both are typically non-negative. 
Intuitively, the coupon receiver is short the cap and long the floor. 
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Snowballs can also be callable and have a TAR feature. A snowball 
with a TAR feature is also termed as snowblade. 

There are also (callable) zero swaps whereby all the coupons are cu- 
mulated to and paid at the final maturity (or the early exercise date). 
This is a popular trade type among muni issuers for hedging their (call- 
able) zero-coupon muni bonds. One of the motivations for issuing zero- 
coupon bonds is to simplify the management of cashflows or cashflow 
liquidities (and to eliminate the need of defaulting on the coupon pay- 
ments). 

Furthermore, there are significant business opportunities for hybrid 
derivatives whereby the coupon (andor the notional) is linked with FX 
(including NDF and NDO), equity, credit, and inflation, as well as im- 
plied and realized volatilities. We shall provide examples of some of 
these through out the book. 

2.4.5 

As we indicated before, similar curve strategies can also be derived and 
applied to the FX market. According to the interest rate parity (from an 
arbitrage model), large interest rate differentials between two currencies 
result in a steep forward FX curve. Similar to before, in an arbitrage 
model, the spot FX rate “climbs” up along the forward FX curve. On the 
other hand, a forecasting model typically predicts that the future FX 
curve is close to stationary or “slides” in parallel to today’s forward FX 
curve. 

With the low interest rate of Japanese Yen or JPY, the FX rates be- 
tween JPY and many other currencies, such as JPYKJSD (JPY value of 1 
USD) or JPY/AUD (JPY value of 1 AUD),61 exhibit steep forward FX 
curves. More specifically, in an arbitrage model, future JPY is expected 
to become very strong (or lower JPYAJSD and JPY/AUD FX rates), 
whereas in a forecasting model, future JPY is expected to more or less 
remain at its current level. 

Thus, a yield enhancement or relative value strategy for investors is 
to long (or invest in) USD or AUD treasury bonds to earn higher interest 
rate payments and fund such position by shorting JPY treasury bonds (or 
borrowing fund at lower interest rate). In an arbitrage model, the benefit 

IRIFX Hybrid Notes and Derivatives 

6’ The FX rate convention can be confusing. The convention that we use for the FX rate 
of X N  is the value in currency X of 1 unit of currency Y. One way to double check is 
that JPYNSD and JPY/AUD should be much greater than 1. 
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of the interest rate differential is offset by the strengthening of JPY in the 
forward market, whereas in a forecasting model, such benefit is expected 
to be realized. In other words, a dealer would price and sell this structure 
at much lower value than perceived by an investor, which can result in 
very significant yield enhancement for the investors (and significant 
profit for the dealers at the same time). This is termed as a RDC (Re- 
verse Dual Currency) strategy. 

The popular (callable or knock-out) PRDC (Power Reverse Dual 
Currency) note and swap is based on such strategy. It provides the con- 
venience of trading in one transaction, in one currency, and with leverag- 
ing. Further yield enhancement can be achieved with callable or knock- 
out features. 

From the perspective of a Yen investor, the coupon rate (for period i )  
ci is given by 

(2.13) 

where C: is (a multiple of) the foreign (USD or AUD) coupon rate, c: 
(a multiple of) the domestic (JPY) coupon rate, FXi the FX rate in terms 
of Yen value of a unit foreign currency, all for period i. FX, is a pre- 
specified or initial FX rate for converting the foreign currency notional to 
the domestic currency (JPY). 

Similar to before, the coupon is typically capped and floored as fol- 
lows, 

(2.14) 

where c,c is the cap and c;' the floor, both are typically non-negative. 
Intuitively, the coupon receiver is short the cap and long the floor. 

This is essentially a long dated FX trade whereby the investor has a 
short position in Yen (or receivables in the foreign currency and payables 
in Yen). More specifically, if Yen strengthens relative to the foreign cur- 
rency (or lower FX; value), then the investor will lose value on the 
trade. This is similar to the risk profile of Japanese exporters (with short 
positions in JPY and long positions in foreign currencies). 

On the other hand, if Yen weakens relative to the foreign currency 
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(or higher FXi value), then the investor will gain value on the trade until 
it is close to the call exercise boundary or the knock-out barrier, when the 
negative convexity can occur. 

Callable and knock-out PRDCs contain FX options and, thus, are 
also sensitive to FX volatility skews and smiles, as well as FX and inter- 
est rate correlation and interest rate volatilities. The cap on the coupon 
and the call option are options of domestic currency (Yen) put and for- 
eign currency call. The floor on the coupon is an option of domestic cur- 
rency (Yen) call and foreign currency put. The investor is short on the 
cap on the coupon and the call option and long on the floor on the cou- 
pon. The dealer assumes the opposite positions. The investor is typi- 
cally short on the barrier, if the knock-out occurs when the investor is in 
the money (or when Yen weakens in this case). 

Target redemption (TAR) can also be applied to a PRDC to structure 
a TAR PRDC. 

PRDCs can also be structured with the foreign currency being an 
emerging market currency with a high interest rate. One subtlety is that 
the value of an emerging market currency is highly correlated with its 
credit quality and tends to exhibit significant jumps or sudden devalua- 
tions upon default. This is essentially a credit/FX/IR hybrid instrument. 
This may not work for emerging market currencies that are managed by 
the government and are pegged to other currencies (such as USD, EUR, 
JPY). 

Other similar hybrid instruments include those linked to other finan- 
cial quantities or indices, such as equity linked notes or swaps, inflation 
linked notes or swaps, mortgage prepayment linked notes or swaps, and 
emerging market currency linked notes or swaps, volatility linked notes 
or swaps. Principal protected (callable) equity linked notes are attractive 
to various funds that are not allowed to directly take the risks in the eq- 
uity market. 

Another motivation for the need of hybrid instruments is for the 
management of asset and liability mismatch of an entity in that the asset 
has a long position in one market and the liability has a short position in 
another market. For instance, if the asset has a long position in the eq- 
uity market and the liability has a short position in the interest rate mar- 
ket, then there is a need to hedge against the equity market selling-off 
and the interest rate market rallying at the same time. One possibility is 
to buy an equity index put knocked in when the interest rate is low 
enough. 
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2.4.6 Asset Swaps and Repackaging 

In addition to investing in PRDC notes and other structured notes, an 
investor can also invest in asset swaps to achieve the same payoffs (ex- 
cept that the counterparty credit risk is different). An asset swap is a 
package of an asset combined with a swap and the swap can be either 
credit linked or not linked to the asset. This essentially repackages an 
asset into another asset (e.g., with different coupons). 

For instance, an investor may like certain bonds, such as government 
bonds for their high credit worthiness and liquidity, but does not like 
their plain fixed coupons. Then, the investor can enter into an asset swap 
with a dealer by buying the bond and swapping the bond coupons into 
structured coupons, such as PRDC coupons. 

In an asset swap with a defaultable bond, the investor typically buys 
the defaultable bond and swaps the bond’s fixed coupons into floating 
coupons with a credit spread or the asset swap spread. Typically, the 
swap is not credit linked to the bond and should the defaultable bond de- 
fault, the IR swap is still effective. This allows the investor to take only 
the credit risk in the bond, but not much the interest rate risk. 

There are also hybrid asset swaps on defaultable underlying assets, 
which can be a tranche of a CDO/CSO, with coupons swapped into 
structured IR coupons and the swap is typically credit linked to the un- 
derlying asset. This allows yield enhancement from both credit and 
structured IR. These are more or less the same as credit linked structured 
IR notes. 

We shall discuss more credit hybrids in the next section. 

2.4.7 Credit Hybrid Derivatives 

As we pointed out before, due to the counterparty credit risk, OTC de- 
rivatives with high yield counterparties or some emerging market coun- 
terparties naturally become credit hybrid derivatives or compound credit 
derivatives. For instance, an IR derivatives instrument becomes a de- 
faultable or credit/IR hybrid derivatives instrument, an I W X  hybrid de- 
rivatives instrument becomes a defaultable or credit/IWX derivatives 
instrument, and a credit derivatives instrument becomes a compound 
credit derivatives instrument. The same is true for equity, FX, commod- 
ity, and other derivatives. The intermediation is a simple way of trading 
only the counterparty credit risk in OTC derivatives with the market risks 
being completely hedged. 
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A particular example is a cross-currency IR swap with an emerging 
market sovereign entity. The typical situation is that the emerging sover- 
eign entity needs to issue external debt denominated in a (strong) foreign 
currency (such as USD), but would like to fund the debt issuance with 
their local currency. 

To do so, the emerging market sovereign entity can enter into a 
cross-currency IR swap with a dealer whereby the emerging market sov- 
ereign entity receives the (strong) foreign currency (such as USD, to 
match its bond coupon payment) and pays its local currency (either 
physically or through NDF). 

One question of great importance to the dealer when trading with a 
lower credit rated counterparty, such as an emerging market entity, is the 
credit risk that the dealer needs to manage. The reader may want to think 
about whether this cross-currency IR swap is a wrong-way or right-way 
trade (in terms of credit risk or exposure) for the dealer. 

In this case, first of all, there is a strong correlation between the mar- 
ket value of this trade and the credit quality of the emerging market sov- 
ereign entity due to the strong correlation between the credit quality of 
the emerging market sovereign entity and the value of its local currency. 
For instance, upon the default of the emerging market sovereign entity, 
its currency will devaluate significantly, and, thus, the dealer (receiving 
the local currency and paying the (stronger) foreign currency) will most 
likely owe money to the emerging market sovereign entity, thus, will not 
incur credit loss. Therefore, this is a right-way trade for the dealer. 
There is, nonetheless, significant market risk for the dealer to manage. 

There are also credit hybrid or credit contingent derivatives whose 
payoffs are explicitly linked to credit events and are documented on trade 
confirms. 

The credit event typically is a default event, but can be other events 
such as credit rating change. In an equity default swap (EDS), the con- 
tingent event is the equity price being below a certain level, typically a 
level much lower than the spot equity price. Essentially, an equity de- 
fault swap is a series of deeply out-of-the-money equity put options. 

Examples of this category of credit hybrid or contingent derivatives 
include CCDS and credit extinguishers. Broadly speaking, the credit- 
linked note (CLN), and notes with rating-dependent coupons also belong 
to this category. 

A CCDS is a contingent CDS whose notional is contingent on or 
linked to the PV of an OTC derivatives instrument. It provides the credit 
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protection (to the protection buyer) on the OTC derivatives instrument by 
providing the replacement of the same instrument upon the default of the 
reference credit. In other words, it is an OTC derivatives instrument with 
a knock-in feature upon the default of the reference credit. A credit ex- 
tinguisher is an OTC derivatives instrument with a knock-out feature 
upon the default of the reference credit with zero rebate or a rebate 
linked to the face value of the defaulted bonds of the reference credit. 

The typical motivation of a CCDS is to trade the counterparty credit 
risk on an OTC derivatives instrument or to provide a static hedge for 
such counterparty credit risk. This is more flexible than the intermedia- 
tion. The typical motivation of a credit extinguisher is to achieve fund- 
ing cheapening. 

With a credit extinguisher, one can actually structure a trade whereby 
one pays a premium to one’s counterparty due to the counterparty’s like- 
lihood of default. 

As a continuation of the previous example whereby the emerging 
market sovereign entity pays the local currency and receives the 
(stronger) foreign currency. A credit extinguishing feature can be added 
to the trade whereby if either party defaults, then the trade is knocked out 
with zero rebate. In this case, the dealer can afford to pay a premium to 
the emerging market sovereign entity and the dealer can make back the 
paid premium by selling credit protection on the emerging market sover- 
eign entity, The reader may want to fill in more details based on what 
we discussed in the previous example. 

Some brokers are working on sourcing liquidity for the market for 
some of these derivatives instruments. For more information, the reader 
may want to refer to, e.g., http://www.SwapMeCredit.com. 

Some of these are the same as establishing a (synthetic) derivatives 
rep0 market or a (synthetic) secured derivatives fimding market, which 
can result in lower funding cost for OTC derivatives. 

2.4.8 Capital Structure Arbitrage 

While a particular market (such as a fixed-income market or an equity 
market) is becoming more and more efficient, there seem to be cross 
market arbitrage or relative value opportunities. For instance, the capital 
structure arbitrage strategy tries to arbitrage or capture the relative values 
between the debt and the equity market and across other capital struc- 
tures. 

As we know, the stock of a firm is a (perpetual down-and-out) call 
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option on the firm’s value or asset. The bond of the firm, on the other 
hand, is a default-free bond plus a short position of a (down-and-in) put 
option on the firm’s value (with the put option representing the default 
risk). This provides arbitrage relationships and, thus, arbitrage or rela- 
tive value opportunities between the stock and the credit component of 
the bonds of the same firm. The general strategy is to buy low and sell 
high or buy the relatively undervalued asset and sell the relatively over- 
valued asset, while roughly maintaining market neutrality. 

More information in this area can be found in papers and presenta- 
tions of Finkelstein, Lardy, et al. and the E2C (Equity to Credit) frame- 
work at CreditGrades.62 

Another example is the convertible bonds whereby the bond holders 
are long call options on the underlying equity and can possibly strip off 
cheap equity volatilities. A further example is the counterparty credit 
risk arbitrage that we discussed in the previous chapter whereby the mar- 
ket participants can arbitrage the funding cost between the cash (e.g., 
bond) market and the derivatives market, among other opportunities. 

Other arbitrage opportunities include liquidity arbitrage whereby 
dealers make profits by turning illiquid assets into more liquid instru- 
ments by putting the illiquid assets into a pool that may be undivided or 
divided into tranches. 

Instruments of this category include: ABS (Asset Backed Securities), 
MBS (Mortgage Backed Securities), CMO (Collateralized Mortgage Ob- 
ligations), CLO (Collateralized Loan Obligations), CDO (Collateralized 
Debt Obligations), synthetic CDO (or, typically, CSO or Collateralized 
Swap Obligations), CD02 (or CDO of CDO), single tranche bespoke 
CSO. Putting the assets into a pool can diversify the specific or idiosyn- 
cratic risks of individual assets. Tranching can create different risk and 
return profiles from a pool. For instance, a senior tranche can have sig- 
nificantly reduced risk (such as the prepayment risk and the default risk). 
Particularly, one can create AAA (by S&P) or Aaa (by Moody’s) credit 
rated tranche or instrument fiom a pool of high yield or non-investment 
grade instruments. 

Using the same idea, an investment bank, typically A credit rated (by 

62 Downloadable from: 
http://www.creditgrades.com/resources/pdf/CGtechdoc.pdf, 
http://www.creditgrades.com/resources/pdf/Finkelstein.pdf, 
http://www.creditgrades.com/resources/pdf/E2C_JPM_CDconference.pdf. 
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S&P), can create AAA credit rated subsidiaries or which are 
often required when trading with AAA or other high credit quality issu- 
ers or counterparties. 

A popular strategy in this category it to explore relative values 
among different tranches. For instance, an investor can sell the credit 
protection (or buy the credit risk) on the equity tranche of a CDO or CSO 
and buy the credit protection (or sell the credit risk) on the mezzanine 
tranche. This allows the investor to be roughly credit spread neutral and 
only take the credit default risk. 

It is important to point out this strategy is highly dependent on the 
assumptions of the default correlation among the underlying credit 
names in the CDO or CSO. It has been reported that various funds have 
incurred significant losses due to the inaccurate or incorrect assumptions 
of the correlation, and when the credit spread of the equity tranche wid- 
ened, the credit spread of the mezzanine tranche did not widen as much 
as predicted by the correlation assumption (used in the Copula model). 

The strategy of longing the bond and shorting the stock of the same 
entity can also fail due to the inaccurate or incorrect assumptions of the 
correlation. A common challenge of this strategy is that the stock has 
much higher price volatilities than the bond. 

2.4.9 Quasi-arbitrage Opportunities 

As we discussed before, an arbitrage opportunity is whereby a portfolio 
with zero present value (i.e., V(0) = 0 at time 0 or with no initial invest- 
ment) and, through an SFTS, at a future time T, the portfolio has a posi- 
tive expected value at time T (i.e., E[V(T)] > 0 or a profit) and zero prob- 
ability for achieving negative values (i.e., P {  V(7) < 0) = 0 or with no 
risk). 

A quasi-arbitrage opportunity is a slightly different situation 
whereby a portfolio with zero present value (i.e., V(0) = 0 at time 0 or 
with no initial investment) and, through an SFI'S, at a future time T, the 
portfolio has a positive expected value at time T (i.e,, E[V(T)] > 0 or a 
profit) and non-zero probability for achieving negative values (i.e., 

63 This is often in the form of a DPC (Derivatives Product Company) sufficiently funded 
to be rated as AAA or Aaa. The amount of capital needed is often determined by a Capi- 
tal Adequacy Model approved by rating agencies. 
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P (  V(7‘) c 0) > 0 or with some risks). 
Exploring quasi-arbitrage opportunities is a critical part of the trad- 

ing activities for various market participants including market makers or 
dealers and hedge funds. 

In a real market, when people talk about “arbitrage”, they typically 
mean “quasi-arbitrage”. Stat arb (statistical arbitrage) is such an exam- 
ple, which we shall discuss more in the second part of this book. 

It would be interesting for the reader to think about the initial condi- 
tion and the future outcome for hedging, speculation, buying or selling 
insurance, buying or selling lottery, gambling, etc. 

2.4.70 Why Should Derivatives Instruments Exist 

Derivatives instruments are powerful and useful instruments that allow 
one to tailor one’s investment risk and potential return according to one’s 
view of the market and serve the needs of hedgers, speculators, and arbi- 
trageurs to maximize their objective functions, as shown by the examples 
of the trading strategies presented in the previous sections. 

Nonetheless, an interesting question in passing is that if the deriva- 
tives instruments can be completely replicated by other instruments, why 
should they exist? 

There are actually many categories of reasons to justify the existence 
and demand for derivatives instruments mostly stemming from the im- 
perfections in the real market. Here we provide a few examples. 

As we discussed in the previous section, dealers have comparative 
advantages in lowering the costs associated with (dynamically) replicat- 
ing or hedging derivatives instruments, especially when there is a good 
“two-way” market. These costs include transaction costs and costs for 
resources for trading, modeling, risk management, systems, etc., needed 
for a derivatives business. Thus, it is often more cost effective for mar- 
ket users to enter into derivatives transactions with dealers than to (dy- 
namically) replicate the derivatives instruments themselves. 

Often times, for the purpose of maintaining a client relationship, a 
market participant would like to enter off-balance sheet derivatives 
transactions to sell the risk associated with an asset, but without physi- 
cally selling the asset. This is the motivation for the popular total return 
swap (TRS). 

Derivatives instruments also allow a market participant to short an 
instrument without the risk of being short squeezed. Furthermore, de- 
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rivatives allow a market participant to achieve significant leveraging for 
potentially higher returns (with potentially higher risks). 

In addition, there are many cases whereby derivatives instruments 
cannot be completely replicated by other instruments. These cases in- 
clude the existence of un-hedgeable variables and derivatives instruments 
on non-traded variables as we discussed before, as well as jumps with 
large unknown or stochastic jump sizes in the market. 

For instance, if one were to hedge the downward movement of a 
stock (or the stock market), one can buy a put option on the stock (or a 
stock index). Alternatively, one can dynamically replicate the same put 
option by selling progressively more shares of the stock (or the stock 
index) as the price of the stock (or the stock index) decreases. Without 
jumps, the real put option and the dynamically replicated put option 
would basically have the same payoff. However, in the presence of 
downward jumps in the price of the stock (or the stock index) with large 
unknown or stochastic jump sizes, one simply would not have time to 
sell enough shares of the stock (or the stock index) to accurately replicate 
the put option, and, thus, the dynamically replicated put option can have 
much less payoff than the real put option, and, consequently, one can 
suffer significant loss. 

This has happened on the Black Monday, October 19, 1987, when 
the stock market suddenly crashed. On that day, the S&P 500 Index lost 
20.5% and the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) fell 22.6%, the 
largest one-day decline in the stock market history. 

Ever since then, the fear of downward jumps in the stock market has 
been largely responsible to the volatility skew as the put option writers or 
dealers demand higher (and proper) risk premium for bearing this jump 
risk. 

One popular hedging strategy is to enter into a zero-cost collar by 
buying a put option financed by selling a call option on the same stock 
(or the same stock index) 

As we pointed out before, the jumps in various economic indicators 
can possibly be hedged with derivatives instruments created by a para- 
mutuel process, For more information, the reader can refer to Lange and 
Economides (200 1) and http://www.longitude.com. 

An example of dealers for these derivatives trades can be found at: 
http://www2 .goldmansachs.com/econderivs/index.html. 
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2.5 Martingale Arbitrage Modeling 

As we shall see, the Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage theorem 
together with the martingale representation and the change of probability 
measure, which we shall term as martingale arbitrage modeling, essen- 
tially is a model factory for creating various arbitrage pricing models. 

The general procedures are as follows. Firstly, based on the business 
needs, identify underlying assets or variables of interest that are stochas- 
tic and find the martingale relationships and the martingale probability 
measures, Secondly, use the martingale representation theorem to derive 
SDEs (Stochastic Differential Equations) for the value of the underlying 
assets or variables and apply change of probability measure and, if 
needed, derive the corresponding PDEs (Partial Differential Equations). 
Thirdly, apply analytical techniques and/or numerical techniques (such 
as finite difference grid, tree, or Monte Carlo simulation) to solve the 
SDEs or the PDEs to obtain the PV and hedge ratios. The last step often 
involves a calibration process that ensures that the model can price sim- 
ple and liquid instruments that are used as hedging or replication instru- 
ments in an SFTS. 

There should also be some model validation procedures to exam the 
implied views in the model on, e.g., volatility skews and smiles, correla- 
tion, future or forward volatilities, and future or forward volatility skews 
and smiles, and future or forward correlation. Some of them are the un- 
hedgeable variables that we discussed earlier. 

We usually start with a model with various simplified assumptions, 
and then add more functionality to it to handle various market imperfec- 
tions. As pointed out before, we also need to price the counterparty 
credit risk, and possibly the unexpected risks, such as price of VAR, as 
well as the liquidity risk, and the hedging cost, some of which shall be 
discussed later on. In addition, we also need to handle the complications 
of the real market, such as the un-hedgeable variables according to the 
market consensus. 

It is important to point out that aside from pricing, a more important 
responsibility of a model is to produce reasonable hedges ratios (for 
hedging and/or replication). 

2.5.1 Harrison-Pliska Martingale No-arbitrage Theorem 

The relationship between martingale and arbitrage pricing was formu- 
lated by Harrison and Kreps (1979) and Harrison and Pliska (1981), and 
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can be summarized as the following Harrison-Pliska martingale no- 
arbitrage theorem. 

As usual, we start with various simplified assumptions whereby the 
market is frictionless, sufficiently liquid, and without counterparty credit 
risk. A frictionless market is one with no transactions costs (e.g., bidask 
spread and tax) and with no restrictions on short selling (including fund 
borrowing or bond short selling). A sufficiently liquid market is one 
whereby arbitrarily large transactions of an instrument do not affect the 
price of the instrument. We will then extend the theorem to include 
some market imperfections, particularly, the counterparty credit risk. 
Researchers have conducted research on arbitrage pricing with various 
market imperfections, such as transaction cost and liquidity risk (See, 
e.g., Cetin, Jarrow, and Protter, 2003). In this book, we shall discuss se- 
lected practical applications in the area of counterparty credit risk. 

The Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage theorem: The neces- 
sary and sufficient condition for no-arbitrage is the existence of at least 
one equivalent martingale probability measure (equivalent to the real 
world probability measure) such that the relative prices of all traded as- 
sets or instruments relative to a numeraire or deflator asset (that is a 
traded asset with strictly positive price) are martingales. These relative 
prices shall also be termed as numeraire-normalized or numeraire- 
discounted prices. Here we assume that all these traded assets pay no 
intermediate cashflows or income, such as dividends, coupons), early 
exercise, or knock-in and knock-out features. If these traded assets do 
pay intermediate cashflows, then we need to decompose them into port- 
folios of traded assets paying no intermediate cashflows or income, 
which we shall discuss more later on. 

For additional discussions on Harrison-Pliska martingale no- 
arbitrage theorem, the reader can refer to, e.g., Duffie (1996) particularly 
on the numeraire invariance. Here we focus more on practical applica- 
tions of the theorem. 

More specifically, the Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage theo- 
rem states that the necessary and sufficient condition for no-arbitrage is 
the existence of a traded asset or instrument N (as the numeraire with 
strictly positive price) and an equivalent martingale measure PN 
(equivalent to the real world measure) such that the numeraire- 
normalized or numeraire-discounted prices of all traded assets X are mar- 
tingales, i.e., 
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(2.15) 

where X and N do not pay intermediate cashflows or income, such as 
dividends and coupons in the time interval [s, t] ,  X, and NI are prices of 

X and N at time t, respectively, and the expectation E,” [...] is taken un- 
der the probability measure PN conditioned on the information available 
up to time s. PN is referred to as the equivalent martingale or arbitrage- 
free measure with respect to numeraire N. 

Intuitively speaking, Eq. (2.15) indicates that if the price of one unit 
of instrument X i s  the same as the price of x units of the numeraire in- 
strument N at time s, then going forward, the future values of one unit of 
instrument X ,  on the expected value sense, is also the same as the future 
values of x units of the numeraire instrument N. Thus, one cannot long 
(or invest) one unit of instrument X and short (or fund by shorting) x 
units of N, or vice versa, to make a riskless profit with probability of one. 

The equivalent martingale measure is closely related to the SFTS for 
replicating or hedging one traded instrument with other traded instru- 
ments. The reader can gain more intuitions on this with the classical bi- 
nomial approach presented in the next section. 

If the equivalent martingale measure is unique, then all the instru- 
ments can be completely replicated or hedged with other instruments, 
and thus the market is complete. In this case, if the price of an instru- 
ment violates Eq. (2.15), then there is an arbitrage opportunity as the 
market participants can arbitrage between the instrument and its SFTS 
replicating portfolio by buying the less expensive one and selling the 
more expensive one and make a profit with probability of one. Even if 
the equivalent martingale measure is unique for a given numeraire, its 
associated SFTS for replicating or hedging a particular traded instrument 
is normally not unique, as the traded instrument normally can be repli- 
cated or hedged in different ways or with different replicating portfolios. 

On the other hand, if the equivalent martingale measure is not 
unique, then there are un-hedgeable andor un-diversifiable variables. 
Thus, not all the instruments can be completely replicated or hedged with 
other instruments and, therefore, the market is incomplete. 

2.5.2 

In order for the reader to build intuitions on martingale modeling, here 

Martingale Derivatives Pricing in a Binomial Economy 
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we present analyses on martingale derivatives pricing in a binomial 
economy. 

A binomial economy is a simplified economy such that once it 
reaches any allowed state ( W, ) at any given time t, in the next time step 
t+dt, it can only reach two possible (children) states (say, an up ( o&~, ) 
and a down (ci& ) state), with urepresenting the set of all economic 
variables, possibly including the history of these variables. The state ut 
and its children states and &At form a building block for the 
economy, which, in turn, can have a number of such building blocks. As 
the size of the time step dt approaches to 0, the binomial economy can be 
made to converge to the continuous time economy under various techni- 
cal conditions in the sense of weak c ~ n v e r g e n c e . ~ ~  This is the essence of 
a binomial model. 

For simplicity and easiness to establish intuition, we only consider 
one such building block with the next time step t+dt coinciding with the 
expiration date T of the derivatives instrument. 

Here we also assume the derivatives instrument is a simple contin- 
gent claim whereby there are no intermediate cashflows and there is only 
one cashflow at the expiration date T. In general, we assume that all the 
assets and instruments in this section do have intermediate cashflows 
before the expiration date T. 

Let S, and C, denote the time t price of the underlying asset (or, 
more generally, a traded hedge instrument) and the derivatives claim at 
the state q , and S; and C,X denote the time T price of the underlying 
asset and the derivatives instrument at the state a$, where x = u or d for 
the up and down state. These are shown schematically below. The ter- 
minal payoff C,X of the derivatives instrument is usually known and 
finding the time t value of the derivatives instrument C, is the goal of 
the derivatives pricing. 

&1 More precisely, multi-dimensional binomial building blocks are needed for modeling 
the real economy with each dimension representing one source of economic uncertainty. 
We use 1-dimensional binomial economy here for simplicity so that intuitions and some 
insights can be gained easily. 
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(a) The states of the 
underlying asset. 

(b) The states of the 
derivatives instrument. 

Figure 2.1. The real world process of the underlying asset (a) and the payoffs of 
the derivatives claim (b) in a binomial economy. The time t value of the deriva- 
tives claim C, is yet to be determined. 

Obviously, the transition probabilities, p,, and pd, to the up and down 

o < p u < l ,  o < p d < 1 ,  P u + P d = l .  (2.16) 

These probabilities and the economic states define the real world 
probability measure P . The conditional expected value (conditioned on 
the information available up to time t) under this measure P is defined 
as 

state satisfy 

(2.17) 

where YT represents the value any economic variable, such as ST and CT, 
at time T. 

From the previous discussions, we know that the price of a deriva- 
tives instrument is not determined by the above expected value, but 
rather by arbitrage pricing. We will proceed to find the arbitrage price of 
the derivatives instrument in question in this binomial economy setting 
through portfolio replication. 

To order to proceed further, we also need a traded numeraire instru- 
ment (with strictly positive price and no intermediate cashflows before 
the expiration date 2“). Intuitively, the numeraire instrument is for fund- 
ing and investment purpose in an SFTS. In other words, one is long (or 
buys) the derivatives receivables, then one needs to short the numeraire 
instrument to fund the derivatives receivables. On the other hand, if one 
is short (or sells) the derivatives receivables, then one needs to invest the 
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proceeds in the numeraire instrument. Common examples of the nu- 
meraire instrument include money market accounts, zero-coupon bonds, 
and annuities. 

Similar to before, let N1 denote the time t price of the numeraire 
instrument and N i  denote the time T price of the numeraire instrument 

at the state o$ , where x = u or d for the up and down state. 
With all these, we can easily replicate the derivatives instrument with 

the underlying or hedge instrument and the numeraire instrument through 
a buyhell and hold SFTS. This means that we need to find the number 
of units or the amount, 4s and &, for the underlying or hedge instrument 
and the numeraire instrument that can replicate the terminal payoffs of 
the derivatives instrument, i.e., 

or equivalently, 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

If = S$/N:  , then S and N are not independent, and we need 
another instrument to replicate the derivatives instrument. So, without 
losing generality, we consider the case that S; / N ;  # S,d IN$  . Solving 
the above equations in this case yields 

4s = (2.20) 

4 N  = c ; / N ; - $ S s ; / N ;  

The reader may recognize that +s is really the Delta hedge ratio. 

by the time t price of its replication portfolio, i.e., 
Thus, the time t arbitrage price of the derivatives instrument is given 

Cl = 4SSt + 4”t - (2.2 1) 

We can rewrite the above equation so that it is closer to the Harrison- 
Pliska martingale relationship, i.e., 
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(2.22) 

(2.23) 

q u  =l-qd 

The reader may recognize that the above equations are just simple linear 
interpolation of the numeraire-normalized prices. 

In order for there to be no-arbitrage between the underlying or hedge 
instrument and the numeraire instrument, we mush have 

OIq, 51, 0 5 %  51.  (2.24) 

This means that qu and q d  can be interpreted as probabilities. Further- 
more, there is another important condition, i.e., ifp, = 0 (or l), then q, = 
0 (or l),  and vice versa. This means that they agree on what is possible 
and what is not possible. The details are left to the reader as a simple 
exercise. 

All these mean that qu and q d  together with the state variables define 
a probability measure that is equivalent to the real world probability 
measure P . We shall denote this new probability measure as PN (with 
respect to numeraire N). 

Based on Eq. (2.22), it interesting to see that the numeraire- 
normalized derivatives price C, INT satisfy the following martingale 
relationship 

(2.25) 

where the expectation is taken the probability measure P,,, . Thus, P,,, is 
same as the equivalent martingale or arbitrage-free measure referenced 
the Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage theorem, and we have ob- 
tained an example of such probability measure by construction. 

So far, we have ensured that there is no-arbitrage among the underly- 
ing or hedge instrument, the numeraire instrument, and the derivatives 
instrument. In the same derivatives instrument can be hedged or repli- 
cated by many hedge instruments (which also be derivatives instruments 
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themselves). Thus, to ensure no-arbitrage among all these instruments, 
intuitively speaking, the probability measure (or qu and q d )  need to be 
independent of the hedge instruments. Since they are independent of the 
derivatives instrument according to Eq. (2.23), they can only depend on 
the numeraire instrument. 

Since the underlying or hedge instrument can be conceptually 
thought of as a derivatives instrument on itself (such as a zero-strike for- 
ward contract), then we should have 

(2.26) 

which can be easily verified by Eq. (2.22) and (2.23). 
However, in a real market, it often necessary for the derivatives in- 

strument and the underlying instrument to have different numeraires (or 
different funding) in the martingale relationships, which we shall discuss 
more later on. 

2.5.3 

The Harrison-Pliska no-arbitrage theorem can also be applied to the 
cases where the assets X and N do pay intermediate cashflows or income, 
such as dividends (including foreign interest rate payments) or coupons. 
Commodities that incur storage costs, convenience yield, etc., can be 
treated as assets paying (negative or positive) dividends or coupons. 
Some of the credit risk and liquidity risk can also be handled by a divi- 
dend yield. 

In general, if assets X and N do pay intermediate cashflows or in- 
come, then they can be decomposed into portfolios of assets paying no 
coupons before certain time. Thus, the martingale relationship can be 
generalized to 

Harrison-Pliska Martingale No-arbitrage Theorem for Assets with 
htermediate Cashflows or h o m e  

(2.27) 

where X, are prices of X and N at time t, respectively, in- 
cluding all the cashflows paid on or after time T and excluding all the 
cashflows before time T. The above equation is very useful for pricing 
simple swaps and bonds and their European style derivatives. In general, 
this is useful for handling intermediate cashflows or income that are not 
path (or history) dependent. 

and Nt 
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Another approach is to include all the cashflows or income (rather 
than excluding them). This is useful for handling intermediate cashflows 
or income that are path (or history) dependent. Bermudan or American 
style derivatives typically have path-dependent and stochastic intermedi- 
ate cashflows or income that depend on whether or not an option has 
been exercised or an event has occurred in the past. Sometimes, rather 
than modeling the value of an asset, it is more convenient to model the 
value of the portfolio that includes the asset and all the intermediate 
cashflows or income generated by the asset. This is also the essence of 
an SFTS. Assume X ,  is the time t value of such portfolio and the nu- 
meraire asset N does not pay intermediate cashflows or income, then X ,  
satisfies the original Harrison-Pliska martingale relationship or Eq. 
(2.15). 

A specific case is that the numeraire asset N does not pay intermedi- 
ate cashflows, but the numerator asset X ,  such as a stock, pays a dividend 
characterized by a continuous dividend yield d, . 

Define the dividend multiplier as 

(2.28) 

then X ,  0, includes all the intermediate dividend income up to time t and 
thus should be used in the martingale relationship, i.e., 

X,D,/N,  = E," [ X,D,/N,]  (0 5 s I t I T )  . (2.29) 

2.5.4 Foundation for Arbitrage Pricing 

The Harrison-Pliska no-arbitrage theorem provides a foundation for arbi- 
trage pricing. For instance, suppose X is a simple derivatives asset or a 
European style derivatives instrument with only one pre-specified pay- 
ment X ,  (that can depend on future states). Then, we can get its PV or 
today's price through 

(2.30) 

as long as we know the stochastic or dynamic processes of X ,  and N ,  , 
and the measure PN . Finding the stochastic or dynamic processes will 
be the tasks of the following sections. 
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Often times, a convenient choice of numeraire asset is a default-free 
zero-coupon bond with maturity of T whose time t price is 
P(t ,T)  (0 I t 5 2') .  In this case, the arbitrage pricing can be simplified 
to 

xo = P(oyr)E,' [ X T ]  (0 I t 5 2') y (2.3 1) 

as P(T ,T)  = 1 (which is an assumption that we shall revisit in a real 
market). 

As pointed out in the previous section that derivatives pricing involv- 
ing assets with intermediate cashflows or income can also be achieved 
with the Harrison-Pliska no-arbitrage theorem. 

2.5.5 

A consequence of martingale arbitrage derivatives pricing is the arbi- 
trage-free valuation. Thus, the aforementioned equivalent martingale 
measures (with respect to the numeraire N) are also referred to as arbi- 
trage-fiee measures (with respect to the numeraire N). 

The martingale measure with respect to the money market account 

,8( t ) = exp ( r ( u )  du) as the numeraire is referred to as the spot arbi- 

trage-free measure Q ,  and the martingale measure with respect to the 
zero-coupon bond P(t,T) as the numeraire is referred to as the forward 
arbitrage-free measure (of T )  PT , 

The martingale measure with respect to the annuity 

8;-lP( t , T .  Is) as the numeraire is referred to as the annuity 

Examples of Martingales and Equivalent Martingale Measures 

N 

A j , N ( t ) =  

arbitrage-free measure PA(i,N) . 
There is also a rolling spot arbitrage-j?ee measure or spot LIBOR 

measure where the numeraire is a series of zero-coupocbonds. The nu- 
meraire initially is the bond with the shortest maturity, and as the time 
evolves and the bond with the shortest maturity matures, then the bond 
with the next shortest maturity becomes the numeraire, and so on. 

Aside from the general martingale relationships that we discussed 
previously, some quantity is naturally expressed as a ratio of two traded 
assets and, thus, is naturally a martingale under the measure with respect 
to the numeraire asset. Examples of such quantities are as follows. 

j=i+l 
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The forward price F, ( t , T )  of a traded asset X, with no cashflows 
before time t, i.e., 

F, ( t , T )  = X , / P ( t , T )  (0 I t  I T ) ,  (2.32) 

is a PT -martingale. In other words, 

F, ( s , T )  = E,' [F, ( t , T ) ]  (0 I s I t I T )  . (2.33) 

The forward LIBOR Lj ( t )  given by 

l + s , L ; ( t ) = P ( t , q ) l P ( t , q + , )  ( o l t l q ) ,  (2.34) 

is a PT+, -martingale. 

The forward swap rate given by 

is a PA,,N -martingale. 

The above approach is more or less to find a martingale quantity or 
variable given a probability measure (by constructing the ratio of two 
traded assets). We can also find the martingale measure for a given vari- 
able. For instance, we can ask what is the martingale measure for the 
time t futures price @(t,T) with maturity T and continuous settlement? 
Unlike the forward price, it turns out to be the spot arbitrage-free meas- 
ure Q . In other words, 

@(s,T)=E:[@(t,T)] ( O I s I t  I T ) .  (2.36) 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the futures price itself is not a traded 
asset, but a futures contract (whose payoff depends on htures price) is. 
A futures contract can have cashflows at every settlement time and has a 
PV of zero at every settlement time. In other words, 

O=EF J &@(t,T) ( O l s I t I T ) .  [ :;is; ] (2.37) 

We can see that Eq. (2.36) is a sufficient condition of Eq. (2.37), 
since 
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EF [ @(t + At, T)-@(t, T ) ]  = 0 (0  I t I t + At I T )  , (2.38) 

thus, 

= O  

(0  I t  I t  + At I T )  

It can be proved that Eq. (2.36) is also a necessary condition of Eq. 
(2.37). 

Another useful martingale relationship is a special case of Eq. (2.15) 
by letting X t  = P(  t )  , i.e., 

P(s) /N,  = E," [m/N,] (0  5 s 5 t > .  (2.40) 

An interesting question is what is the martingale relationship for 

Recognizing P (  t , t )  = 1 , we have 
l/Nt ? 

E," [l/Nf] = E,N [ P (  t , t ) / N t ]  = P (  s , t ) / N ,  (0  5 s I t )  . (2.41) 

There are other commonly used martingales, such as the following. 
A P-Brownian motion W,' is a P-martingale. The integration 

t o( s) dWr is a P -martingale. Also 

(2.42) 

is a P -martingale. The reader may recognize and will see later on that 
this is the (expected value of) Radon-Nikodfm derivative used in Girsa- 
nov's change of measure theorem. 

The conditional expected value 
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is a P -martingale. In other words, 

( O I t  I T )  

(0 I s I t I T )  , 
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(2.43) 

(2.44) 

which is the iterated expected value theorem, which, in turn, is the foun- 
dation for backward induction. 

The above are examples of martingales for ideal conditions. In prac- 
tice, we need to consider effects of the counterparty credit risk and the 
liquidity, among other issues. 

An interesting question is what is the martingale relationship of a 
LIBOR (zero-coupon) bond with a Treasury (zero-coupon) bond as the 
numeraire and vice versa? Similarly, how do we, in general, reconcile 
the martingale relationships with a LIBOR (zero-coupon) bond as the 
numeraire and with a Treasury (zero-coupon) bond as the numeraire? A 
more practical question is what are the appropriate numeraires for deriva- 
tives modeling and pricing? 

Even within the Treasury market, there are yield differentials be- 
tween the on-the-run Treasury issues and the off-the-run Treasury issues. 

We shall address these issues in some of the later sections. 
In addition, we shall discuss some interesting martingale relation- 

ships needed for pricing cross-currency derivatives in Chapter 3 and for 
pricing the credit risk in Chapter 8. 

2.5.6 Martingale Representation and SDE for Derivatives Pricing 

The martingale representation theorem provides a convenient way for 
deriving stochastic processes, or Stochastic Differential Equations (SDE) 
from martingales. As we shall see, the Harrison-Pliska martingale no- 
arbitrage theorem together with martingale representation and change of 
measure, which we shall collectively term as martingale arbitrage model- 
ing, essentially are a model factory for creating various arbitrage pricing 
models. 

The previous section is the first step, i.e., identification of the mar- 
tingale quantities, towards the martingale modeling. After that, we need 
to formulate the dynamics of the martingale quantities. This is where the 
martingale representation theorem comes in. As usual, we start with a 
perfect market, and then add in various imperfections. 
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If MI is a (one-dimensional) P-martingale and satisfies certain 
technical conditions (e.g., continuous and with finite variance), then the 
martingale representation theorem states that MI can be represented by a 

P -Brownian motion yp,M such that 

dMl = D M  (Ml,t)dW,’9M , (2.45) 

where oM (X, t )  is another stochastic process. Essentially, Mt is a dif- 
fusion process. 

In general, for a function f ( MI , t )  (which can be the price of a de- 
rivatives instrument) that is second order differentiable with respect to 
MI and fist order differentiable with respect to t, then applying ItG’s 
lemma yields 

In general, aside from being a deterministic function of MI , 
oM ( Mt , t )  can also be a separate stochastic process driven by a different 
Brownian motion. This stochastic volatility parameterization is often 
needed to model the volatility smile. 

For a lognormal model or diffusion process, 

dMl = ~ ( t ) M ~ d e ” ~  , (2.47) 

where o( t )  is lognormal or percentage volatility. Applying It6’s lemma 
yields 

dlnM, = -$o(t)’ dt + o ( t ) d ~ ; ’ J ’ .  (2.48) 
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Naturally, we can ask what if Mi is discontinuous? In that case, Mt 
cannot be simply represented by a Brownian motion, since any Brownian 
motion is continuous. One possibility is to represent Mi by a jump 
process. 

The most well known example of jump in the real market is probably 
the stock market crash on the Black Monday, October 19, 1987. On that 
day, the S&P 500 Index lost 20.5% and the Dow Jones Industrial Aver- 
age (DJIA) fell 22.6%, the largest one-day decline in the stock market 
history. It is interesting for the reader to think that if we were to use a 
lognormal difhsion process with 20% volatility to model the stock mar- 
ket, what would be the probability of one-day 20% market move. 

Accompanied with this jump was a sharp increase in the implied 
stock volatilities. The fear of the crash of the stock market has been 
largely respocsible for the volatility skew whereby the implied volatility 
on a stock or an option increases significantly at lower stock price or 
lower option strike. 

Other examples of jumps or quasi-jumps in the real market include 
the adjustment of the Fed fund rate (an over night interest rate) by 
FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee), default of an asset or a firm, 
and the outcome of various events, such as the release of economic indi- 
cators (e.g., non-farm payroll numbers, CPI or consumer price index). 
These events can cause some interest rates and some FX rates to move 
sharply. They can also cause some implied volatilities to jump. 

As we pointed out before, some of these jumps can possibly be 
hedged with a paramutuel process. For more information, the reader can 
refer to Lange and Economides (200 1) and http://www.longitude,com. 
An example of dealers for these trades can be found at: 
http://www2 .goldmansachs.com/econderivs/index.html. 

The price and the implied volatility of an individual stock and the 
credit spread (or CDS spread) of a bond or a firm can respond sharply to 
the earnings report of the underlying firm. A bad earnings report that 
surprises the market can cause the stock price to drop sharply, the im- 
plied volatility to increase sharply, and the credit spread to widen 
sharply. An FX rate and its implied volatilities can also jump due to the 
hedging or payoff of the barrier or digital derivatives referencing this FX 
rate. 

For a Poisson jump process, we have, 
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dM, =kM(M,t)(dNF'M - A ( M , t ) d t ) ,  (2.49) 

where Np",M is a P -Poisson process with intensity A ( M , t )  and jump 
magnitude kM ( M , t )  , and both A(M, t )  and kM ( M , t )  can be other 
stochastic processes. 

In general, for a function f ( M , , t )  (which can be the price of a de- 
rivatives instrument) that is infinitely differentiable with respect to Mt 
and fist order differentiable with respect to t, then 

Since dN:,M is either 0 or 1, so 

( dNFYM )" = dNr'M 

then the last term in Eq. (2.50) can be rewritten as 

(n=l ,2 ,3  ...), 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

= (f ( M ,  + k, ( M , t ) ,  t )  - f (M, ,t))dNF'M 

Thus, Eq. (2.50) becomes 
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More specifically, for a log-Poisson model, 

dM,  =k(t)M,(dNr’M - A ( M , t ) d t ) .  (2.54) 

Then, 

d In M ,  = In (1 + k (t))dN;,M - k ( t )  A( M , t ) d t  , (2.55) 

or 

d ~n M ,  = In (1 + k ( t  1) ( ~ N F J ”  - A ( M  , t ) dt ) 
(2.56) 

+il(M,t)(ln(l+ k ( t ) )  - k ( t ) ) d t  ’ 

when k ( t )  > -1. 
While the stochastic volatility diffusion models can handle the vola- 

tility smile in general, they tend to have difficulties in handling the vola- 
tility smiles in short time horizon (or short option expiry). The typical 
difficulties include: the volatility of volatility being too high and the fit- 
ting of the volatility smiles being not accurate enough or being not sta- 
ble. Intuitively speaking, this is due to that, in a short time horizon, a 
diffusion stochastic volatility process does not have enough time to dif- 
fuse far from its initial value. In other words, how far a diffusion process 
can diffuse from its initial value in a short time horizon is approximately 
proportional to the square root of the time horizon. A jump process does 
not have this limitation and can produce high equivalent volatility of 
volatility or fatter tail distributions. 

So, we can combine a diffusion and a jump process together such 
that M ,  can be modeled by the following jump-diffusion process (Mer- 
ton, 1976), 

d M ,  =c, (M,t)dW,”M + k ,  ( M , t ) ( d N F V M  - A ( M , t ) d t ) .  (2.57) 

More generally, a stochastic process can be modeled by general LCvy 
processes (that contain Brownian motions and Poisson processes as 
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special cases). One practical issue is that some jump models, such as the 
Merton jump-diffusion model, in general are not hedgeable. In other 
words, under these models, while one can price a derivatives instrument, 
but such price cannot be completely hedged or replicated by a finite 
number of other instruments. This is a significant drawback for market 
making purposes. Theoretically, the risk neutral argument is derived 
based on the assumption that the un-hedgeable jump risk is completely 
diversifiable. Development of hedgeable jump-diffusion models is an 
on-going research of the authors. 

It is interesting to mention in passing that the limitation of a diffu- 
sion process in short time horizon also occurs in other areas, such as the 
modeling of a default process with Merton's firm value model (Merton, 
1974) where the firm value follows a diffusion process and the default 
occurs when the firm's asset is less than its liability. A practical issue is 
that the short term credit spread produced by this model is much smaller 
than what is observed in the market. This is due to the same reason that, 
in a short time horizon, a diffusion process does not have enough time to 
diffuse far from its initial value. In other words, the short term distance 
to default is too high. A promising way to overcome this issue is to in- 
troduce a random default barrier in Merton's firm value model to allow 
jump to default (see, e.g., Finkelstein, Lardy, et al, 2002). 

The martingale representations that we discussed so far can be ap- 
plied to various martingale quantities discussed in the previous section, 
such as forward LIBOR and forward swap rates, to derive their stochastic 
processes. 

More generally, we can apply the above martingale representation to 
the martingale quantity in the Harrison-Pliska no-arbitrage theorem. 
More specifically, recall that X ,  / N ,  is a PN -martingale when t < T 
where X and N are traded assets with no cash flows before time T. We 
further focus on the situation where X , / N ,  , X ,  , and Nr are all con- 
tinuous with finite variances when t < T . More specifically, 

d [ ?) = a,"d qN (0 I t < T ) , (2.58) 

where qN is a PN -Brownian motion. Or, 
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(2.59) 

= O t W 1 N  

(0 5 t < T )  

Thus, 

(2.60) 

where 

As we shall see that Var, (dN, )  and Cov, (al , d N l )  are actually meas- 
ure invariant. 

A common case is to model under the spot arbitrage-free measure 
Q , in which case, Nl =PI .  Then 

(2.63) 

Plugging the above equation to Eq. (2.61), we obtain the familiar 
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SDE for X ,  under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q , i.e., 

dX,  = ‘;X,dt + o t d T Q .  (2.64) 

In general, N,  has an SDE similar to the above under the spot arbi- 
trage-free measure Q . In other words, 

dN, = 5 N,dt + o:dW,Q3N . (2.65) 

A more interesting question to ask is what is the SDE of the nu- 
meraire Nt under the probability measure PN . To answer this question, 
we set X ,  =,B, in Eq. (2.61). Thus, 

(2.66) 

Plugging the above equation into Eq. (2.61) yields 

dX,  = r,X,dt + COY$ ( d X , , d N , ) d d t  + o,dW: . (2.67) 

This is a generic diffusion model based on the Harrison-Pliska martin- 
gale no-arbitrage theorem and the martingale representation theorem. 

Nt 

If both X ,  are N,  log-normal, i.e., 

o* = o ( t ) x ,  

= 0, ( t )  Nt ’ 
(2.68) 

Then 

and 

dX,  = ( Y, + C0r5 ( d X ,  ,dN, ) D (  t )  O N  ( t ) )  X,dt 
(2.70) 

+o(t) X,dW; 

In some cases, the price of a derivatives instrument can be obtained 
analytically through computing the expectations in the martingale 
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relationship. In most cases, the price of a derivatives instrument needs 
be solved numerically by solving the SDE of the underling assets or vari- 
ables with, e.g., Monte Carlo simulation, recombining tree, non- 
recombining tree, and explicit finite difference multinomial grid tech- 
niques through forward induction and backward induction. These belong 
to the probabilistic approach. 

In parallel, there is also the PDE (partial differential equation) ap- 
proach that directly solves the PDE of the price of derivatives instru- 
ments. 

In general, the PDE approach with implicit finite difference is nu- 
merically more robust and has better convergence than the probabilistic 
approach. However, unlike some of the probabilistic approach, the PDE 
approach suffers from the “dimensionality curse” with its computation 
time increasing exponentially as a function of the number of dimensions 
or state variables. Typically, it is not practical to solve a PDE with more 
than three dimensions. A multi-factor full yield curve interest rate model 
and the corresponding PDE for a derivatives price naturally depend on 
many state variables. So, such models are typically solved with the prob- 
ability approach, such as Monte Carlo simulations and non-recombining 
tree techniques. 

As part of the martingale modeling, we often need to perform the 
changes of probability measures, which we shall discuss in various future 
sections and chapters. 

2.5.7 Change of Probability Measure and Importance Sampling 

Here we present a brief discussion on the change of probability measure 
(assuming that the usual technical conditions are satisfied). We shall 
present various applications of the change of probability measure later 
on. 

Let’s first take a look at how to change from (an equivalent martin- 
gale) probability measure PNt (with respect to numeraire N ’ )  to (an 
equivalent martingale) probability measure P,,, (with respect to nu- 
meraire N ) .  The change of probability measure is also termed as 
change of numeraire. 

This can be achieved by defining a multiplier M i t  ( s , t )  for change 
of probability measure such that 
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E," [ X ( t ) ]  = E,"' [ X ( t ) M { <  (s , t ) ]  (0 I s 5 t )  . (2.7 1) 

The multiplier M{l (s, t )  for change of probability measure is related 
to the Radon-Nikodqm derivative dPN /dPW through 

and it is also easy to see that 

E,N'[M;- ( s , t ) ]  = 1 (0 I s It) . (2.73) 

The easiest way to understand the above change of probability meas- 
ure intuitively is to think the stochastic processes X ( t )  , N ( t )  , and 

N ' ( t )  as the prices of simple traded assets with no intermediate cash- 
flows. In this case, we have the following martingale  relationship^,^^ 

( O I s I t )  

(2.74) 

Thus, 

Consequently, by comparing the above equation with Eq. (2.71), we ob- 
tain 

(2.76) 

Now, let's discuss a simplified version of Girsanov's theorem of 

65 Here we have ignored some subtleties in the real market, such as different funding 
costs, which we shall discuss more later on. 
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change of probability measure that is quite practically useful. More spe- 
cifically, if 

(OIsI t )  

where W, is a one-dimensional PNt -Brownian motion and o( t )  is a de- 

terministic function of time t, then, a P,-Brownian motion y N  is a 

PNt -Brownian motion W," plus a drift term. In other words, 

dW,N = -o( t )  p ( t )  dt + dW," (0 I t )  , (2.78) 

where 

p(t)=E,"[dW,"dW, ] /d t  ( O S t ) .  (2.79) 

In approving the above Girsanov's theorem of change of probability 
measure, we restrict ourselves to the task of finding the drift for y N  un- 
der the probability measure PNf. Let's assume that 

dW,N = p(  t )dt  + dW," ( O I t ) .  (2.80) 

The key is to recognize that 

E," [ d (W,NM", ( O J ) ) ]  = dE," [ W,NM"r  ( 0 4 1  
. (2.81) 

=dE"W,N]=O ( O I t )  

The left-hand side of the above equation can be rewritten as 
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= E , N ' [ d W , N M , N ( O , t ) + W ~ d M ~ ~ ( O , t ) ]  

+ EON' [ d Y N  dM" (0, t )] 
= E,"' [ d Y " ]  + E," [MpM;,  (0, t )  a( t )dW,  ] . 
+ E,"' [ dW,NM;# (0,t)  a( t)dW, ] 
= p ( t )  dt + O( t )  E," [ dW,"dW, ] 
= p ( t )  dt + a( t ) p ( t  ) dt ( O l t )  

Thus, combining the above equations, we obtain 

P ( t )  =-O(t)P(t)  * 

Chapter 2 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

In deriving the above equation, we have used 

dM,$ (0 , t )  = M" (0,t)  dW, 

E,N' [W,NM$< (0,t)  a( t )  dW, ] = 0 (0 I t )  
(2.84) 

We can also approve that 

( O I t )  

which is very useful derivatives pricing. 
Another interesting application of Girsanov's theorem of change of 

probability measure in numerical implementations, such as Monte Carlo 
simulation, is the importance sampling. For instance, rather than simu- 
lating dW, , one can equivalently simulate dW, - p ( t  ) dt and apply the 
following multiplier 

exP(-iP2 ( t ) + P ( t ) d W , )  (2.86) 

to the probability of the simulation path. 
This allows more simulation paths reaching the tail states of the 
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distribution and typically helps in improving the numerical accuracy and 
computation speed, especially for pricing OTM (Out of The Money) op- 
tions and default modeling. 

2.5.8 

In addition to the SDEs that we discussed earlier, we can also derive the 
PDE for the price of a derivatives instrument from Harrison-Pliska mar- 
tingale no-arbitrage theorem. Once this is achieved, we can leverage 
various existing techniques for solving PDEs analytically and nurneri- 
cally (e.g., through finite difference techniques) with proper boundary 
conditions. 

Here we provide a few examples to illustrate how to derive the PDE 
for the price of a derivatives instrument. 

Let’s start with a simple case where the price of an underlying asset 
U ( t )  and the price of a derivatives instrument V ( t )  follow the martin- 

gale relationships with the same numeraire asset N ( t )  . In other words, 
similar to what we discussed earlier, 

PDE for Derivatives Pricing and P&L Decomposition 

and 

(2.87) 

(2.88) 

where the expectation E,“ ...I is taken under the probability measure 
PN conditioned on the information available up to time s. 

As before, we assume that the numeraire asset N ( t )  does not pay 
intermediate cashflows or income prior to time T, and the underlying 
asset U ( t )  and the derivatives instrument V ( t )  either do not have in- 
termediate cashflows or income prior to time T, or have included all their 
intermediate cashflows or income. 

We define the state variable F, as the numeraire-normalized under- 
lying asset price, i.e., 
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(2.89) 

or 

u ( t )  = N ( t ) 4  Y (2.90) 

The intuition of the state variable is as follows. If U ( t )  is the price 
of the floating leg of a forward starting swap and N ( t )  is the price of the 
corresponding annuity, then 5 is the corresponding forward swap rate. 
This also includes the forward LIBOR as a special case (with U ( t )  be- 
ing the price of the floating leg of a forward rate agreement (FRA)). If 
U ( t  ) is the price of a non-dividend-paying stock and N ( t )  is the price 
of a LIBOR zero-coupon bond (or rep0 zero-coupon bond), then F, is 
the corresponding forward price of the stock. This case covers, e.g., 
simple stock options (on a non-dividend paying stock) and simple 
caps/floors and swaptions. 

Let’s start with diffusion processes without jumps. Recall from the 
Martingale Representation Theorem, if 4 is continuous with finite vari- 
ance, then 4 can be represented by a (one-dimensional) PN -Brownian 
Motion Wl as 

dF, =u,FdW,. (2.91) 

We further assume that the volatility 0; is a deterministic h c t i o n  of 
4 and not a separate stochastic process. We shall discuss stochastic 
models in the next section. 

Now, we are ready to derive the PDE for the price of derivatives in- 
struments that satisfy the condition that the numeraire-normalized or 
numeraire-discounted derivatives price is a deterministic function of t 
and 4 ,  i.e., 

(2.92) 

that is differentiable respect to t and twice differentiable respect to 4 . 
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The above equation actually covers a wide range of derivatives in- 
struments. However, this does not cover some of the path-dependent or 
non-Markovian instruments, such as an average instrument whose payoff 
depends on the past average of the state variable. Such average needs to 
be an additional argument in the above function f ( t ,F , )  . While interest 
rate derivatives, in general, depend on the entire yield curve with many 
state variables, some simples, such as caps/floors and European swap- 
tions, can actually be capture by the above equation. 

With the probabilistic approach, we need to compute the following 
expectation (obtained from Eq. (2.88) and (2.92)), 

f( t ,F,)=E,”f(t ,F,)] ( O l s l t l T ) .  (2.93) 

For the PDE approach, we first need to obtain the SDE of the nu- 
meraire-normalized derivatives price f ( t ,  F, ) , using Taylor’s expansion, 

df( t ,F,)  =-dt af +--dF, af .+?(dF,)*, a 2 f  
at a6 84 

(2.94) 

where we have assumed that 4 is the only stochastic variable in our 
model. 

It is interesting to mention in passing that the above equation is a 
special case for the P&L explanation or decomposition, a critical compo- 
nent of the derivatives modeling and risk management for helping one 
understand why, how, and where one is making or losing money. More 
specifically, the left hand side of the above equation is the realized (say, 
daily) P&L of the numeraire-normalized derivatives price, and the right 

hand side is decomposed into Theta (z), Delta [E), and Gamma 

[$) P&L. 

It is important to point out that the SDE of the numeraire-normalized 
derivatives price only contains P&L contributions from the stochastic 
variables being modeled, but not the P&L contributions due to the 
change of any deterministic model parameters. For instance, since the 
volatility is not modeled or stochastic in our model, so the Vega P&L is 
missing from the above equation. The Vega P&L is very important in 
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practice and we shall discuss it more in the next section. Another exam- 
ple is that in an equity derivatives model, the interest rate is typically not 
modeled or stochastic, so the P&L due to the interest rate change is miss- 
ing from the above equation. 

Since both 5 and f ( t ,F,)  are IF',,, -martingales, by considering all 
the drift terms, we further obtain 

af 1 a2f 
-dt+-_(dF,) =o  
at  2 a 6  

Plugging in Eq. (2.91), we obtain the following PDE 

(2.95) 

(2.96) 

While the above PDE appears to be different from the original 
Black-Scholes PDE, it is a more general PDE and through transforma- 
tions of variables, the original Black-Scholes PDE can be reduced to the 
above PDE as a special case. 

Eq. (2.95) reveals an interesting fact that the Theta P&L and the 
Gamma P&L exactly cancel each other under infinitesimal market 
movement. This actually provides a way to effectively hedge the Theta 
P&L. 

As we know, Delta hedging, the most fundamental hedging for mar- 
ket markers or dealers, is aimed at hedging the Delta P&L caused by the 
stochastic movement of the state variable 5.  It is interesting to note 
that, in contrast, the Theta P&L is with respect to the deterministic pas- 
sage of time. Nonetheless, the Theta P&L is a significant component of 
the overall P&L that needs to be analyzed and handled properly. 

In general, Theta has two parts. One is due to the time value of a 
deterministic future cashflow, such as a (riskless) zero-coupon bond, or 
the time value of money. The second part is due to the additional time 
value coming from the stochastic nature of cashflows from a derivatives 
instrument, which is exactly the Theta of the numeraire-normalized de- 
rivatives price. 

The time value of money is priced in by discounting (or numeraire- 
discounting or numeraire-normalization). It is hedged by taking proper 
(long or short) positions in the numeraire by investing the excess cash in 
the numeraire and borrowing cash by shorting the numeraire. In this 
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case, the Theta hedging is the same as interest rate hedging (for all inter- 
est rate terms and buckets), which, for interest rate derivatives, is part of 
the Delta hedging. An example of this is the valuation and hedging of a 
(riskless) zero-coupon bond. 

In the case of stochastic cashflows, the Theta P&L and the Gamma 
P&L of the numeraire-normalized derivatives price exactly cancel each 
other under the SFTS for hedging and replication associated with the 
probability measure P,,, (if the volatility is constant). So Theta and 
Gamma naturally hedge against each other. 

For instance, if one is long a simple European option, then one is 
long Gamma (i.e,, has a positive Gamma) and short Theta (i.e., has a 
negative Theta). So, as time goes on, the value of the option decreases, 
but the value of the hedge portfolio increases due to the cash income 
brought in by the long Gamma position. Since these two values offset 
each other, the dealer can lock in the initial profit (or the bidask spread). 
The reason that a long Gamma position can bring in cash income in the 
hedge portfolio is quite intuitive. For instance, with a Delta neutral 
hedging strategy and a long Gamma position, one needs to sell progres- 
sively more underlying asset when the underlying asset price is higher, 
and buy progressively more underlying asset when the underlying asset 
price is lower. 

It is important to point out that even though Eq. (2.95) and (2.96) 
indicate the Theta P&L and the Gamma P&L offset each other, it does 
not mean that one does not need to hedge the Gamma. One interesting 
question is that what if the market does not move (as much)? In this 
case, how can the Theta P&L and the Gamma P&L offset each other? 

This is actually a typical situation that the conditions based on which 
these equations and derived can be violated in the real market, e.g., when 
the volatility of the state variable is stochastic (or when there are jumps 
in the state variable), in which case these equations do not hold any 
more. More specifically, if the market does not move (as much), it typi- 
cally means that volatility has decreased, so one needs to add the Vega 
P&L into the equation. 

One of the trader’s headaches is to long Gamma and short Vega, as 
the former benefits from a more volatile market and the latter benefits 
from a less volatile market. This situation requires the trader to reduce 
hidher Gamma and Vega positions. 

Also, large and rapid movements in the state variable can impair 
Delta hedging accuracy and incur large hedging cost in the real market. 
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So, one typically needs to reduce one's Gamma exposure to within cer- 
tain risk limit. 

In the next section, we shall discuss more about the stochastic vola- 
tility. 

2.5.9 SABR Stochastic Volatility Model 

We consider the volatility of the following dynamic process 

0; =o,&(t,F,), (2.97) 

where & ( 4 )  is a deterministic function of 4 and a, is a separate sto- 
chastic process. 

There are many possibilities to specify the stochastic process for 
volatility or including jump processes. Since a, is not traded, its proc- 
ess, particularly, its drift, may not be preference-free. 

If or follows a diffusion process, then 

af af 1 a2f 
at a4 2 a42 
af 1 a2f 
30, 2 ao, a4ao, 

df (t,F,)=-dt+-dF, +--(dF,)2 

dF,do, +--do, + -y( do,) + - 
. (2.98) 

In this case, 

[$do,), 

the P&L decomposition further includes the Vega P&L 

volatility Gamma P&L 

The P&L decomposition is actually not unique. For instance, part of 
Theta can be exchanged with Delta and part of Delta can come from 
Vega, which we shall term as Delta due to Vega. Delta due to Vega is an 
effect of the volatility skew and smile on hedging, in addition to their 
effect on valuation. Proper management of Delta due to Vega is a criti- 
cal part of the hedging strategies, which we shall discuss in more details 
in the next chapter. As we discussed before, Theta itself can also be de- 
composed into several parts, including the effect of intermediate cash- 
flows (e.g., coupons received or paid), which is termed as the carry in the 
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fixed-income business. 
In the popular SABR (Sigma Alpha Beta Rho) stochastic volatility 

model (Hagan, Kumar, Lesniewski, and Woodward, 2002), which has 
become the industry standard for interest rate derivatives, a, (Sigma) is 
assumed to follow the following lognormal process: 

do, = ato,dW,u 

Corr, ( d  W, , d y u  1 = p ’ 
(2.99) 

where yu is another (one-dimensional) PN -Brownian Motion that has a 
constant instantaneous correlation p (Rho) with W, , a, (Alpha), a de- 
terministic function of time, is the volatility of volatility (or Vol of Vol). 

The P (Beta) is from the CEV power of the following CEV specifi- 
cation of the volatility 

(2.100) 

In the SABR model, analytical approximations can be derived for the 

The SABR model can also be combined with the following shifted 
equivalent lognormal or Black volatilities. 

lognormal model or a displaced model, 

(2.101) 

where 0 I P I 1  is a constant (or a time-dependent non-stochastic pa- 
rameter). 

The above model is like a “blend” of a normal model and a log- 
normal model. With p = 1 , it reduces to a lognormal model, and with 
p = 0 ,  it reduces to a normal model. 

2.5.10 An Example of Martingale Modeling in Real Market 

As an example, U S .  Treasury yields and LIBOR rates in the swap mar- 
ket are commonly used interest rates. An interesting question as we 
asked before is: what is the martingale relationship of a LIBOR (zero- 
coupon) bond with a Treasury (zero-coupon) bond as the numeraire and 
vice versa? Similarly, how do we, in general, reconcile the martingale 
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relationships with a LIBOR (zero-coupon) bond as the numeraire and 
with a Treasury (zero-coupon) bond as the numeraire? A more practical 
question is: what are the appropriate numeraires for derivatives modeling 
and pricing? 

Let’s first look at whether or not the following martingale relation- 
ship should hold, i.e., 

where PLIBoR ( t ,  2“) , PTreusUy ( t ,T)  time t price of a zero-coupon LIBOR 
bond and a zero-coupon Treasury bond, respectively, both promising a 
payoff of 1 at the maturity T, and the expectation is taken under the for- 
ward probability measure PT with respect to PTreusury ( t , T )  as the nu- 
meraire. 

We know that 

‘Treusuiy ( T ,  T >  = (2.103) 

However, if we simple-mindedly assume that 

pLIBoR (T7 T )  = 1 (2.104) 

then, Eq. (2.102) yields 

‘LIBOR ( t ,  T ,  = ‘Treusuiy ( t ,  T ,  ( I I T ,  * (2.105) 

Of course, we know that the above equation is not true. One reason 
for that is that the LIBOR bond is not exactly default-free and Eq. 
(2.104) is only valid if the LIBOR bond has not defaulted on or prior to 
time T. Other reasons include that the LIBOR bond is not as liquid as the 
Treasury bond. Thus, the LIBOR bond should have lower price or PV 
(or higher yield) than that of the Treasury bond. In other words, 

‘LIBOR ( t ,  ‘) < ‘Treasury (‘9 T ,  (O ‘ ‘ T ,  * (2.106) 

A further question is that are there any other subtleties? 
Let’s for a moment assume hypothetically that the LIBOR bond is 

indeed default-free. In this case, do we expect that the LIBOR bond has 
the same price or PV (or yield) as that of the Treasury bond? 

As a matter of fact, in this case, the LIBOR bond should still have 
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lower price or PV (or higher yield) than that of the Treasury bond. This 
is due to the fact that the income from U.S. Treasury debt instruments 
(e.g., Treasury bills, notes, and bonds) is exempt from state and local 
taxes, though subject to the federal tax. For this reason, the U S .  Treas- 
ury interest rate should actually be lower than the true “risk-free interest 
rate” that is default-free, but with no tax benefit. 

Another related example is to price a derivatives instrument (such as 
an option) on a Treasury bond. Typically, the payoffs of the Treasury 
bond need to be discounted by Treasury (zero-coupon) bonds, whereas 
the payoffs of the derivatives instrument need to be discounted by 
LIBOR (zero-coupon) bonds. Similar situation occurs when pricing a 
derivatives instrument (such as an option) on a convertible bond. 

More generally, different classes of assets or instruments needed to 
be modeled as martingales with different numeraires. Intuitively speak- 
ing, different classes of assets or instruments need to be funded with dif- 
ferent numeraires. 

More specifically, this is the case where the price of an underlying 
asset U ( t )  and the price of a derivatives instrument V ( t )  follow the 
martingale relationships with different numeraires ( N u  and Nv ) and 
under different probabiIity measures. In other words, 

and 

(2.107) 

(2.108) 

For instance, the underlying assets of Treasury, agency, municipal, 
mortgage, etc. all have different corresponding numeraires. The same is 
true even for on-the-run and off-the-run Treasury underlying assets. 

This is the same as the situation whereby different classes of assets 
or instruments have different funding or financing rates or rep0 rates for 
liquid assets, as we discussed before. 

One way to achieve consistent martingale modeling is to introduce a 
funding spread multiplier M F  (s, t )  such that 
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(2.109) 

In a way, this is similar to the modeling of FX derivatives. 
Thus, the multiplier for the change of probability measure in Eq. 

(2.75) needs to be modified accordingly. We shall discuss more on this 
in the next chapter including its impact on the put-call parity. 

2.6 Problems 

Problem 2.1. A derivatives instrument is written on a stock paying no 
dividend with the current price of $100. The derivatives instrument has a 
perpetual lifetime, unless the stock price reaches a barrier of $200, in 
which case the derivatives instrument gets knocked out (terminated) with 
an immediate rebate payment of $50. Assume that the interest rate is 
zero and find the present value of the derivatives instrument. 
(Hint: use an SFTS to replicate this derivatives instrument. What if the 
stock price can jump? What if the stock issuer can bankrupt?) 
Problem 2.2. Same as Problem 2.1, except we make it more general, 
i.e., the current price of the stock is S, the barrier is H, and the rebate is 
R. Find the present value of the derivatives instrument and discuss the 
following scenarios: a) What if the stock price can jump? b) What if the 
stock issuer can bankrupt? 
Problem 2.3. Same as Problem 2.1, except the derivatives instrument is 
written on the temperature (with current temperature of 709.  The de- 
rivatives instrument has a perpetual lifetime, unless the temperature 
reaches a barrier of l O O F ,  in which case the derivatives instrument gets 
knocked out (terminated) with an immediate rebate payment of $50. Can 
an SFTS be used to replicate this derivatives instrument? 



Chapter 3 The Black- 
Scholes 
Framework and 
Extensions 

Fisher Black, Myron Scholes, and Robert Merton pioneered the applica- 
tion of the risk neutral valuation to derivatives pricing. As a result, 
Myron Scholes and Robert Merton won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 
1997 .66 

The Black-Scholes framework is a special case of the martingale 
modeling presented in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we present 
more details on the martingale modeling and how it can reduce to the 
Black-Scholes framework. We shall also present brief discussions on 
various extensions to the Black-Scholes framework, such as state de- 
pendent volatility models (e.g., CEV, shifted lognormal or displaced, and 
local volatility models). We shall also discus the revised put-call parity. 

3.1 More on Martingale Models 

In this section, we shall present more details on the martingale models 

66 Fisher Black passed away in 1995, two years before the Nobel Prize was awarded. 
Otherwise, he would have been a co-recipient of the prize. Please see Derman (2004) 
and Mehrling (2005) for their reflections on Fisher Black. 
The Nobel Prize citation and other information can be found at 
http://www.nobel.se/economics/laureates/1997/press.html, 
http://www.nobel.se/economics/laureates/1997/presentation-speech.html, and 
http://www.nobel.se/economics/laureates/1997/index.html. 
their work, please refer to Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973). 

For the seminal papers of 
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that we have discussed in the previous chapter and present examples for 
pricing simple European style derivatives. We divide these martingale 
modes into the following common categories: single underlying asset or 
state variable and single numeraire, single underlying asset or state vari- 
able and multiple numeraires, and multiple underlying assets or state 
variables and multiple numeraires. 

As we discussed earlier, the procedures for martingale modeling start 
with the identification of martingale relationships for the derivatives in- 
struments and the underlying (or hedge or replication) instruments, then 
are followed by the application of martingale representation theorem and, 
if necessary, Girsanov’s theorem of change of probability measure. 

As we shall see that the Black-Scholes framework is a special case of 
the martingale models. 

3.1.7 

This is the case where the price of an underlying asset U ( t )  and the 

price of a derivatives instrument V ( t )  follow the martingale relation- 
ships with the same numeraire. In other words, 

Single State Variable and Single Numeraire 

and 

where, similar to before, the expectation is taken under the equivalent 
martingale measure PN with respect to numeraire N. 

The classical Black-Scholes model can be derived from this setting. 
Again, as usual, we first assume that both of these assets do not have 

any intermediate cashflows prior to time T. For a European derivatives 
instrument, it has a predefined cashflow at time T (corresponding to the 
expiry date or the expiry settlement date), i.e., 

where g (.) is a deterministic function. 
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We define the state variable F ( t )  as the numeraire-normalized un- 
derlying asset price, i.e., 

or 

U ( t ) = N ( t ) F ( t ) .  (3.5) 

The intuition of the state variable is as follows. If U ( t )  is the price 

of the floating leg of a forward starting swap and N ( t )  is the price of the 

corresponding annuity, then F ( t )  is the corresponding forward swap 

rate. This also includes the forward LIBOR as a special case (with U ( t )  
being the price of the floating leg of a forward rate agreement (FRA)). If 
U ( t )  is the price of a non-dividend-paying stock and N (  t )  is the price 

of a LIBOR zero-coupon bond (or rep0 zero-coupon bond), then F ( t )  is 
the corresponding forward price of the stock. This case covers, e.g., 
simple stock options (on a non-dividend paying stock) and simple 
caps/floors and swaptions. 

We further assume that 

V ( T >  = g ( U ( T ) )  
= g ( N ( T ) F ( T ) )  7 (3.6) 

= N W f  (W) 
where f (.) is another deterministic function. 

Thus, 

v ( t ) = N ( t ) E : [ f  ( F ( T ) ) ]  ( O I t I T ) .  (3.7) 

With this setting, if we only need the PV (or V ( 0 ) )  and sensitivities 

on the PV, the dynamics of the numeraire N (  T )  drops out of the equa- 
tion (except for the determination of the probability measure) and we 
only need to model the state variable F ( t )  . 

In some simple cases, Eq. (3.7) has closed-form solutions or ap- 
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proximations, once we know the mean (or forward value) and the vari- 
ance (or volatility) of the underlying variable, as well as some model pa- 
rameters. In general, it can be solved easily with numerical integrations, 
including using Monte Carlo simulations, quasi-Monte Carlo simula- 
tions, replications, and (implicit or explicit) finite difference. 

This setting covers many cases in derivatives pricing, particularly, 
for derivatives in the swap market (with single currency and single state 
variable or index), such as simple LIBOR based capdfloors and swap- 
tions. 

A plain vanilla European put or call option with expiry T has the fol- 
lowing payoff at time T 

(3.8) 

where K is the strike, and for a call option w = l  and for a put option 
w = -1 . More specifically, 

Recall from the Martingale Representation Theorem, if F (  f) is con- 

tinuous with finite variance, then F ( t )  can be represented by a (one- 
dimensional) IF',,, -Brownian Motion W, as 
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dF ( t )  = o,"dy . 
Similar to what we discussed before, for a CEV model, 
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(3.11) 

(3.12) 

and for a shifted lognormal or a displaced model, 

0: =op( t ) (PF( t )+F(O)( l -P) )  Y (3.13) 

where op ( t )  , the model volatility, is deterministic and 0 I P I 1 is a 
constant. 

The above models are like a "blend" of a normal model and a log- 
normal model. With ,8 = 1,  they reduce to a lognormal model, and with 
P = 0 ,  they reduce to a normal model. oP ( t )  is approximately the cor- 
responding lognormal volatility. 

We will first discuss the shifted lognormal model. In the shifted log- 
normal model, when P > 0 ,  we can define a new variable 

F ( t  ) = F ( t  ) + F (  0)- (1 - P )  . 
P 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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F (  t )  + F (0)- 
P 

( t l T )  

Define 

(3.19) 

and 

Ep (w, - q) E P f op (x) dW, ( t  < T )  . (3.20) 

then, 

F ( T )  = ( t )  exp( -iiTi ( T  - t )  + Op ( w, - )) (3.21) 
( t  I T )  

Therefore, 

F ( T ) =  F(t)+F(0)") P 

(3.22) 

[ 
- F ( O ) 7  (1 - P )  

x exp (-35; ( T  - t ) + ~p ( W, - W, )) 

( t 5 T )  

Further define 

I? = K+F(O)-, (1 - 
P 

(3.23) 
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then, Eq. (3.9) becomes 

V, ( T )  = N (  T)max( w( 3 (T) - g )) 

and, 

fE ( F  ( T ) )  = max (0 ( p  (T) - K)) 

Thus, Eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as 
r 1 

r 1 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(0 I t I T )  

By applying Girsanov's theorem of change of probability measure or 
Eq. (2.85), we obtain a key equation 

r 1 

(0 I t I T) 

(3.27) 

*clmxI*-̂  _I__f- l"x*-i_--*l- 

Problem 3.1. Prove the above equation. 
- --*^"""xx.~p -̂*--- 

Thus, through simple algebra, Eq. (3.26) can be easily rewritten as 
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(3.28) 

(0 I t 5 T )  

w, -q 
Jr-t , and dl and d2 are defined as where = 

In ( F (  t ) / q  - ; c; ( T  - t )  

( t < T ) .  (3.29) d2 = FpJT-t 
dl = d 2 + C P G  

It is easy to see that -wxtT 
normal variable with 0 mean and 

is an N(0,l) variable or a standard 
1 standard deviation under the prob- 

ability measure PN . Thus, Eq. (3.28) can be rewritten as 

where Nc ( x )  is the cumulative normal distribution, or more specifically, 
the probability for an N (  0,l) variable to be less than x .  

Here we obtained the price of plain vanilla European options with 
the probabilistic approach. We also can obtain the same price by the 
PDE approach. 

The original Black-Scholes and Black’s formulas for plain vanilla 
calls and puts based on a lognormal model are special cases of those of 
the shifted-lognormal model with P = 1 . Particularly, 

or 
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where oB is the Black volatility, which is typically implied from the 
market observable option prices. Equivalently, 

Similarly, for European cash-or-nothing (CON) and asset-or-nothing 
(AON) digital or binary options, the payoff at the expiry Tare given by 

(3.34) 

Under the shifted lognormal model, the time t values of these options are 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 



F (  T )  = F ( t )  + f cro ( s ) F (  O)dW3 ( t  I T )  

Define 

Cro = F ( 0 )  ( t  < T )  9 

and 

thus 

F ( T ) = F ( t ) + E o ( F T - K )  ( t  I T )  

Therefore, 
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3 

N (  t )  (To JT-t 

where 

F ( t ) - K  
d =  

oo 6 

Chapter 3 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

We can easily find the relationship between the normal volatility 5, 
and the Black or lognormal volatility oB such that they produce the 
same vanilla European option prices. In the at-the-money (ATM) case, 
the relationship is approximately given by 

0 0  4 t ) o B [ 1 - & o B 2 ( T - t ) ] .  (3.44) 

In deriving the above equation, we have used the following Taylor 
expansion, 

N ~ ( ~ ) = N ~ ( o ) + N ~ ~ ( o ) ~ + ~ N ~ " ( o ) ~ ~  + + N ~ ~ " ( O ) ~ ~  +... (3.45) 
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and 

N,(O)=$ 

exp( +x2) 

6 N,' ( X) = 

-x exp (-+ x2 ) 
Jz 

. 
N," ( X) = 

133 

(3 -46) 

-(l-x2)exp(-+x2) 

6 N," ( X) = 

Separately, we can obtain approximations for the implied Black 
volatility O, ( F , K , P )  from a CEV model, e g ,  

(3.47) 

This is an example of the volatility skew (but not the volatility smile). 
This is also a special case of the SABR stochastic volatility model 

(Hagan, Kumar, Lesniewski, and Woodward, 2002) where the model 
volatility op ( 1 )  in Eq. (3.12) is stochastic. 

3.1.2 

This setting covers many cases in derivatives pricing, such as for FX de- 
rivatives pricing (including regular FX derivatives and Quanto or guaran- 
teed exchange rate (GER) derivatives). It also covers derivatives pricing 
in the swap market (with single currency and single index), such as vari- 
ous more complicated caps/floors and swaptions (including those with 
in-arrears reset and with CMS legs), as well as derivatives on non- 
LIBOR indices, such as Treasury, agency, municipal, and mortgage indi- 
ces. It can also be extended to the cross-currency derivatives and other 
instruments, such as stock options on a stock paying uncertain dividends, 
which involves multiple state variables and multiple numeraires. 

A typical scenario for this setting is that the martingale relationships 
of the state variable and the derivatives involve different numeraires. In 
many simple cases, this setting reduces to the Quanto adjustment or the 

Single State Variable and Multiple Numeraires 
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convexity adjustment to the forward value of the state variable. 
Let’s start with the treatment of simple FX derivatives whose payoffs 

are based on fiture foreign exchange rate. 
Let SFx ( t )  denote the time t spot FX exchange rate in terms of the 

value or price of one unit of foreign currency in terms of domestic cur- 
rency. For example, if the domestic currency U.S. dollar and the foreign 
currency is yen, then S ,  ( t )  is the U.S. dollar price of one yen, though, 
in practice, l /SFx(t)  or yen price of a U.S. dollar is often what is 
quoted. 

Furthermore, let P D  ( t , T )  and P F  ( t , T )  denote the time t price of a 
domestic and foreign (default-fiee) zero-coupon bond paying one unit of 
domestic and foreign currency at time T,  respectively. Thus, 
S ,  ( t )  P F  ( f , T )  is a traded asset in the domestic economy or market 
without intermediate cashflows prior to time T. Consequently, we have 
the following martingale relationship, 

(0 I s I t I T )  

where ET,D [.] is the expectation under PTPD , the probability measure 

with respect to PD ( I ,  T )  as the numeraire. 
Define the forward FX exchange rate as 

(3.49) 

From Eq. (3.48), we obtain the following martingale relationship, 

FFX ( s ,T )=  E,T’D [F,, ( t ,T ) ]  (0 I S  I t  5 T )  . (3.50) 

This is referred to as the interest rate parity. 
Let V D  ( t  ) denote the time t value of a derivatives instrument paying 

out in domestic currency without intermediate cashflows prior to time T. 
As usual, we have the following martingale relationship, 
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A plain vanilla European FX put or call option with expiry T has the 
following payoff at time T, 

where K is the strike, N," is the principal denominated in foreign cur- 
rency, and for a foreign currency call and domestic currency put option 
w = 1 and for a foreign currency put and domestic currency call option 
w=-1 .  

For example, if the domestic currency is U.S. dollar and the foreign 
currency is yen, then w = 1 corresponds to a yen call dollar put option 
and w = -1 corresponds to a yen put dollar call option. 

Since S, ( T )  = FFX ( T , T )  , then 

Similarly, for European cash-or-nothing (CON) and asset-or-nothing 
(AON) digital or binary options, the payoff at the expiry Tare given by 

So far, it is the same as the case of single state variable and single 
numeraire, and we can borrow many equations for that case. 

However, for more complicated instruments, such as callable Power 
Reverse Dual Currency (PRDC) notes or swaps, or callable instruments 
in general, we normally need to model the FX exchange rate, the domes- 
tic interest rate, and the foreign interest rate as individual (but correlated) 
risk factors, which is typically achieved by using a 3-factor model. 

It is also worth mentioning that while many FX derivatives require 
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physical settlement or delivery of the currencies involved, there are non- 
deliverable FX derivatives, such as NDF (non-deliverable forwards) and 
NDO (non-deliverable options) whereby the final payoff is settled in one 
currency (the payoff or domestic currency) without the physical delivery 
of the foreign currency. The main purpose of the non-deliverable FX 
derivatives is to provide or enhance the liquidity of the FX derivatives 
when the underlying foreign currency is not liquid enough. In many 
cases the market for non-deliverable FX derivatives is much bigger than 
that of deliverable FX derivatives, especially when the underlying for- 
eign currency does not have enough supply or is not allowed to freely 
trade. 

There is also an interesting paradox (or Siegel’s paradox) involving 
the FX exchange rate FFX ( t ,  T )  in terms of the domestic currency price 

of one unit of foreign currency and the FX exchange rate l/FFX ( t , T )  in 
terms of the foreign currency price of one unit of domestic currency. 

Now, let’s take a look at the Quanto or the Guaranteed Exchange 
Rate (GER) FX derivatives. The motivation of this type of derivatives is 
to allow investors to take positions in foreign assets or state variables, 
such as foreign stocks, indices, and interest rates, without significant ex- 
posures to the foreign exchange rate. This is achieved by converting fu- 
ture payoffs of foreign assets or state variables denominated in the for- 
eign currency to the domestic currency by a pre-specified (or guaranteed) 
exchange rate Sgy , not the future spot exchange rate SFX ( t  ) . 

Let V D  ( t )  denote the time t value of a Quanto derivatives instru- 
ment paying out in domestic currency without intermediate cashflows 
prior to expiry T. As usual, we have the following martingale relation- 
ship, 

with 
V D ( T ) = f ( S F X  GER F ( T ) ) ,  (3.56) 

where U F  ( t )  is the time t value of the underlying asset or state variable 
paying out in foreign currency without intermediate cashflows prior to 
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expiry T. In practice, Sg!R is usually absorbed in the principal amount 
and, thus, converting the principal denominated in the foreign currency 
into the principal denominated in the domestic currency. 

Thus, the time t value of the Quanto derivatives instrument is given 
by 

The hedge or underlying instrument for the above Quanto derivatives 
instrument is S ,  ( t ) U F  ( t )  (which is a traded asset in the domestic 

market) or U F  ( t )  (which is a traded asset in the foreign market). Thus, 
we have the following martingale relationships, 

(3.58) 

(0 I s I t I T )  

and 

U F ( S )  = E T , F  [ ;; (4)] ( 0 I s I t I T ) , (3.59) 
PF ( s , T )  

where ETTF [.] is the expectation under PT,F,  the probability measure 

with respect to P F  ( t ,  T )  as the numeraire. 

Radon-Nikodym derivative for the change of probability measure as 
By inspecting Eq. (3.58) and (3.59), we can infer the corresponding 

(0 I t  I T )  

where ET,D [.] is the expectation under PT,D,  the probability measure 

with respect to PD ( t , T )  as the numeraire. Thus, for any stochastic 
process satisfying enough technical conditions, we have 
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To gain intuitions about the above equations, we can let 

X ( t )  = U F  (4  (0 5 t 5 T )  . 
PF ( t ,  T )  

(3.62) 

Similar to before, the forward price of U F  ( t )  in the foreign market 
is given by 

F F  ( t , T )  = U F  (4  (0 5 t I T )  , 
PF ( t , T )  

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

or, equivalently, 

F F ( s , T ) = E ~ ~ F [ F F ( t , T ) ]  ( O S s I t I T ) ,  (3.65) 

which is obtained through a change of probability measure based on Eq. 
(3.60). In addition, Eq. (3.56) becomes 

(3.66) 

Thus, the time t value of the Quanto derivatives instrument can be re- 

V D ( T ) = f ( S F x  GER F F ( T Y ~ ) ) .  

written as 
vD (s) = PD (SYT)ET'"Cf(SFX GER F F ( T J ) ) ]  

(3.67) 
(0 I s 5 t 5 T )  

Eq. (3.65) and Eq. (3.67) show that the martingale relationships for 
the underlying state variable and the price of the Quanto derivatives in- 
strument are under different probability measures. Therefore, in order to 
value the Quanto derivatives instrument, we need to derive the SDE for 
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F ( t ,  T )  under the probability measure of PT,D . 
We can start by evaluating the following forward value, 

F F ( ~ , T ) ~ E , T , D [ F F ( t , T ) ]  ( O I s I t  I T ) .  (3.68) 

One way to compute this is to use the covariance or convexity ad- 
justment. In other words, since 

C , , , T J ( F ~ ~ ( ~ , T ) , F ~  ( t , ~ ) ) =  E , T J ’ [ F ~ .  ( ~ , T ) F ~ ( ~ , T ) ]  

(0 I s 5 t I T )  
- ETiD [ FFx ( t ,  T ) ]  ET2D [ F F  ( t ,  T ) ]  , (3.69) 

thus, 

E,T,D [ F F  ( t ,  T ) ]  = F F  ( S, T )  

FFX ( s , T )  
(0 I S 5 t I T )  

which may require approximations. 
If FFx ( t ,  T )  is lognormal, then we can obtain the exact solutions by 

using Girsanov’s theorem of change of probability measure. Based on 
the martingale relationships that we discussed so far, let’s assume that 

(0 I t I T )  , dFFx ( t , T )  = aFFx (t)FFX (t,T)dW,T,D (3.71) 

and 

dFF( t ,T )  =C?(t,FF)dW,TJ- (0 I t  I T ) ,  (3.72) 

is a IPT,D -Brownian motion and TTPF is a PT,F -Brownian where 
motion. Thus, 
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3 (3.73) 

S 1 1 

( u)’ du + l o F F x  ( U )  LIW,T’~ 

and 

Applying ItG’s lemma to the above equation, it is easy to verify that 

and 

(0 Is I t  I T )  . (3.76) 

Girsanov’s theorem of change of probability measure indicates that a 
Brownian motion in one measure (such as yT,F in PT,F ) is a Brownian 
motion in another measure plus a drift term. In other words, 

dW,T3F = p(  t )d t  + d@jT’D (0 I t I T )  , (3.77) 

where @ j T , D  is a PT,D -Brownian motion. 

A simple procedure of determining p( t )  is as  follow^.^' From Eq. 

(3.61) and the fact that KTyF is a PT,F -martingale, we have 

(0 I s I t I T )  

Thus, 

(3.78) 

67 Here we are essentially trying to derive Girsanov’s theorem of change of probability 
measure. This may not be needed for reader who is very familiar with this theorem. 
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(3.79) 

(0 I s I t 5 T )  

Applying ItB’s lemma to the above equation and plugging in Eq. 
(3.75) and Eq. (3.77), we obtain 

=-y ‘ I t  T F  , aFFX ( t ) d y T , D  +$dW,T’F 
‘IS ’Is 

where p ( t )  is the correlation between dFT,O and dW:*F or d V * D ,  
i.e., 

ETSD [d&TT’DdyTT’F] - ET9D [ d y T T . D d q T * D ]  
- 

dt dt . (3.81) P ( t )  = 
( 0  I t  I T )  

Plugging Eq. (3.80) into Eq. (3.79), we finally obtain 

Thus, the SDE for the state variable F F  ( t , T )  under the desired 
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probability measure of PT,D (or Eq. (3.72)) becomes 

d~ ( t ,  T )  = -a( t ,  F ~ )  oFFX ( t )p( t )dt  + a( t ,  F F)dW;T.D 
. (3.83) 

( 0 1  t I T )  

~f F ( t , ~ )  also follows a lognormal process, or 

( O < t < T )  

then, 

Thus, we can evaluate the forward value in Eq. (3.68) as 

F F  (s,T) = ET,D [ F ( t ,  T ) ]  

. (3.86) I F F  (s,T)exp -JOF ( u ) g F F X  ( t ) p ( u ) d u  [ :  
( 0 5  s I t  I T )  

Therefore, for simple Quanto derivatives instruments such as Euro- 
pean calls and puts, we can use the Black-Scholes formula with the 
above modified forward value or convexity adjustment. 

3.2 Black's Model 

The Blacks model is an extension of the Black-Scholes model and can 
be applied to, e.g., price options on forward contracts, futures options 
(options on futures), and some interest rate derivatives, such as 
capdfloors and swaptions. In the Blacks model, the underlying assets 
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(e.g., the futures) and variables (interest rates with different terms) are 
assumed to be lognormal with zero drift. 

Thus, the Black’s formula is the same as the Black-Scholes formula 
except with the appropriate forward values. The Black formula is also 
used in the quadratic approximation whereby the price of a European 
derivatives instrument is approximated by the first two moments, mean 
(or forward) and variance (or volatility), of its underlying asset or vari- 
able. 

The Black’s model is also a special case of the martingale models. 

3.3 Put-Call Parity Revised 

This is the case whereby different classes of assets or instruments need to 
be funded with different numeraires, as discussed in Section 2.5.10. 

Recall that the price of an underlying asset U ( t )  and the price of a 
derivatives instrument V ( t )  follow the martingale relationships with 
different numeraires ( N u  and Nv ) and under different probability 
measures. In other words, 

and 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

Furthermore, let the derivatives instrument be plain vanilla put or 
call options with expiry T and strike K and the time t values of the put 
and call options (P( t ,  T ,  K )  and C(t ,  T ,  K )  , respectively) given by 
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max(K -U(T) ,O) 
P ( t , T , K )  = N ,  (t)E;"Y 

max(U(T)-K,O) . 1 C ( t , T , K )  = N ,  ( t ) E p  
(3.89) 

( O I t  I T )  

Thus, the general put-call parity is given by 

[ug{i;]. (3.90) 
C(t ,T,K)-P(t ,T,K)=N, (t)E;"Y 

( O I t I T )  

If the nwneraires are the same, i.e., Nu = Nv = N , then it is actually 
the case of the single numeraire. Thus, the above equation can be re- 
duced to the simple and familiar put-call parity as 

(0 I t I T )  

where PN ( t ,  T )  is the zero-coupon bond 
meraire N, i.e., 

price corresponding to the nu- 

( 0 5  t I T ) ,  (3.92) 

and is the forward price of the underlying asset. We have also 
PN ( t J )  

used the martingale relationship 

u(t) = N ( t ) E Y [  331 
(3.93) 

( O I t  I T )  

The above simple put-call parity needs to be revised in the general 
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case whereby the numeraires are not the same. Similar to what we dis- 
cussed in Section 2.5.10, in order to achieve consistent martingale mod- 
eling, we need to introduce a funding spread multiplier M F  (s , t )  such 

that the multiplier M ( s , t )  for the change of probability measure is given 
by6' 

(3.94) 

M ,  (SJ) = 1 

(0 I s  I t )  

In a way, this is similar to the modeling of FX derivatives. 
Thus, we have the following modified martingale relationship, 

( O l s l t )  

Similarly , 

(3.95) 

Here we have implicitly assumed that the default events are not significant and the 
effect of default, if any, is in the expected value sense. More details on the change of 
probability measure in the presence of default events can be found in Section 8.7. 
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(3.96) 

(0  Is I t )  

Therefore, the general or revised put-call parity in Eq. (3.90) can be 
rewritten as 

c( t ,T ,K)  - P( t ,  T ,  K )  

( 0  I t I T )  

which can be further reduced to 

c( t ,  T , K )  - p (  t ,  T , K )  

( 0  I t I T )  

where PNu ( t ,  T )  and PNv ( t ,  7') are the zero-coupon bond prices corre- 

sponding to the numeraires NU and N ,  , respectively, i.e., 
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As a special case, if 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

and M F  ( f , T )  has zero volatility, then Eq. (3.98) can be rewritten as the 
following familiar form, i.e., 

(0 I t 5 T )  

where Nu (l) is the forward price of the underlying asset. 
'Nu ( t ~ T )  

3.4 Replication Model 

With the simple buyhell and hold SFTS used in Section 2.5.2, we can 
easily replicate the prices of some derivatives instruments and derive 
various arbitrage relationships without using any specific models. For 
instance, we can derive the forward price of an instrument, interest rate 
parity, put-call parity, and digital and barrier European options (as a port- 
folio of plain vanilla European options). 

Here we present a general replication methodology by replicating the 
terminal payoffs of a complicated derivatives instrument by a series of 
plain vanilla European options. This replication model has the advantage 
of almost exactly matching the volatility skew and smile and has become 
a standard model for pricing CMS caps/floors. It can also be used for 
pricing CMDS (Constant Maturity Default Swap) caps/floors. 

This replication model can also be extended to price American and 
Bermudan style derivatives. 
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The replication model can be easily derived for the case of a single 
state variable, but can also be extended to the case of multiple state vari- 
ables. 

Here we present a discussion of the simple case with a single state 
variable. Let S, denote the time t value of the state variable that is a 
martingale under the probability measure P,,, with respect to numerairc 
N ( t )  and V ( t )  denote the time t value of a European style derivatives 

instrument with V ( t ) / N  ( t )  being a P,,, -martingale. Furthermore, we 

assume that V ( t )  and N ( t )  are deterministic hnctions of S,, i.e., 

V ( t )  = V ( t , S , )  

N ( t )  = N( t ,S , ) ’  
(3.102) 

Since, at the expiration time T, the terminal value or payoff 
V(T,S,)  of the derivatives instrument is known (as a deterministic 

function of S, ), then, as usual, its time t value V (  t )  is given by 

V ( t >  = N ( t ) E r  [a] (0 I t I T )  . (3.103) 

Our goal is to solve the above equation using replication when it can- 
not be readily reduced to the Black or Back-Scholes formula. 

More specifically, let’s assume that the price Ci ( t )  of the plain va- 
nilla European call option (with expiry T and strike Ki) is available from 
the market (or the SABR model), which means the volatility skew and 
smile or the Black volatility at expiry T and at different strikes are avail- 
able from the market (or the SABR model). More specifically, 

ci ( t )  = E;“ [(s, - KJ+] (0 I t I T )  (3.104) 

Now, let’s try to replicate the terminal payoff V ( T )  by Mplain va- 
nilla European call options as follows, 
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KO <... < Kj-1 < Ki < ... < K M - 1  

Recognizing that 

0 ( j l i )  
K j - K i  ( i < j ) ’  

we can easily approximate the weight wi as follows 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

WM-1 =o  
Thus, the time t value V ( t )  of the derivatives instrument is given by 

V ( t ) = N ( t ) C  w i C i ( t )  ( O l t l T ) .  (3.108) 

The accuracy of the replication model depends on the number of 
plain vanilla European call options used and the ranges and distributions 
of the strikes Ki . 

M -1 

i=O 

3.5 Impact of Volatility Skews and Smiles on Hedge Ratios and 
Hedging Strategies 

As we pointed out before, it is important for us to evaluate the model 
risks or the implied views in the model before we can trust the PV and 
hedge ratios that the model produces. Computing the hedge ratios is 
more subtle than computing the PV. As such, a model simply suitable 
for PV computation may not be suitable for the hedge ratio computation. 
The local volatility model is such an example, as we discussed before. 
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Here we provide some simple analysis on the impact of the volatility 
skews and smiles on the hedge ratios, such as Delta due to Vega, and 
hedge strategies. 

As we discussed before, the volatility skew and smile refer to the 
dependency of the implied Black volatility on the strike and the value of 
the state variable. Eq. (3.47) gives an example of the volatility skew 
produced by a CEV model. For instance, if the interest rate or the equity 
price decreases, the associated volatility will increase. The situation of 
the FX rate is different in that if X is an exchange rate, 1/X is also an ex- 
change rate with the same Black or percentage volatility, as we discussed 
in footnote 49 on page 57. 

The SABR stochastic volatility model (Hagan, Kumar, Lesniewski, 
and Woodward, 2002) provides examples of volatility smiles with non- 
monotonic dependency of the implied Black volatility on the strike and 
the value of the state variable in that if the interest rate or the equity price 
increases significantly, the associated volatility can also increase. 

An important factor for the impact of the volatility skew and smile 
on the hedging strategies is that a dealer typically cannot afford to hlly 
hedge Vega or maintain Vega neutrality. So, if one were to maintain 
Delta neutrality based on Delta computed from a model not consistent 
with the volatility skew and smile, one actually could be quite away from 
being truly Delta neutral. 

As an example, if one is long in the interest rate market (or short in 
the interest rate) and short in the (short-term) interest rate Vega, then one 
is not as long in the market as predicated by a Black-like model (that as- 
sumes that the Back volatility is independent of the interest rate). This is 
due to the fact that when the interest rate market rallies (or the interest 
rate decreases), the interest rate volatility tends to rally also, and one 
would incur loss due to one’s short Vega position. 

This is the reason why some traders lost significant amounts of 
money during the period of end of 2001 and 2002 when the USD short 
term interest rate started to decrease significantly due to the actions of 
FOMC, which, in turn, led to a significant increase in the short term in- 
terest rate volatilities. 

More specifically, let V denote the PV of a derivatives instrument as 
of a function of the state variable S and the Black volatility oE. Then, 
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the infinitesimal change in V is given by6’ 

where the Black Delta AB is defined as 

and the Black Vega V, is defined as 

(3.109) 

(3.1 10) 

(3.111) 

A better Delta A is the one that takes into account the dependency of 
the volatility on the state variable and is defined as 

(3.112) 

which we shall also term as skew Delta. The second term in the above 
equation is termed as Delta correction or Delta due to Vega and M is a 
set of model parameters that are kept constant in the partial differentia- 
tion. 

For a CEV model as described in Eq. (3.12), the skew ‘Delta is given 
by 

(3.1 13) 

Based on Eq. (3.47), we have 

OB (s,K,p)(sK)”-~’’* = Const. (3.1 14) 

69 For simplicity, we have ignored various other terms, such as the Gamma and Theta 
terms. 
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So, assuming K is constant, we obtain 

( W O B  

2s 

Thus, 

Chapter 3 

(3.115) 

(3.116) 

With the SABR stochastic volatility model (Hagan, Kumar, 
Lesniewski, and Woodward, 2002), a different and oflen more market 
consistent Delta correction term can be obtained from Eq. (3.112). 

In general, Eq. (3.109) can be rewritten as 

In other words, a part of the Vega P&L (the second term on the right- 
hand side of the above equation) is hedged by Delta (which has lower 
hedging cost than Vega hedging). 

3.6 Other Extensions of Black-Scholes Framework 

Other extensions of the Black-Scholes framework include the modeling 
of multiple state variables and/or multiple numeraires (for, e.g., cross- 
currency derivatives and basket derivatives) and credit (and hybrid) de- 
rivatives such as default swaptions and defaultable derivatives. 

The SABR and other stochastic volatility models are also important 
extensions of the Black-Scholes framework. 

We shall discuss more on some of these topics in later chapters. 



Chapter 4 Martingale 
Resampling and 
Interpolation 

Numerical procedures, such as grid (or finite difference), lattice (or re- 
combining tree), bushy tree (or non-recombining tree), or Monte Carlo 
simulation for solving PDEs and SDEs, involve discretizations in both 
time and state dimensions (with possibly other approximations for speed 
improvement), and, as such, both the accuracy and precision7' (or the 
bias and convergence) of the quantities that they model can be compro- 
mised. This situation is particularly severe for models involving multiple 
state variables, such as full yield curve models, e.g., HJM and BGWJ 
models, especially multi-factor models with stochastic volatilities, as the 
errors of some state variables are from cumulative errors of other vari- 
ables. 

The accuracy and precision of hedge ratios (or Greeks or sensitivi- 
ties) can be even further compromised. This is particularly severe for 
derivatives with discontinuous payoffs, such as digital and barrier deriva- 

~ 

The same as in Physics and other quantitative sciences, the accuracy of a result refers 
to the amount of systematic noise (or bias) in the result or how close the mean of the 
result is to its true value, whereas the precision of a result refers to the amount of random 
noise (or convergence) in the result or how small the standard deviation of the result is. 
A result can be accurate, but not precise, which means that it contains little systematic 
noise (or bias), but too much random noise. An example for this is an unbiased Monte 
Carlo simulation without reaching its convergence. On the other hand, a result can be 
precise, but not accurate, which means that it contains little random noise, but too much 
systematic noise (or bias). An example for this is a biased Monte Carlo simulation reach- 
ing its convergence, but to a wrong value. This can be deceiving and thus dangerous. 
Ideally, we would like to have a result that is both accurate and precise. 

70 
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tives, and derivatives on a basket of underlying assets or state variables. 
These situations occur in all common product areas, such as interest rate 
derivatives, equity derivatives, credit derivatives, and FX derivatives. 

A fkndamental reason of such inaccuracy and imprecision is that 
martingale relationships required by arbitrage pricing theories are not 
exactly satisfied in these discrete numerical procedures. As for the hedge 
ratios, it is intriguing to see that, as we shall discuss later on, the accu- 
racy of the hedge ratios computed by Maliavin calculus is directly related 
to the accuracy of some weighted moments of the underlying Brownian 
motions, which are special cases of martingales. 

The martingale resampling techniques (also termed as martingale 
control variate techniques) enforce such required martingale relation- 
ships in these discrete numerical procedures (or enforce the discrete mar- 
tingale relationships) with simple numerical techniques and often 
through linear or approximately linear transformations, and thus can im- 
prove both accuracy and precision, i.e., reduce bias and improve conver- 
gence, or the computation speed for given accuracy and precision. While 
beneficial to all the aforementioned numerical techniques, they are par- 
ticularly effective in Monte Carlo simulations and bushy tree techniques. 

In some cases, the martingale resampling techniques can easily im- 
prove the accuracy and precision by a factor of 10 or more without in- 
creasing the number of paths (or states) and the number of time steps. 
Often times, without the martingale resampling techniques, the discrete 
numerical procedures, particularly, Monte Carlo simulations, do not 
yield satisfactory results, especially, satisfactory hedge ratios, or satisfac- 
tory speed. 

The first step of the martingale resampling techniques is to identify 
martingale relationships and quantify how much the martingale relation- 
ships are off. This, by itself, can be a very valuable martingale testing 
infrastructure. 

One can also use higher order discretization schemes (as opposed to 
the Euler scheme) to improve the accuracy and precision. However, al- 
though higher order discretization schemes usually are effective in im- 
proving the accuracy of the first order martingale relationships (i.e., 
those for the underlying assets or state variables), they may not be 
enough in improving the accuracy of the second or higher order martin- 
gale relationships (such as those for options on the underlying assets or 
state variables). There are various other techniques for accuracy and 
precision improvement, such as the predictor-corrector, state space 
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smoothing, low-discrepancy sampling, importance sampling, and strati- 
fied sampling techniques. In many cases, the martingale resampling 
techniques are still needed. In some cases, these techniques and the mar- 
tingale resampling techniques are complementary to one another and the 
martingale resampling techniques can be used in conjunction with these 
techniques. In some other cases, the martingale resampling techniques 
can be used to replace some of these techniques, and the martingale re- 
sampling techniques often have advantages in accuracy and precision or 
in speed. 

In addition to numerical discretizations and approximations, some 
models, such as the BGWJ model, require modeling of discrete quanti- 
ties, such as LIBORs with discrete tenors. However, the payoff of the 
trade being priced can be based on LIBORs with tenors not modeled by 
the BGM/J model. This is particularly true for aged or existing trades. 
Of course, one can perform interpolations. But interpolations do not 
automatically guarantee the required martingale relationships. This is a 
criticism of the BGWJ model on a theoretical basis.71 Interpolations 
using proper martingale quantities and/or combined with martingale re- 
sampling techniques, that we shall term as martingale interpolation, can 
address this issue. 

Another dimension for the cause for such inaccuracy and imprecision 
is for credit charges in that the market process modeling or the scenario 
generation engine and the pricing engines may not be fully consistent. 
For instance, the scenario generation can be implemented with the 
BGWJ model (with one or multiple factors), whereas the pricing engines 
can be implemented with various short rate models (with one or multiple 
factors). The martingale resampling techniques are efficient in signifi- 
cantly improving such consistencies by ensuring that the underlying in- 
struments are priced correctly and thus significantly improving the 
accuracy and precision of credit charges. This is very helpful in the im- 
plementation of a credit charge system that needs to bring together the 
scenario generation engine and the pricing engines from different trading 
systems. The same modeling and system architecture, in general, can 
also be applied to pricing hybrid derivatives involving credit and another 
product area, especially, credit and interest rate hybrid derivatives. 

The martingale resampling techniques are essentially martingale con- 

71 HJM models do not suffer from such difficulty on a theoretical basis, as theoretically 
they can model forward rates with continuous tenors, although practically they need to be 
implemented with forward rates with discrete tenors. 
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trol variate techniques with the martingale relationships as the control 
variate targets. The reason that they are also termed as martingale re- 
sampling techniques is that they are usually implemented with resam- 
pling techniques with resampling targets provided by the martingale rela- 
tionships. 

The original resampling technique was developed for Monte Carlo 
simulations whereby the random samples are transformed or resampled 
to achieve the desired properties. Such resampling technique is com- 
monly applied to perform moment matching for the underlying driving 
factors, such as the incremental Brownian motions, for which the target 
moments are known. For instance, when one performs a Monte Carlo 
simulation by drawing samples from N(0,l)  (i.e., standard normal distri- 
bution with 0 mean and 1 standard deviation), one would find, e.g., that, 
due to the finite sampling, the sample mean most likely will not be 0, the 
sample standard deviation most likely will not be 1 and the sample kurto- 
sis most likely will not be 3 as needed. The resampling technique is 
needed to match these moments and possibly higher order moments. 

Similarly, for a simulation with multiple time steps and/or multiple 
driving factors, the resampling technique is needed to match the cross 
moments, such as the correlation and the auto-correlation. For Brownian 
motion driven simulations, the (non-overlapping) incremental Brownian 
motions at different time steps and cross the simulation paths should 
have zero ~orrelation.~’ When we look across different time steps along 
a given simulation path, these incremental Brownian motions should 
have zero expected auto-correlation. Without enforcing the correct cor- 
relation and the expected auto-correlation through the resampling tech- 
niques, a simulation may not even be able to model Brownian motions 
correctly. The typical issue is that the cumulative variance of the 
Brownian motion is incorrect, even though the variance of all the corre- 
sponding incremental Brownian motions is correct. 

It is important to point out that the resampling is typically performed 
across simulation paths (at given time steps) and not along a simulation 
path. This requires all the simulation paths be available at the time when 
the resampling is performed. This is not a major issue. First of all, even 
without resampling, in a Monte Carlo simulation, it is better to draw the 
random samples across the simulation paths than along a simulation path. 
Secondly, in case keeping all the simulation paths in the computer mem- 

72 In general, for a Levy process, the (non-overlapping) incremental driving factors 
should be independent. It is more subtle to resample when jump processes are involved. 
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ory is not feasible or efficient, it can be circumvented by running the 
simulation and resampling in several separate batches. 

The resampling technique can be extended to a much greater scope 
and applied not only to the deriving factors, but also to the state vari- 
ables, the underlying asset prices, and the derivatives prices with the re- 
sampling targets provided by the martingale relationships. 

The essence of the resampling technique is to assume the true (or the 
target) value of the quantity to be resampled is a deterministic (often lin- 
ear or approximately linear) function of its old value and then solve for 
the parameters of this function. 

Another way to understand the significance of the moment matching 
and martingale resampling is that our goal is to achieve weak conver- 
gence, i.e., the convergence in the sense of the expected values, and that, 
in turn, translates to the convergence of various (conditional and uncon- 
ditional) moments. 

The martingale resampling technique is in a similar spirit as the 
model calibration that forces the model to reprice some of the hedge in- 
struments to their market prices. However, the martingale resampling 
technique can enforce many more martingale relationships than the 
model calibration. For instance, the model calibration does not take care 
of any martingale relationships not needed by the calibration instruments, 
whereas the martingale resample is able to take care of some these 
martingale relationships. One application of this is to use the martingale 
resampling technique to calibrate to the volatility skews and smiles. Es- 
sentially, this procedure can convert various short rate models to ap- 
proximated BGM models. Similarly, it can also convert short intensity 
based for credit spread models to risky BGM models. 

Also, the martingale resampling technique can improve the accuracy 
and precision at the diving factor and the state variable level in terms of 
the accuracy and precision of various moments and cross moments (in- 
cluding correlation and auto-correlation) that the model calibration nor- 
mally does not handle. 

Another difference between martingale resampling and calibration is 
that theoretically, full yield curve models should automatically match the 
initial yield curve (or the initial forward equity prices or initial forward 
FX rates). For instance, the price of an FRA (Forward Rate Agreement) 
or a swap from the model should automatically match that obtained from 
the initial yield curve. However, due to the numerical errors discussed 
earlier, the initial yield curve (or the initial forward equity prices or ini- 
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tial forward FX rates) are not matched automatically in numerical im- 
plementations. But, for full yield curve models (and other models, such 
as equity and FX models), the drift terms are completely determined by 
the martingale arbitrage relationships, and, thus, there is no freedom in 
the model to calibrate to the initial yield curve (or the initial forward eq- 
uity prices or initial forward FX rates). Martingale resampling explicitly 
recognizes such numerical errors and allows additional freedom to match 
the forwards. 

More specifically, as an example, let’s consider the following diffu- 
sion process 

dS, = p ( t , S, ) dt + o ( t , S, ) dK . (4.11 

Rather than using simple Euler discretization scheme, the martingale 
resampling technique (particularly the one that utilizes linear or ap- 
proximately linear transformations) effectively uses the following discre- 
tization scheme 

where A, ( t , S , )  and A,, ( t ,S , )  are the correction terms on the drift and 
the volatility, respectively, for taking into account the numerical errors. 
These correction terms can be determined numerically with the martin- 
gale resampling techniques to be discussed in the following sections. 

In some cases, the martingale resampling technique can also be used 
as an incremental model calibration for speed improvement. For in- 
stance, for some fdl-yield curve interest models, such as the general 
HJM models, the calibration speed may not be fast enough for trading 
and the end-of-day hedging requirement. One possible solution to this is 
to use the martingale resampling technique for an efficient incremental 
model calibration based on a good full model calibration (which can be 
performed, e.g., at the close of the market on each business day). This is 
also an alternative to using closed-form solutions or approximations for 
calibration speed improvement. In some cases, the incremental model 
calibration using the martingale resampling technique is faster than the 
full model calibration using closed-form solutions or approximations. 
This enables us to use more general models without worrying much 
about the existence of closed-form solutions or approximations. 

Unlike the common calibration, the martingale resampling technique 
normally does not need to explicitly know or specify the model parame- 
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ters, such as the drift and volatility. In this sense, the martingale resam- 
pling can be considered as a non-parametric calibration. The martingale 
resampling can be used to create non-parametric models, e.g., local vola- 
tility or stochastic volatility models, for matching the volatility skews 
and smiles by transformations on the state variables. In this case, the 
model parameters are backed out from the distributions of the state vari- 
ables. 

Another promising way of constructing a non-parametric model is to 
combine historical simulation and martingale resampling. In other 
words, we first draw samples from historical data or derive incremental 
driving factors from historical data, and use the historical in the place of 
the Brownian motions, and then we perform various martingale resam- 
pling. 

It is important to ensure that the martingale resampling does not 
change the state variables significantly, e.g., in terms of percentage 
changes. Thus, it is important to start with a good prior solution or ap- 
proximation, or to perform the martingale resampling with a few itera- 
tions. 

The typical usage of the martingale resampling techniques is to com- 
bine with various other numerical techniques as improvements. These 
techniques include Monte Carlo simulation, simulation with low discrep- 
ancy sampling, simulation with stratified sampling, simulation with im- 
portance sampling, Latin hypercube, finite difference grid, recombining 
or bushy tree, and nonexploding bushy tree (NBT). 

It is important to point out the different between the requirement on 
using Monte Carlo and other sampling techniques for numerical integra- 
tion and that for simulation. Numerical integration is a simpler situation 
in that it does not need to model the underlying dynamics of the time 
evolution of the problem. Alternatively, it can be considered as a one 
(time) step simulation. The simulation, on the other hand, does need to 
model the underlying dynamics of the time evolution of the problem and 
thus imposes additional requirements, such as that the incremental driv- 
ing factors at different time steps should have the required correlation 
and auto-correlation. The martingale resampling techniques can ensure 
the correct correlation and the correct expected auto-correlation. 

4.1 Martingale Interpolation 

Interpolations are often needed in numerical implementations. However, 
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interpolations do not automatically guarantee the required martingale 
relationships. Martingale interpolations are interpolations using proper 
martingale quantities possibly combined with martingale resampling 
techniques so as to guarantee the required martingale relationships. 

This is particularly useful for the BGWJ LIBOR market model, that 
models LIBORs with discrete tenors, and the payoff of the instrument 
being priced can be based on LIBORs with tenors not directly modeled. 

Let us take a look at the following martingale quantity and relation- 
ship, 

M ( s , T )  = E, [ M ( t , T ) ]  (s st )  , (4.3) 

where the martingale quantity M ( t ,  T )  has a term structure represented 
by T. 

Suppose a numerical procedure gives accurate martingale quantities 
M ( t , T , )  and M ( t , T 2 ) ,  and we need to use an interpolation (or extrapo- 

lation) to determine M(t ,T3)  so that we guarantee the required martin- 
gale relationship, i.e., 

(3, T3 ) = E, [ ( 1 ,  T3 )] (s 5 f ) , (4.4) 

It is easy to see that if we use the term T as the independent variable 
in the interpolation (or extrapolation), then the above martingale relation- 
ship may not always hold. 

However, if we use the initial value of the martingale quantity itself, 
i.e., M ( s , T ) ,  as the independent variable in the interpolation (or ex- 
trapolation), then we can insure the above martingale relationship. In 
other words, if we let 

Then it is easy to verify that Eq. (4.4) is always satisfied, except for the 
cases when the denominators in Eq. (4.5) are zero. This can proved eas- 
ily, as 
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= M(s,T3) 

Particularly, we can apply this technique to zero-coupon bond price 
P( t ,  T )  . Recall that the ratio of the zero-coupon bond price P(  t ,  T )  and 
the money market account price p(t) is a martingale under the spot ar- 
bitrage-free measure Q , i.e., 

Therefore, the following interpolation, 

always ensures the desired martingale relationship, i.e., 

(4.8) 

This means that as long as we can model a set of zero-coupon bond 
prices (or forward rates) with discrete tenors in an arbitrage-free model, 
we can obtain zero-coupon bond prices (or forward rates) with continu- 
ous tenors in the same arbitrage-free model using this martingale interpo- 
lation technique. 
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It is interesting to point out that Eq. (4.8) does not explicitly depend 
on the numeraire in the martingale relationship. Thus, it is also valid for 
the following martingale relationship under the terminal forward measure 
PT* with P(t ,T*)  as the numeraire, i.e., 

Moment matching and martingale resampling techniques that will be 
discussed in the following sections should be used before the martingale 
interpolation is used. Martingale resampling techniques are still needed 
after the martingale interpolation for the quantities being interpolated for 
achieving arbitrage-free at the second (or higher) order by matching the 
second (or higher) order (conditional) moments or option prices. 

Another type of interpolation (that is more subtle) is to interpolate 
along time (as opposed to along term T presented above). More spe- 
cifically, the question is that given martingale quantities M ( tl , T )  and 

M ( t2 ,T)  satisfying Eq. (4.3), how do we find the martingale quantity 

M ( t , T )  also satisfying Eq. (4.3)? An example of the need of this type 
of interpolation is the situation when the look-up (or reset) interval is less 
than the time step in the numerical procedure. For instance, some of the 
fixed-income derivatives, such interest rate or credit range accruals or 
callable range accruals, require daily look-up, and the numerical proce- 
dure normally cannot afford daily steps due to speed reasons. 

It turns out that, for this case, we cannot use the initial value of the 
martingale quantity, i.e., M ( s , T )  , as the independent variable in the 
interpolation. Instead, we can use time t as the independent variable in 
the interpolation. Let’s consider the following interpolation, 

. (4.11) 
M(t,T)=M(t,,T)+k(t,,t,,t)(M(t,,T)-M(t,,T)) 

( s l t ,  I t l t , )  

It is easy to verify that for any deterministic variable k ( t , , t , , t )  
(conditioned on the information available up to time s), M ( t , T )  always 
satisfies the martingale relationship or Eq. (4.3), i.e. 
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= M ( s , T )  

( S I t ,  s t s t , )  

Thus, we can use k ( t ,  , t 2 ,  t )  to satisfy other requirements, such as the 
requirements on the second or higher moments. If we assume that the 
incremental variance is a linear fimction of time, i.e., 

vur, ( M  ( t , T )  - M ( t ,  ,T) )  = 

t - t  
- - - u k r ,  ( M ( t 2  ,T)  - M ( t ,  ,T))  . 
t 2  - 4  

(4.13) 

( s q  I t < t , , t ,  a,) 
Then 
I 

( s I t ,  I t l t 2 , t ,  < t 2 )  

Also, if 

corr, ( M  ( t ,  , T ) ,  M (  t,, T )  - M(t1, T ) )  = 0 
( s a ,  I t , , t ,  a,) 

Then, 

corr, ( M  ( t l  , r )  , M ( t  ,T)  - M ( t l  , T ) )  = 0 

( s < t ,  < t < t , , t ,  a,) Y 

which is desirable. However, 

c o r r s ( M ( t , r ) , M ( 1 2 , T ) - M ( t , T ) )  # 0 

( s q  I t l t , , t ,  a,) 1 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

which is not desirable. 
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To address this issue, we can use a Brownian bridge in the interpola- 
tion. 

4.2 Brownian Bridge Interpolation 

To avoid being overly complicated, here we focus on a 1-factor model 
with a constant effective volatility. In other words, we assume that 

M ( t , T )  = f, (t ,w(t))  (s 5 t )  , (4.18) 

or, more specifically, 

M (4 3 T )  = f, (4 9 w ( 4  )) 

(s 5 t, < t,) 
M ( t 2 ,  r )  = f, ( t ,  9 Fv ( t 2 ) )  . (4.19) 

The Brownian bridge problem is for given Brownian motions w(t,) 

and W (t ,  ) to find another Brownian motion p( t )  to bridge W ( tl ) and 

~ ( t , ) ,  i.e., 

W ( t 1 )  = w(t1) 

(s I t ,  < t 2 )  

* ( t 2 )  = w(t,) * (4.20) 

We also require the usual properties of Brownian motion to hold, i.e., 

Corr, (w ( t ,  ), W ( t )  - w ( t ,  )) = 0 

Corr, (W ( t ) ,  w ( t ,  ) - w ( t ) )  = 0 

Corr, ( W ( 1 )  - w( t1),w(t2) - W (  t ) )  = 0 

vur, (W ( t )  - w ( tl )) = t - t] 

vur, (w ( t ,  ) - W (  t ) )  = t, - t 

(s I t ,  5 t 5 t,,t] < t 2 )  

(4.21) 

Then, the interpolation is achieved through 
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M ( t , T ) = f ,  ( t , @ ( t ) )  

( S I t ,  I t I t , , t l  <t,)  
(4.22) 

This is also one way to perform Brownian bridge simulation. 
Using any Brownian motion W'(  t )  or incremental Brownian motion 

AWf(t , , t2)=W'(t , ) -W'( t l )  (tl I t , ) ,  we can form the following 
Brownian bridge 

t - t, 

t 2  -t1 
BB ( t , t l  , t2 ) = W'(  t )  - W'( tl ) - -( W'( t 2 )  - W'( tl )) 

- t ,  - t  ~ W ' ( t , , t ) - 3 A W ' ( t , t , )  , (4.23) -- 
t ,  - 4  t2 - 4  

(tl I t I t , , t ,  < t,) 

which goes through zero at both time t, and t ,  . 
In order for @ ( f ) to go through W (t,  ) and W (t,  ) , we let 

@ ( t )  = W ( t, ) + 2 A W  ( tl , t, ) + BB ( t ,  tl , t 2 )  
t 2  - tl 9 (4.24) 

( t l  I t _ < t , , t ,  a,) 

where A W ( f , , t , ) = W ( t , ) - W ( t , )  (t l  I t , ) ,  We hrther require that 

A W ' ( t l , t )  and A W ' ( t , t , )  are independent of  W(t l )  and W ( t , ) ,  par- 
ticularly in numerical procedures. 

It is easy to show that the Brownian bridge is a normal random vari- 
able and it is easy to compute its mean and variance, i.e., 
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( f  - 4)’ = t - t ,  -- 
t2 - 4  

( t ,  I t  I t2,t1 < t 2 )  

and it is easy to see that Eq. (4.20) and (4.21) are both satisfied. 
Thus, to perform a Brownian bridge simulation, we just need to 

simulate a normal random variable with the correct mean and variance. 
Intuitively, the current Brownian bridge essentially inserts one time point 
between t, and t, . We can also inert more time points if needed. 

Similarly, conditioned on @ ( t )  going through W ( t l  ) and W(t,)  , 

Vuq1 ( @ ( t ) I P ( t , )  = W(tl) ,@(tZ)  = W ( t 2 ) )  

= V q l  (BB(t,t,,t,)) > (4.26) 

( t ,  I t  I tz,t, < t 2 )  

and the corresponding average variance is give by 
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(4.27) 

( t l  I t l t 2 , t l  a,) 

As an example, the above martingale interpolation or simulation can 
be applied to forward LIBORs under their prospective martingale meas- 
ures (i.e., forward measures up to the LIBOR pay dates). In the case of 
the BGWJ LIBOR market model, for instance, the forward LIBOR 
Li ( t  ) is a Pi+] -martingale. Thus the following martingale relationship 
can be used for the martingale interpolation, i.e., 

L, (s) = E F  [L, ( t ) ]  (s  I t I T )  . (4.28) 

The Brownian bridge can be applied to numerical algorithms with 
long jumps (or large time step sizes). Sometimes, we do not need to per- 
form additional numerical modeling for the Brownian bridge, rather, we 
can find and rely on analytical solutions or approximations. 

The covariance resampling that we shall discuss later on can be ap- 
plied to match the required incremental covariance or correlation. 

4.3 

Moment matching is best applied at the driving factor level, such as in- 
cremental Brownian motions, where the target values for all the moments 
are known. Its variation can also be applied to state variables (such as 
stock prices, Ex rates, or interest rates) and other quantities with the tar- 
get values provided by martingale relationships that will be detailed in 
Section 4.5. 

Moment Matching in One-factor Case 
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4.3.7 Quadratic Resampling 

Quadratic resampling) or moment matching for the first two moments, 
i.e., mean and variance or standard deviation, can be easily achieved 
through a simple linear or approximately linear transformation. 

Suppose that Xo is a set (or a vector) of samples of an incremental 
driving factor (e.g., an incremental Brownian motion) based on a nu- 
merical procedure, e.g., a tree or a Monte Carlo simulation, We can eas- 
ily compute its mean and standard deviation as follows. 

Mean( X o )  = E [  X,] , 

where E [. . .] is the expectation based on the numerical procedure. 
These moments normally would differ from their target or true val- 

ues, that are known and denoted as E [ X ]  and Std(X)  . Our task now is 
to find a set of samples X (as an approximately linear function of Xo) that 
matches the target moments. This can be easily achieved by the follow- 
ing approximately linear transformation. 

(4.30) 

4.3.2 

Matching all odd moment can be easily achieved by antithetic sampling, 
that, for each sample x, also includes -x with the same probability. This, 
of course, requires that the distribution being modeled is symmetric and 
centered at zero (that is satisfied by the distribution of an incremental 
Brownian motion). 

For matching the kurtosis (or kurtosis resampling), we actually need 
non-linear transformations, but only in the tail region that we can control. 
For simplicity, we assume that Xo is a set of antithetic samples that has 
been quadratically resampled. Then, the kurtosis resampled X for match- 
ing a given kurtosis E [ X4] can be obtained through the following equa- 

tions, i.e., 

Moment Matching for All Odd Moments and Kurtosis 
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(1x01 K )  

where k is a positive constant and P(IXoI 2 K) = E . We also 

require that X and XO are of the same sign. The non-linear transformation 
only comes in the tail region roughly when (IXol 2 K ) ,  where K is a 
positive constant. The subtlety is that if K is too large r too small, there 
may not be a solution or a stable solution. One criterion for a good solu- 
tion is k being close to Std(Xo) . 

It is easy to verify that X and Xo have identical moments with orders 
of less than 4. Particularly, since 

[ XoI241 

thus, 

=E[X:] 

(4.33) 

Equation (4.31) can be easily solved by first evaluating the fourth 
power of X, i.e., 
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2 

And, then, its (conditional) kurtosis is given by 

The target of this (conditional) kurtosis is given by 

In arriving at the above equation, we have used the following relation- 
ship, i.e., 

Thus, the solution fork is given by 
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If X is a standard normal distribution (or N(0,l)  with mean of zero 
and standard deviation of one), then (with detailed discussions presented 
in the next section) 

E[X4] = 3 .  (4.39) 

Therefore, we can obtain the following resampling transformation by 
rewriting Eq. (4.31), i.e., 

x = xo 
x =Sign(Xo)x 

(1x01 < K )  

where 

1 ( X o 4  
Sign(X0)= 0 (xo=o). (4.41) I -1 (XO<O) 

An example of such moment-matched samples is the shocks of a tri- 
nomial tree, i.e., (-&, 0, &) with probabilities of (1/6,2/3,1/6) , that 
match all odd moments and up to 4* order even moments for a N(0,l) 
distribution. 
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4.3.3 
So far we have been focusing on changing or resampling the values of 
the sample points. We can also change or resample the probabilities of 
the sample points and leave the values of the sample points unchanged. 

With this approach, with a sample of n+l distinct points (or simula- 
tion paths), we can easily match up to the nth moments. Unlike the pre- 
vious sections, this approach can also match conditional moments, pro- 
vided the target values of these moments are known. 

This is a problem of solving the following n+l simultaneous equa- 
tions with n+l degrees for freedom in the probabilities, 

Moment Matching for Higher Order Moments 

n + l  b 

C p i x ;  =mi = J’p(x)xjcix ( j = O , l  ... n ) ,  (4.42) 
i=l a 

where xi’s are the coordinates of n+l distinct points with corresponding 
probabilities of p i ,  and mj are the conditional moments computed from 
the true probability distributionp(x). 

The above equation can be easily solved. The key is to use the La- 
grange representation of functions. More specifically, a function g(x) 
can be represented by the Lagrange functions 1: (x) as follows. 

(4.43) 

j.#i 

Obviously, Z: (x) is an nth order polynomial with the following prop- 
erties. 

(4.44) 

Thus, 

g (Xi ) = g, (Xi ) ( i = 1,2.. .n + 1) . (4.45) 

If g(x) is a polynomial of the order of n or less, then g(x) and gdx) are 
identical, as a polynomial of the order of n can have at most n distinct 
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roots. Otherwise, gkx) is one way for curve fit or interpolation of g(x). 
Now, let g (x) = xJ , then 

b n+l b 

I p (  x ) x j d x  = C X i j  I p (  x)zi" (x)dx ( j = O,l...n) . (4.46) 
a l=l a 

Comparing the above equation with Eq. (4.42), we can obtain 
b 

pi = I p ( x ) z ; ( x ) d x  (i=1,2 ... n + l ) .  (4.47) 
a 

One subtlety is that the pi's determined by the above equation may 
not be in the interval of [0, 11. In this case, we will need to make the xi's 
spread out more, possibly by using the quadratic and kurtosis resampling 
first. 

If we also resample the xi's in addition to the pi's,  then we can match 
the moments up to the order of 2n+l. 

Another way of handling the higher order moments is, after matching 
the first two moments, through matching of the moment generation func- 
tion, such as the following, at various discrete points, 

g( i l )=~[exp(i lx)]  ( i l E  c'). (4.48) 

It is easy to verify that the j" moment mi is given by 

( j  =O,1,2 ...) 

It is easy to prove that if x has a normal distribution, then 

(4.50) 

If x is a standard normal distribution (or N (0,l) with mean of zero 
and standard deviation of one), then 
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Particularly, 
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m2 j + ~  = 0 
(2j)!  ( j=0,1,2 ...). 

m2j =- 
2’j! 

m4 = 3  
m6 =15 . 
ma =lo5  

Chapter 4 

(4.5 1) 

(4.52) 

With all these moments matching, the sample becomes a moment- 
matched series that is highly deterministic and correlated, and is more 
like a multinomial tree or stratified sampling rather than the classical 
Monte Carlo simulations. This is not a major issue for one-dimensional 
simulations. However, Latin hypercube methodology or the like needs to 
be used for using these moment-matched samples or stratified samples in 
multi-dimensional simulations. 

For valuations, such as VAR, that heavily depend on the trail distri- 
butions, one may need to resort to the extreme value theory (EVT), in 
addition to the moment matching. 

4.3.4 Conditional Quadratic Resampling 

Quadratic resampling) discussed previously can perform moment match- 
ing for the first two unconditional moments, i.e., unconditional mean and 
variance or standard deviation. The conditional quadratic resampling, on 
the other hand, can perform moment matching for the first two condi- 
tional moments. This is helpful in pricing options, as option prices are 
more closely related to the conditional moments than to the uncondi- 
tional moments. 

Define the iIh order conditional moment m( i, X, , K, , K2 ) as 

where p (  X) is the true probability density of the sample X. Equiva- 
lently, 
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(4.54) 
( i = 0 , 1 , 2  ...; Kl < K 2 )  

If X is a normal distribution or an incremental Brownian motion, 
then all the above conditional moments can be obtained analytically or 
numerically with high accuracy. 

The conditional quadratic resampling can be achieved through the 
following transformation, 

It is easy to verify that 

P ( K l  < X < K 2 )  
E [  [ X ’ -  (4.56) 

However, these are not exactly what we want for the conditional first 
and second moment matching due to a subtlety that the condition is pro- 
vided by Kl < X < K 2  and not by Kl  I X ’ <  K 2 .  So, we need to require 
the following additional condition 

1 { K 1 1 X ’ < K 2 }  = 1 { K 1 < X < K 2 }  ’ (4.57) 

which may be automatically satisfied in some cases in discrete numerical 
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implementations, especially with large number of samples. 
I f  the above additional condition is not satisfied, then we may need 

to perform the conditional quadratic resampling in Eq. (4.55) in several 
iterations andor make K, and K ,  more separated from each other. The 
iterations can be performed by using Eq. (4.55) or, better yet, the follow- 
ing equations, 

(4.59) 

It is easy to verify that when the convergence is achieved, then 
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It is also easy to verify that if all these conditional first and second 
moments are matched, then the unconditional first and second moments 
are also matched. If matching only the first conditional moments are 
required, then we can set k = 1 in Eq. (4.55). This will preserve the 
higher order conditional central moments. 

The conditional quadratic resampling technique is similar to the 
stratified sampling. Since the stratified sampling does not automatically 
match the conditional moments, it is natural to combine the two tech- 
niques to achieve significant improvement in terms of accuracy and pre- 
cision. In some extreme cases, the conditional quadratic resampling 
technique converges to the stratified sampling technique. In general, the 
conditional quadratic resampling technique allows us to more or less 
control the randomness of the samples by controlling the distance be- 
tween K, and K,. 

If X is N(0,l) (i.e., a standard normal distribution with 0 mean and 1 
standard deviation), then 

m (0, x, 7 q , K ,  ) = N ( K ,  + x, ) - N ( K, + x, ) 

m(l,O,K,,K,)= 

m(2,O,K,,K,) = 

exp (- 4 K;)  - exp (-4 K , ~ )  

& 
K, exp( -4 K,, ) - K ,  exp(-+ K: ) * 

6 

(4.61) 

+ m (090, K,  , K ,  ) 

In general, 
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m (1, xo 3 Kl 9 K 2 )  = m (LO, Kl, 4) - xom (030, Kl , K2)  

+x$m( o,o, K, , K2)  

m (29x0, K1 , K 2 )  = m( 2,0,K1 , K 2 )  - 2Xom( 1,O,K1 ,K2)  (4.62) 

It is important to point out that even with one factor, one often needs 
to model many incremental Brownian motions at various time steps. 
Theoretically, these incremental Brownian motions should be independ- 
ent from each other and thus have zero correlation. Looking along a 
simulation path, a Brownian motion should also have zero auto- 
correlation. These are important properties to be satisfied in order for us 
to perform simulations properly. But, practically, these properties would 
not be achieved automatically in simulations, and this is where the co- 
variance resampling comes in, which shall be discussed in the next sec- 
tion. 

4.4 Moment Matching in Multi-factor Case 

Moment matching in the multi-factor case involves matching various 
cross moments. For an n-dimensional incremental Brownian motion, 

(4.63) 

its cross moments Mi.:: ( t ,  A t )  are given by the following moment gen- 

eration function ~ ( h , t , ~ t ) ,  

A W ( t , A t )  = W ( t  + A t )  - W ( t )  ( A t  2 0) , 

G ( h , t , A t ) ~ E , [ e x p ( h . A W ( t , A t ) ) ]  

= exp( $ ' ~ l ~  A t )  

Ad;.;: ( t ,  A t )  = Et [ IV; ( t ,  A t )  W p  ( 1 ,  A t ) ]  

(h  E R")  

(4.64) 

The typical approach is the quadratic resampling or, in this case, co- 
variance resampling, for matching the covariance of the factors, com- 
monly, with the variance part determined by the implied volatilities and 
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the correlation part determined by the historical data. This can be easily 
achieved through the Choleski decomposition. 

More specifically, suppose that we need to simulate n random vari- 
ables or, equivalently, one n-dimensional random variable X (nxl vector) 
with a given mean of M (nxl vector) and a given positive definite co- 
variance of C (nxn matrix). Our goal is to find a method of resampling X 
with m samples (with m 2 n ) such that the sample mean and sample co- 
variance are exactly the same as the given target mean M and target co- 
variance C. 

Let XI (11x1 vector) denote a sampling of X and .[XI] denote the 
corresponding sample mean. Then, the corresponding sample covariance 
is given by 

(4.65) 

Since if m 2 n , then there exist sampling methods such that the sam- 
ple covariance is positive definite. Thus, we assume that Cov(X l )  is 
positive definite. 

Through the Choleski decomposition, we have 

c = CICIT, (4.66) 

cov ( XI ) = c2 c 2 T  , (4.67) 

where CI and C2 are invertible nxn matrices. 

(or a resampling) of XI, i.e., 
Now, we can define X2 through the following linear transformation 

X 2  =C,C,-'(X, - E [ X J ) + M .  (4.68) 

Then, it is easy to verify that X2 has the desired mean and covariance, 
i.e., 

(4.69) 

C0v(X2) = c . (4.70) 

The above approach is the essence of the quadratic resampling in the 
case of multi-factors, which is also termed as covariance resampling. 
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It is desirable to ensure that the incremental Brownian motions at 
different and non-overlapping time steps are independent. The zero cor- 
relation can be achieved by including all the incremental Brownian mo- 
tions in the same covariance resampling procedure. This also ensures 
that, looking along a simulation path, a Brownian motion has zero auto- 
correlation in the expected value sense. These are very important for us 
in order to perform simulations properly. 

A common numerical difficulty in accuracy and precision for Monte 
Carlo simulations is in solving higher dimensional problems, such as in 
pricing derivatives on a basket of underlying assets or underlying vari- 
ables, e.g., best or worst options in equity derivatives, nth-to-default or 
loss baskets in credit derivatives. More specifically, the difficulty is that 
the same basket can have different prices and hedge ratios depending on 
the order in which the underlying assets or underlying variables are mod- 
eled. Or a basket of identical underlying assets or underlying variables 
can have different hedge ratios with respect to each of the underlying 
assets or underlying variables. 

This difficulty can be eliminated or significantly reduced if we first 
resample each of the driving factors up to the kurtosis and then performs 
the covariance resampling of all the incremental driving factors. Resam- 
pling to higher order moments can further help in this regard. We can 
also resample the Brownian motion on each of the simulation path, if 
needed. 

The Latin hypercube methodology is a usefbl technique to be com- 
bined with the resampling techniques in multi-dimensional simulations. 

4.5 Martingale Resampling 

The martingale resampling technique extends the moment matching 
based resampling technique and can be applied not only to the deriving 
factors, but also to the state variables (such as stock prices, FX rates, or 
interest rates), the underlying asset prices, and the derivatives instrument 
prices with the resampling targets provided by the martingale relation- 
ships. 

The martingale resampling technique enforces the required martin- 
gale relationships in various numerical procedures. In other words, the 
resampling targets are provided by the martingale relationships. 
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4.5.1 

One way to test whether or not a state variable variables (such as a stock 
price, an FX rate, or an interest rate) S ( t )  is modeled accurately is to 
find its martingale measure and then test whether or not it satisfies the 
martingale relationship, i.e., 

Unconditional Martingale Resampling at the State Variable Level 

( S I t ) .  (4.71) 

Even if after the moment matching at the driving factor level as de- 
scribed in the previous sections, the martingale relationship at the state 
variable level may not be satisfied with desired accuracy, particularly, in 
the case of state dependent drift or lognormal or shifted lognormal mod- 
els due to various numerical errors, such as the discretization error in 
ItB’s Lemma. 

More generally, martingale resampling includes matching the for- 
ward values or prices or the initial forward yield curve (that we shall 
term as the first moment or first order martingale resampling) and match- 
ing option prices (that we shall term as the higher moment or higher or- 
der martingale resampling). By unconditional martingale resampling at 
the state variable level, we mean the resampling or transformation of the 
unconditional moments of the underlying state variables. 

If the state variable S( t )  is a normal process, then we can apply ad- 
ditive resampling, i.e., 

S ‘ ( t ) = S ( t ) - E , [ S ( t ) ] + S ( s )  ( S I t ) .  (4.72) 

If the state variable S ( t )  is a lognormal process, then we can apply 
multiplicative resampling, i.e., 

(4.73) 

It is obvious that the required martingale relationship is satisfied, i.e., 

S’(s)=E,[S’( t )]  ( S I t ) .  (4.74) 

The reason that we use additive resampling for normal state variables 
and multiplicative resampling for lognormal state variables is to correct 
the first moment while preserving the central distribution of the state 
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variables by preserving the higher order central moments of the normal 
state variables and the logarithms of lognormal state variables. Another 
benefit of these resampling choices is that they translate into simple lin- 
ear transformations on the underlying Brownian motions (or other types 
of underlying driving factors). 

More specifically, for normal state variables, the above martingale 
resampling ensures: 

Similarly, for lognormal state variables, the above martingale resam- 
pling ensures: 

(4.76) 

If the state variable S ( t )  is a shifted lognormal process, Le., 

S( t )  + As ( t  ) is a lognormal process (under its martingale measure) with 

As ( t )  possibly being a stochastic variable, then we can apply the fol- 
lowing martingale resampling 

( S I t )  

It is easy to verify that the required martingale relationship Eq. (4.74) 
is satisfied. Similarly, the higher order central moments are also pre- 
served, i.e., 

and the resampling translates into simple linear transformations on the 
underlying Brownian motions (or other types of underlying driving fac- 
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tors). 

a linear resampling, i.e., 
If the state variable S ( t )  follows other processes, then we can apply 

S'( t )  = U S (  t )  + b .  (4.79) 

Recall that in the case of the BGM/J LIBOR market model, for in- 
stance, the forward LIBOR Li ( t )  is a Pi+l martingale, where is the 

measure with respect to the numeraire P ( t , T c l ) .  Thus, the following 
martingale relationship can be obtained, 

Li ( s) = Er' [ Li ( t ) ]  (s I t I 11:). (4.80) 

In general, the numerical procedures may not be implemented under 
the martingale measure of the state variable, e.g., the forward LIBOR 
Li ( t )  , but rather under the measure lPN with respect to a numeraire 

N ( t )  , which is the price of a traded asset with no intermediate cash- 
flows. In this case, the martingale relationship involving the forward 
LIBOR Li ( t )  can be derived from the martingale relationship of the 
price of the floating leg and the fixed leg of an FRA (Forward Rate 
Agreement) contract under the measure PN , i.e., 

(4.81) 

(s I t  511:) 

Particularly, the following martingale relationship can be obtained, 
i.e., 
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(s I t  5 q )  
and 

(4.83) 

( s I t 5 q )  

Similar relationship can be derived for other state variables, such as 
swap rates. We shall discuss more details on these martingale relation- 
ships in Chapter 7 .  

One subtlety is that some of the above martingale relationships can- 
not be used as is to achieve the exact martingale resampling, as the 
measure or numeraire depends on the state variable to be resampled. 
This is because that the numeraire P(t ,q+l)  of the PT+, measure de- 

pends on Li ( t )  and when we change Li ( t )  , the PT, r+l measure changes 

accordingly. Since the numeraire P(t,q) of the PT measure is inde- 

pendent of Li ( t )  , Eq. (4.82) is a better choice for performing the martin- 
gale resampling. 

In general, for the purpose of martingale resampling, we need to ex- 
plicitly capture the dependency on the state variable S ( t )  so that we can 
have a measure or a numeraire that is independent of the state variable. 
To achieve this goal, we can use the following martingale relationship 
(with a change of measure), 
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M ( s ) S ( s )  =Es [M( '>S( ' ) ]  

(s I t )  

M ( s ) P ( s , t )  = E s [ M ( t ) ]  Y (4.84) 

and choose M ( t )  such that the current measure or numeraire is inde- 
pendent of the state variable. 

The reader may recognize that M ( t )  is related to the Radon- 

Nikodym derivative for changing the probability measure between the 
current measure and the martingale measure of the state variable S ( t )  . 
Commonly, M ( t )  weakly depends on the interest rates (but not on eq- 
uity spot prices or FX spot rates), which can be seen from, e.g., Eq. 

Es [ M  (43 

I 
(4.82), where M ( t )  = 

l + q T , T + I ) L i ( t )  * 

Now we are ready to perform the martingale resampling according to 
Eq. (4.84). In other words, we need to resample or transform the state 
variable S ( t )  to S'(  t )  and M (  t )  to M'( t )  such that the following mar- 
tingale relationships hold with desired accuracy, i.e., 

M ' ( s ) S ' ( s )  = E, [ M ' ( t ) S ' ( t ) ]  

M ' ( s ) P ' ( s , t )  = E s  [ M ' ( t ) ]  . (4.85) 

( S I t )  

If we use a bootstrap procedure such that the state variable S(s) and 
other quantities at earlier time steps are martingale resampled first, then 
the following boundary condition should also hold, i.e., 

S'(s) = S(s) 

M ' ( s ) = M ( s )  . 
P'(s , t )=P(s , t )  

(4.86) 

Similar to before, if the state variable S ( t )  is a normal process, then 
we can apply additive resampling, i.e., 
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(4.87) 

(s I t )  

If the state variable S ( t )  is a shifted lognormal process, then we can 
apply multiplicative resampling, i.e., 

(s I t )  

It is easy to verify that with the above martingale resampling, the 
desired martingale relationship or Eq. (4.85) is satisfied. If M ( t )  and 

M ‘ ( t )  do not explicitly depend on the state variable S(t) and S ‘ ( t )  

(e.g., for equity and FX modeling), then M’(t)  is just the normalized 

M ( t  ) (if needed), i.e., 

(4.89) 

and Eq. (4.87) or Eq. (4.88) provides explicit solutions for the martingale 
resampling. If M ( t )  and M ‘ ( t )  do explicitly (and weakly) depend on 
the state variable S ( t )  and S‘ ( t )  (e.g., for interest rate modeling), then 
we can solve Eq. (4.87) and Eq. (4.88) in several iterations until the de- 
sired accuracy and convergence are reached. We can use simple numeri- 
cal procedures, such as the Newton-Ralphson method, to speed up the 
calculations. 

What we have discussed so far is the first order (or first moment) 
martingale resampling that is equivalent to repricing the volatility insen- 
sitive instruments to their market prices or matching the forward value of 
the state variable. In terms of fixed-income models, this is more or less 
the same as matching or calibrating to the initial yield curve or the initial 
credit curve. In terms of other models, such as equity and FX models, 
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this is the same as matching or calibrating to the initial forward equity 
prices and initial forward FX rates. 

For short-rate models, matching the initial yield curve is part of the 
calibration of the drift parameters. So, in this case, the first order mar- 
tingale resampling may not be needed. For full yield curve models (and 
other models, such as equity and FX models), the drift terms are com- 
pletely determined by the martingale arbitrage relationship discussed in 
the previous chapter, and there is no freedom in the model to calibrate to 
the initial yield curve (or the initial forward equity prices and initial for- 
ward FX rates for equity and FX models). 

Theoretically, full yield curve models (and other models, such as 
equity and FX models) should automatically match the initial yield curve 
(or the initial forward equity prices or the initial forward FX rates), e.g., 
the price of an FRA or a swap from the model should automatically 
match that obtained from the initial yield curve. However, various nu- 
merical errors prevent such automatic matching in numerical implemen- 
tations. The first order martingale resampling discussed here is a simple 
and efficient way of achieving such matching. 

Often times, higher order martingale (or higher order unconditional 
moment) resampling targets are available from the market prices of the 
liquid volatility hedge or calibration instruments or liquid European op- 
tions, such as caps/floors or swaptions. For instance, the PV of an ATM 
European option can be used to imply the (unconditional) variance of the 
underlying instrument or state variable. 

Suppose that the PV of a European call option C (q  , K,  ) is related to 

the state variable S ( t )  , the expiry q ,  and the strike K,  as follows, i.e., 

or, equivalently, 

where P(s , t )  is the time s price of a zero-coupon bond and, for simplic- 
ity and without losing generality, we have assumed that 
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M ( O ) = l .  (4.92) 

The first order martingale relationship still needs to hold, i.e., 

M ( s ) S ( s )  = E, [ M ( t ) S ( t ) ]  (s S t ) .  (4.93) 

Due to various reasons, such as numerical errors, the above equation 
normally does not hold in numerical implementations. Similar to before, 
our goal here is to find a resampled state variable S ' ( t )  , but, this time, 
by changing its higher order moments such that the following martingale 
relationships hold exactly, i.e., 

M ' ( s ) S ( s )  = E, [ M ' ( t ) S ' ( t ) ]  ( S S t )  Y (4.94) 

M'(s)P'(s , t )  = E, [ M ' ( t ) ]  (s 5 t )  

where C ( q  , K l )  is the first order conditional martingale target due to the 
factor. $6 <SIT I} 

Same as before, the following boundary condition should also hold, 
i.e., 

S'(s) = S(s) 

M ' ( s ) = M ( s )  . (4.95) 

P'(s , t )  = P(s , t )  

This essentially requires a bootstrap procedure such that the state 
variable S(s) and other quantities at earlier time steps are martingale 
resampled first. 

For the simplicity of the notation, we denote 

and 
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as well as 

C"(T,,K,)=C(T,,Ki)+AC(T,,K,).  (4.98) 

Both C'(T,,K,) and C"(T,,Kl) are option prices obtained in the nu- 
merical procedures (with numerical errors). 

Combining Eq. (4.94) and Eq. (4.97), we obtain 

1 

= C( T, ,Kl )  + AC( q ,K1) 
Combining the above equation and Eq. (4.98), we further obtain 

~ o [ ~ ~ ~ r , ~ ~ S ' ~ r , ~ - ~ 1 ~ 1 I x I " ; #  ] = C " ( T , K , ) .  (4.100) 

We further denote 

which are the first moments or the forward values of the state variable 
S ( f  ) in the numerical procedures (with numerical errors). 

If the state variable S ( t )  is normal, then we can use the following 
linear transformation or (unconditional) second moment resampling with 
a deterministic variable k ( s , t >  (conditioned on the information available 
up to time s) for the resampling of the second order moments while pre- 
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serving the first order martingale relationship, i.e., 

(s I t )  

S'( t )  = k (s, t )( S (  t )  - F( ~ , t ) )  + s(~, t )  (S I t )  . (4.103) 

Plugging the above equation into Eq. (4. loo), we obtain 

It is easy to see that k ( 0 , q )  is positive when Kl is sufficiently 
close to the true ATM strike s( 0, I; ) and the ATM strike from the nu- 

merical procedure P(0,Ti) (with numerical errors). If the option price 
and the forward value of the state variable are matched before the resam- 
pling, then, naturally, k (0, T, ) = 1 . 

The above procedure can be applied to match options prices at dif- 
ferent expiries (and at a single strike per expiry), or the term structure of 
the implied volatility by using a bootstrap approach. Linear, piecewise 
constant, or other types of interpolations or extrapolations can be used to 
obtain k ( s , t )  for t f r, and O < S  . 

Regardless of the interpolation and hnctional form of k ( s , t )  , the 
first moment or the forward value of the state variable are matched or the 
following martingale relationship is satisfied, i.e., 

E ~ [ M ' ( ~ ) S ' ( ~ ) ] = M ' ( S ) S ' ( ~ ) = M ( S ) S ( S )  ( ~ s t ) .  (4.105) 
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Similar to before, if 

'{K,S.S'(T)} = '{KI<S(7i)} ' (4.106) 

and M ( t )  and M ' ( t )  do not depend on S ( t )  and S ' ( t )  , then Eq. 
(4.104) provides the solution for the resampling coefficient k (O,T, ) . 

However, if Eq. (4.106) is not satisfied andor M ( t )  (weakly) de- 

pends on S ( t )  , which is often the case for interest rate derivatives, then 
Eq. (4.104) provides an equation (rather than a solution) for the resam- 
pling coefficient k (0 ,  ) . We can use simple numerical procedures, 
such as the Newton-Ralphson method, to find the solution iteratively. 

Similarly, if the state variable S ( t )  is lognormal or shifted log- 
normal as before, then we can use the following linear transformation or 
(unconditional) second moment resampling on In (S ( t )  + As ( t ) )  for the 
resampling while preserving the first moment, i.e., 

--As (4 
Plugging the above equation into Eq. (4.100), we obtain an equation 

for k (0 ,  T, ) , which can be easily solved by using simple numerical pro- 
cedures, such as the Newton-Ralphson method. For any deterministic 
variable k (s, t )  (conditioned on the information available up to time s), 

the first moment or the forward value of the state variable are matched or 
the following martingale relationship is satisfied, i.e., 

E, [ M ' ( t ) S ' ( t ) ]  = M ' ( s ) S ' ( s )  = M ( s ) S ( X )  (S It). (4.108) 

The European put option price P(T,,K,) is matched based on the 
put-call parity because we match the call option price and the forward (or 
the unconditional first moment). In other words, 
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4.5.2 

The first and second order unconditional martingale resampling dis- 
cussed in the previous section can be used for incremental model calibra- 
tion that is usually much faster than the full model calibration. It can 
also be used to calibrate to the hedge instruments that are not in the cali- 
bration instruments set. Particularly, it can be applied to match options 
prices at different expiries (and at a single strike per expiry), or the term 
structure of the implied volatility by using a bootstrap approach. 

The resampling of additional higher order (unconditional) moments, 
in principle, can even be used to calibrate to options at many different 
strikes and a single expiry (so as to match the volatility skews and 
smiles). 

However, recognizing that an option is essentially a conditional first 
moment of the corresponding state variable, thus it is easier to calibrate 
to options at many different strikes using the conditional first moment 
martingale resampling on the underlying state variables than using un- 
conditional higher order moment martingale resampling presented in the 
previous section. 

This procedure essentially creates non-parametric local volatility or 
stochastic volatility models, for matching the volatility skews and smiles 
through transformations on the state variables. Preferably, this procedure 
should be applied to or combined with a good prior solution or approxi- 
mation. 

More specifically, if the state variable S ( t  ) is normal, then we can 
employ the following conditional first moment martingale resampling 

Conditional Martingale Resampling at the State Variable Level 
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after the unconditional first (and possibly second) moment martingale 
resampling at all time steps. In other words, 

where K; is given by solving the following equation, i.e., 

or, simply, 

(4.112) 

and the resampling coefficient a(s,t ,  K , )  is a deterministic variable 
(conditioned on the information available up to time s). 

Since, as we just indicated, the unconditional first moment martin- 
gale resampling has been performed on the state variable S ( t )  at all time 
steps, we have the following martingale relationship, i.e., 

E , [ M ' ( t ) S ( t ) ] = M ' ( s ) S ( s )  ( s I ~ ) .  (4.113) 

It is easy to verify that the conditional martingale resampling or Eq. 
(4.110) preserves the first moment martingale relationship or the for- 
ward, if M ' ( t )  does not depend on S ( t )  and S ' ( t )  , i.e., 

E, [ M ' ( t ) S ' ( t ) ]  = E, [ M ' ( t ) S ( t ) ] =  M ' ( s ) S ( s )  
(4.1 14) 

(s I t )  

Plugging Eq. (4.1 10) into Eq. (4.100), we obtain 
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or 

a(O,T , ,K , )=C”(T , ,K , ) -C’ (~ ,K , ) .  (4.116) 

After performing the above resampling, we can proceed with the fol- 
lowing bootstrap process (by using S’ ( t )  to replace S ( t )  in the equa- 

tions below) to further match the call option price C ( T , , K 2 )  with a dif- 
ferent strike while preserving the previously matched call option price 
C ( & , K , )  and the forward, i.e., 

S’( t )  = s( t )  

( s s t , K ;  IS(t))  

where K; is given by solving the following equation, i.e., 

or, simply, 

(4.1 19) 

Solving the above equations yields 
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or 

a( 0, q , K2 ) = C"(T 3 2  ) - C'( q x 2  ) . (4.121) 

The above bootstrap procedures can be repeated for other strikes and 
expiries, if needed. Linear, piecewise constant, or other types of interpo- 
lations or extrapolations can be used on the resampling coefficients. 

Similar to before, if 

(4.122) 

and M ( t )  and M ' (  t )  do not depend on S ( t )  or S'( t )  , then Eq. (4.1 16) 
and (4.121) provide the solution for the resampling coefficients 

However, if Eq. (4.122) is not satisfied and/or M ( t )  (weakly) de- 
pends on S ( t )  , which is often the case for interest rate derivatives, then 
Eq. (4.116) and (4.121) provide an equation for the resampling coeffi- 
cients u(O,q ,K1)  and u(O,T,,K,). We can use simple numerical pro- 
cedures, such as the Newton-Ralphson method, to find the solution itera- 
tively. 

Similarly, if the state variable S ( t )  is lognormal or shifted log- 
normal as before, then we can employ the following conditional first 
moment martingale resampling on In (S ( t  ) + As ( t  )) after the uncondi- 
tional first (and possibly second) moment martingale resampling at all 
time steps. In other words, 

U(O,T,,K,)  and u(O,T,,K2). 
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sr ( t )  = k ( 3 y  t’ K1 E, [ M‘( t )  ( S  ( t )  + A, ( t  ))] (S  ( t )  + A, (I)) 
k’ ( s, t 7  K l  ) 

(4.123) 

-As ( t )  
( 3  I t,s(t) < K ; )  

where K; is given by Eq. (4.1 11) or (4.112) and k(s , t ,K,)  is a determi- 
nistic variable (conditioned on the information available up to time s), 
and 

k’(s, t ,K,)  = 

k ( s , t , K l  l E s  [ M ’ ( t ) ( S ( t )  + As ( t ) ) 1 { ~ , q 4 ] ]  (4.124) 

+ 4 [ M ’ ( t ) ( W  + A s  (f))1JS(I)<K;)] 

is a normalization divider. 
It is easy to verify that the conditional martingale resampling pre- 

serves the first moment martingale relationship or the forward, if M ‘ ( t )  
does not depend on S ( t )  or S‘ ( t )  and the unconditional first moment 

martingale resampling has been performed on the state variable S (  t ) at 
all time steps. In other words, 

E,[M’( t )S‘ ( t ) ]  = E , [ M ‘ ( t ) S ( t ) ]  = M ’ ( s ) S ( s )  

( s  I t )  
(4.125) 

Plugging Eq. (4.124) into Eq. (4. loo), we obtain 
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Similar to before, if 

l{K,Sf(?)} = I { K 1 < S ( Q }  ' (4.127) 

and M ( t )  and M ' ( t )  do not depend on S ( t )  or S ' ( t ) ,  then Eq. (4.126) 

provides the solution for the resampling coefficient k ( O , T ,  , Kl ) . 
However, if Eq. (4.127) is not satisfied andor M ( t )  (weakly) de- 

pends on S ( t )  , which is often the case for interest rate derivatives, then 
Eq. (4.126) provides an equation (rather than a solution) for the resam- 
pling coefficient k (O,T,, K,  ) . We can use simple numerical procedures, 
such as the Newton-Ralphson method, to find the solution iteratively. 

Bootstrap procedures can be repeated for other strikes and expiries, if 
needed. Linear, piecewise constant, or other types of interpolations or 
extrapolations can be used on the resampling coefficients. 

Similar to before, the put option price is matched based on the put- 
call parity and the fact that both the call option price and the forward 
value are matched. 

4.5.3 

This is the next step after the Brownian bridge interpolation that we dis- 
cussed previously. The Brownian bridge interpolation is at the driving 

Brownian Bridge Resampling at the State Variable Level 
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factor level and is a good starting point. However, it does not automati- 
cally ensure the exact martingale relationships on the state variables in 
some cases. 

Similar to a vanilla floater that is priced (almost) at par as of the 
coupon reset dates, a vanilla zero-coupon floater should also be priced 
(almost) at par as of the coupon reset dates (both without including the 
accrued interests). 

Intuitively speaking, some of the martingale resampling effectively 
ensures that to a plain vanilla floater is priced correctly at all of its reset 
dates. Similarly, a Brownian bridge resampling ensures that to a plain 
vanilla zero floater is priced correctly at all of its reset dates. 

4.5.4 

After the above martingale resamplings, the martingale relationships for 
volatility insensitive underlying instruments and volatility sensitive un- 
derlying instruments in the calibration instrument set should be satisfied. 

However, the martingale relationships for volatility sensitive under- 
lying instruments that are not in the calibration instrument set can still be 
off. Examples of this situation include compound options, especially 
those with digital or barrier option features, such as callable range ac- 
crual swaps or notes, particularly when the volatility skews and smiles 
are significant. 

In this case, we can resample the underlying instrument prices to en- 
force the required martingale relationship. The numerical procedure is 
similar to what has been discussed. More specifically, we can use the 
underlying instrument prices in the place of the value of the state variable 
S ( t )  in Eq. (4.72) or (4.73). This is also similar to changing the no- 
tional, the strike, or the barrier level, etc., to match the market prices of 
the underlying instruments. 

Particularly, the following is a simple martingale resampling tech- 
nique for resampling the underlying instrument prices. 

Suppose that U is the price of the underlying instrument (or better 
yet the price of a leg of the underlying instrument) at a given state in a 
numerical procedure and U’ the true price of the underlying instrument 
at the same state. Normally, we do not know the value of U’ per se, 
rather, often times, we know some of the moments of U’ . 

Suppose we only know the first moment of U’ or E[U’] . Then, rec- 
ognizing that the inaccuracy mainly comes from the volatility being not 

Martingale Control Variafe at fhe Underlying lnsfrurnenf Level 
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modeled accurately, we can perform the following resampling (which 
does not change the sign of U),73  i.e., 

l + k ) U  O I U  
1-k)U U<O’ 

(4.128) 

where k is a deterministic variable. Thus, 

(4.129) 
E [  U’] - E [  u] 

Normally, we need to require k << 1 . 
A better situation is when we know some conditional moments of 

U‘ , such as E [ U’1 { K<O,J ] and EIU’l{uf<,,], which are the European 

options on the underlying instrument. The treatment of this situation is 
very similar to that in the previous section. 

This is effective in addressing the inaccuracy and imprecision for 
credit charges resulting from the market process modeling or the scenario 
generation engine and the pricing engines not being fully consistent. For 
instance, the scenario generation can be implemented with the BGM/J 
model (with one or multiple factors), whereas the pricing engines can be 
implemented with various short rate models (with one or multiple fac- 
tors). This is very helphl in the implementation of a credit charge sys- 
tem that needs to bring together the scenario generation engine and the 
pricing engines from different trading systems. 

This is also very useful in using BGM models as control variate to 
the short rate models. 

An important situation where the underlying instrument is modeled 
accurately is that the underlying instrument has a non-zero Vega ( V )  
(from, e.g., caps/floors) and its volatility is not modeled or calibrated 
accurately. This is often the case for pricing a callable trade on an under- 
lying instrument containing caps/floors (such as a callable capped floater, 
a callable inverse floater, a callable range accrual, and a callable CMS or 
CMS spread floater) using a short rate model. In this case, Vega adjust- 
ment is more appropriate. 

In some cases, this type of resampling is better performed on each of the legs of the 
underlying instruments, such as the fixed and the floating legs of a swap, which requires 
the sign of the value of the leg to remain the same before and after the resampling. 

73 
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More specifically, the resampling is achieved by 

U’=U + k V ,  (4.130) 

or 

E[U’]- E [ U ]  
k =  

E P I  
(4.131) 

4.5.5 

Unlike the situation in the previous sections, for the derivatives (espe- 
cially exotic derivatives) instrument that we try to price, we normally do 
not have the martingale target readily available. As a mater of fact, the 
martingale target is what we try to find as the derivatives price to begin 
with. Nonetheless, that does not mean that we cannot perform a martin- 
gale resampling. As we can often find necessary conditions for achiev- 
ing accurate derivatives prices, even though we may not know the suffi- 
cient conditions for achieving accurate derivatives prices. 

A typical situation is that a model cannot price the hedge instruments 
of a derivatives instrument to the market, which is quite common in in- 
terest rate derivates, particularly, in the presence of volatility skews and 
smiles. 

Since the model price or value V of the derivatives instrument is a 
function of the model price of its hedge instruments, by knowing how 
much the martingale relationship or price is off for its hedge instruments, 
we can estimate how much the martingale relationship is off for the de- 
rivatives instrument as follows, i.e., 

Martingale Resampling at the Derivatives Price Level 

n av AV = C-AHi, 
i=l aHi 

(4.132) 

where AHi = Hi - H i M  , and Hi and H i M  are the model price and the 
market price (or the martingale target) of the hedge instrument i, respec- 
tively. 

In this case, the martingale resampled or adjusted price, V - AV , is a 
better estimate of the derivatives price. Different models can give very 
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different prices for exotic derivatives. But after the above martingale 
resampling or adjustment, the prices tend to get much closer. 

The typical reason for the hedge instrument price being off is that 
exotic derivatives, especially compound derivatives, often require more 
hedge instruments than what the model can calibrate to. For instance, 
callable range accruals, callable capped floaters, callable inverse floaters, 
and ARM (adjustable rate mortgage) derivatives, should be hedged with 
both caps/floors and swaptions. However, short-rate models or reduced 
full yield curve models with few state variables, often cannot calibrate 
well to both caps/floors and swaptions sirn~ltaneously~~ especially when 
the volatility skews and smiles are significant. General full yield curve 
models, such as general HJM models and BGM models, can calibrate 
well to many ATM caps/floors and swaptions simultaneously. However, 
general HJM models and BGM models can only calibrate well to limited 
volatility skew and smile points, even with state-dependent or stochastic 
volatilities. 

To put it in another way, the reason for the hedge instrument price 
being off is that the model parameters ( Aj ), such as the local or instanta- 
neous model volatilities, are not calibrated accurately. Thus, Eq. (4.132) 
can be rewritten as 

Let 

aHi 
dAj 

A .  . =-, 

(4.133) 

(4.134) 

74 This statement has two meanings. Firstly, if too many caps/floors and swaptions are 
included as the calibration instruments, then the calibration of short-rate models or re- 
duced full yield curve models with few state variables may not have a solution, e.g., the 
model prices of the calibration caps/floors and swaptions may not match those from the 
market within the required accuracy. Secondly, as the number of caps/floors and swap- 
tions included as the calibration instruments is reduced, the calibration can start to have 
solutions. But, sometimes the solutions have highly time-dependent model parameters 
and thus are not stable and cannot produce stable hedge ratios and good P&L explana- 
tions. A good calibration not only requires good calibration accuracy to the calibration 
instruments, but also requires parsimonious (stationary or slightly time-dependent) model 
parameters so as to produce stable hedge ratios and good P&L explanations. 
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which can be easily obtained by repricing the hedge instrument after per- 
turbing the model parameter (without recalibration). This is also true for 
av 
aaj * 

- 

If A-' , or the inverse of A , exists, then 

(4.135) 

which is often termed as the Jacobian approach. 

4.5.6 

There are situations where all the plain vanilla hedge instruments are 
priced accurately to the market in a model, but an exotic derivatives trade 
can still be priced off the market. Part of the reason for this is that the 
exotic derivatives trade can depend on parameters or variables (or un- 
hedgeable) that the plain vanilla hedge instruments do not depend on or 
are not sensitive to, such as correlation, forward volatilities, and forward 
volatility skews and smiles, and forward correlation. Another reason for 
exotic derivatives trades being priced off the market is that trade-level or 
micro models do not price in unexpected risk and liquidity premium, etc. 

This is essentially the secondary model calibration that we men- 
tioned earlier. 

Even though exotic derivatives instruments are usually not liquid, 
there are often market observable prices if there is a competitive market 
where dealers need to bid in order to win the trades. There are also other 
ways for dealers to exchange information on pricing, e.g., through pri- 
vate communications on inter-dealer trades or through pricing informa- 
tion providers, such as Totem Market  valuation^.'^ 

Thus, adjustment similar to Eq. (4.135) is needed in all these situa- 
tions to compensate the additional trade premium not priced in. Unlike 
the previous case, in this case, AV or the additional trade premium is 
known from the market. The goal is to break down the additional trade 
premium into additional units of hedge instruments (A-') , . AHi (or 

hedge ratios) to capture the commonalities of the additional premium 

Application to Secondary Model Calibration 

I.' 

75 See http://www.totemvaluations.com for more information. 
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among the same types of the exotic derivatives trades. 
Similarly, market risk reserves and model risk reserves can be 

charged based on certain units of appropriate hedge ratios, typically 
hedge ratios of the parameters that cannot be easily observed or hedged 
in the market and the hedge ratios of the parameters that cannot be cali- 
brated or modeled accurately, commonly Vega or Vega on volatility 
skews or smiles or forward volatilities, or sensitivities on correlations. 
The supply and demand bias (e.g., in Bermudan swaptions) may also be 
estimated by certain units of appropriate hedge ratios, typically Vega. 

Derivatives modeling often times is more about finding the correct 
and optimal hedge ratios or hedging strategies than finding the price, as 
the price can often be discovered from the market, but hedges ratios are 
much less transparent. Using wrong hedges ratios or hedging strategies, 
a dealer is bound to lose money. There two objectives for finding the 
correct and optimal hedge ratios. One is to lock in the profit, which is a 
basic objective of a dealer. The other is to make more profit, which is 
like proprietary trading within market making. The profit of dealer 
comes from “buy low sell high” or, more practically, “buy low hedge 
high” or “hedge low sell high”. An optimal hedging strategy can allow a 
dealer “sell higher” by “hedging higher” or “buy lower” by “hedging 
lower”. 

More specifically, some of the adjustments in Eq. (4.135) may not be 
applied in computing the hedges ratios. In other words, if one is able to 
buy volatility cheaper (as in the case of Bermudan swaptions), one needs 
to use the secondary model calibration or adjustments to mark it to the 
market. But, one may hedge without the secondary model calibration or 
adjustments or using higher volatility to achieve “buy low hedge high”. 
In other words, as we discussed before, sometimes there is a need of us- 
ing two slightly different models, one for marking to the market (or 
model) and the other for hedging. 

Without a good understanding of this subject, one may lose some 
hidden profit in one’s portfolio. 

4.6 

The martingale resampling technique starts with the motivation of im- 
proving numerical accuracy and precision (in both the valuation and 
hedging) by enforcing the required martingale relationship. However, 
the applications of the martingale resampling technique can be extended 

Other Applications of Martingale Resampling 
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to a much greater scope. For instance, as we have discussed, it can be 
used as (incremental) model calibrations and for creating non-parametric 
volatility skew or smile models in both local volatility and stochastic 
volatility model settings. It can also be applied with various control 
variate techniques, including addressing the inaccuracy and imprecision 
for credit charges resulting from the market process modeling or the sce- 
nario generation engine and the pricing engines not being fully consis- 
tent. 

In addition, we have also discussed the martingale interpolation that 
addresses the situation that some models, such as the BGM/J model, re- 
quire modeling of discrete quantities, such as LIBORs with discrete ten- 
ors, but the payoff of the trade being priced can be based on LIBORs 
with tenors not modeled by the BGM/J model. Of course, one can per- 
form interpolations. But interpolations do not automatically guarantee 
the required martingale relationships. The martingale interpolation is an 
interpolation algorithm that guarantees the required martingale relation- 
ships. 

Here we present some other applications of the martingale resam- 
pling technique. 

4.6.1 Modeling of Multiple Indices 

In the interest rate modeling, we often need to model multiple interest 
rates (or indices) with different credit quality and other characteristic 
(such as liquidity and tax treatment). Aside from LIBOR, examples of 
these multiple interest rates (or indices) include the interest rate in Treas- 
ury debt, agency debt, municipal debt, commercial paper, and mortgage 
obligations. Different interest rates also arise from LIBOR of different 
terms, as well as cross-currency basis spreads. 

One approach to modeling multiple indices is to specify and model a 
primary index S, ( t )  such as the coupon index of an instrument or cash 
or the most liquid LIBOR in general, and then assume that all the indices 
S,,, ( t )  are related to (or resampled from) the primary index with an ad- 
ditive and/or percentage spread. In other words, 

S,,, ( t )  = ( t )S ,  ( t )  +bi,, ( t )  (i, j =1,2,3 ...) , (4.136) 

where i indicates the terms of the index or the rate a n d j  indicates the 
multiple indices or rates. 

If we do not need to price options on the spread between different 
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indices, then normally we do not need to explicitly handle the volatility 
of the spread. In this case, ai, ( t )  and bi, ( t )  are deterministic variables 
and can be conveniently determined by the martingale resampling tech- 
niques discussed in the previous sections. The martingale targets are the 
prices of liquid underlying assets and options dependent on Si, ( t )  . 

Equation (4.136) is good for normal diffusion processes and can be 
applied to other diffusion processes as approximations. For lognormal 
diffusion processes, a better resampling can be obtained by 

In ( si, j ( t ) )  = ai, j ( t )  In ( si ( t ) )  f bi, j ( t )  (i, j = L2,3...) * (4.137) 

By simple shifting, the above equation can also be applied to shifted log- 
normal processes. 

The similar technique can be used to model the credit spread for 
credit derivatives under certain circumstances. 

4.6.2 JLT Risk Neutralization of Credit Rating Transifion Process 

When pricing credit derivatives based on credit rating transition prob- 
abilities, we can start with a historical credit rating transition matrix. 
One immediate issue is that the historical default probability is not the 
same as (and typically less than) the implied or risk neural default prob- 
abilities. The JLT (Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull, 1997) risk neu- 
tralization or calibration is aimed at addressing this issue and taking into 
account the historical information. 

A simplified example of a I-year historical credit rating transition 
matrix is shown in Table 4.1, where the first column is the transition 
from state (or rating) and the first row the transition to state (or rating), D 
indicates the default state, and the numbers in the matrix are transition 
probabilities. The numbers in the last column are the historical default 
probabilities. A more comprehensive credit rating transition matrix con- 
tains 15 states including half rating notches designated by +/-. Usually, 
the matrix also requires some data cleaning. 
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\AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC D 
AAA 0.9081 0.0833 0.0068 0.0006 0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

BB 
B 

CCC 
D 

I 

0.0003 0.0014 0.0067 0.0773 0.8053 0.0884 0.0100 0.0106 
0.0000 0.001 1 0.0024 0.0043 0.0648 0.8346 0.0407 0.0520 
0.0022 0.0000 0.0022 0.0130 0.0238 0.1 124 0.6486 0.1979 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1 .OOOO 

I BBB 

AA 0.0070 0.9065 0.0779 0.0064 0.0006 0.0014 0.0002 0.0000 
A 0.0009 0.0227 0.9105 0.0552 0.0074 0.0026 0.0001 0.0006 

BBB 0.0002 0.0033 0.0595 0.8693 0.0530 0.01 17 0.0012 0.0018 

In general, we denote PH as an n x n  historical credit rating transi- 
tion matrix (after some necessary data cleaning) and P the correspond- 
ing risk-neutralized matrix, where n denotes the default state. 

There are two requirements for the risk neutralization. The first one 
is that we must reproduce today’s credit curve by setting the default 
probabilities Pi,, ( i  = 1,2, ..., n )  to today’s market implied default prob- 
abilities (such as from those implied from CDS or risky bonds).76 After 
this, we let P be a transform of the historical credit rating matrix and 
satisfy the probability normalization, i.e., 

n 
c P i , j  =1 (i=1,2 )..., n ) .  (4.138) 

This is the same as that the probability space span by the credit ratings is 
complete. 

It is easy to verify that the following transformation is a promising 
one satisfying the above equation, 

j=l 

76 Here we have implicitly assumed that there is no correlation between the credit rating 
transition process, the credit spread process, the recovery process, and other market proc- 
esses. In the presence of such correlation, then the requirement of the risk neutralization 
is to price CDS or risky bonds to the market. 

Table 4.1. A simlified example of a 1-year credit rating transition matrix where
the first column is the transition from state (or rating) and the first row the
transition to state (or rating), D indicates the default state, and the numbers in the
matrix are transition probabilities.  The numbers in the last column are the
historical default probabilities
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(4.139) 

Pn,j = 0 (i, j = 1, 2,..., n - 1) 

We actually need to assume that the historical matrix is properly normal- 
ized after the data cleaning. 

In the JLT Markov Chain Model (Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull, 
1997), a term structure of the historical credit rating transition matrix can 
be obtained from one or more historical credit rating transition matrices 
through a bootstrapping and interpolation process. In other words, the 
historical forward credit rating transition matrix pH (tk , t k + l )  for the time 
interval of (tk , t k + ] )  can be derived and used to reconstruct the historical 

credit rating transition matrix PH (0, T )  for the time interval of (0, T )  or 
the term of T, i.e., 

(4.140) 

( t O = O ,  t ,  = T ,  T > O )  

Then, each of the historical forward credit rating transition matrix 
PH ( t ,  ,tk+l) can be risk-neutralized (using the JLT risk neutralization) to 
derive the risk-neutralized forward credit rating transition matrix 
P ( t, , tk+l ) , from which the term risk-neutralized credit rating transition 
matrix can be derived, i.e., 

N-1 

(4.141) 
( O y T )  = (tk ytk+l ) 

k=O 

( t ~ = O y  t N = T ,  T > O )  

In the JLT Markov Chain Model, it is essentially assumed that the 
forward credit rating transition matrix P ( tk ,tk+] ) is the same as the time- 
t k  conditioned future credit rating transition matrix. This implies that 
the time-tk conditioned full future credit spread curve is available at 
each of the future ratings. 
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This further implies that the JLT Markov Chain Model also predicts 
the future volatilities of the credit spread curves. However, such volatil- 
ities are likely not to be consistent with the volatilities implied from the 
default swaption market or by other means. 

Such inconsistency in the credit spread volatilities is not an issue for 
using the JLT Markov Chain Model to price instruments that depend on 
credit ratings, but not on the credit spread volatilities, such as bonds with 
rating based variable coupons. 

However, such inconsistency in the credit spread volatilities is in- 
deed an issue for using the JLT Markov Chain Model to price options on 
the above instruments or any other instruments that depend on the credit 
spread volatilities. Important examples of these instruments are in the 
pricing of the counterparty credit risks which are default options. 

In the next section, we shall present the methodologies for address- 
ing such inconsistency in the credit spread volatilities. 

4.6.3 

Let’s denote as $ ( t , T )  the time t future credit spread term structure at 
the ifh credit rating implied by the risk-neutralized credit rating transition 
matrix in the JLT Markov Chain Model and the recovery (which can be 
rating based). Then, the first moment of the credit spread term structure 
is risk-neutralized already in the sense that the collection of credit spread 
term structures at all the credit ratings can reproduce today’s market im- 
plied default probabilities or today’s credit curve. 

However, as we pointed out before, the JLT Markov Chain Model 
also predicts the hture volatilities of the credit spread curves and such 
volatilities are likely not to be consistent with the volatilities implied 
from the default swaption market or by other means. 

In this section, we shall present the methodologies for calibrating the 
credit spread volatilities (to some pre-specified volatilities). 

A general approach is to introduce a diffusion component to the dy- 
namics of the credit spread process using a credit spread model and cali- 
brate the overall credit spread volatilities. 

Compared to the credit spread models based on the short hazard rate 
or default intensity, the risky or defaultable interest rate market model 
(Schonbucher, 2000 and 2003) provides a framework for easily calibrat- 
ing the credit spread volatilities, though, being non-Markovian, it does 
pose various numerical challenges and we shall discuss how to address 

Calibration of Credit Spread Processes 
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some of these challenges in later chapters. 
Here, we adopt methodologies similar to those of the defaultable 

BGM model (see, e.g., Schonbucher (2000 and 2003)),77 but we general- 
ize it by incorporating it with the JLT Markov Chain Model. In this case, 
at any given credit rating, si ( t ,  T )  is a diffusion process. 

With this general framework, if needed, we can also allow stochastic 
recovery, credit spread volatility skews and smiles, and correlation be- 
tween the credit rating transition process, the credit spread process, the 
recovery process, and other market processes. The drift and volatility 
terms of ji ( t , T )  can be used in the calibration to price CDS or risky 
bonds to the market and match the implied or specified credit spread 
volatilities. 

One possibly way for the calibration is to find the credit spread term 
structure S j  ( t , T )  through the following resampling, i.e., 

Si ( t , T )  = aj ( t ,  T )  + b( t , T ) i i  ( t , T )  

( i  =1,2,.. . ,n-1) 
Y (4.142) 

where a; ( t ,  T )  and b( t ,T )  are resampling parameters that can be used to 
price CDS or risky bonds to the market and match the implied or speci- 
fied credit spread volatilities. More specifically, ai ( t ,  T )  is used to cali- 
brate to the default probabilities conditioned on the credit rating i and 
time t. 

This process can also be applied to risk neutralize credit spread proc- 
esses of multiple obligors or counterparties, e.g., generated by a factor 
model possibly with jumps due to, e.g., credit rating transition or credit 
contagion. 

For instance, let’s denote the credit spread term structure for the jtfi 
credit rating and kih industry as Sj,k ( t , T )  , The credit spread term struc- 
ture for i fh  counterparty of thejfh credit rating and k?‘ industry can be ex- 
pressed as 

” These papers are downloadable from http://ssrn.com/abstract=26 105 1, and 
http://www.schonbucher.de/papers/cdsoptions.pdf. 
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(4.143) 

4.6.4 

Mortgage prepayment models are often obtained through econometrics 
for the purpose of forecasting the future prepayment rates in the real or 
statistical probability measure. Thus, risk neutralization or calibration is 
needed when pricing mortgage instruments. One possibility for risk neu- 
tralization is the use of OAS (option adjusted spreads). For instance, an 
OAS can be use to calibrate to a mortgage pool. Two OAS are needed to 
calibrate to both a mortgage pool and the MBS (mortgage backed securi- 
ties) based on the pool. When pricing mortgage derivatives, it may be 
necessary to use the first and the second moments in the risk neutraliza- 
tion or calibration process. 

Risk Neutralization of Mortgage Prepayment Model 

4.7 Accuracy and Precision Tests 

Various tests can be easily performed to quantify the accuracy and preci- 
sion improvements of various resampling techniques. 

For instance, we can apply these resampling techniques to Monte 
Carlo simulations to price a financial instrument and we can run the same 
Monte Carlo simulations many times with different seeds for the random 
number generator. 

The accuracy is related to the error of the overall mean of the price 
of the financial instrument from all the simulations to the true value 
(which, in some cases, can be obtained from an analytical solution). The 
precision is related to the standard deviation of the mean of the price of 
the financial instrument from each simulation. 

The accuracy and precision improvement (or the reduction in the 
error or the standard deviation) by more than a factor of 10 can be easily 
achieved by using simple resampling techniques. 

4.8 Examples of Numerical Results 

The following figure shows some numerical results of resampling. The 
reader can easily experiment with simple resampling methodologies in 
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Excel spread sheets and see the accuracy and precision improvements as 
a result of resampling. 

Number of Paths: 5000 
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Figure 4.1. The improvement of (unconditional) quadratic resampling on the 
Brownian Motion and first moment martingale resampling on the state variable 
shown as the ratio of percentage errors in plain vanilla European option prices 
(with various strikes) with and without resampling. Kurtosis resampling can fur- 
ther reduce the errors in the option prices and conditional quadratic resampling 
can almost eliminate the errors in the option prices. 



Chapter 5 Introduction to 
Interest Rate 
Term Structure 
Modeling 

In this chapter, we shall discuss the basics of the interest rate modeling 
and introduce some simple classical interest rate models. In the next two 
chapters, we shall introduce more advanced full yield curve interest rate 
models, including stochastic volatility models. 

5.1 Interest Rate Models Classification 

Interest rates (or yields) usually exhibit significant term structures. In 
other words, interest rates at any given time can vary significantly de- 
pending on the time to maturity (term). For this reason, interest rate 
modeling is often referred to as (interest rate) term structure modeling. 
For a normal yield curve, the yield is roughly an increasing function of 
the term. For an “inverted” yield curve, the yield is roughly a decreasing 
function of the term. There are economic reasons for both cases. 

Interest rate models are usually classified into the following interre- 
lated categories based on, e.g., quantities or state variables being mod- 
eled (such as short rate or full yield curve), the processes used in the 
modeling (such as normal, lognormal, CEV processes, Markovian or 
non-Markovian processes, and the number of factors), and how the 
model parameters are specified (such stationary and no-stationary pa- 
rameters), These classifications can have significant practical implica- 
tions in terms of, e.g., model implied volatility skews and smiles, correla- 
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tion, forward volatilities, and forward volatility skews and smiles, and 
forward correlation. 

In the next few sections, we shall present some simple examples of 
these classifications. 

5.2 Short Rate Models 

The 1-factor short rate models typically relies on the following 0 - U  
(Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) processes, 

where X, is a scalar, W, is a one dimensional Q -Brownian motion, 0, , 
bt , crt are deterministic model parameters (i.e., not state dependent and 
not stochastic). 

=(Of -b,X,)dt+o,dW, Y (5.1) 

Furthermore, the short rate yt is a fbnction of X, , i.e., 

yt =f ( X t ) ,  (5.2) 
and the (default-free) zero-coupon bond price P(t ,T)  (with P ( T , T )  = 1 ) 
is given by the following martingale relationship, 

P( f, T )  = EF [ exp (- f rsds)] 
(5.3) 

The above 0-U process can be solved easily. First, let 

(5.4) 

( 5 . 5 )  

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

then, 

dx, = -b,X,dt + exp 

Thus, 

dY, = 0,dt + o,dW,, 

or, 

=Yo + [exp( [b,du)B,ds+ Cexp( Ib,du)o,dW, . 
Therefore, 
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Different 1 -factor short rate models are obtained by specifying dif- 
ferent functions in Eq. (5.2) and we shall discuss a few examples in the 
next few sections. 

Multi-factor short rate models can be obtained by allowing X I  to be 
a vector and/or by allowing some of the model parameters ( 0, , bf , of ) 
to be stochastic themselves. 

5.2.1 Gaussian Short Rate Models 

For a 1-factor Gaussian short rate model or the simplest interest rate 
model, we have 

q = X I .  (5.9) 
This includes Vasicek and Hull-White models and is also equivalent 

to Ho-Lee model. In this case, it can be shown that the (default-free) 
zero-coupon bond price P ( t , T )  given by Eq. (5.3) can be reduced to the 
following closed-form solution, i.e., 

(0 I t  I T )  
where the instantaneous forward rate is defined as 

(01 t .5 T )  d In P(t ,  T )  
dT 

f ( t , T )  f - 

(5.10) 

(5.1 1) 

and P( t ,T )  is a deterministic function of 0, , bl , ol , t ,  and T. 
Having a closed-form solution for the zero-coupon bond price (and 

possibly other instruments) is a major advantage of the Gaussian short 
rate models in terms of computation speed and numerical stability. The 
detailed derivation is left as an exercise to the reader. 

Having a closed-form solution for the zero-coupon bond price also 
makes a Gaussian short rate model equivalent to a Gaussian full yield 
curve model. 
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5.2.2 Lognormal Short Rate Models 

The Black-Derman-Toy (BDT) model models the short rate r, in the fol- 
lowing form 

(5.12) 
where ut and o, are time dependent, but not state dependent and not sto- 
chastic. 

By differentiating the above equation, it is easy to show that the BDT 
model can be expressed in the following SDE form, 

r, = UI exp[qK]  , 

(5.13) 

The Black-Karakinski (BK) model has a more general form, i.e., 
r, =lnx,, (5.14) 

dlnr, =(Qt - b l h r , ) d t + o l d y .  (5.15) 
Both BDT and BK models can be implemented by recombining tri- 

in other words, 

nomial trees to be presented in the next chapter. 

5.2.3 

For a CEV (Constant Elasticity of Variance) model, we have 

Constant Elasticity of Variance Models 

1 
r, = ( ( 1 - p ) x r ) i 7 ,  (5.16) 

Since, in this case, 
dq = (...)dt + oIqpdW,, 

where p is a constant and the CEV power and satisfies 0 I p < 1 , 

(5.17) 
it can model the volatility skew (but not the volatility smile) in the inter- 
est rate. 

It is similar to and more general than the CIR (Cox-Ingersoll-Ross) 
model. 

5.3 Affine Models and Quadratic Models 

Duffe and Kan (1 996) pioneered the affine model. Quadratic models are 
extensions of the affine model. More details can be found in Leippold 
and Wu (2003). 

Basically, affine models and quadratic models are simple and re- 
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duced full yield models. More specifically, in an n-factor quadratic 
model, the SDE of the instantaneous forward rate is given by - 

f ( t , T )  = f ( 0 , T )  + X I T A T X ,  + BTTX, 

( O I t  I T )  
2 (5.18) 

where X, is an n-dimensional 0 - U  process and an n x 1 vector, A, is an 
n x  n matrix, and B, is an n x l  vector. Both AT and BT are determinis- 
tic and only depend on the term T. 

If AT = 0 ,  then the above equation reduces to the affine model. 

5.4 What Interest Rate Models Should One Use? 

We have discussed several interest rate models in this chapter and shall 
discuss a few more in the next two chapters. A valid question is what 
interest rate models should one use or choose? 

In general, what model to use or choose depends on the trade being 
priced. Some trades, such as CMS spread trades, are highly sensitive to 
the correlation, thus, one needs to use at least a 2-factor model. Some 
trades, such as cancelable swaps, callable capped floater, callable inverse 
floaters, are more sensitive to the volatility skew and smile, thus, one 
may need to use a CEV model. In order to price a cancelable swap more 
accurately, one often needs to calibrate the model to underlying Euro- 
pean swaptions at the same strike as that of the cancelable swap. 

Digital options (such as those embedded in range accrual derivatives) 
are approximately call spreads and thus are sensitive to the slope of the 
volatility skew and smile, which is more challenging to model accu- 
rately. 

Often times, one can use the SABR model to fit liquid volatility 
skew and smile points and imply the entire volatility cube with the di- 
mensions of time-to-expiry, term, and strike. 

For more complicated trades, such as callable, knock-out, or TAR 
PRDC that requires a 3-factor model, one may consider using Gaussian 
models for some of the factors for better computation speed and better 
numerical stability. 

Another interesting question is that since trades in the same portfolio 
can be priced with very different models, how can one insure the consis- 
tency? The key to the consistency is that the model for each trade prices 
accurately to the market all (or most) of the hedge or replication instru- 
ment of that particular trade. 
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As we pointed out previously, what model to use depends on the pur- 
pose that the model is being used for. Typically, models for EOD (End 
Of Day) booking and riskhedging computation need to be parsimonious, 
and, thus, short rate models, or Gaussian full yield curve models, or 
Markovian fill yield curve models (to be discussed in the next chapter) 
may be better choices. For structuring and for providing control variate 
to the parsimonious models, more complicated models with more factors, 
better volatility skew and smile handling, and, possibly, with stochastic 
volatilities or jumps may be needed. Multi-factor BGM models with 
CEV or stochastic volatilities (to be discussed later on) are such 
examples. Various martingale resampling techniques are also needed to 
ensure the accuracy and precision. 

As we discussed before, in addition to the primary model calibration, 
one also needs the secondary model calibration and the hedging calibra- 
tion. 



Chapter 6 The Heath- 
Jarrow-Morton 
Framework 

6.1 The Heath-Jarrow-Morton Model 

Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (Heath, Jarrow, and Morton, 1992) developed 
a general framework for multi-factor no-arbitrage fill yield curve 
models7*, which includes many other no-arbitrage interest rate models as 
special cases. 

In the Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) framework, the full yield curve 
is represented by the continuous compounding instantaneous forward 
rate, At,r), the rate as of time t for the accrual period starting from T 
( T  2 t ) and maturing instantaneously. In other words,At,T) is defined as 

(6.1) 

or 

f ( t , T )  = -dln P(t ,T) /dT , (6.2) 

where P(t,T) is the time t price of a T maturity of a (default-free) zero- 
coupon bond with P(T,T) = 1. 

Furthermore, At,T) is modeled by the following n-factor process for 

The original Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) model is for modeling default-free interest 
rate term structures, but it can be extended to the modeling of defaultable interest rate 
term structures. 

78 
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any given constant T ( T 2 t ) ’’ 
n 

d f ( t , T ) = p ( t , T ) d t + C o ; . ( t , T ) d W , ( t )  y 

i=l 

where p(t,T) is the drift and c$(t,T) are the volatilities of the forward rate, 
and Wi(t) are the independent one-dimensional Brownian motions under 
the risk neutral measure or the spot arbitrage-free measure Q . 

Heath, Jarrow, and Morton identified the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the absence of arbitrage for the HJM model. An important 
necessary condition for no-arbitrage is that, under the spot arbitrage-free 
measure Q,~’ 

Using vector notation, we can re-write the above two equations in a 
simpler form 

where of ( t , T )  is an n-dimensional vector (a 1 by n vector) of o) ( t ,u)  , 
W, an n-dimensional vector (an n by lvector) of Wi(t), and o>( f ,u)  is 

the transpose of of ( t , ~ )  . 
Based on the martingale modeling presented in Chapter 2, essen- 

tially, the HJM model can be derived from the stochastic process of the 
zero-coupon bond price P(t,T). Recall that P ( t , T ) / P ( t )  (for a constant 
T (  T 2 t )  ) is a Q -martingale, and if is continuous and square-integrable, 
then 

79 In general, the drift term and the volatility term can depend on the present and past 
rates and bond prices. For the simplicity of the notion, no extra parameters are intro- 
duced for these dependencies. Rather, these dependencies are dealt with implicitly. We 
also make the usual mathematical assumptions. 
8o This condition plus other technical conditions form the necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for no-arbitrage. For details, see Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (1992). 
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dP( t ,T ) /P( t ,T )  = r ( t )d t  + of ( t ,T)dW,  , (6.6) 

where o,(t,T) is an n-dimensional vector (a 1 by n vector) of the bond 
price volatilities, r(t) =f(t,t) is the short rate, and W, an n-dimensional Q 
-Brownian motion (an n by Ivector). 

Using It6's lemma, we can re-write the above equation as 

dln  P(  t , T )  = ( r  ( t )  -;lof ( t ,T)I2)dt + op ( t , T ) d y ,  (6.7) 

where 1.1 is the standard norm of a vector. Thus 

1 
dT 2 

- - - - L ( - - - I o p ( t , T ) r d t  + o p ( t , T ) d W ,  

Consequently, 

d o ,  ( t ,  T )  of ( t ,  T ) = - 
aT 

(6.9) 

Note that op (u ,u )  = 0 ( t  I u I T ) ,  as P(u,u) = 1, i.e., the bond price 
at the maturity u is deterministically one. So 

T 
o p  ( t , T )  = - of ( t , u )  , (6.10) 

and one can easily verify the no-arbitrage condition 

P ( t , T )  =of ( I J )  fo; (t,u)du * (6.11) 

Consequently, 

d f (  t ,T)  = -0-p ( t ,T )o> ( t ,T )d t  + (t ,T)dW, . (6.12) 

Using the It6's integral, we can re-write the forward rate process in a 
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slightly different form 

Generally, one can obtain different models under the HJM frame- 
work by specifying different yield or price volatility structures, i.e., the 
functional forms for akt,r) or cp(t,T). Once the volatility structures are 
specified, the drift term can be obtained through the above no-arbitrage 
condition. 

Heath, Jarrow, and Morton have proposed the following near- 
proportional model 

where W, (t)  and W2(t) are independent one-dimensional Q -Brownian 
motions, q and 0 2  are deterministic yield volatilities (i.e., independent of 
any stochastic variables), M is a large constant positive number, and the 
min(.) function returns the minimum of its arguments. 

This model is similar to a lognormal model in the sense that it in- 
sures positive interest rate (positive forward rates in this case). The use 
of minHf(t,T), M) is to prevent At,r) from diverging with positive prob- 
ability. As long as it is much greater than the initial forward rate, the 
exact value of Mis  not critical and can be chosen to be, e.g., 10 standard 
deviations away from the initial forward rate at the longest expiration of 
the derivatives being modeled. Jarrow used M = 1,000,000 in one of his 
examples (Jarrow, 1996). 

Typically, 01 and o2 are obtained by calibrating the model to prices 
or implied volatilities of selected caplets/floorlets and European swap- 
tions. 

Generally, q (assuming it is associated with the most dominant fac- 
tor) is roughly constant, and reflects the change in the level of the entire 
yield curve (forward rate curve in this case), and 0 2  (assuming it is asso- 
ciated with the second dominant factor) is roughly a function of T-t, and 
reflects the change in the slope of the yield curve. A third factor can also 
be added to reflect the change in the curvature of the yield curve. 
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The general forms of the HJM models are non-MarkovianY8' and 
thus, in general, cannot be solved by the computationally efficient re- 
combining lattice and PDE grid techniques. The conventional bushy tree 
technique and the conventional Monte Carlo technique that can be used 
to solve the general forms of the HJM models suffer from various techni- 
caVnumerica1 difficulties, such as the computation time limitation. There 
are significant efforts in searching for efficient numerical algorithms for 
solving the general forms of the HJM models. 

Attacking this problem from a different angle, some researchers have 
identified special volatility structures, under which the HJM models are 
Markovian with respect to a finite number of state variables (see, e.g., 
Ritchken and Sankarasubramanian, 1995, and Inui and Kijima, 1998), 
and thus can be solved by the computationally efficient recombining lat- 
tice technique. We review these approaches in the next two sections. 

One of the important state variables for these approaches is the short 
rate. So let us take a look at the short rate process first. Since the short 
rate is defined as 

r ( t ) = f ( t , t )  Y (6.15) 

thus, 

r ( t )  = f (0, t )  - 6 (Tp  ( S ,  t )  0; ( S,  t )  ds + 6 of (s,t)dW, . (6.16) 

Differentiating both sides of the above equation yields the following 
short rate proced2 

To be more precise, the general forms of the HJM models are non-Markovian with 
respect to the underlying Brownian motion generated states, but can be Markovian with 
respect to all the states (i.e., all the forward rates). 

The differentiation of the short rate r(t) is quite different from that of the forward rate 
f(t,7), as in the latter case the second argument Tremains as constant. 

XI 
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d r ( t )  =- af ( 0 4  dt-op(t , t)o;  ( t , t )dt+or  (t,t)dW, 
at 

= -or (s,t) . aoP ( S , t )  

at 
Recall that op(t , t )=O and 

above short rate process can be rewritten as 

d r ( t )  =- af ( O ~ % f t + o ,  (t,t)dW, 
at 

1 

Then, the 

(6.18) 

which, except for some special cases, is non-Markovian due to the his- 
tory or path dependence introduced by the integrals in [ ]. For an n- 
factor process, o,(t,T), okt,T), W, are all n-dimensional vectors. 

It is interesting to point out some special cases or special volatility 
structures under which the HJM short rate process is Markovian. More 
specifically, it is easy to prove that the HJM model can be reduced to the 
Ho-Lee and the Hull-White model (the extended Vasicek model) with 
of ( t ,T)=oo and of (t,T)=ooexp(-a(T-t)), respectively, where 
q, and a are positive constants. 

Exercise 6.1. Prove the above statement. 

Ritchken and Sankarasubramanian (1995) and Inui and Kijima 
(1998) developed approaches for reducing the HJM models to Mark- 
ovian processes with respect to a finite number of state variables, which 
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we shall discuss in the following sections. Ritchken and Sun (2003) also 
extended the same methodology to the modeling of risky interest rates or 
credit spreads. 

6.2 The Ritchken-Sankarasubramanian Model 

Ritchken and Sankarasubramanian (1995) have identified a class of vola- 
tility structures, under which the 1-factor HJM models are Markovian 
with respect to two state variables, the short rate r(t) and the cumulative 
variance Kt). The Ritchken-Sankarasubramanian (RS) model can be 
solved by the computationally efficient recombining lattice technique 
(Li, Ritchken, and Sankarasubramanian, 1995).83 

The basic idea is to identify a particular volatility structures aAt,T) so 
that a minimum number of Markovian state variables (including the short 
rate itself) can be used to capture the history or path dependency. 

Recall that the HJM short rate process is given by 

(6.19) 

and 

r ( t ) =  f (0 , t ) -  l (Tp(s , I )o>(s , t )ds+ c a f ( s , t ) d W s .  (6.20) 

Now, our goal is to reduce to a simpler form some of the history or 
path dependent terms in the HJM short rate process, i.e., 

*' In the original LRS paper, a recombining binomial tree was used for the numerical 
implementation. However, a recombining binomial tree when solving the RS model 
often times does not converge. A recombining trinomial tree, on the other hand, can 
provide much better accuracy and convergence. 
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Noting the resemblance of these terms with the short rate r(t) itself, 
we restrict the volatility structures oAt,T) to the following special func- 
tional form 

or, equivalently, 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

where K (  t )  is a scalar. In other words, 

of ( t , T )  = O f ( t J ) k ( t , T )  , (6.24) 

where 

k( t ,T)=eXp(-~-K(s)ds) ,  (6.25) 

Thus, these history or path dependent terms reduce to a simple function 
of r(t) as follows (by plugging Eq. (6.20) in the last step) 

= --K ( t )  ( r  (t  ) - f (0, t )) 
Consequently, by plugging the above equation to Eq. (6.19), the 

HJM short rate process reduces to the following RS model 

(6.27) 

where &t) is the cumulative variance given by 

(6.28) 
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Differentiating the above equation yields 

which is a locally deterministic or predictable process due to the lack of 
any incremental Brownian motion term. 

Thus, in general, the 1-factor RS model is Markovian with respect to 
two state variables, r(t) and Kt) .  If of ( t , t )  is state independent, i.e., 

does not depend on ~ ( t )  and Kf), and is not stochastic by itself, then f i t )  
is deterministic. Consequently, in this case, the 1-factor RS model is a 1- 
factor normal model and is Markovian with respect to one state variable, 

As always, if we can find a closed-form solution for the zero-coupon 
bond price P(t,T) or the forward rate At,r), it will significantly improve 
the computation efficiency for derivatives pricing, as the payoffs of the 
derivatives generally depend on the future zero-coupon bond prices and 
forward rates, or the future yield curve. If we can further find closed- 
form solutions or approximations for options, such as caps/floors and 
European swaptions, then we can also speed up the volatility calibration. 
Such approximations, though maybe crude, are typically available (see, 
e g ,  Section 7.6.1). 

As shown in Appendix 6.5.1, the closed-form solution for the zero- 
coupon bond price P(t,T) or the forward rateAt,T) is given by 

40 * 

and 

> (6.31) 

where 
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P( t ,T )=  r k ( t , u ) d u .  (6.32) 

Another way of intuitively understanding the RS volatility structure 
presented in Eq. (6.24) is to rewrite it as follows taking into account Eq. 
(6.25), i.e., 

0 t t  

( ’ ) =  k(0 , t )  
o t T  ( ’ ) k(O,T) ,  (6.33) 

or 

where o(t) is an n-dimensional vector and g(T) is a scalar. Essentially, 
the time and the term dependency of the volatility are separable. 

So far, on the surface, it is still an n-factor model. We can show that 
it actually can be reduced to a 1-factor model. More generally, any HJM 
model with the above separable volatility structure can be reduced to a 1 - 
factor model (under proper technical conditions). 

Exercise 6.2. Prove the above statement. What if o(t) is a scalar and 
g( T )  is an n-dimensional vector? 

of ( t , t )  can actually take quite general functional forms, i.e., 

Of ( t J )  = O ( r ( t ) , @ ( t ) J )  * (6.35) 

For practical applications, it is often chosen to be a CEV function form, 
i.e., 

Of ( t , t ) = O ( t ) r a ( t ) ,  (6.36) 

where 0 I a I 1  and a( t )  is state independent, i.e., does not depend on 
r(t) and K t ) ,  and is not stochastic by itself. 

If a=O, then the RS model reduces to the Hull-White model. If 
a = 0 . 5 ,  then RS model is similar to the CIR square root model. If 
a = 1, then RS model is similar to the BDT model. 

Alternatively, we also use the following similar shifted lognormal 
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volatility structure, 

Of ( t J )  = O(t ) (  ar (  t )  + (1 - a)  f (0 , t ) )  ' (6.37) 

Exercise 6.3. Prove that if a=O, then the RS model reduces to the 
Hull-White model. 

As we can see that the RS model allows rich volatility structures. 
Generally, a is chosen (or calibrated) to match or best fit certain volatil- 
ity skews. However, it does preclude certain intuitively appealing vola- 
tility structures, such as those depending on the level of the forward 
rates, which are allowed by the general HJM model even with one factor. 
In other words, in the RS model, the volatilities of the forward rates are 
driven by the level of the short rate. 

The RS model can indeed produce the commonly observed humped 
volatility term structures of the forward rate f ( t ,T )  , which are increas- 
ing functions of the time-to-maturity when the time-to-maturity is short 
(e.g., less than a few years) and decreasing functions of the time-to- 
maturity when the time-to-maturity is long. According to Eq. (6.24) and 
(6.25), this can be achieved with a slightly positive ~ ( t )  in the short 

time horizon and a slightly negative ~ ( t )  in the longer time horizon. 

According to Eq. (6.27), ~ ( t )  is also the mean reversion parameter for 

the short rate. More specifically, a positive K( t )  indicates mean diverg- 

ing and a negative K( t )  mean reversion. 

Typically, ~ ( t )  and ~ ( t )  are obtained by calibrating the model to 
prices or implied volatilities of selected caplets/floorlets and European 
swaptions. 

6.3 The Inui-Kijima Model 

The h i -Ki j ima (Inui and Kijima, 1998) model is an extension of the RS 
model to multi-factors. It is an n-factor HJM model that is Markovian 
with respect to 2n state variables. 

The IK (Inui-Kijima) model can be derived in a very similar ap- 
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proach as the RS model. Recall that the HJM short rate process is given 
by 

d r ( t )  =- af(07t)dt+af( t , t )dW; 
at 

(6.38) 

and 

r ( t ) = f ( O , t ) -  [o,(s, t )a>(s, t )ds+ [ o f ( s , t ) d W ,  , (6.39) 

where aP(s7t), o,(s,t), and W, are all n-dimensional vectors. 

oAs,t), and W,, and 
Let ob ( s , t ) ,  q(s,t), and Wi(s) denote the ifh component of op(s,t), 

x i ( t ) - - g a ; , ( s , t ) o i ( s 7 t ) d s +  g q ( s , t ) d W ,  ( t )  
(6.40) 

(I  2 i 2 n )  

Then, the short rate in Eq. (6.39) can be rewritten as 

r ( t ) = J . ( o ' t ) + ~ x i ( t ) .  
i=l 

Differentiating Eq. (6.40) yields the dynamics for xi ( t )  , i.e., 

dXi ( t )  = oj (t , t)dW, ( t )  

(6.41) 

(6.42) 

Like before, our goal now is to reduce to simpler forms the two of 
the history or path dependent terms in the process of xi ( t )  , i.e., 
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Noting the resemblance of these terms with xi(t) itself, we restrict the 
volatility structures q ( t , g  to the following special functional form 

or, equivalently 

= - K ~  ( T ) o i  ( t , T ) ,  aoj ( t ,  T )  
dT 

where K~ ( t )  is a scalar. In other words, 

oj ( t ,  T )  = oj (t , t)kj  ( t , T )  , 

where 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

(6.46) 

Thus, these history or path dependent terms reduce to a simple function 
of as follows 

= - K i ( t ) X i ( t ) d t  

Consequently, by plugging the above equation into Eq. (6.42), we 
get the following IK model 

a!xi ( t ) = ( -Ki ( t ) Xi ( t ) + @i ( t )) dt + Oi ( t , t ) dp ( t ) , (6.49) 

where 4;(t) is the cumulative variance given by 

@i ( t )  = 10: (s , t )ds  . (6.50) 

Differentiating the above equation yields 
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d4j ( t> = (0; (t , t> -2Kj (t>4j (1,) dt 9 (6.51) 

which is a locally deterministic or predictable process due to the lack of 
the dWi(t) (incremental Brownian motion) terms. 

Thus, in general, an n-factor IK model is an n-factor HJM model that 
is Markovian with respect to 2n state variables, xi(t) and #i(t). If cri ( t ,  f) 
is state independent, i.e., does not depend on xi(t) and &(t), and is not 
stochastic by itself, then A(t)  is deterministic. Consequently, in this case, 
the n-factor IK model is an n-factor normal model and is Markovian with 
respect to n state variables, xi(t). 

As always, if we can find a closed-form solution for the zero-coupon 
bond price P(t,T) or the forward rateAt,T), it will significantly improve 
the computation efficiency for derivatives pricing, as the payoffs of the 
derivatives generally depend on the future zero-coupon bond prices and 
forward rates, or the future yield curve. If we can further find closed- 
form solutions or approximations for options, such as caps/floors and 
European swaptions, then we can also speed up the volatility calibration. 
Such approximations, though maybe crude, are typically available (see, 
e.g., Section 7.6.1). 

As shown in Appendix 6.5.2 and similar to the case of the RS model, 
the closed-form solution for the zero-coupon bond price P(t,T) or the 
forward ratef(t,r) is given by 

i=l (6.52) 

and 
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T 
Pj ( t , ~ )  = 1 kj (t,u>du * (6.54) 

We can gain more intuitions, if we rewrite Eq. (6.52) as follows 

f ( t , T )  = f ( 0 , T )  

where we have assumed that &(t) is the ith most important driving factor 
(or corresponding to the th most important principal components) of the 
yield curve. Similar to the RS model, k, ( t ,T )  is closely related to the 

volatility structure (or hump) of the forward rate f ( t , T )  and the mean 
reversion (or diverging) parameter of the short rate. The ratios 

( i  = 2,3, ..., n )  largely determine the functional form of the 

higher order principal components of the yield curve, such as the slope 
and the curvature. 

Similar to the RS model, oj ( t , t )  can actually take quite general 
functional forms. It has been suggested to be a CEV function form, i.e., 

k; ( t ,  T )  
k, ( t ,  T )  

o ; ( t , t ) = o i ( t ) r a ' ( t ) ,  (6.56) 

where oj ( t )  is state independent and 0 I aj I 1 .g4 Generally, a; are 
chosen (or calibrated) to match or best fit certain volatility skews. 

For better numerical computation efficiency, we can identify further 
reduced functional form for the volatility structure oj ( t , t )  . In other 

words, if we restrict oi ( t , t )  to only depend on xi(t) and &t), but not 
other state variables, i.e., 

84 There may be technical difficulties if 1 < ai or ai < t in that the solution may be 

unbounded or non-unique. However, these technical difficulties can be easily circum- 
vented by setting an upper limit to the volatility and the drift, which we shall discuss later 
on. 
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0; ( t ,  t )  = oj ( t ,  xj 4j) (6.57) 

then, the process of each pair of state variables xi(t) and 4i(t) are com- 
pletely independent of any other pairs of state variables. Thus, in this 
case, a multi-factor IK model can be solved by solving independent 1- 
factor models and performing a convolution. This significantly simpli- 
fies the numerical implementations, particularly, recombining lattice im- 
plementations. 

Some feasible functional forms of oi (f,f) in this category are, in the 
CEV form, 

o ; ( f , t ) = o i ( t ) ( Y ; ( t ) ) a i  Y (6.58) 

or, in the shifted lognormal form, 

o j ( t , t ) = o j ( t ) ( a j y j  (t)+(1-aj)s(O,t)) 3 (6.59) 

where 

and 
n 

x u i  ( t )  = 1 * 
i=l 

In other words, 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

= t Y i  ( t )  
i=l 

Another advantage of the above further reduced volatility structure is 
that if all the yi(t)'s are positive, then the short rate r(t) is also positive. 
With proper parameterization, the short rate r(t) can also reach any given 
positive number however small it is. 
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6.4 Overview of Numerical Implementations of the RS and 
the IK Model 

Solving an n-factor model that is Markovian with respect to 2n state 
variables using recombining lattices or trees is not a trivial task. In this 
section, we shall present recombining tree techniques that are suitable for 
solving both the RS model and the IK model. 

Li, Ritchken, and Sankarasubramanian (LRS, 1995) solved RS 
model (1-factor Markovian with respect to 2 state variables) by the com- 
putationally efficient recombining tree technique. The basic idea is to 
build a tree for the process of the short rate r(t) and approximate the 
process of the cumulative variance &t). The rationale behind this idea is 
that the cumulative variance &t) is a locally deterministic or a predict- 
able process. 

In the original LRS paper, recombining binomial tree was used for 
the numerical implementation. 

In general, however, recombining trinomial trees can provide much 
better accuracy and convergence. The basic reason is that a recombining 
trinomial tree has more degrees of freedom than a recombining binomial 
tree. Consequently, in the case of modeling a stochastic process with 
state-independent (but non-stochastic) parameters (i.e., drift and volatil- 
ity), a recombining binomial tree can match the local mean, variance, and 
all odd order moments, whereas a recombining trinomial tree can match 
the local kurtosis (the fourth order moment), in addition to matching the 
local mean, variance, and all odd order moments. 

In the case of modeling a diffusion process with stochastic and state- 
dependent parameters, a recombining trinomial tree can match the local 
mean and variance, but a recombining binomial tree may not. A recom- 
bining binomial tree (or any other types of trees) not matching the local 
mean and variance in general does not converge to the desired continu- 
ous limit. In the case of modeling a diffusion process with stochastic and 
state-dependent parameters, a recombining trinomial tree generally can- 
not match the local skew and kurtosis. In this case, the trinomial tree 
parameters with best approximation to the local skew and kurtosis should 
be used for better convergence. 

6.4.1 Recombining Trinomial Tree Technique 

Here we shall first give a brief introduction to the recombining trinomial 
tree technique. 
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In a trinomial tree, there are three branches emanating from each and 
every tree node.85 In a recombining trinomial tree, most of the branches 
recombine or share the same end points with other branches.86 Figure 
6.1 shows schematic diagrams of a recombining trinomial tree. As 
shown in Figure 6.l(a), from any given tree node X(t), there are three 
branches, up (u), middle (m), and down branch (4, leading to the next 
step at positions of X,(t+dt), X,(t+dt), and XAt+dt). pu, pm, and P d  de- 
note the branching or transition probabilities. 

(a) (b) 

Xu( t+At) 

X(t) < X,,,(t+At) 

X&+At) 

m=l m=2 m==4 

Figure 6.  I .  Schematic diagrams of a 1-step trinomial tree (a), which serves as the 
building block for multi-step recombining trinomial trees, a 2-step recombining 
trinomial tree (b), and a 4-step recombining trinomial tree (c). As shown in (a), 
from any given tree node X(t), there are three branches, up (u), middle (m), and 
down branch (d), leading to the next step at positions of Xu(t+At), Xm(t+At), and 
Xd(t+At). pu, pm, and pd denote the branching or transition probabilities. 

As a summary, in order for a recombining trinomial tree to accu- 
rately model a stochastic process driven by a one-dimensional Brownian 
motion, the following conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously. 

1. The local or conditional mean and variance on the recombining 
trinomial tree need to match those of the stochastic process being 
modeled. For better convergence, one can have the local or con- 
ditional skew and kurtosis match or be close to those of the sto- 

If the number of branches emanating from each and every tree node is two, then it is a 
binomial tree. The number of branches can be more than three and can vary from node to 
node, in which case, it is a multi-nomial tree. 
86 The recombination of the tree branches is for reducing the number of tree nodes and, 
thus, better computation efficiency. It is not necessary, nor possible, to have all the 
branches recombine. For instance, the outermost tree branches may not recombine with 
any other branches. 
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chastic process being modeled. 
2. All the branching or transition probabilities need to be non- 

negative, as negative branching or transition probabilities indi- 
cate the existence of arbitrage opportunities. 

3. Most of the branches recombine or share the same end points 
with other branches. 

It is trivial to have each of the above conditions satisfied individu- 
ally. Nonetheless, it can be challenging to have the above conditions 
satisfied simultaneously when the parameters are state-dependent (such 
as in the case of interest rate modeling). 

The third condition essentially is for reducing the number of tree 
nodes and, thus, for better computation efficiency. We can see this 
through the total number of tree nodes. For the recombining trinomial 
trees shown in Figure 6.1, the number of tree nodes at the mth tree step is 
given by 2m + 1,  or, more generally, 

(ng - I ) m + l ,  (6.63) 

where nB is the number of branches emanating from each node of the 
tree. The total number of tree nodes for m steps is thus given by 

On the other hand, if the tree is completely non-recombining or 
bushy, then the total number of tree nodes for m steps is thus given by 

(6.65) 

Let's consider an example of a trinomial tree with 30 steps. If the 
tree is a recombining trinomial tree as shown in Figure 6.1, then the total 
number of tree nodes is 960 as given by Eq. (6.64). If the tree is bushy, 
then the total number of tree nodes is 330 z 2.06 x lOI4  as given by Eq. 
(6.65). The huge number of nodes in a bushy tree presents significant 
challenges to the current computation technologie~.~~ 

87 Suppose that one has a computer that is capable of computing 10 million tree nodes per 

second, then computing all the 2.06 x 1 OI4 nodes would take about 0.65 year! There are 
some techniques, such as the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) techniques, that can help to 
circumvent such difficulties. The nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) techniques shall be 
discussed later on. 
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A general way of insuring the recombining of the tree is to establish 
a grid with pre-specified boundaries and to have the end points of the 
tree branches land only on the grid points, but not necessarily on the grid 
points adjacent to that of the center branch. This is illustrated in Figure 

Figure 6.2. Examples of branching of the tree branches of a recombining trino- 
mial tree on a grid. 

Various branching configurations illustrated in Figure 6.2 are needed 
for handling, e.g., state and time dependent drift (such as mean rever- 
sion) and volatility, which are common in the interest rate modeling. 
The number of tree nodes in a tree involving these general branching 
configurations can be more or less than what is given in Eq. (6.64). 

The exact number of the tree branches depends on the conditions for 
matching the local mean and variance (and approximately matching the 
local kurtosis), and non-negative transition probabilities. These condi- 
tions can be explained with respect to the following general Brownian 
motion driven stochastic process, 

dx ( t )  = p( t )  at + o( t )  aw ( t )  , (6.66) 

where p ( t )  and o(t) are the drift and the volatility, respectively, both 

of which can be time- and state-dependent, W ( t )  is a standard one- 
dimensional Brownian motion. In discrete time, the above equation re- 
duces to 

AX( t )  = x(t + at) - x( t )  = p (  t)at + +)AFT( t )  , 

matching the local mean and variance into the following equations, i.e., 

(6.67) 

Based on the above equation, we can translate the condition for 
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IVur, [ A X ( t ) ]  = Et [ ( A X ( t )  - Et [ A X ( t ) ] ) 2 ]  = ~ ( t ) ~  At2 , (6.68) 

where E,[.] and Vur,[.] are the expected value operator and the variance 
operator, both conditioned on the information available up to time t and 
under the same measure under which the standard one-dimensional 
Brownian motion W ( t )  is defined. Note that in deriving the above 
equations, the following properties of the one-dimensional incremental 
Brownian motion were used, i.e., 

El [ A W ( t ) ]  = 0 

Vur, [ A W ( f ) ]  = At2 ' 
(6.69) 

Using Eq. (6.68) and the symbols in Figure 6.l(a), we can further 
translate the condition for matching the local mean and variance into the 
following equations, i.e., 

where 

AT, ( t )  = x, ( t  + ~ t )  - (x( t )  + p ( t ) ~ t )  

( a  = d,rn,u) 
(6.71) 

The condition for non-negative transition probabilities can be simply ex- 
pressed asg8 

(6.72) 

With proper tree construction, solutions satisfying both Eq. (6.70) 
and Eq. (6.72) exist. These solutions are generally not unique, and those 
that best match the local kurtosis can be selected. 

Pd 2 0, Pm 2 0, Pu 2 0 . 

88 The condition for non-negative transition probabilities also ensures that the probabili- 
ties are no greater than one, as all the probabilities add up to one. 
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6.4.2 

Here we shall introduce an adaptive technique for the tree construction 
such that the solutions to equations of a recombining tree presented in the 
previous section can be easily obtained. 

The basic idea is that the grid for the tree is constructed adaptively or 
dynamically (as opposed to being pre-specified). In other words, the grid 
for the tree is formed by constructing the middle tree branches exactly 
following the (local) drift and the outermost tree branches flowing the 
(local) volatility at all time steps. More specifically, the grid for the tree 
is constructed according to the following equation, 

Adaptive Recombining Trinomial Tree Technique 

S J t )  = 0 
@ , ( l )  = k, Io(t)lAt (at max(X(t))) , (6.73) 

(at all grid points) 1 a d ( t ) = - k d l D ( t ) l A t  (at IIliIl(X(l>)) 

where k, and kd are positive numbers that can be time- and state- 
dependent. 

Figure 6.3 below shows an example of the tree grid construction with 
the adaptive tree technique. 

Figure 6.3.  Example of tree grid construction with the adaptive tree technique 
with time- and state-dependent drift and volatility. 

Once the above tree grid is constructed, then we are ready to con- 
struct the rest of the tree branches. A tree branch needs to start from a 
grid point and end at an grid point at the next tree time step. More spe- 
cifically, in this case, Eq. (6.70) is reduced to 
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Pd&d ( t  ) + <&,, ( t )  = 0 

Pd&d(f)’ +cGu(t)2 = o ( t ) 2 A t 2 ,  (6.74) 
Pd +Pm +c =1 

where the am ( t )  terms are missing due to the construction of the adap- 
tive tree grid such that the middle tree branches exactly following the 
(local) drift or urn ( t )  = 0 .  This not only simplifies Eq. (6.70), but also, 
as we shall see, guarantees that the transition probabilities on the tree are 
non-negative. 

Given G,, ( t )  and a d  ( t )  , the amount of branching on the tree 
grid, the above equation can be easily solved with the following solu- 
tions, 

cr( t ) 2  At2 
P, = - 

M u ( t ) ( u u  ( t ) - G d  ( t ) )  

Note that, by design, 

(6.75) 

(6.76) 

Thus, as long as the absolute values of a,, ( t )  and a d  ( t )  are large 
enough (in terms of absolute values), the non-negative transition prob- 
abilities on the tree are easily guaranteed. 

In general, we can set 

k,, = k d  =&. (6.77) 

If the drift and the volatility are constant, the following exercises are 
helpful in understanding why Eq. (6.77) is used for an adaptive trinomial 
tree. 
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Exercise 6.4. Assuming k, = k, = k (this makes the adaptive trinomial 
tree symmetric and thus simplify the problem), where k is a positive 
number, and further assuming that the drift and the volatility are con- 
stant, verify that the local variance, and all the odd local moments of the 
variable are matched. 

Exercise 6.5. Under the same condition as the previous exercise, express 
the kurtosis of X ( t )  as a function of k.  Verify that adaptive trinomial 
tree matches the local kurtosis when Eq. (6.77) is satisfied. 

In other words, in addition to match the local variance and all the 
odd local moments, the adaptive trinomial tree can also match the local 
kurtosis, if the drift and the volatility are constant. This, in turn, helps 
the convergence. If the drift and the volatility are not constant, then we 
can choose the solutions that approximately match the local kurtosis. 

6.4.3 

The basic idea of the LRS implementation (Li, Ritchken, and Sankara- 
subramanian, 1995) is to build a tree for the process of the short rate r(t) 
and approximate the process of the cumulative variance &t). The ration- 
ale behind this idea is that the cumulative variance &(t) is a locally de- 
terministic or a predictable process. 

It is important to point out that the process for &t) is path dependent. 
Thus, at each tree node, we need to carry a vector of &(t)’s with each f i t )  
determined by a path leading to that tree node. One subtlety is that the 
number of paths leading to a tree node increases exponentially respect to 
the number of time steps to that tree node, and so does the number of 
f i t ) ’ s  in the f i t )  vector. A common approach for handling such path de- 
pendency is through state stratification or to keep a few (such as 3 or 5) 
selected f i t ) ’ s  at each tree node (by sub-sampling of the distribution of 
f i t)). Then, during the backward induction, we need to perform interpo- 
lations on the payoffs respect to f i t ) .  

Since a recombining binomial tree when solving the RS model often 
times does not converge, a trinomial tree is needed. A conventional re- 
combining trinomial tree may not easily guarantee that the transition 
probabilities on the tree are non-negative. An adaptive trinomial tree can 

Overview of Applications of the Adaptive Trinomial Tree 
Technique to the RS Model and the IK Model 
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easily ensure that the transition probabilities on the tree are non-negative 
on most of the tree nodes, except possibly for a very small number of 
tree nodes corresponding to extreme values of &t)’s (and thus are of very 
low probabilities). Should negative transition probabilities occur, we can 
truncate them to zero and normalize the total transition probability to 
one. 

As usual, the first step of constructing an adaptive trinomial tree is to 
construct the tree grid first. This is similar to the procedure described in 
the previous section (see, e.g., Eq. (6.73)), excerpt that we need to prop- 
erly handle the second state variable &). One simple approach is to 
construct the tree grid based on r(t) together with approximated average 
f i t )  on each of the grid point. The approximated average f i t )  on any grid 
point can be obtained by approximating Eq. (6.28) by, e.g., using the 
most likely path of r(t) from time zero to that grid point (which essen- 
tially is a Brownian bridge problem). 

Then, we can construct the rest of the tree branches. Since there are 
a vector of $(t)’s at each of tree node, the transition probabilities between 
the states of r ( t ) ’ s  actually depend on Kt).  For the f i t )  that is used to 
construct the tree grid, the tree branches and the transition probabilities 
can be determined by the adaptive trinomial tree algorithm through Eq. 
(6.74). While all the &(t)’s share the same tree branches at the same tree 
node, for other &t)’s, the transition probabilities are determined by Eq. 
(6.70). 

As we pointed out before, due to the stratification in &t) in the nu- 
merical procedure, during the backward induction, we need to perform 
interpolations on the payoffs respect to #t). 

For the multi-factor RS model or the IK model, if we use the further 
reduced volatility structure as indicated by Eq. (6.57), then a multi-factor 
IK model can be solved by solving independent 1-factor models and per- 
forming a convolution. This significantly simplifies the numerical im- 
plementations, particularly, recombining lattice implementations. 

6.5 Appendix 

6.5.7 

In this section we give the closed-form solutions for the zero-coupon 
bond price and forward rate in the RS model. 

Closed-form Solutions for the RS Model 

Recall that 
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Since 

Of ( s ,T)  =of ( s , s )k ( s ,T )  

=of ( s , t ) k ( t , T )  

= O f ( s , s ) k ( s , t ) k ( t , T ) ,  (6.79) 

then, 

f ( t , T )  = f ( 0 , T )  

-k ( t ? T )  6 0, ( s, T )  a; (s, t ) ? (6.80) 

+ k ( t , T )  [ q ( s , t ) d K  

Now, we will try to eliminate the last integral in the above equation 
involving the incremental Brownian motion. Recall that 

r ( t )  = f ( t , t )  
, (6.81) 

= f ( O J )  - 6 0, (s, t)o> (s , t )ds  + l o f  (s,t)dW, 

i.e., 

6 of (s,t)dW, = r ( t )  - f ( 0 , t )  + 6.. (s,t)c$- (s , t )ds  , (6.82) 

thus, 
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Now, let us evaluate the integral in the above equation. Recall that 

P( I ,T)=  gTk(t,u)du, I (6.84) 

then, 

T 
0, ( S J )  = - 1 Of ( s ,u )  dtr 

= - 6 Of (3,s) k (s ,u )  du , (6.85) 

=-of ( S , S ) P ( S , T )  

thus, 

=-+,s) p ( s , u ) d u  

= - O f ( s , s ) k ( s , t )  1 k(t,u)du 
(6.86) 

T 

=-of ( s , t ) P ( t , T )  

Therefore, 

Consequently, 

One way to obtain the zero-coupon bond price P(t,T) is through the 
forward ratef(t,T), i.e.,” 

ny Another equivalent way to obtain P(t,T) is through the short rate r(t)  as we discussed 

before, i.e., P (  t ,  T )  = E,“ [ e x P ( - f r ( . ) . ) ]  or 
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Since 

we can evaluate the above integrals individually. In other words, 

(6.94) 

If ~ ( t )  = K is a constant, then it is easy to verify that 
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k ( t , ~ )  1 exp (-K( T - t ) )  

P ( ~ , T )  =-(I - exp(-K(T - t ))) . 1 
K 

(6.95) 

6.5.2 Closed-form Solutions for the IK Model 

In this section we give the closed-form solutions for the zero-coupon 
bond price and forward rate in the IK model. 

Recall that, with all the vectors expressed in their components, 

Since 

ai ( s ,T )  =a, ( s , s )k ,  ( s , T )  

=aj(s,s)kj(s,t)kj(t,T), 
= oj (s , t )k ,  ( t ,T)  

then, 

(6.97) 

Now, we will try to eliminate the last integrals in the above equation 
involving the incremental Brownian motions. Recall that 

xi ( t )  = -[a; ( s , t )a ,  (s , t )ds + goi (s,t)dW, ( t )  , (6.99) 

i.e., 

[ai (s, t)dW, ( t )  = xi ( t )  + [a; ( s , t ) q  ( s , t ) d s  . (6.100) 
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Thus, 

-k (I ,  T )  2 6 (0; (s, T )  - 0; (s, I ) )  oj (s, t )  
i=I 

Now, let us try to evaluate the integrals in the above equation. Re- 
call that 

then, 

thus, 

(6.103) 

(6.104) 

Therefore, 

[( 0; ( s , T )  - a; (syt))oi (s , t )ds  = -pi ( t ,T)#i  ( f )  . (6.105) 

Consequently, 
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(6.106) 

Similar to the case of the RS model, the zero-coupon bond price P(t,T) is 
given by 

P ( ~ , T )  = exp( - p f ( t , u ) d u )  

P ( 0 , t )  
P(O,T) . (6.107) - - 



Chapter 7 The Interest Rate 
Market Model 

The interest rate market model of Brace, Gatarek, and Musiela (1997), of 
Miltersen, Sandmann, and Sondermann (1 997), and of Jamshidian 
(1 997), directly models market observable quantities, such as (discrete) 
forward LIBOR rates and (discrete) forward swap rates and has estab- 
lished itself as an important model." It is also known as the Brace- 
Gatarek-Musiela model, the BGM model, or BGWJ model. 

In this chapter, we shall discuss various forms of BGMIJ models in 
details. Different from the BGM's original approach, we present another, 
yet equivalent, form of the BGM model based on the martingale model- 
ing approach presented in Chapter 2. Various volatility structures, such 
as CEV, shifted-lognormal, stochastic volatilities shall be discussed. 

We shall also present a multi-factor nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) 
technique:' which can solve the BGWJ and othzr multi-factor problems 
more efficiently than the conventional bushy tree technique. It is impor- 
tant to point out that in order to achieve desired accuracies in the numeri- 
cal BGM/J model implementations, it is critical to apply the martingale 
resampling or martingale control variate techniques presented in Chapter 
4. 

In addition, we shall discuss an interesting practical issue. More 
specifically, the BGM/J models require modeling of discrete quantities, 
such as LIBORs with discrete tenors. However, the payoff of the trade 

90 The original BGM/J model is for modeling default-free interest rate term structures, but 
it can be extended to the modeling of defaultable interest rate term structures, which we 
shall discuss in the next chapter. 
'' The initial version of the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) technique was first reported 
by Yi Tang and Bin Li at a RISK workshop on February 25, 1999. 
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being priced can be based on LIBORs with tenors not modeled by the 
BGWJ model. This is particularly true for aged or existing trades. Of 
course, one can perform interpolations. But interpolations do not auto- 
matically guarantee the required martingale relationships. This is also a 
criticism of the BGWJ model on a theoretical basis.92 This is addressed 
by the martingale interpolation technique presented in Chapter 4. 

7.1 BGM Model versus HJM Model 

The BGWJ LIBOR market model models the forward LIBOR rates (i.e., 
uses the forward LIBOR rates as the state variables). The BGWJ swap 
market model models the forward swap rates (i.e., uses the forward swap 
rates as the state variables). The HJM model, on the other hand, models 
continuous compounding forward rates. 

The BGWJ model specifically uses the concept of different arbi- 
trage-free probability measures, such as the spot, forward, and annuity 
arbitrage-free measures. In the original BGM LIBOR market model, 
each forward LIBOR rate is a lognormal martingale diffusion process 
(i.e., with zero drift) under its own forward (up to the payment date) arbi- 
trage-free measure (rather than the single spot arbitrage-free measure). 
In Jamshidian’s swap market model, each of the forward swap rate is a 
lognormal martingale diffusion process (i.e., with zero drift) under its 
own corresponding annuity arbitrage-free measure (rather than the single 
spot arbitrage-free measure). 

Discrete HJM model is similar to BGWJ LIBOR model, except it 
may not have closed-form solutions to the market caplet/floorlet prices. 

In a more general market model, each forward LIBOR rate and for- 
ward swap rate is a general martingale process under its own correspond- 
ing arbitrage-free measure. Such martingale process can be a diffusion 
process with various volatility structures including CEV, shifted log- 
normal, and stochastic volatilities (such as the SABR model) for model- 
ing volatility skews and smiles. It can also be combined with a jump 
process for modeling short expiry volatility smiles that tend to be more 
pronounced than what can be gracefully handled by a diffusion stochastic 
volatility model. 

Consequently, the BGWJ LIBOR market model produces market 
- 

92 HJM models do not suffer from such difficulty on a theoretical basis, as theoretically 
they can model forward rates with continuous tenors, although practically they need to be 
implemented with forward rates with discrete tenors. 
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consistent closed-form solutions or approximations for liquid instru- 
ments, such as caps/floors and European swaptions. For caps/floors, the 
formulae from the lognormal LIBOR market model are the same as the 
Black’s formulae, and for European swaptions, the Black’s formulae can 
be used as good approximations to the formulae from the lognormal 
LIBOR market model. This, not only justifies the routine use of the 
Black’s formula (Black, 1976) by market practitioners, but also signifi- 
cantly reduces the computation burden for model calibrations. 

The BGM’s original approach derives the LIBOR market model 
from the zero-coupon bond price processes in the spot arbitrage-free 
measure, similar to the HJM model. In this aspect, the BGM model ap- 
pears to be a sub-set of the HJM model (with different choice of the zero- 
coupon bond price volatilities). Jamshidian’s approach reveals that the 
BGM/J model is arbitrage-free even without the short rate (in which case 
the market is incomplete). Jamshidian also developed the swap market 
model, which, with lognormal volatility structures, produces the Black’s 
formulae for European swaptions. In these aspects, the BGM/J model is 
an extension of the HJM model. 

The numerical implementation of the BGMIJ models (and the gen- 
eral HJM models) for pricing Bermudan swaptions, and other non-vanilla 
derivatives still remains as a challenging task. This is because that, in 
general, the BGM/J models (and the general HJM models) are non- 
Markovian with respect to the underlying driving factors (although they 
are Markovian with respect to all state variables) and, especially for 
multi-factor models, cannot be solved with the recombining lattice tech- 
niques. 

The conventional bushy tree, while capable of solving non- 
Markovian models in principle, suffers from a severe practical limitation 
- its computation time grows exponentially as the number of tree time 
steps increases (see Heath, Jarrow, and Morton, 1990 and Heath, Jarrow, 
Morton, and Spindel, 1993 for applications of the bushy tree technique to 
the HJM model). A 2-factor conventional bushy tree is typically limited 
to 18 tree steps. This renders the conventional bushy tree technique in- 
accurate for modeling derivatives with many event dates, such as cash 
flow dates, early exercise dates (for American and Bermudan style de- 
rivatives), and barrier monitoring dates. 

In this chapter, we shall also present a multi-factor nonexploding 
bushy tree (NBT) technique, which breaks the computation time barrier 
of the conventional bushy tree, and allows over 100 tree steps. A nonex- 
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ploding bushy tree (NBT) typically consists of a number of small sub- 
bushy tree units with subsequent sub-bushy trees grown only from se- 
lected states of the preceding bushy trees. Such selected states can be the 
modes or sub-samplings of the state distribution of the preceding bushy 
trees. 

A 3-factor BGWJ LIBOR model has been implemented with the 
nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) technique, and accurate results have 
been obtained for caps/floors as compared with the closed-form solu- 
tions, and the European and Bermudan swaption results are comparable 
with those of other techniques. The effects of the number of factors (up 
to 5 factors) on the Bermudan swaption prices were obtained through 
preliminary analyses. Sufficient conditions of convergence are also pro- 
vided. 

7.2 The Brace-Gatarek-Musiela Original Approach 

Here we present simplified approaches along the line of reasoning of the 
BGM original approach. As with the HJM approach, the processes of 
LIBOR can be derived from the processes of the zero-coupon bond price 
P(t, r). 

Let Li(t) or Li (j=l, 2, ..., N - l )  denote the time t forward LIBOR for 
the accrual period from T to Tj+I and the payment at Ti+,, where T. is a 
tenor structure satisfying: 0 < T, < T, < . , . < TN , and Sj = 6 (T, , q+, ) is the 
accrual coverage or the year fraction between Ti and Ti+l depending on 
the day count basis. 

It is useful to mention, in passing, that, in general, in order to define 
a forward LIBOR or a floating interest rate or index in general, we need 
4 sets of dates, i.e., reset or fixing dates qR, accrual start dates qs , ac- 

crual end dates q E ,  payment dates qf. The reset or fixing date is the 
one when the floating rate or index is set or fixed (or becomes known). 
It is typically 2 business days prior to the corresponding accrual start 
date, but this varies depending on the reset conventions in different cur- 
rencies/countries. It is also when the variance or uncertainty of the rate 
or index stops accumulating. On or after the reset, the rate or index ac- 
crues an interest between the accrual start and end dates and the interest 
is paid on the payment date. The payment date is typically the same as 
the accrual end date, but, in general, it can be any business date after the 
reset ate. If the payment date is the same as the accrual start date, then 
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the rate is termed as in-arrears (such as LIBOR in-arrears). 
For simplicity of disposition, we assume that 

The reset date qR (which is typically 2 business days prior to the corre- 
sponding accrual start date) is when the variance or uncertainty of the 
rate or index stops accumulating. Thus, on or after the reset date, the 
instantaneous volatility of the rate (and the jump size, if we use a jump 
model or jump-diffusion model) should be zero. For the same reason, 
the reset date is also used as the upper time limit in the variance integra- 
tion for computing the equivalent or Black volatilities of the rate. If 
there is an option on the rate, then the option expiry date is typically set 
at the reset date, though it can almost be any business date in general. 
When there is no conhsion, we may use qR and q interchangeably for 
the simplicity of notation. 

Recall that the time t forward LIBOR and the time t zero-coupon 
bond price P(t,T) with principal payment at time T (P(T,T)=l) are related 
through: 

l + s , L , ( t ) = P ( t , q ) / P ( t , ~ + , )  ( t  I?). (7.2) 

In comparison, the instantaneous forward rate At,T) in the HJM 
framework is defined as 

f ( t , T )  = -dlnP(t,T)/dT ( t  I T )  . (7.3) 

It is easy to verify that 

(7.4) 

Recall that under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q 

d P ( t , T ) / P ( t , T ) = r ( r ) d t + o ( t , T ) d ~  @ I T )  , (7.5) 

where W, is an n-dimensional (independent) Q -Brownian motion (n by 1 
vector) and o(t,T) (1 by n vector) is the percentage volatility of the zero- 
coupon bond price. This, in general, is an n-factor model. 

Applying It& lemma yields 
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dln P( t ,  T )  = ( r  ( t )  -+la( t ,T ) f )d t  + o(t ,T)dW, 

( t I T )  
, (7.6) 

where 

]a ( f ,T ) I  = Jm ( t  I T )  (7.7) 

and the superscript ' denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix. 
Thus, we can obtain the following HJM model 

a In P(t ,T)  
d f ( t , T ) = - d  

a (7.8) 
aT 

=L-l~(t ,T) l  dt - 
ao(t,T) 

dK ( t I T )  
aT dT 

Similarly, we can obtain the following process for the LIBOR 

Applying ItB's lemma again yields 

d (  1 + SiLi ( t ) )  

1 + SiLi ( t )  
= -+( 10 ( t  , q )r - 10 ( t  q+, )r) dt 

++)a(t,q) - ~ ( t , q + ~ ) r  dt 

+(a( t ,  q ) - 0 ( t ,  q+, )) dW, . (7.10) 

= -a( t ,  q+,)( (9 ( t  , q. ) - 0 l  ( t ,  q+1 ))dt 

+ (a( t ,  q )  - a( t ,  ?+I)& 

( t s q )  
In other words, 
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In order for the LIBOR to have the volatility structure in the form of 
Lj(t)A(t,Tj) (with A(t,Tj) being a 1 by n vector), we need to have the fol- 
lowing restrictions to the percentage volatility structures of the zero- 
coupon bond prices, i.e., 

or 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

Consequently, the LIBOR process can be rewritten as 

( t q )  

It is important to point out that the above equation does not enforce 
that the LIBORs have lognormal volatility structures, as the volatility 
A(t,Tj) can be state dependent (i.e., dependent on the LIBORs) or even a 
separate stochastic process. 

The above processes are under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q .  
As we will see in the section 7.4, it is often more convenient to formulate 
these processes under the forward arbitrage-free measure Pi+l with re- 
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spect to the numeraire of P(t ,7; .+,) ,  the price of the zero-coupon bond 
with principal payment time Ti+, . 

7.3 Comparison Between HJM and BGM Models 

Here we present a summary of the comparison between HJM and BGM 
models, as shown in the table below. 

Table 7.1 Comparison between HJM model and BGMIJ model. 

HJM Model BGWJ Model 
~ 

State variable: f ( t , T )  ( t  I T )  State variable: Li ( t )  ( t  I q )  

f ( t , T )  is not market observable. L, ( t )  is market observable. 

f ( t ,  T )  = -a In P (  t , q p  1 + 44 ( t )  = P (  t,q ) /  P (  t,q.+1) 
( t l T )  ( t q )  

Under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q , the zero-coupon bond price 
P(t,7') follows the following diffusion equations (for both models): 

dP( t ,T )=  , ( t ) P ( t , T ) d t + P ( t , T ) a ( t , T ) d W ,  ( t  I T ) .  

Applying ItG's lemma yields 

df (X,,t)=-dt+-dX, af Jf + t - ( d X J 2 ,  J2f 
at ax, ax; 

dtdt=O, dtdW, =o, dW:'dW,j =corr(dW:',dW,j)dt, 

d In P( t ,T)  = ( r  ( t )  -+la( r ,T)l2)  dt + o( t ,T)  dW, ( t  5 T )  . 
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HJM Model BGMIJ Model 

d 
d f ( t , T )  =--dlnP(t,T) 

dT 

= $-lo( t ,  T)I dt - d W, 
d 2 do ( t ,T )  

dT dT 
( t  I T )  

d f  ( t ,  T )  = - ~ ( t ,  T)?' ( t ,  T)d t  

+ Y (  t ,T)dW, 

q t ,  T )  y ( t ,T )  = - 
dT 

T 

t 
o ( t , T )  = -5  y( t ,u)du 

Nearly lognormal model 

r ( t ,  T )  = r ( t ,  T )  min (f ( t ,  T )  , M )  

dLj ( t )  = -o(t,q+,)X' (t,I;.)dt 

+ j  ( t ,  q ) d K  

@(t ,q)  
1 + si Li ( t ) + ? + I ) = -  c 

j= i ( r )  

Lognormal model 

j ( t , q )  = 2(t,?)Li ( t )  

M. a large positive constant. 
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HJM Model BGWJ Model 

Markovian HJM models with re- 
spect to fewer state variables avail- 

Arbitrage-free without the short rate 
and the continuum of zero-coupon 

able. bond prices. 

Discrete HJM model is similar to BGWJ LIBOR model, except it may not 
have closed-form solutions to the market capletlfloorlet prices. 

7.4 Jamshidian’s Approach 

Jamshidian’s approach reveals that the BGWJ model is arbitrage-free 
(among all the instruments that it can price) even without the short rate 
(in which case the market is incomplete). 

Jamshidian specifies the LIBOR market model in the forward arbi- 
trage-free measure (up to the settlement date) of the longest LIBOR in 
the model, instead of the spot arbitrage-free measure as in the case of 
BGM’s approach. Thus, the n-factor LIBOR market model can be ex- 
pressed as (Jamshidian, 1997): 

(7.16) 

under the forward arbitrage-free measure PTN of the longest maturity 

LIBOR L ~ - l ( t )  or with respect to P(t ,TN)  as the numeraire, where A(t,Tj) 
is the LIBOR percentage volatility (with A(t,Tj) being a 1 by n vector) 
and yTN is a standard n-dimensional PTN -Brownian motion (n by 1 vec- 
tor). 

The Jamshidian’s approach for the LIBOR market model and the 
BGM approach are equivalent. They differ only in the probability meas- 
ures under which the LIBOR processes are specified. 

Jamshidian also developed the swap market model. The swap mar- 
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ket model with martingale approach shall be discussed in the next sec- 
tion. 

7.5 Martingale Approach 

The martingale approach, the BGM’s approach and Jamshidian’s ap- 
proach for the LIBOR market model and the BGM approach are all 
equivalent. They differ in the probability measures under which the 
LIBOR processes are specified and in how the Brownian motions are 
specified. 

7.5.1 

Recall that the LIBOR and the LIBOR zero-coupon bond price P(t,T) 
(P(T,T)=l) are related through: 

l + s , L , ( t ) = P ( t , ~ ) / P ( t , ~ , , )  ( t  q), (7.17) 

which, according to the Harrison-Pliska no-arbitrage theorem presented 
in Chapter 2, indicates that L,(t) is a martingale under the forward arbi- 
trage-free measure PT+, with respect to P(  t ,  q+l ) as the numeraire. 

It is interesting to briefly discuss in passing the pricing of (LIBOR 
flat) floating coupon bond (i.e., with the coupon rate of L j ,  the accrual 
coverage or year fraction of Si , and the principal amount of 1). First of 
all, it is easy to see that the time t price of the one-period or one-coupon 
floating-coupon bond (from period i to i+l and with coupon and princi- 
pal payment at q+] ) is independent of any particular model and is given 

The LIBOR Market Model and the Black Formula for CapslFloors 

by 
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1 FloatBondi,i+l ( T+I ) 
P(T+* Y T+l 1 FloatBondi,,l ( t )  = P( t ,  I;:+]) Ei+l 

= P (  t ,  I;:+l)(  1 + JiLi ( t ) )  

= P(t,T,.) 
( t q )  

where the expectation E;" [.] is taken under PT. and we have used the 

fact that both FloatBondi,i+l ( t ) / P (  t ,  I;.+] ) and Li ( t )  are - 
martingales , as well as the relationship of 
P( t ,T ,+ l ) ( l+J iL i ( t ) )=P( t ,T , ) ,  which, in turn, assumes that the same 
floating rate is used both for coupon and for discounting. In practice, 
one can structure a floating bond with different floating rates or indices, 
in which case one needs to model it accordingly. 

Through backward induction, we can generalize the above result to a 
floating-coupon bond with any numbers of coupons (from period i to N), 
i.e. 

FloatBondi,,, ( t )  = P(t,T,) t 5 I; : .  (7.19) 

In other words, the price of a (LIBOR flat) floating-coupon bond (or 
simply floating bond) is the same as the price of a zero-coupon bond 
with the principal payment on the first accrual start date of the floating- 
coupon bond regardless of the number of coupons. For simplicity, here 
we assume that the bond coupons all reset in the future and thus we do 
not need to handle the accrued interest. In other words, the bond price 
we have is really the forward bond price. 

From the above argument, we can also conclude that the duration of 
a floating bond is very short, and thus has very little interest rate risk. 
This is one of the motivations for bond issuers to swap the fixed-coupon 
bonds (or simply fixed bonds) that they issue to floating bonds as part of 
the liability management. More specifically, without such swap, if the 
interest rate decreases or the market rallies, the PV of the bond issuer's 

1+1 
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liabilities increases. With such a swap, the bond issuer is hedged against 
such liabilities increase. However, this may cause some volatilities in 
the earnings of the bond issuer due to the volatility of the sort-term inter- 
est rate or the short-term interest expense, If the sort-term interest rate 
increases significantly, then the short-term interest expense also in- 
creases significantly. 

With the martingale representation theorem presented in Chapter 2, 
we can obtain the following process 

dL,(t)=cTldW,~+'.L' ( O I t  Ip), (7.20) 

where W, ' + I '  is a one-dimensional PT,, -Brownian motion for L,(t). 

Naturally, the volatility cr, should be zero on or after the reset date I ; R .  
The volatility 0, can be time dependent, state dependent, or stochastic. 

This is the essence of the martingale LIBOR market model. This is a 
1-factor model for any given forward LIBOR L,(t) of a particular matur- 
ity. However, since each forward LIBOR process can have a different 
Brownian motion, it is a multi-factor model for the entire forward 
LIBOR curve with as many factors or Brownian motions as there are 
distinct maturities for the forward LIBORs. As such, we shall also term 
it as the full-dimensional LIBOR market model. 

These Brownian motions are normally not independent. The correla- 
tion of the incremental Brownian motions is the same as that of the in- 
cremental forward LIBOR rates. 

As usual, we rewrite the volatility term in the following form (which 
by itself does not enforce lognormality) 

T L  

01 = 2, (+I (4 ' (7.21) 

where %(t) is the instantaneous percentage volatility of the LIBOR L,(t). 
Thus, 

(0 I t I q R ) ,  (7.22) T L  dL, ( t )  = A, ( t )  L, ( t  ) dW, I+" 

or 
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L~ ( T )  = L~ (t)exp( -[+A: (s>ds + [ A ~  ( s ) d ~ q + l ~ i )  

( t  I T  I q R )  
. (7.23) 

In general, A;(t) can be time dependent, state dependent, or stochas- 
tic. If A; is constant or only time dependent (not state dependent and not 
stochastic), then L;(t) is lognormal under the forward arbitrage-free 
measure . If A; is constant, then 

In general, we can define 

-T. ,Li where W,,F1 can be shown to be a lPT+] -Brownian motion starting 

from time t, i.e., ,:+lJi = 0 and qf;T'l'Li is a Gaussian N ( O , f i )  

variable, and & is the term percentage volatility or the Black volatility. 
Consequently, 

. (7.26) 1 L~ ( T )  = Li ( t  exp (-3 ;i;2 (2, T )  ( T  - t )  + & ( t ,  T I  ?T;..lJi 

( t  I T I TR ) 
If the instantaneous percentage volatility Ai is constant, then the instanta- 
neous and the term percentage volatilities are the same, i.e., 4 = IAil . If 

needed, we can let Lj ( T )  = Li ( T i R )  
A cap or a floor consists of a series of cash flows, or caplets or floor- 

lets. More specifically, the time t price CF(t,R) of a cap or a floor with 
the strike rate R is the sum of the time t price all the caplets or floorlets, 

T R  I T . 
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CFj(t,R) with the option expiration at the reset date qR,  i.e., 

N-1 

i=i( [) 
CF( t ,R )=  c CF,(t ,R) ,  (7.27) 

where i(t) is defined by T,C)-, < t I ( T t  = 0) . As usual, the above 

equation prices cashflows with future resets and does not include the ac- 
crued interest. 

More specifically, each caplet or floorlet, CFi(t,R), essentially is a 
call or put option on a LIBOR Lj(t)  (for the accrual period from Ti to Tj+1) 
with the strike rate R, option expiration at the reset date T i R ,  and pay- 
ment at Ti+,. In other words, the terminal payoff (at the payment date 
Tj+l) of the caplet or floorlet with unit notional is given by 

i 

CF, ( q+l, R = ( w ( ~ i  (qR - R ) 6;) 3 
(7.28) 

where w is equal to 1 for a caplet and -1 for a floorlet. 
As usual, for pricing the caplet or floorlet, we utilize the fact that 

CF; ( t , R ) / P (  t,q+l ) is a PT 1+1 -martingale. First of all, we price as of the 

reset date q R ,  i.e., 

= P( q R  w( Li ( q R  ) - R )  si )+ 
Thus, in general, 
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CF;. ( qR, R )  
CF, ( t , R )  = P(t,q+JE::+' 

= P ( t ,  q+, ) E:'41[ ( w( Li ( T i " )  - R )  6. )+ ] 

If the LIBOR volatilities &(t)'s are only time dependent (not state 
dependent and not stochastic), then the above equation reduces to the 
following Black's formula, as, in this case, not only is Li(t) a PI;.+1 - 
martingales, it is lognormal under Pq+l . In other words, 

where 

In (4  ( t ) / R )  - iq2  ( t ,qR)( qR - t )  
d, = ( t  I q") , (7.32) 

& ( t , l ; R ) J G  

d, = d, + q. ( t , q R ) , / 5  

and w =  1 for a caplet and w =  -1 for a floorlet. 
Market quotations essentially provide the implied term or Black 

volatilities to be used in the above Black's formula to back out the mar- 
ket prices. This is the essence of the market quoted Black volatilities. 
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To obtain the instantaneous volatilities for general derivatives pricing 
and modeling, the model calibration processes (such as calibrations to all 
or selected caps/floors and European swaptions) are needed. 

In the plain vanilla capdfloors that we just discussed, the payment 
date is typically the same as the accrual end date, but, in general, it can 
be any business date on or after the reset ate. If the payment date is the 
same as the accrual start date, then we have the in-arrears caps/floors. 

More specifically, if the payment date is T, then, similar to Eq. (7.29) 
and (2.51), the new caplet price Ce ' ( t ,R )  is given by 

L J (7.34) 

= P( qR,  T )  ( w ( Li ( q R )  - R )  Si )+ 
( t 5 T R  < T )  

and 

CF,' ( qR,  R )  

p (  q", T )  
CF,' ( t ,  R )  = P(  t ,  T )  E: 

. (7.35) I P (  qR , T ) (  w ( Lj ( q R  ) - R)S,  )+ 
p (  T R , T )  ! = P(t,T)E: 

( t 5 q R  S T )  

The only difference is that, in general, Li(t) is not a P,-martingales 
(unless T =T,+,). Typically, this can be handled by the convexity ad- 
justment presented in Chapter 2. 
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7.5.2 

A plain vanilla interest rate swap93 essentially is a contract for exchang- 
ing a fixed coupon bond (with the fixed coupon rate R) with a floating 
coupon bond94 (with the floating coupon rate equal to the corresponding 
LIBOR95 of the same accrual dates). In order for the counterparty credit 
risk to work out, there should be a netting agreement for the two bonds. 

A forward swap is the one that starts at a future date qs with fixed 

coupon accrual start dates from qs to Tipl  and accrual end and payment 

dates from Ti!, and T i  , where T,' is a tenor structure satisfling: 

0 < qs < T; < ... < T i ,  and 6: = 6 qs ,q+l is the accrual coverage or 

the year fraction between Ts and qfl depending on the day count basis. 
Here the superscript S indicates the swap or the fixed leg of a swap. 

In general, one accrual period of the fixed leg of a swap (i.e., the 
fixed coupon bond without the principle payment) can correspond to 
multiple accrual periods of the floating leg of a swap (i.e., the floating 
coupon bond without the principle payment) or a cap/floor. For instance, 
in U.S., the floating leg of a vanilla swap or a vanilla cap/floor has quar- 
terly accrual periods and reset frequency, whereas the fixed leg of a va- 
nilla swap has semi-annual accrual periods. Therefore, we use distinct 
notations for the accrual periods for swaps and caps/floors. 

Let Swupi,rv(t,R) denote the time t price of such forward swap with 
the fixed rate R and unit notional, which can be expressed as 

The Swap Market Model and the Black Formula for European 
Swaptions 

( 

93 Here we focus on simple interest rate swaps. Aside from interest rate swaps, there are 
many other types of swaps in other product areas, such as equity swaps, commodity 
swaps, cross-currency swaps, credit default swaps, equity default swaps, and hybrid 
swaps cross product areas. Within interest rate swaps, there are also swaps involving 
different interest rate indices and other variables, such as inflation linked swaps, credit 
linked swaps, treasury swaps, municipal (muni) swaps, basis swap, and prepayment 
linked and other mortgage swaps. Swaps can also be made very exotic by making the 
coupon exotic (e.g., by making the coupon linked to the slope of a forward curve and to 
volatilities or forward volatilities) and by adding features, such as callable features and 
target redemption features. In recent years, inflation linked swaps have gained strong 
popularity for hedging the inflation risks due to the increased concerns about the inflation 
in the market. 
94 In order for the counterparty credit risk to work out, there must be netting agreement 
for the two bonds. 
95 In the euro currency (EUR), for instance, the default interest rate index is EIBOR. 
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swapi,, ( t , R )  = u( FloatBondi,, ( t )  - FixedBond,,, ( t ,R) )  , (7.36) 

where F1oatBondi,, ( t )  is the time t price of the corresponding floating 

coupon bond in the swap, FixedBondi,, ( t ,R)  is the time t price of the 

corresponding fixed coupon bond in the swap, and u is equal to 1 for a 
payer swap (paying fixed coupon) and -1 for a receiver swap (receiving 
fixed coupon). 

As we pointed out before, through backward induction, the forward 
price of a floating-coupon bond is the same as the price of a zero-coupon 
bond with the principal payment on the first accrual start date of the 
floating-coupon bond regardless of the number of coupons, i.e., 

(7.37) Floa tBond i ,N( f )=P( t ,~S )  t 5 q  S . 

On the other hand, the price of the fixed coupon bond is given by 
N 

FixedBond,,,(t,R)=R 6y-lP(t,7',S)+f'(t,Ti) 
j=i+l (7.38) 

t q  S 

Therefore, the time t price Swapi,rv(t,R) of the swap is given by 

swapi,N ( t ,  R )  = 

where u= 1 for a payer swap (paying fixed) and w = -1 for a receiver 
swap (receiving fixed). 

This is the general arbitrage price of a swap and does not depend on 
any particular models. Thus, all arbitrage-free models should reproduce 
this result. This is often used as the target of a martingale resampling. 

As usual, unless otherwise indicated, we assume that the credit risk is 
absent and all the counterparties are assumed to be able to issue LIBOR 
flat floating coupon bonds (or borrow money at LIBOR flat). The impli- 
cations of the credit risk on the prices of swaps (Litzenberger, 1992, Duf- 
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fie and Huang, 1996) will be discussed later on. 

R such that the time t swap price is zero, i.e., 
The time t (par) forward swap rate96 Si,N(t) is defined as the fixed rate 

N 
where q,,, ( t )  = .c d;-lP(t,Tf) is an annuity, which is also a traded 

asset. Thus, the time t swap price can be rewritten as 
j= i+l  

(7.41) 

The reader may notice that the floating accrual and reset frequency 
does not come into the picture of the above swap related equations. This 
is due to the fact that what we discussed are forward swap prices and 
forward swap rates, which do include the accrued interests. When we 
compute the accrued interests, the floating accrual and reset frequency 
does matter. 

A plain vanilla European swaption is a European call or put option 
on an underlying swap. More specifically, a payer swaption is a call 
option on the corresponding payer swap or an option to enter into the 
corresponding payer swap. A receiver swaption is a put option on the 
corresponding payer swap or an option to enter into the corresponding 
receiver swap. 

A plain vanilla European swaption should be exercised only when 
the underlying swap ends up in-the-money at the option expiration date. 
In other words, the terminal payoff Swuptioni,N(Ti,R) of a European 
swaption with the expiration date or the swap reset date of cS,R (which 

96 It is also termed as par swap rate, swap par coupon, or breakeven coupon. 
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is typically 2 business days before qs in U.S.) is given by97 

We can try to use the same technique that we used for caps/floors in 
the previous section, i.e., the quantity 
Swuptioni,, ( t , R ) / P (  t,l;S,R) ( t  I T i S y R )  is a B S , R  -martingale. Thus, 

T, 

But this result does not lead to the Black‘s formula easily. One differ- 
ence between caps/floors and swaptions is that a cap/floor is portfolio of 
options (with each option given by a Black‘s formula) and a swaption is 
an option on a portfolio (of bonds). 

Recall that the time t forward swap rate S ,d t )  is given by 

Si,N ( t  ) = ( P  ( t  , TS ) - P(  t ,  T; )) / Aj,, ( f ) ( t  5 qS ) , (7.44) 

which is a relative price of traded assets with the annuity 

97 The payoff of a swaption or a forward starting swap can have the following variations, 
such as cash settlement, physical settlement, and cash discount settlement. In the physi- 
cal settlement, the actual underlying swap contract is entered at the expiration date of a 
forward swap or a swaption, and for the swaption, such swap contract is only entered if 
the swap is in the money to the swaption holder. In the cash settlement, the market value 
of the underlying swap at the expiration date is exchanged in cash, and such cash ex- 
change only occurs if the swap is in the money to the swaption holder. In the cash dis- 
count settlement, it is the same as the cash settlement, except that the value of the under- 
lying swap is determined by discounting all the future fixed-coupon cashflows by the 
swap rate at the expiration date. In the absence of the counterparty credit risk, the PVs of 
the swaption or the forward starting swap are the same or very close among these differ- 
ent settlements. However, in the presence of the counterparty credit risk, the PVs (or 
more precisely, the default premium or CVA) can be drastically different. In general, the 
counterparty credit risk is much more significant in the physical settlement than in the 
cash or cash discount settlement. Here we focus on the cash settlement or the physical 
settlement without the counterparty credit risk. The details of pricing the counterparty 
credit risk shall be presented in the next chapter. The reader may recognize that a caplet 
or a floorlet is actually a one period physically settled swaption. 
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N 

Ai,N ( t )  = 

under the annuity arbitrage-free measure PAi,N . 

i$-,P(t,T,?) as the numeraire, and thus is a martingale 
j=i+l 

Since Swuptioni,, ( ~ , R ) / A ~ , ,  ( t )  ( t  I qs) is also a P ~ ~ , ~  - 
martingale, the time t price Swuptioni,N(t,R) of the European swaption 
can also be evaluated under the annuity arbitrage-free measure PAi,N 
through the following martingale relationship 

where w is equal to 1 for a payer swaption (a call option on a payer swap 
or a put option on a receiver swap) and -1 for a receiver swaption (a call 
option on a receiver swap or a put option on a payer swap). 

With the martingale representation theorem, we can obtain the fol- 
lowing process (assuming that the forward swap rate process is continu- 
ous with finite variance) 

(l) = O i , N d K  Ai,N YSi.N (0 I t I p), (7.46) 

where W, ‘ 9”  I s N  is a PAi,, -Brownian motion. The volatility D ~ , ~  can be 

time dependent, state dependent, or stochastic. 
This is the essence of the swap market model. This is a 1-factor 

model for any given forward swap rate. However, since each forward 
swap rate process can have a different Brownian motion, it is a multi- 
factor model for the entire forward swap curve with as many Brownian 
motions as there are distinct forward swap rates. Thus, it is also a full- 
dimensional model. 

These Brownian motions are normally not independent. The correla- 
tion of the incremental Brownian motions is the same as that of the in- 

A. S.  
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cremental forward swap rates. 

by itself does not enforce the lognormality) 
As usual, we rewrite the volatility term in the following form (which 

O i , N  =‘i,N ( t ) s i , N  ( t>  ’ (7.47) 

where Aidt) is the instantaneous percentage volatility of the forward 
swap rate &At). Thus, 

’i,N ( T ,  = 

S j , N  (r)eXp(-r+A:N (S)ds + r A j , N  ( s ) d W : , N 7 s i , N  ) .  (7.48) 

( t  I T I Ts.,) 

In general, Aid t )  can be time dependent, state dependent, or stochas- 
tic. If Ai,dt) is constant or only time dependent (not state dependent and 
not stochastic), then Si,dt) is lognormal under the annuity arbitrage-free 
measure PA. . If Ai& is constant, then 

I , N  

Si,N ( T )  = 

In general, we can define 

&,T - A i . N , S i , N  = iT,l,,N ( S ) d W , A ’ , N . s i . N  (7.50) 

( t  I T 5 q‘?’) 

can be shown to be a P A i , N  -Brownian motion starting 

from time t, i.e., T;J~’~J = 0 and q $ N > ’ i . N  is a Gaussian 

N (  0, f i) variable, and &,N ( t ,  T )  is the term percentage volatility or 

the Black volatility. Consequently, 

where v A i , N , S i , N  
t ,T 
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Si,N ( T )  = 

S~,N (f)exP(-iT,N2 ( t , T ) ( T - t )  + 4 , ~  ( f , T ) q $ N ’ s i ’ N  ) . (7.51) 

( t  I T I Tj’,’) 

If the instantaneous percentage volatility / Z , N  is constant, then the 
instantaneous and the term percentage volatilities are the same, i.e., 

&,N =l&,N1 * 

If the swap rate volatilities &,’s are only time dependent (not state 
dependent and not stochastic), then the time t price Swuptioni,N(t,R) of the 
European swaption reduces to the following Black’s formula, as, in this 
case, the swap rate SLN is lognormal under the annuity arbitrage-free 
measure P4 . In other words, 

, N  

where 

and W =  1 for a payer swaption and W =  -1 for a receiver swaption. 
Market quotations essentially provide the implied term or Black 

volatilities to be used in the above Black’s formula to back out the mar- 
ket price. This is the essence of the market quoted volatilities. To obtain 
the instantaneous volatilities for general derivatives pricing and model- 
ing, the model calibration processes (such as calibrations to all or se- 
lected caps/floors and European swaptions) are needed. 
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7.6 Overview of Simultaneous and Globally Consistent Pricing 
and Hedging 

It is important to point out that, theoretically, the lognormal LIBOR mar- 
ket model and the lognormal swap market model are mutually inconsis- 
tent, as they are closely related and specifying one to be lognormal pre- 
cludes the other to be lognormal. In other words, in order to price and 
hedge caps/floors and swaptions consistently, if one specifies any volatil- 
ity structure (such as lognormal, CEV, shifted lognormal, stochastic 
volatilities, etc.) for the LIBOR market model, then one cannot inde- 
pendently specify the volatility structure for the swap market model, and 
vice versa Rather, one needs to rely on one model and use this model to 
derive the necessary parameters for the other model. 

A general approach is to solve the LIBOR market model with a com- 
mon set of LIBORs that are needed for both caps/floors and the 
swaps/swaptions. 

For instance, in U.S., the cash LIBORs (i.e., the most liquid LI- 
BORs), and the LIBORs in a floating leg of a plain vanilla swap and LI- 
BORs in a plain vanilla cap/floor have a quarterly accrual and reset fre- 
q ~ e n c y . ~ ~  So we can model these LIBORs in a LIBOR market model 
and, then, obtain zero-coupon bond prices (and swap rates) needed for 
pricing both caps/floors and swaptions. 

If the two sets of LIBORs have different accrual and reset frequen- 
cies (such as semiannual and quarterly), then we need to use the ones 
with higher frequency (such as quarterly) to derive the ones with lower 
frequency (such as ~emiannual).’~ It is more difficult to go the other way 
around, but it can be handled by the martingale interpolation (see 
Chapter 4). 

In general, one accrual period of the fixed leg of a swap can corre- 
spond to multiple accrual periods of the floating leg, which, in turn, can 
corresponding to same or multiple accrual periods of the ash LIBORs or 
the LIBORs for the caplfloor. 

We define a mapping function ic(i), which, given an index i of the 
fixed leg of a swap, returns the index i,(i) of the cash LIBORs or the 

98 It is possible for the LIBORs in the floating leg of a plain vanilla swap and LIBORs in 
a plain vanilla cap/floor to have slightly different accrual and reset dates. In this case, 
interpolations are needed to obtain one set of LIBORs from anther one. 
99 There maybe a basis spread due to the liquidity of different accrual frequencies to be 
added to the less liquid LIBORs. 
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LIBORs for the capMoor with tenor matching that of the swap, i.e., 

(7.55) 

For instance, in U.S., the cash LIBORs and the caps/floors have 
quarterly accrual period or reset frequency, whereas the swap fixed legs 
have semi-annual accrual period or frequency. In this case, 

i, (i) = 2i . (7.56) 

This is also shown in the figure below. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
Floating Index 1 I I I I I I I I , 

0 1 2 3 4  

0 1 2 

FixedIndex I I I I I I I I I , 
Time (Year): 

Figure 7.1.  Example of the index of the floating leg of an interest rate swap and 
the index of the fixed leg of the swap in U.S. 

Some of the trades are structured referencing LIBORs with accrual 
periods different than that of cash LIBORs. In this case, we introduce 
the general notation L(t,T,@ for the time t forward LIBOR with accrual 
start at T and accrual period of 6. For instance, a swap can be structured 
such that its floating leg has the same accrual periods with this fixed leg. 
In this case, the zero-coupon bond prices with accrual periods or fre- 
quency corresponding to the cash LIBOR or cap accrual period or fre- 
quency and the swap fixed leg accrual period or frequency are given by 

p ('3 T j + l )  = 1 + 8 j L  ( t ,  Ti, dj ) , 
P( t ,T j )  

(7.57) 

i, (i+1)-1 

p ( t ,  qS1 ) =1+G,sL( t ,q s ,6 f )=  n ( l + S , L ( t , T j , S , ) ) .  (7.58) 
P ( t $ )  j = i c ( i )  
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This shows that the cash LIBOR L(t,T,,6,) and the LIBOR 

L(t,T,’,@) with the swap fixed leg accrual period is related through 

(aside from a basis spread) 
ic(i+I)-I 

1 + 6; L ( t , qs , 6;) = n (1 + 6,L ( t , Ti, 6;)) , (7.59) 
j=ic ( i )  

where L ( t ,  T, ,6,) is the same as L, ( t )  used in previous sections. For a 

forward starting swap, its PV is actually independent of its floating leg 
frequency (aside from a basis spread). 

7.6.7 Simultaneous Consistent Pricing Through Approximation 

As pointed out by some authors, when the LIBOR processes are log- 
normal (or normal, CEV, or shifted lognormal), the swap rate processes 
are approximately lognormal (or normal, CEV, or shifted lognormal). 
Therefore, they can be used to simultaneously price LIBOR and swap 
derivatives in the same trading book as an approximation. 

A starting point of this approximation is to find the approximated 
lognormal swap rate volatilities from the lognormal LIBOR volatilities. 
The motivation of specifying lognormal volatilities is to be consistent 
with the market quoting conventions, which quote the prices of 
caps/floors and swaptions using the lognormal Black volatilities. This, 
by no means, enforces the processes followed by LIBOR or swap rates, 
which can be CEV, shifted lognormal, or stochastic volatility processes. 
In recent years, the interest rates are more like normal than lognormal in 
the sense of the dependency of the volatilities on rates. 

Recall that the time t forward swap rate S,lY(t) is given by 

( t s q s ) ,  (7.60) 

N 
where Ai,N ( t )  = a;-,P(t,T;) is an annuity. This means that the 

j=i+l 

forward swap rate Si,N(t) is a function of Lj ( t )  with i, ( i )  I j I i, ( N )  - 1 . 
With Itd’s lemma, we can obtain 
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i C ( W  as,,, 
dSi,N ( t )  = (.. .) dt + 4 L j  ( t )  j=ic(i) dLj 

(7.61) 

We used dSi,, ( t )  , rather than dln 
sumed that the rates are more like normal than 
using dln Si,N ( t )  gives better approximation. 

portfolio of LIBORs as follows, i.e., 

( t )  , in the above because we as- 
Otherwise, 

Since the forward swap rate can be further re-written in terms of a 

and recognizing that 

(7.63) 

we compute (‘) easily. If needed, we can also use the following 
aLj 

crude approximation, 

We actually do not necessarily need to worry about the drift term of 
the forward swap rate Si,N(t), as we normally value derivatives under the 
corresponding annuity probability measure, under which the forward 
swap rate has zero drift. 

Recall from section 7.5.1 that the LIBOR processes are given by 

loo  By this statement, we do not mean that the (nominal) interest rates should be allowed 
to go negative. Rather, it mainly refers to the dynamics the interest rates in the positive 
region, particularly the functional dependency between the rate and its volatility. 
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dLi ( t )  = Ai ( t ) L i  (t)dW,q+19Li (0 5 t I q )  , (7.65) 

T. L .  where W, f+l' 

Through changes of probability measures, which will be discussed in 
more details in the next section, we can express the LIBOR processes in 
a common measure of PTM , where M = i, ( N )  . In other words, 

is a one-dimensional PT+, -Brownian motion for Lj(t). 

dLi ( t )  = (...) dt + Ai ( t)Li ( t )  dTTMILi (0 I t I q ) , (7.66) 

where W,TM,Lf is a one-dimensional PTM -Brownian motion for Lj(t). 
Again, we are not concerned with the drift term. 

Thus, the forward swap rate in Eq. (7.61) can be re-written as 

i C ( W  as, 
dsi,N(t)=( ...) dl+ -Aj(t)Lj(t)dW,TMyLj. (7.67) 

j= ic ( i )  aLj 

Consequently, the incremental variance-covariance matrix of the forward 
swap rate is given by 

dSi,N (t)dsit,Nt ( t )  = 

where A4 = max (i, ( N )  , i, ( N ' ) )  . 

that 
Let us now find the approximated swap rate volatilities. First, note 

where (X,Y) denotes the instantaneous correlation between X and Y 
defined as'" 

lo '  Since the instantaneous correlation is measure invariant, so we do not need to specify 
the measure under which the expected value is computed. 
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Therefore, the instantaneous normal volatility A$" ( I )  of the forward 
swap rate Si,N(t) is given by 

The above equation can be further simplified and approximated by set- 
ting L~ ( t )  = L~ (0). 

Therefore, the normal term volatility &F ( t , T )  of the forward 
swap rate Si,N(t) is given by 

This normal term volatility can be further simplified and approximated 
by setting Li (s) = Li ( t  ) . 

The percentage term volatility or the Black volatility q,,, ( t , T )  can 
be approximately obtained by 

Such term volatility can be used in the Black's formula (Eq. (7.52)) 
for approximately simultaneous consistent pricing of derivatives in cap 
and swap markets. This process is commonly used in the model calibra- 
tion process to back out the approximated model parameters as the initial 
guesses for further calibrations as a speed improvement measure. 
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7.6.2 

What we have discussed are simple cases for simultaneous consistent 
pricing of the current spot starting capdfloors and European swaptions. 
However, the consistency issue can be brought to a bigger scope that in- 
cludes many additional and more complicated and challenging cases, 
which we shall discuss below. 

The first additional case is for the consistent pricing and hedging of 
the current trades, the aged trades, and the future or proposed trades. 
Typically, the BGM model is calibrated to the current spot starting 
caps/floors and European swaptions, as they are more liquid than other 
options and the reset and the accrual dates for the LIBORs modeled by 
the BGM model (approximately) match those of the LIBORs underlying 
the caps/floors and European swaptions. However, the aged trades and 
the future or proposed trades can depend on LIBORs with the reset and 
the accrual dates very different from what are model by the BGM model. 
Of course, one can perform interpolations to derive these LIBORs. 
However, as we pointed out before, interpolations do not automatically 
guarantee the martingale relationships required by the arbitrage pricing. 
One actually needs the martingale interpolations and Brownian bridge 
interpolations presented in Chapter 4 to achieve the desired martingale 
relationships. 

The second additional case is for the consistent modeling of the in- 
terest rate volatility cube. The interest rate implied Black volatilities are 
functions of three variables, i.e., the expiry, term, and strike (or the delta 
between the strike and the break-even forward) of the corresponding op- 
tions (i.e., caps/floors and European swaptions), hence the name volatil- 
ity cube. The volatility skew and smile, i.e., the dependency of the vola- 
tility on the strike (or the delta between the strike and the break-even 
forward), have become increasingly important. The SABR model has 
become a standard in modeling the volatility skew and smile. While the 
SABR model can consistently model the volatility skew and smile across 
different strikes at a given expiry and term, it is not consistent across dif- 
ferent expiries or terms. This is because that the SABR model treats the 
underlying forward LIBOR or swap rate at each expiry and term with a 
separate martingale model. In other words, the SABR model is an exten- 
sion of the Black model, but not a term structure model. 

A feasible approach to address this inconsistency is to use a term 
structure SABR LIBOR market model, i.e., a LIBOR market model with 
stochastic volatility parameters similar to those of the SABR model and 

More on Simultaneous Consistent Pricing 
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globally calibrate this model to most of the points on the volatility cube. 
Monte Carlo simulation with early exercise boundary optimization, 
Monte Carlo simulation with state stratification, the least squares Monte 
Carlo simulation, and the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT), all enhanced 
with various martingale resampling and interpolation techniques (pre- 
sented in Chapter 4), are promising numerical techniques for implement- 
ing the multi-factor term structure SABR LIBOR market model. 

A major advantage of the BGM models, particularly the term struc- 
ture SABR LIBOR market model, as compared with other models, is that 
they can calibrate not only to the entire ATM volatility surface exactly (if 
one so desires), but also to most of the points on the volatility cube very 
well as a best fit. 

Other more subtle cases involve the handling various un-hedgeable 
or difficult-to-hedge parameters, such as correlation (e.g., among interest 
rates of different terms and different underlying instrument prices or 
variables), forward volatilities and forward volatility skews and smiles. 
These typically require multi-factor models and the secondary model 
calibration that we discussed earlier. 

As we discussed in Section 2.4, there have been many exotic interest 
rate derivatives instruments (with the above subtleties) developed for 
satisfying the needs of various market participants for, e.g., asset man- 
agement and liability management to achieve the desired payoffs and risk 
profiles (for, e.g., coupon enhancement, trade cheapening, exploring rela- 
tive value opportunities, and hedging). A lot of these derivatives trades 
are motivated by the issuance of structured notes that have these exotic 
features embedded in the coupon. Typically, a note issuer needs to swap 
the exotic coupon with a dealer (unless the issuer itself is a dealer) by 
receiving the exotic coupon and paying, e.g., LIBOR plus a funding 
spread'02 and, if the note is callable, selling the embedded Bermudan op- 
tion to the dealer (i.e., making the swap cancelable by the dealer). 

This essentially allows the note issuer to hedge away almost all the 
risks associated with the exotic coupon (such as the risks in volatility, 
volatility skew and smile, correlation, etc.) and the interest rate volatility 

lo* The funding spread is explicitly or implicitly determined by the credit quality (or the 
credit spread) of the issuer and some liquidity factors. For highly credit rated issuers with 
liquid issues, the funding spread can actually be negative. This is one way to achieve 
sub-LIBOR funding. For lower credit rated issuers, the funding spread is positive in 
general, but can vary depending the types of the notes issued. So an issuer has an option 
to issue a note with lower funding spread or funding cost. 
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risk in the callable feature. This also helps the note issuer in terms of 
operations or making the call decisions. Essentially, when the dealer 
cancels the swap is when the note issuer should call the note. The excep- 
tion is when the dealer does not exercise optimally. It is interesting for 
the reader to think about what strategies the note issuer can employ to 
possibly make a profit should the dealer not exercise the cancel option 
optimally. 

As usual, the swap transaction involves the counterparty credit risks, 
which affect both the price and the hedges of the swap. A AAA rated 
issuer typically desires to swap with the AAA rated subsidiary of a 
dealer, which is typically A rated. 

The callable note issuers are major suppliers of the Bermudan option 
volatilities. It is important to point out that by entering a generic interest 
rate cancelable swap with a dealer, the issuer can hedge away the risk in 
the generic interest rate and its volatility, but issuer does not properly 
hedge its funding spread or credit spread risk and the volatility of the 
credit spread, especially for lower credit rated issuers. For instance, if a 
lower credit rated issuer issues a simple fixed-coupon callable note, it 
may want to call the note when its funding rate or par coupon (which is 
an aggregation of the generic interest rate, such as LIBOR, and its credit 
spread) declines and issue another one with lower funding rate or par 
coupon. 

Let’s perform a simple scenario analysis. More specifically, let’s 
consider the scenario whereby the decline of the finding rate or par cou- 
pon can be accompanied by a significant decline of the credit spread and 
a less significant increase of the generic interest rate. In this case, the 
issuer may want to call the note, but the dealer with the cancelable ge- 
neric interest rate swap may not want to cancel the swap. It is interesting 
for the reader to think more about this and about what the issuer can do 
should this situation happen and what types of trades the issuer can enter 
into to prevent this from happening, 

More specific examples of such exotic derivatives instruments (often 
with embedded caps/floors) include the following; callable fixed-coupon 
note or swap, callable inverse floater note or swap, callable or non- 
callable range accrual note or swap, callable or non-callable zero-coupon 
note or swap, callable or non-callable CMS spread note or swap, and 
callable or non-callable PRDC (Power Reverse Dual Currency) note or 
swap. All these trades can also have the snow ball feature and/or target 
redemption feature embedded in their coupons. The target redemption 
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notes (TARN) have been particularly popular in recent years. 
The counterparty credit risks involved in these trades, including 

credit mediation, naturally make them credit contingent (or defaultable) 
or credit hybrid trades. In recent years, explicit credit contingency has 
been applied to some of these trades, such as the zero-recovery swap or 
credit extinguisher in general whereby the trade is terminated at zero 
value or with no recoveries if either trading party is default, and the 
(callable) real rate swap whereby the floating rate referenced is not the 
generic interest rate, but rather approximately the real funding rate of, 
e.g., the note issuer. As we pointed out previously, the counterparty 
credit risk can have significant impact on the price and hedge ratios of a 
derivatives instrument. For instance, if one were to trade with a much 
lower credit rated counterparty, then in most cases, one’s PV of the trade 
is reduced, the absolute value of one’s delta hedge ratio is also reduced, a 
linear instrument can now have a Vega, an IR instrument can now have a 
sensitivity to the credit spread, and there are also cross hedge ratios, all 
due to the counterparty credit risk. 

Most of these derivatives instruments are highly path-dependent and 
are sensitive to many (spot and forward) volatility skew and smile points 
and (spot and forward) correlation among various variables (such as for- 
ward LIBORs). Many of these variables are not hedgeable (or cannot be 
easily hedged with low cost), thus the price of these instruments can de- 
pendent on factors that are not handled by the model, such as risk prefer- 
ence, supply and demand, and, therefore the secondary model calibration 
is needed, as we discussed previously. Consequently, their valuations 
are extremely challenging. Even more challenging are the tasks of accu- 
rately computing the sensitivities or hedge ratios. 

Multi-factor models capable of handling volatility skews and smiles 
globally, such as multi-factor term structure SABR LIBOR market 
models, are good model candidates for the valuation of these derivatives 
instruments. As we discussed earlier, Monte Carlo simulation with early 
exercise boundary optimization, Monte Carlo simulation with state strati- 
fication, the least squares Monte Carlo simulation, and the nonexploding 
bushy tree (NBT), all enhanced with various martingale resampling and 
interpolation techniques (presented in Chapter 4), are promising numeri- 
cal techniques for implementing the multi-factor term structure SABR 
LIBOR market model. 

Needless to say, one needs to properly handle the counterparty credit 
risk and the secondary model calibration. The latter often requires using 
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slightly different models for hedging and for pricing. In other words, one 
often needs to price low (e.g., with a low forward volatility) and hedge 
high (e.g., with a high forward volatility) and vice versa, depending on 
whether one is long or short the un-hedgeable variables (such as the for- 
ward volatility). 

7.7 More on the Martingale or Full-dimensional LIBOR Market 
Model 

The martingale or full-dimensional LIBOR market model presented in 
the previous sections is specified by Brownian motions under different 
arbitrage-free measures. For general derivatives pricing purposes, mod- 
els with Brownian motions under the same measure are more convenient. 
A natural choice of this common measure is the forward arbitrage-free 
measure IPTN for the longest maturity LIBOR LN-,(t) (up to the payment 
date TN). Equivalently, we can also choose the spot arbitrage-free meas- 
ure Q .  The PV of a derivatives instrument does not depend on which 
probability measure we choose. 

To achieve this purpose, changes of measures are needed. With Ra- 
don-Nikodgm derivative dPT /dPT+l , the following change of measure 
relationship can be obtained 

Define the change of measure multiplier 

then the above change of measure relationship can be reduced to 

E; [x,] = Ei+1[ x,rn;+, ( t , T ) ]  ( t  < T  I T ) .  

It is also easy to see that 

E:" [mi,, ( t , T ) ]  = 1 ( t  < T I q ) . 

(7.76) 

(7.77) 
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An intuitive way of understanding the change of probability measure 
is as follows. If XT is the price of a simple traded asset (with no coupon 
and dividend payments) and since its price does not depend on which 
probability measure we use, then from the martingale relationship, we 
have 

X, = P(t,l;)Ef [ X , / P ( T , q ) ]  

= p(l7 q+1 )Ei+' [ X T / ~ (  T ,  q+1)] * (7.78) 

( t < T I q )  

Thus, 

p (  T , ~ ) / P ( T , ? + , )  - - 1 + SjLj ( T )  
p (  t ,  q ) / p (  t ,  q+l) 1 + SjLj ( t )  (7.79) 

m;+l ( t ,  T )  = 

( t l T l Q  

The above change of measure takes care of derivatives pricing (i.e., the 
expected value calculation) under different measures. 

Another aspect of change of measure is that the same stochastic 
process takes different forms under different measures. One way handle 
this is to apply Girsanov's change of measure theorem and we shall dis- 
cuss the details in Section 7.13.3. 

Here we present a simple approach of formulating the martingale or 
full-dimensional LIBOR market model under the common probability 
measure of PTN . 

Recognizing that, in general, Li(t) is not a PT, -martingale, we start 

by parameterizing the LIBOR process under PTN as follows, i.e., 

dLi ( t )  = pidt + uidYTN 'Lt  (0  I t I qR), (7.80) 

where YTN9Li is a one-dimensional PTN -Brownian motion for Li(t). The 
key, as usual, is to determine the drift term p j  . Here we focus on the 
diffusion process. We can also extend to jump processes. 

Recognizing that 
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N-1 
= n (1 + SiLi ( t ) )  

(7.81) 

is a PrN -martingale and thus 

+(l+SiLi ( t ) )d[  :!i,?j)), (7.82) 

+SidLi ( t )  d 

( t I ? R , i < N - l  1 
must have zero drift, thus we have (by plugging in Eq. (7.80)) 

Therefore, 
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dt 
( t  q R J I N - 1 )  

The above equation can be further re-written as 

N-l S Covar, (dLi ( t  ) , dLj ( t  )) V J  
i=i+l & 1+6,Li ( t )  

. (7.84) 

(7.85) 
dt 

N-1 oiojSjCo"; (dL, (t) ,dLj ( t ) )  =-c dt 
j=i+l 1 + 6 jL j  ( t )  

( t  I q R , i  I N - 1) 

Therefore, the above LIBOR process can be rewritten as 

N-1 OiOjSj 

j = i + l 1 +  6 j L j  ( t )  
dL, ( t )  = - Con, (dL, (t),dL, ( t ) )dt  

. (7.86) +oi dw,'" I Li 

This is the martingale or full-dimensional LIBOR market model in a 
general form and under the same probability measure ( PTN ). The instan- 

taneous correlation among all LIBORs, Con, ( dLi ( t ) ,  dLj ( t ) )  , is an in- 
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put to the model. As we pointed out before, the volatility oi can be time 
dependent, state dependent, or stochastic. 

7.8 

The volatility skew and smile both refer to the strike dependency of the 
implied Black volatility that is widely observed in various financial mar- 
kets, such as the equity, FX, and fixed-income markets. 

Roughly speaking, the volatility skew refers to the monotonic strike 
dependency of the implied Black volatility (e.g., higher implied volatility 
at lower strike), whereas the volatility smile also refers to the strike de- 
pendency of the implied Black volatility, but it is a non-monotonic de- 
pendency (e.g., higher implied volatility at both lower and higher 
strikes). In other words, the volatility skew and smile differ in the func- 
tional form of their strike dependency of the implied Black volatility. 
Often observed are some combinations of the volatility skew and smile. 
The volatility skew usually is a more dominant effect than the volatility 
smile. Figure 7.2 shows an illustrative diagram for the volatility skew 
(the solid line) and a combination of the volatility skew and smile (the 
dashed line). 

Modeling Interest Rate Volatility Skew and Smile 

50% 100% 150% 200% 

Percentage of ATY SWke 

Figure 7.2. Illustrative diagram for the volatility skew (the solid line) and a com- 
bination of the volatility skew and smile (the dashed line). 

Here we start the CEV (Constant Elasticity of Variance) model for 
modeling the volatility skews. While the CEV (and shifted lognormal) 
BGM models can model the volatility skews, they cannot model the 
volatility smiles. By making the volatility in the BGM model stochastic, 
one can model a large range of volatility smiles, which we shall discuss 
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in Section 7.11. 

7.8.1 CEV and LCEV Models for Modeling the Volatility Skew 
The CEV (Constant Elasticity of Variance) model was first proposed by 
Cox and Ross (1976) for modeling the volatility skew of equities. In 
their model, the process of the price S of a stock paying no dividend, un- 
der the spot arbitrage-free measure Q , is given by 

dS = rSdt + o S q d K ,  (7.87) 

where, as usual, r is the instantaneous continuous compounding short 
interest rate, W, is a one-dimensional Q -Brownian motion, q is the CEV 
power, and o is state-independent and non-stochastic. 

If q=l, then the above process reduces to a regular lognormal process 
with CT being the percentage volatility. If 4'0, then the above process 
reduces to a regular Gaussian process. The market implied q is normally 
between 0 and 1. 

The CEV volatility structure has also been applied to the BGM/J 
model (Andersen and Andreasen, 1998, Hull and White, 1999, and Blyth 
and Uglum, 1999). 

As usual, we rewrite the LIBOR volatility term in the following form 

o ( L ; ) = A ; ( t ) L ; ( t ) ,  (7.88) 

where Ai(t) is the instantaneous percentage volatility of the LIBOR L;(t). 
If Ai(t) is state-independent and non-stochastic, it is the regular lognormal 
volatility structure. 

The CEV volatility, on the other hand, has the following state de- 
pendence, i.e., 

(7.89) 

where q, as before, is the CEV power. The presence of Li(0) in the above 
equation is for the normalization so that 4' ( t )  can be a certain state- 
independent percentage volatility. The state-dependency here is on the 
overall volatility, One can also specify different state dependency for the 
volatility of each individual factor, which is one way to produce state 
dependent correlation. 
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Depending on the value of the CEV power q, the CEV volatility 
structure is known to result in diverging and non-unique solutions. To 
circumvent these technical difficulties, Andersen and Andreasen (1 998) 
proposed a limited CEV (LCEV) volatility structure, which is equiva- 
lently given by 

(7.90) 

where Mis  a positive constant. 
The basic idea of LCEV is to have an upper bound set for the per- 

centage volatility. As such, the LCEV volatility structure satisfies the 
technical conditions (Lee, local Lipschitz continuity and growth condi- 
tion), and thus ensures bounded and unique solution. The exact value of 
A4 is not critical. M=5 or greater was found to be satisfactory. 

On good feature of CEV and LCEV models is that closed-form solu- 
tions and/or approximations are available for simple European options, 
including caplets/floorlets and European swaptions (Schroder, 1989, An- 
dersen and Andreasen, 1998). 

Another good feature is that a simple approximation for the implied 
percentage volatility as a function of the strike R and the CEV power q is 
available (Blacher, 1998, Blyth and Uglum, 1999). Applying this ap- 
proximation to the implied percentage LIBOR volatility 7 ( t ,  q , R )  (as 
used in Eq. (7.3 I)), we obtain 

(7.91) 

where R A ~ ~  (=L;(O)) is the at-the-money (ATM) strike and qTM (t,?)  is 
the implied percentage volatility for ATM strike. 

The above approximation can be used to determine the CEV power 
q. The basic procedure is as follows. 

Obtain the implied percentage LIBOR volatility /zi ( t ,  q ,R)  from the 
market quoted cap/floor volatilities as a function of the strike R. 

Perform a regression on ~n (4 (t ,  q ,  R ) / A ~  -ATM ( t ,  q )) versus 

h ( R / R A T M )  (enforcing zero intercept) and the slope is (q-1)/2. 
It is important to emphasize the differences between the implied 

volatility and the instantaneous (or local) volatility. The implied volatil- 
ity is a term volatility (a certain average volatility) and is normally used 
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to back out the market quoted prices, from which the instantaneous (or 
local) volatility can be determined through calibration processes. The 
implied volatility may not be directly used in an SDE for modeling, 
whereas the instantaneous (or local) volatility is exactly what is needed 
in an SDE for modeling. In terms of the CEV and LCEV models, the 
implied percentage volatility and instantaneous percentage volatility ap- 
pear to have similar functional forms. Subtle differences are that the for- 
mer is a function of the strike and the latter is a function of the state 
variable, and the former has an exponent of (q-1)/2 and the latter has an 
exponent of q- I .  

7.8.2 

In this section, we will show some numerical results for the volatility 
skew for caplets and European swaptions, as well as, the effect of the 
volatility skew on Bermudan swaptions. These results were obtained by 
a 3-factor LCEV BGWJ model (Jamshidian’s approach) implemented 
with the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) technique. The detailed nu- 
merical implementation will be discussed in Section 7.9. 

The results were obtained with 5% initial yield and 19.2% total ATM 
instantaneous volatility, i.e., 

Examples of Volatility Skew for Caplets and Swaptions 

Li (0) = 5% 1.21; ( t  )I = 19.2% (7.92) 

Also used was the estimated instantaneous (historical) market correlation 
(between Li(t) and L,(t) ) given by Rebonato (1999) as follows. 

Figure 7.3 shows the volatility skew for the last caplet in a 5 year 
quarterly cap. The points were obtained by the 3-factor LCEV BGWJ 
model and the solid lines by the approximation according to Eq. (7.91). 
From the figure, the approximation appears to be quite good. 

Hull and White (1999) show that, for the USD cap/floor market, q - 
0.7 based on all available caplets/floorlets. Andersen and Andreasen 
(1998) show that, for the JPY cap/floor market, q - 0.6. In recent years, 
and in the USD market, in particular, q became much smaller due to the 
lower interest rates. 
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Figure 7.3. Volatility skew for the last caplet in a 5 year quarterly cap. The 
points were obtained by the 3-factor LCEV BGWJ model and the solid lines by 
the approximation according to Eq. (7.91). 

Figure 7.4. shows the volatility skew for a 5 year x 5 year European 
payer swaption with, for simplicity, quarterly swap.'03 The points were 
obtained by the 3-factor LCEV BGM/J model implemented with the 
NBT technique and the solid lines by the approximation according to Eq. 
(7.91). From the figure, the results from the approximation and the NBT 
appear to be consistent. 

With the current simplified setting, the CEV power for cap- 
lets/floorlets is almost the same as that for European swaptions, i.e., qcap - q~,,,ap,ion. In the real market, the CEV power each caplet and European 
swaption are all different, which can be handled SABR like models, 
which we shall discuss more later on. 

A European swaption is usually referred to as an NXM swaption with N denoting the 
option expiry and the swap start, and M the term of the underlying swap. Such swap is 
also referred to as an NxM swap (or forward starting swap). For instance, a 5x10 swap- 
tion denotes a swaption with the expiry date in 5 years and an underlying 5x10 swap 
(with the start date in 5 years and the end date in 10 year relative to the start). 

103 
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Figure 7.4. Volatility skew for a 5 year X 5 year European payer swaption with 
quarterly swap. The points were obtained by the 3-factor LCEV BGM/J model 
and the solid lines by the approximation according to Eq. (7.91). 

7.9 

Implementing a LIBOR market model (which we shall also term it as the 
BGM/J model), even a multi-factor one with stochastic volatilities, with 
Monte Carlo simulation is not difficult. However, one needs to use vari- 
ous martingale resampling and interpolation techniques (presented in 
Chapter 4) together with the simulation. Otherwise, it is difficult to 
achieve the desired convergence or computation speed, especially for a 
multi-factor model with stochastic volatilities. These martingale resam- 
pling techniques can also be used as preliminary or incremental model 
calibrations and can significantly improve the calibration speed without 
the need of closed-form solutions or approximations. This is quite im- 
portant, as one is no longer limited to special models just because they 
have closed-form solutions or approximations. 

As we know, a straight forward Monte Carlo simulation does not 
provide conditional expectations and, thus, in general, cannot accurately 
price derivatives instruments whose values depend on the conditional 
expectations especially when the volatilities are stochastic. These de- 
rivatives instruments are mainly the callable instruments, which typically 

The Nonexploding Bushy Tree Technique104 

‘04 This section includes, with more details added, a reprint of the paper entitled “A Non- 
exploding Bushy Technique and Its Application to the Multifactor Interest Market 
Model” (Tang and Lange, 2001) published in the Journal of Computational Finance (Vol. 
4, NO. 4, pp 5-31). 
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contain highly compounded options, and, to a lesser extent, other com- 
pound options and forward starting options. Various other techniques for 
estimating the conditional expectations or the exercise boundaries, such 
as closed-form solutions or approximations, exercise boundary optimiza- 
tion, state stratification, least squares regression, need to be combined 
with the Monte Carlo simulation for pricing these derivatives instru- 
ments. 

Alternatively, one can consider the lattice or tree based techniques. 
The first challenge is that the BGWJ models in general (and the general 
HJM model) are non-Markovian with respect to the underlying driving 
factors (but can be Markovian with respect to all state variables) and, 
especially for multi-factor models, cannot be solved with the recombin- 
ing lattice or tree techniques. The conventional bushy tree, while capa- 
ble of solving non-Markovian models in principle, suffers from a severe 
practical limitation - its computation time grows exponentially as the 
number of tree time steps increases (see Heath, Jarrow, and Morton, 
1990 and Heath, Jarrow, Morton, and Spindel, 1993 for applications of 
the bushy tree technique to the HJM model). A 2-factor conventional 
bushy tree is typically limited to 18 tree steps. This renders the conven- 
tional bushy tree technique inaccurate for modeling derivatives with 
many event monitoring dates, such as cash flow dates, early exercise 
dates (for American and Bermudan style derivatives), and barrier moni- 
toring dates. 

In this section, we present a multi-factor nonexploding bushy tree 
(NBT) te~hnique,' '~ which breaks the computation time barrier of the 
conventional bushy tree, and easily allows over 100 tree steps. A nonex- 
ploding bushy tree typically consists of a number of small sub-bushy tree 
units with subsequent sub-bushy trees grown only from selected nodes or 
states of the preceding bushy trees. Such selected states can be the 
modes or sub-samplings of the state distribution of the preceding bushy 
trees. 

A 3-factor BGWJ LIBOR model has been implemented with the 
nonexploding bushy tree technique, and accurate results have been ob- 
tained for caps/floors, and the European and Bermudan swaption results 
are comparable with those of other techniques. The effects of the num- 
ber of factors (up to 5 factors) on the Bermudan swaption prices were 
obtained through preliminary analyses. Sufficient conditions of conver- 

Ins The initial version of the nonexploding bushy tree (NBT) technique was first reported 
by Yi Tang and Bin Li at a RISK workshop on February 25, 1999. 
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gence are also provided. 

7.9.1 

The construction of a conventional bushy tree is to first construct a 
smaller sub-bushy tree, then from each of the terminal states (or nodes) 
of the previously constructed sub-bushy tree(s) construct additional sub- 
bushy trees, and repeat this process until the tree reaches the desired 
steps, typically out to the maturity or expiration date of the derivatives. 

The construction of a nonexploding bushy tree is to have the sub- 
bushy trees grown only from selected “growth” states (or nodes) of the 
previously constructed sub-bushy tree(s), and repeat this process until the 
tree reaches the desired steps. This is illustrated in Figure 7.5. 

Construction of a Nonexploding Busby Tree 

Figure 7.5. Examples of the construction of a conventional bushy tree (a) and a 
nonexploding bushy tree (b). In the former case, additional sub-bushy trees (B) 
are grown from each of the terminal node or state of the previously constructed 
sub-bushy tree (A). In the latter case, additional sub-bushy trees (B) are grown 
only from selected “growth” nodes or states ( ) of the previously constructed 
sub-bushy tree (A). 

The growth states (or nodes) in a nonexploding bushy tree can be 
chosen to be the centers (or a few states near the centers) of the mode 
structures or peaks in the state distributions of the corresponding conven- 
tional bushy tree, or to be some sub-samplings of the state distributions 
of the corresponding conventional bushy tree, if no clear mode structures 
are present. These approaches can reduce the number of tree nodes by 
many orders of magnitude, and hence break the computation time barrier 
of the conventional bushy tree technique. Essentially, the nonexploding 
bushy tree technique is actually the sub-sampling of a conventional 
bushy tree, but with no state stratification or bundling. 

The inception of the nonexploding bushy tree technique was inspired 
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by the fact that even though the tree branches in a bushy tree do not re- 
combine, they actually tend to cluster and consequently the bushy tree is 
not dramatically different from a recombining tree. Such clustering 
tends to result in peaks in the state distributions or the histogram of the 
tree branches, which we shall term as the mode structures. Particularly, 
in the 1-factor case, the bushy tree for any given LIBOR under its for- 
ward measure can even be reduced to a recombining trinomial lattice 
(see, e.g., Hull and White, 1994, for the trinomial lattice implementation 
for pricing interest rate derivatives). 

Figure 7.6 shows a histogram of the tree branches of the 5th (quar- 
terly) LIBOR obtained with a 3-factor lognormal BGWJ model imple- 
mented by a conventional bushy tree (with 3 tree steps and 20%, 4%, 2% 
volatilities for the 3 (independent) factors, and a flat initial yield curve). 
Mode structures (or peaks in the histogram) can be clearly seen. 

As an example, a nonexploding bushy tree can be constructed by 
growing additional 3 step sub-bushy trees only from the centers of the 
mode structures (marked by Ir in Figure 7.6). In other words, at this 
stage, only 7 sub-bushy trees are grown from the 343 (=73) available 
states, which amounts to significant reductions in the number of tree 
states. 

-4 -3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 

In( LIBOR) 

Figure 7.6.  The histogram of the tree branches of a 3-factor lognormal BGM/J 
model from a conventional bushy tree (with 3 tree steps). Mode structures (or 
peaks in the histogram) can be clearly seen. As an example, a nonexploding 
bushy tree can be constructed by growing additional 3 step bushy trees only from 
the centers of the mode structures (marked by A ). 1-factor models generally ex- 
hibit narrower mode structures. 
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For the states (or nodes) where no sub-bushy trees are grown, their 
conditional expectations (or values to continue in a Bermudan option or 
values of volatility sensitive underlying instruments) are obtained 
through interpolations of the conditional expectations on the growth 
states. The intrinsic values (or values to exercise a Bermudan option or 
values of volatility insensitive underlying instruments) on all the states 
on a nonexploding bushy tree and all the information of the paths leading 
to these states are readily available. For better accuracy, more growth 
nodes per mode structure can be used. 

It is important to point out that the above processes are performed on 
each LIBOR (or state variable) and there is no dimensionality reduction 
and no state stratification or bundling. Even though the inception of the 
nonexploding bushy tree technique was inspired by the presence of the 
mode structures, the key idea of the nonexploding bushy tree technique is 
actually the sub-sampling of a conventional bushy tree. The presence of 
the mode structures can help the convergence and the computation speed 
of a nonexploding bushy tree, but it is actually not a necessary condition. 
Sufficient conditions of convergence are provided in the Appendix 
7.13.2. 

The number of float operations or computations of a conventional 
bushy tree (with n factors and m total tree steps) is proportional to its 
total number of tree nodes that is given by ( n  + 1)” , which explodes ex- 
ponentially, and hence comes the term “dimensionality curse”. 

Similarly, the memory requirement and the number of float opera- 
tions or computations of a nonexploding bushy tree are essentially pro- 
portional to the total number of nodes in all its sub-bushy trees. For a 
nonexploding bushy tree with n factors, m total tree steps, m’ steps in 
each sub-bushy tree, 2n+l branches per node, and one growth state per 
mode, the total number of tree nodes is given by 
(2n + l)m’ [ m (m/m‘ - 1) + m/d] , which is of the same orders of magni- 
tude as a recombining trinomial tree, if m’ is a constant or a decreasing 
function of n and m. Thus, it is not exponentially exploding, and hence 
comes the term nonexploding bushy tree. 

Let us make a simple comparison between the total number of nodes 
in a conventional bushy tree and that in a nonexploding bushy tree. For 
2-factors and 20 or 30 total tree steps (and 3 steps for the sub-bushy tree, 
in the case of the nonexploding bushy tree), a conventional bushy tree 
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contains about 3*' - 3.5 billion and 330 - 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ' ~  tree nodes, respec- 
tively, whereas a nonexploding bushy tree contains only about 
53x202/3 - 17,000 and 53x302/3 - 38,000 tree nodes, respectively. The 
huge number of nodes of conventional bushy trees imposes significant 
challenges to the current computation power. 

7.9.2 

In general, a nonexploding bushy tree is built on the underlying incre- 
mental Brownian motion that governs the stochastic processes in a 
model, such as the LIBOR processes in the BGWJ LIBOR market 
model. 

A tree is generally determined by the following parameters: the 
number of tree branches emanating from each tree node, the location of 
the end point on each branch (which is also referred to as the state 
shock), and the probability for each branch. All these parameters are 
determined by matching the local mean, local variance and co-variance 
for all the factors on each tree step to the values determined by the proc- 
ess being modeled on the tree. Optionally, matching the local kurtosis 
can also be achieved for better convergence. In a nonexploding bushy 
tree, the local kurtosis is matched for the first 2 factors (when possible). 

More specifically, in constructing a tree, we need to find the state 
shock matrix M and the branching probability vector P such that the in- 
cremental Brownian motion dW(t) is modeled as 

Modeling Stochastic Processes on a Nonexploding Bushy Tree 

AW (1)' = & M ,  (7.94) 

with all the above moment matching conditions satisfied. For an n-factor 
model with m tree branches, M i s  an m by n matrix and dW(t) is an n by 
m matrix. 

It is easy to verify that a binomial tree can match the local mean and 
variance (but not kurtosis), as well as all odd moments of a 1-factor (or 
one-dimensional) incremental Brownian motion. A trinomial tree can 
match the local mean, variance, and kurtosis, as well as all odd moments 
of a 1 -factor (or one-dimensional) incremental Brownian motion. When 
used with a 2-factor (or 2-dimensional) incremental Brownian motion, a 
trinomial tree can match the desired local mean, variance and co- 
variance (but not kurtosis). 

As an example, let us take a look at how the state shock matrix M 
and the branching probability vector P are determined in a trinomial tree 
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for modeling 1 -factor (or one-dimensional) incremental Brownian mo- 
tion. Let M' = (x, 0, -x) and P' = ( pi , p 2  , p i  ) , then matching mean (0), 
variance (At),  and kurtosis ( 3 k )  for the incremental Brownian motion 
AW(t) requires 

El [ A  W ( t  ) ]  = pix + P I  ( - x )  = 0 

Kur t [AW( t ) ]=p lx4  +pl(-x) 4 =3At 2 

2P, + P2 = I  

(7.95) 

Solving the above simultaneous equations yields M' = (&,O,-&) 

Similarly, for an n-factor model, or, equivalently, an n-dimensional 
Brownian motion, generally 2n+l tree branches are needed for matching 
the local mean, variance and co-variance, and all the odd moments for all 
the factors on each tree step, the local kurtosis is also matched for the 
first 2 factors. Fewer than 2n+l tree branches may be used when n is 
greater than 4, in which case not all the odd moments are matched. 

The state shock matrix M and the branching probability vector P, for 
a 3-factor model as an example, can be chosen to be: 
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(7.96) 

It is easy to see that, at each tree step, the local mean and the covari- 
ance of the n-dimensional incremental Brownian motion are given by 

Et [ A  W ( t  )] = &M'P = 0 

COY[ AW ( t ) ]  = El [ A  W ( t )  AW (t , ' ]  = AtM'P'M = AtI 

(n-D vector) 
7 (7.97) 

as they should, where I is an n-dimensional unity matrix. It is also easy 
to verify that the local kurtosis is matched for the first 2 factors, and all 
the odd moments are matched. 

It is useful to have the state shock at the ( r ~ + l ) ' ~  tree branch (ie., the 
center branch) to be zero (with total 2n+l tree branches), in which case 
the (n+l)Ih tree branch can serve as an approximated center of a mode. 
This eliminates the necessity of dynamically detecting the center of 
modes. The center branches can also be used as sub-samplings in gen- 
eral when the mode structures are not significant. 
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So far the nonexploding bushy tree constructed is quite general and 
not model specific. All Brownian motion driven models, including the 
general HJM models, can be mapped on to the nonexploding bushy tree. 
The general HJM models can be mapped into this framework with each 
discredited forward yield as a state variable. It can also be applied to 
CEV volatility structures for handling the volatility skews in caps/floors 
and swaptions (see, e.g., Hull and White, 1999). 

For the BGM/J LIBOR market model in particular, the LIBOR proc- 
esses can be constructed on each of the nonexploding bushy tree 
branches as follows. 

(7.98) 

which can be readily obtained from Eq. (7.16) through ItB’s lemma and 
Euler finite difference. This is also valid for CEV and LCEV volatility 
structures. Modeling the log of the LIBOR rates insures positive interest 
rate. 

The nonexploding bushy tree can also be applied to the modeling of 
a shifted lognormal model (which requires slight modifications of the 
above SDE) and a stochastic volatility model (which requires additional 
SDE for the stochastic volatility). 

Essentially, a tree is a discretization of continuous Brownian mo- 
tions, whereas a nonexploding bushy tree is a further sub-sampling of a 
conventional bushy tree. The approximation in a conventional bushy 
tree is the state discretization, whereas the approximations in a nonex- 
ploding bushy tree are both the interpolations of the conditional expected 
payoffs and the state discretization. The intrinsic values (or values of 
volatility insensitive underlying instruments) on all tree nodes and all the 
information of the paths leading to these nodes in a nonexploding bushy 
tree are readily available. 

In general, the interpolations of the conditional expected payoffs for 
derivatives pricing can be performed by using the state values of the un- 
derlying asset or the underlying state variable as the independent vari- 
ables. The available path information can also be used in the interpola- 
tions for path dependent derivatives. 

For instance, for caps and floors, since the payoffs of each caplet and 
floorlet depend on only one state variable (e.g., one LIBOR), the interpo- 
lation can be easily performed with respect to that state variable. For 
swaptions, the interpolation can be performed with respect to the price of 
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the underlying swap or the underlying swap rate. 
Principal components can also be used as the independent variables 

in the interpolation. 
It seems to be feasible that one growth state per mode can satisfy the 

accuracy requirement in many situations. If necessary, more growth 
states can be used to further enhance the accuracy. Particularly, for 
American and Bermudan derivatives, more growth states can be used 
where the intrinsic values and the early exercise probabilities are high. 

7.9.3 

In Chapter 4, we have discussed in details various martingale resampling 
or control variate techniques and martingale interpolations. The key idea 
is to have the martingale relationships obtained from the generic arbi- 
trage theory to hold with high accuracy. 

The fact that the LIBOR BGM/J model models LIBORs with dis- 
crete tenors has some implications. For instance, the payoff of a trade 
being priced can be based on LIBORs with tenors not modeled by the 
BGM/J model. This is particularly true for aged or existing trades. Of 
course, one can perform interpolations. But interpolations do not auto- 
matically guarantee the required martingale relationships. As we pointed 
out before, this is a criticism of the BGWJ model on a theoretical basis. 

This has been addressed in details in Chapter 4. Interpolations using 
proper martingale quantities and/or combined with martingale resam- 
pling techniques, that we termed as martingale interpolation, can address 
guarantee the required martingale relationships. 

Here, we shall present simple (and approximate) applications of 
these techniques in the interest rate market models so that we can dem- 
onstrate the feasibility of the nonexploding bushy tree technique (for, 
e.g., yielding a good prior solution). We can also use more accurate mar- 
tingale resampling or control variate technique, in which case the put-call 
parity can be satisfied exactly. If we allow enough degrees of freedom in 
the LIBOR market model or in the local volatilities in particular, we can 
calibrate it almost exactly to the entire ATM volatility matrix (or all the 
ATM caplet and swaption prices at different expiries and terms) quoted 
in the market, if we so desire. By adding stochastic volatility terms in 
the CEV or shifted lognormal LIBOR market model, we can also glob- 
ally best fit the volatility skews and smiles at different expiries and 
terms. 

Let’s start with some simple martingale relationship. In the case of 

Application of Martingale Control Variate Technique 
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the BGM/J LIBOR market model, the LIBOR Lj(t) is a PT. -martingale. 
In other words, 

1+1 

Li ( 0 )  = EF’ [Li ( t  ) ]  ( t  I q ) . (7.99) 

However, due to various numerical errors, such as those introduced 
by finite difference and interpolations, the above equation would not 
hold exactly. This is equivalent to the drift term of Lj(t) being modeled 
with a slight error. Even though the relative error 
lLi ( 0 )  - EF’ [ Li (t)]l/Li ( 0 )  is normally only about 10” or less, it has 

significant effect on the put-call parity. 
In the case of the lognormal BGWJ LIBOR market model, let 

(7.100) 

Then, it is easy to see that 

Li(0)=L,I(O)=EF’[L:(t)] ( t < q ) ,  (7.101) 

and In L,! ( t )  and In Li ( t )  have the (approximately) same second and 

higher order central moments. Using L,!(t) (in the place of Li ( t ) )  in 
derivatives pricing can result in better accuracy and precision. 

It is important to point out that even though the above equation ap- 
pears to hold exactly, it is actually only an approximation of the martin- 
gale relationship. This is because that the numeraire ( P ( t , q + l ) )  of the 

measure depends on Li ( t )  and when we change Li ( t )  , the PT+l 
measure changes accordingly. This approximated martingale resampling 
is what we used to obtain all the numerical results. 

For accurate martingale resampling, we can utilize the fact that 

%+I 

Li ( t )  is a PT -martingale, i.e., 
l+s iL i ( t )  

(7.102) 

With the above martingale relationship, we can easily perform mar- 
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tingale resampling for lognormal, shifted lognormal, and normal LIBOR 
market models through linear transformations of the LIBORs and the 
Newton-Ralphson method (conditioned on future time s, if such condi- 
tional expectations are available). This has been discussed in details in 
section 4.5.1. Such martingale relationship needs to be satisfied by any 
LIBOR market model, including those with stochastic volatilities. 

This martingale resampling or control variate technique is quite nec- 
essary in Monte Carlo simulations. It is also beneficial for the conven- 
tional bushy trees and the recombining bushy trees when the size of the 
tree step is coarse. 

For better accuracy and precision, analytical or numerical expected 
values can be used at the penultimate tree steps. Such techniques have 
been applied to derivatives valuations under the Black-Scholes frame- 
work (Broadie and Detemple, 1996). For the BGM/J model, such ex- 
pected values can be obtained with the Black’s formula for caps/floors 
and the Blacks or the BGM rank one approximations for swaptions. 
This technique can also be readily applied to Monte Carlo simulations. 
This technique is equivalent to generating a large number of branches or 
paths at the penultimate tree steps near the strike (or the barrier, or, in 
general, the states of significance). 

Similar expected value techniques can also be applied to the interior 
tree nodes with certain assumed functional forms for the payoffs or in- 
terpolation and extrapolations (Broadie and Detemple, 1996, Benhenni 
and Li, 1997). These can further improve the accuracy and convergence 
of American, Bermudan, as well as some exotic (such as barrier) deriva- 
tives. 

7.9.4 Numerical Results 

Lognormal BGM/J LIBOR market models with 1 through 3 factors have 
been implemented with the nonexploding bushy tree technique with one 
growth state per mode and 1 to 7 steps for the sub-bushy trees. The ap- 
proximated martingale resampling or control variate technique described 
in the previous section was used and the expected value technique was 
used at the penultimate tree steps for caps/floors. Unless otherwise indi- 
cated, all the results were obtained with flat initial yield curve (5% for all 
initial LIBORs), quarterly LIBORs and swaps, and the estimated piece- 
wise constant market correlation (as discussed in the following section). 
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7.9.4.1 Market Correlation and Principal Component Analysis 

For our numerical implementation, we use an estimated piecewise con- 
stant market correlation that is given by (Rebonato, 1999) 

Pij =Pm +(l-Pm)exP(-BIT -q(), (7.103) 

where pg is the time homogeneous instantaneous correlation between 
LIBORs Li and Lj with accrual start dates of (in years), 
pm =0.3, p=po +plmax(T,Tj) ,  and Po ~ 0 . 1 2 ,  PI =0.005. Let p 

denote the correlation matrix. 
Examples of such estimated market correlation is shown in Figure 
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Figure 7.7. Examples of the estimated instantaneous market correlation used in 
the numerical implementation of the nonexploding bushy tree. 

Principal component analysis can be applied to the correlation matrix 
p such that 

p = U f U ,  (7.104) 

and we call the rows of U the (piecewise constant and time homogene- 
ous) volatility vectors (for unit variance). Such volatility vectors for up 
to the 5" factor (ranked by the eigenvalues) are shown in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8. Piecewise constant and time homogeneous volatility vectors (for the 
first 5 factors) for unit variance obtained through the principal component analy- 
sis. 

A volatility multiplier can be used to multiply to all the volatility 
vectors to achieve the desired overall volatility. More generally, the 
volatility vectors need to be multiplied by a diagonal matrix Z to achieve 
the desired overall VolatiIity, i.e., 

V = U C ,  (7.105) 

where the diagonal element Z;; can be obtained from the implied volatil- 
ity of dLi ( t ) / L j  ( t )  . In this case, the covariance matrix of dLj ( t ) / L i  ( t )  
is given by 

Covar(dLj ( t ) /L ,  (t),dLj ( t ) / L j  ( t ) )  = C'pCdt = C'U'UCdt . (7.106) 

As with usual factor analysis, to reduce to an n-factor model (with n 
being no greater than the number of LIBORs), we keep only n rows in V 
corresponding to the first n largest eigenvalues. Let V ,  denote thejfh col- 
umn in V, then the (piecewise constant and time homogeneous) log- 
normal LIBOR volatilities Aj(t) (1 by n vectors) in Eq. (7.16) are given 

= V'Vdt 
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(7.107) 

In general, Z(and other parameters) can be derived from calibration 
procedures whereby the market prices for caps/floors and European 
swaptions are reproduced by the model preferably to the accuracy of the 
bid-ask spread. For more discussions on the calibration of the BGM 
model, see, e.g., Rebonato (1999). If all the diagonal elements of Zare 
the same, then Z i s  the same as a volatility multiplier, which is what we 
use in the derivatives pricing for this chapter for illustrations and com- 
parison with the results of other researchers. 

7.9.4.2 Results for Caps/Floors, and European and Bermudan 

Benchmark tests have been performed by comparing closed-form results 
(the Black's formula for caps/floors, and the BGM rank one approxima- 
tion for European swaptions in 1-factor case) to those of the nonexplod- 
ing bushy tree, which reveals good accuracy of the nonexploding bushy 
tree technique. The put-call parity checking has also been performed for 
at-the-money (ATM)lo6 caps/floors and European swaptions. 

The accuracy for caps/floors obtained by the nonexploding bushy 
tree technique as compared with Black's results is mostly better than 
0.2% and often better than 0.1% (Table 7.2 and Table 7.3). For 1-factor 
European swaptions, the results obtained by the nonexploding bushy tree 
technique are mostly within 0.5% (Table 7.5) as compared with those of 
the BGM rank one approximations. For more than one factors, the BGM 
rank one approximations may not give accurate results. 

As usual, all the numerical results, unless otherwise indicated, are 
obtained without the consideration of (specific) counterparty default 

S waptions 

'06 Here ATM (at-the-money) means that the strikes equal the corresponding presently 
observed forward LIBOR for caps/floors and the corresponding presently observed for- 
ward swap rates for European swaptions. This is also referred to as at-the-money for- 
ward. Under these conditions, a cap and a floor having otherwise identical parameters 
should have the same present values. This is also true for an European payer swaption 
and an European receiver swaption. This is part of the so-called put-call parity, which is 
a generic arbitrage result. 
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risks. Pricing of (specific) counterparty default risks or the default pre- 
miums in OTC derivatives is the subject of the next chapter. 

It is also important to point out that good accuracy for put-call parity 
(including cap-floor and payer-receiver parities) has also been achieved. 
Such accuracy is mostly about 0.1% or better for caps/floors (Table 7.2 
and Table 7.3) and mostly better than 0.5% for European swaptions 
(Table 7.5, Table 7.6, and Table 7.7). From the theoretical perspective, 
this ensures the no-arbitrage condition (to that accuracy), whereas from 
the practical perspective, this is very helpful for yielding good model 
calibration accuracy. Better accuracy can be obtained with more than 
one growth states per mode. 

Here we only used simple and approximated martingale resampling 
or control variate technique for the purpose of demonstrate the feasibility 
of the nonexploding bushy tree technique (for, e.g., yielding a good prior 
solution). We can also use more accurate martingale resampling or con- 
trol variate technique, in which case the put-call parity can be satisfied 
exactly. If we allow enough degrees of freedom in the LIBOR market 
model or in the local volatilities in particular, we can calibrate it almost 
exactly to the entire ATM volatility matrix (or all the ATM caplet and 
swaption prices at different expiries and terms) quoted in the market, if 
we so desire. By adding stochastic volatility terms in the CEV or shifted 
lognormal LIBOR market model, we can also globally best fit the volatil- 
ity skews and smiles at different expiries and terms. 

For Bermudan swaptions, the nonexploding bushy tree results are 
close to those from MCA Monte Carlo simulations. In all the cases 
tested, the Bermudan swaption prices are always no less than those of the 
corresponding European swaptions (Table 7.4). 

A European swaption is usually referred to as an NxM swaption with 
N denoting the option expiry and the swap start, and M the term of the 
underlying swap. Such swap is also referred to as an NxM swap (or for- 
ward starting swap). For instance, a 5x10 swaption denotes a swaption 
with the expiry date in 5 years and an underlying 5x10 swap (with the 
start date in 5 years and the end date in 10 year relative to the start). 

In practice, the most popular Bermudan swaptions are those of N NC 
M with N denoting the initial non-call or lock-out period and M the term 
of the underlying swap relative to today. For instance, a 10 NC 2 Ber- 
mudan swaption is one that can be exercised starting in 2 years and end- 
ing in 10 years on a swap with the end date in 10 years relative to today. 
Commonly, Bermudan swaptions are in the embedded form in callable 
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Factor (s) 
1 
2 

bonds and cancelable swaps. The cancelable swaps are commonly used 
to hedge the callable bonds. 

In the literature, some authors report the prices of a different type of 
Bermudan swaptions that are similar to NxM European swaptions except 
they can be early exercised up to the European option expiry N at the 
swap frequency. In order to compare our Bermudan swaption prices 
with those in the literature, we also compute the prices of the Bermudan 
swaptions of the different type. 

As we pointed out before, due to the existence un-hedgeable vari- 
ables, the risk preference of market participants on these variables, sup- 
ply-demand, etc. come into the picture for the derivatives pricing. This 
is particularly true for exotic derivatives, but also true for simple Bermu- 
dan swaptions. One approach to handle this situation is through the sec- 
ondary model calibration on these un-hedgeable variables and possible 
separation of model for pricing and model for hedging. This is one of 
the authors’ current research areas. 

All the prices shown are in basis points (1 bp = 1%/100, or $100 per 
$1 million notional). 

Table 7.2 shows 5 year quarterly ATM cap/floor prices (with volatil- 
ity multiplier = 20%) obtained with a nonexploding bushy tree (com- 
pared with analytical Black’s results). Table 7.3 shows 10 year quarterly 
ATM cap/floor prices (with volatility multiplier = 10%). 

Table 7.2. 5 year quarterly ATM cap/floor prices (with volatility multiplier = 
20% and the estimated market correlation) obtained with a nonexploding bushy 
tree (compared with analytical Black’s results). 

Black Nonexploding bushy tree 
Cap % Error Floor % Error % Parity Error 

259.46 259.76 0.11% 259.31 -0.06% 0.09% 
283.82 284.52 0.24% 283.78 -0.02% 0.13% 

Table 7.3. 10 year quarterly ATM cap/floor prices (with volatility multiplier = 
10% and the estimated market correlation). 

I 31 291.991 292.871 0.30%) 292.15) 0.05%) 0.12%1 
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Table 7.4 showsl-factor Bermudan payer swaption prices with 10% 
constant initial LIBOR and 20% constant volatility for quarterly LIBOR 
and swaps obtained with a nonexploding bushy tree (compared with 
MCA Monte Carlo simulation results). The differences between the 
nonexploding bushy tree and those of the MCA technique are all within 
the 4*(standard deviation) of the MCA technique. 

Tables in the Appendix 7.13.1 show more numerical results obtained 
with the nonexploding bushy tree technique. Table 7.5 through Table 7.7 
show the ATM European and Bermudan quarterly swaption prices for 1 
through 3 factors (with volatility multiplier = 20% and the estimated 
market correlation). 

7.9.4.3 Effect of the Number of Factors 
In general, models with different number of factors (even though cali- 
brated to the same set of calibration instruments) can produce different 
prices and hedge ratios (or sensitivities) for the same exotic derivatives 
instrument, especially for those that are sensitive to the correlation or to 
variables that forward volatilities, as these models have different model 
correlations. 

A 1-factor model has an instantaneous correlation of 1, but it can 
have term correlations (i.e., cumulative correlation over a period of time) 
of less then 1 due to the decorrelation effect of time dependent model 
parameters. Some derivatives instruments are more sensitive to term 
correlations than the instantaneous correlation. Thus, a 1-factor model 
may be used for these derivatives instruments, though multi-factor mod- 
els are better. 

Models with fewer factors tend not be able to accurately capture the 
market correlation. Models with fewer, but greater than 1, factors can 
either over estimate (e.g., at short term) or under estimate (e.g., at long 
term) the market correlations. Thus, they can either over estimate or un- 
der estimate the price of correlation sensitive instruments. 

Here we present specific examples of the effect of the number of fac- 
tors. Due to what we just discussed, the reader should not draw general 
conclusions on the direction or magnitude of the effect of the number of 
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Table 7.4. 1-factor Bermudan payer swaption prices with 10% constant initial 
LIBOR and 20% constant volatility for quarterly LIBOR and swaps obtained 
with a nonexploding bushy tree (compared with MCA Monte Carlo simulation 
results). The differences between the nonexploding bushy tree results and those 
of the MCA technique are all within the 4* (standarddeviation) of the MCA 
technique. 

a. A European swaption with the notion of ixj is an option with the expiration of 
i years on a swap with the maturity of i+j years and start date equal to the exer- 
cise date of the option (plus a few business days depending on the convention). 
Here, a Bermudan swaption can be early exercised prior to the expiration of the 
European swaption at the swap frequency. This type of the Bermudan swaptions 
is not what is commonly traded in the market. Rather it is for the purpose of 
comparing results with what is available in the literature. 
b. Nonexploding bushy tree results. 
c. Markov Chain Approximation (MCA) Monte Carlo simulation results of Carr 
and Yang (1999). 
d. Percentage 4*(standard deviation) derived from the corresponding absolute 
values of Carr and Yang (1999). 
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factors on the price of derivatives instruments based on specific exam- 
ples. For more discussions, see, e.g., Rebonato (1999). 

More specifically, Figure 7.9 shows the effects of the number of fac- 
tors (1 to 5 )  on various Bermudan swaptions. As can be seen from the 
figure, in this particular case, models with fewer factors appear to under 
estimate the Bermudan swaption prices or the fbture expected payoffs, 
which can affect the early exercise strategies.lo7 In order not to intro- 
duce any artifacts from the calibration, these calculations were performed 
by using only one degree of freedom (the total variance) for the calibra- 
tion to bring the European swaption values close to the corresponding 1- 
factor values. Relative value of Bermudan swaption price is defined as 
(Bermudan swaption price)/(European swaption price), which is further 
normalized by the corresponding 1 -factor value. 

B g 1.1 

! 1.06 
$ 1.04 

=9: 

f 4 1.02 

Z E  
P l  1 

0.98 -I I 
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Number of Factors 

Figure 7.9. The effects of the number of factors on Bermudan swaptions. 

The percentage uncertainties of the data in the above figure are nor- 
mally less than 1% (as estimated from the put-call parity error and con- 
vergence). The computation time is roughly proportional to 
(2n + l)m' [ m( m/m' - 1) + m/m'] for a nonexploding bushy tree with n 

factors, m total tree steps, m' steps in each sub-bushy tree, 2n+l branches 
per node, and one growth state per mode, 

lo' In general, models with fewer factors can either under estimate or over estimate the 
Bermudan swaption prices depending on the specifics of the Bermudan swaptions. For 
more discussions, see, e.g., Rebonato (1999). 
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7.9.4.4 Convergence Analysis 

Sufficient conditions of convergence are provided in the Appendix 
7.13.2, which are satisfied by the current implementation of the nonex- 
ploding bushy tree. Figure 7.10 shows an example of the convergence of 
2-factor swaption prices. The prices are normalized by those at the high- 
est number of tree steps. More discussions of the sufficient conditions of 
convergence are provided in the Appendix 7.13.2. 

ln 
L 0.996 

0.994 
0.992 

3 0.99 
0 50 100 

Number of Tree Steps 

Figure 7.10. An example of the convergence of 2-factor swaption prices. 

7.1 0 General Framework for Multi-factor Modeling for Hybrid 
Market 

So far, we have been mostly focused on modeling of a particular market 
sector or a particular product area, such as the interest rate of a single 
currency, the equity derivatives, and FX derivatives by themselves. In 
today's market, hybrid derivatives instruments have become more and 
more popular. Examples of such derivatives instruments include interest 
rate and FX hybrid derivatives, such as PRDC (Power Reserve Dual Cur- 
rency) notes or swaps and CPRDC (callable PRDC) notes or swaps, as 
well as (callable) cross-currency swaps, interest rate and equity hybrid 
derivatives, such as equity linked notes or swaps with callable or barrier 
features, and interest rate and credit hybrid derivatives such as (callable) 
credit linked notes or swaps. Other features, such as snowball and/or 
target redemption, can also be incorporated. Convertible bonds are hy- 
brid derivatives among equity, credit, and, to a lesser extent, interest rate. 
Interest rate derivatives with a weaker or lower credit rated counterparty 
are often naturally an interest rate and credit hybrid derivatives instru- 
ment. Emerging market trades are often hybrid derivatives among FX, 
credit, interest rates, inflation. 

Thus, in order to value these derivatives correctly, we need to model 
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several market sectors and product areas simultaneously and consis- 
tently. The basic idea is that the entire market is assumed to be driven by 
n common factors, or, n independent Brownian motions 

The credit models naturally require jumps (such as jump to default). 
This can still be fitted into this framework, as this is typically handled by 
Merton’s model or variations of Merton’s model. The stochastic volatil- 
ity models can be naturally fitted into this framework. 

Ideally, we also need some generic jump models to better model the 
short term market movements and to handle, e.g., short term volatility 
smiles. Fitting jump models, particularly, hedgeable jump models, into 
this framework is a part of the authors’ future research. 

More specifically, any state variable Sf ( i  =1,2, ... m) (such as inter- 
est rates, volatilities, FX rates, equity prices) in the market is driven by 
the same set of Brownian motions, i.e., 

w,’ ( j  = 1,2, ... n )  . 

n 

dS/ = (. . .) dt + 0; C wydW,’ ( i  = 1,2,. . .n) , 
i=l 

(7.108) 

where the weights or loadings wf can be obtained with PCA from the 
correlation matrix among a1 the state variables in the market. 

With this approach, if we have a 2-factor stochastic volatility interest 
rate model, then both the rates and volatility are driven by the same 2 
factors (but with different loadings). Similarly, if we have a 3-factor 
cross-currency interest rate model, then the two interest rates (in two cur- 
rencies) and the FX rate can all be driven by the same 3 factors (but with 
different loadings), if needed. 

This approach allows us to better capture the correlation and more 
state variables with minimum number of factors. 

As we discussed before, in order to produce market consistent prices 
for exotic derivatives, secondary model calibration is needed to more or 
less estimate or account for the un-hedgeable variables. 

As we also discussed before, the exotic derivatives trading is driven 
by asset management, liability management, and other financial activi- 
ties. In the asset management area, the major driving factor is the desire 
of investors (such as various funds and financial institutions) to achieve 
coupon enhancement or return enhancement on their investment. An- 
other driving factor is that some investors require principal protection on 
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their investment. These motivate note issuers (such as government agen- 
cies, corporations, and financial institutions who need funding) to issue 
structured notes (typically with exotic derivatives embedded in the cou- 
pon) to satisfy the needs of the investors and also to achieve lower fund- 
ing rate for themselves. The note issuers then need to manage their li- 
abilities, typically, by swapping the exotic coupons with dealers. The 
dealers, in turns, try to hedge or replicate the exotic derivatives with sim- 
pler and more liquid instruments. However, they generally need to take 
positions in the un-hedgeable variables, but can often partially rely on the 
portfolio offsetting and diversification benefits. The investors can also 
enter exotic swaps with dealers. A swap trade generally requires much 
less fund than buying a note, and thus is also termed as unfunded trading 
(versus funded trading of buying a note). Unfunded trading can be 
highly leveraged and, thus, much riskier. 

7.1 1 Stochastic Volatility BGM Models 

While the CEV and shifted lognormal BGM models can model the vola- 
tility skews, they cannot model the volatility smiles. By making the 
volatility in the BGM model stochastic, one can model a large range of 
volatility smiles. 

One class of such models is as follows. 

where W,J and Yk are independent Brownian motions under the spot 
arbitrage-free probability measure Q , i.e., 

(7.110) 

and wf are normalized stationary or constant weights or loading (that 
can be obtained from PCA), i.e., 

tWfWf =1 ,  (7.111) 
j=1 
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Furthermore, the volatilities follow the following lognormal stochas- 
tic process. 

n 

doi  ( t ) = a ( f ) oi ( t  ) C w!dFj (0 I t I ) , (7.1 12) 

where w! are normalized stationary or constant weights or loadings, i.e., 

j=l 

(7.113) 

The correlation among the state variables (i.e., LIBOR and the vola- 
tilities) is given by 

n 
Corr ( dLi ( t  ) , dL, ( t  )) = ~1 i j k j  w1 

j=1 Y 

(0 ~t I rnin(q,T,)) 
(7.1 14) 

n . . . .  
Co..(dL,(t) ,do,(t))=Cw~w~ ( O S t  IT,), (7.115) 

j=1 

j=1 (7.1 16) 

(O<tIrnin(q,T,)) 

The weights or loadings wy and w! can be obtained from the above 
correlation using, e.g., PCA. The correlation can be obtained from his- 
torical data or implied from correlation sensitive market observable 
quantities, or the combination of both. 

In some ways, this model is similar to that of Andersen and Brother- 
ton-Ratcliffe (2001), but this model is more general. This model is also 
similar to the SABR model except that the SABR model models each 
forward LIBOR or swap rate separately and, thus, is not a consistent term 
structure model, whereas this model models all the forward LIBOR and 
swap rates in a consistent way as a term structure model. So, this model 
can be named as Term Structure SABR Market Model. 
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7.12 Examples of Stochastic Volatility BGM Model Results 

The following figures show example results of a stochastic volatility 
BGM model. The model is based on the parameterization discussed in 
the previous section with Monte Carlo simulations and martingale re- 
sampling. Not only can this model calibrate to the entire ATM cap and 
swaption volatility matrix, it can also calibrate well globally to the vola- 
tility skews and smiles at many expiries and terms. More details shall be 
reported elsewhere. 

EUR Swap Vol(24mX12m) i 
0 MarketVol 

- Stoch Vol BGM Model 

-5% -4% -3% -2% -1% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 

Skew 

EUR Swap Vol(60mX60m) I 50% 

-5% 4% -3% -2% -1% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 
Skew 

Figure 7.1 1. Examples of Black volatilities produced by a stochastic volatility 
BGM model (Stoch Vol BGM Model) as compared with market volatilities 
(Market Vol) for 2 year (24m) into 1 year (12m) and 5 year (60m) into 5 year 
(60m) plain vanilla European swaptions in the EUR swap market. 
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7.13 Appendix 

7.13.1 More Numerical Results Obtained With the NBT Technique 

Table 7.5. One-factor ATM European and Bermudan quarterly swaption prices 
(with volatility multiplier = 20%) obtained with a lognormal LIBOR market 
model implemented with a nonexploding bushy tree (NBT). 

* Computed from the BGM rank one approximation (Brace, Gatarek, and 
Musiela, 1997). 
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Table 7.6. 
volatility n 
obtained 1 

nonexplodi 

I 1 x 5  

I 2 x 2  

I p 
I 5 x 2  
I 5 x 3  
I 5 x 5  

11 

n 

Two-factor ATM European and Bermudan SF 

ultiplier = 20% and the estimated market correl 
ith a lognormal LIBOR market model in 
ig bushy tree (NBT). 

BGM NBT European * 
Payer Receiver % Parity Err01 

66.4 67.6 67.6 0.02% 
98.1 99.5 99.4 0.02% 

154.4 156.2 156.5 -0.08% 
200.6 206.8 206.3 0.13% 

-0.06% 

0.26% 

-0.09% 

0.59% 

115.41 115.71 115.81 -0.04% 
167.81 169.51 168.51 0.30% 
261.11 268.11 266.51 0.30% 

121.9 122.9 122.1 0.31% 
177.3 179.3 178.5 0.22% 
276.6 286.5 283.1 0.60% 

V 
a 
31 

aption prices (with 
tion) obtained with 
plemented with a 

NBT Bermudan 

77.9) 78.31 
109.01 109.21 

=!=I 224.6 221.2 

128.51 128.61 
168.21 168.01 

* Computed from the BGM rank one approximation (Brace, Gatarek, and 
Musiela, 1997). 
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Table 7.7. Three-factor ATM European and Bermudan swaption prices (with 
volatility multiplier = 20% and the estimated market correlation) obtained with 
obtained with a lognormal LIBOR market model implemented with a 
nonexploding bushy tree (NBT). 

* Computed from the BGM rank one approximation (Brace, Gatarek, and 
Musiela, 1997). 

7.13.2 Sufficient Conditions for Convergence 

Here we provide sufficient conditions for convergence in the sense of 
weak convergence, i.e., the convergence of all conditional expected val- 
ues to the corresponding continuous time limits. This is what is needed 
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for derivatives pricing. Traded derivatives generally have piecewise in- 
finitely differentiable conditional payoff functions with respect to the 
underlying state variables. Thus, these conditional payoffs can be ex- 
pressed as Taylor expansions in terms of the underlying state variables. 
Therefore, the conditional expected payoffs can be expressed as the 
summations of all relevant conditional moments of the underlying state 
variables. Consequently, the convergence of all the conditional expected 
payoffs is guaranteed by the convergence of all conditional moments of 
the underlying state variables. 

Let us first show that all the conditional moments of the incremental 
Brownian motion modeled on a sub-bushy tree of a nonexploding bushy 
tree converges to the continuous time limit as the total number of steps 
on the sub-bushy tree goes to infinity. 

Recall that the n-dimensional incremental Brownian motion (n by 1 
vector) is given by 

AW(t,At) = W ( t  + At)  - W ( t )  (At 2 0) .  (7.1 17) 

The moment generating function G and moments M;$ are given by 

G ( A , t , A t ) = E , [ e x p ( A A W ( t , A t ) ) ]  =exp(:IAI2 At) 

' (7.118) 

where A is a 1 by n vector. 
As can be seen, the moment generating function captures all the 

moments, i.e., if the generating function converges, then all the moments 
converge too. 

For the nonexploding bushy tree implementation, we build m' -step 
sub-bushy trees for the time period from t to t+At. The corresponding 
moment generating function on the tree with no interpolation (which is 
actually a conventional bushy tree) is given by 

G(A,t,At)=l?, [exp(AA@(t,At))], (7.1 19) 

where @(t ,At )  is the n-dimensional Brownian motion modeled on the 
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bushy tree and zi [.I is the time t conditioned expected value obtained on 
the tree. 

Using the iterated expectation theorem yields 

= Ei [ exp( A A q (  t , y A t ) ) ]  

xEi+%Ai [ exp ( AA # ( t  + 9 At,$$))] 
7 (7.120) - 

The following condition was used in deriving the above equation. 
Condition 1 for the convergence: 

is state independent. This may not be achievable for recombining trees. 
For convenience, we also assume the above quantity is time independent. 
Thus, the moment generating function can be expressed in terms of the 
single tree step moment generating function, i.e., 

G(A, t ,A t )  ={G(A,t ,$$)]rn ' .  (7.122) 

The state shock matrix being state independent is sufficient for this con- 
dition to hold. 
Condition 2 for the convergence: 

A I (?(A,t ,$) 5 B , (7.123) 

where 

for some K E R, and K independent of m'. 

Since lim A"' = lim Brn' = exp($A)' At),  then 
rn'-tao m'+m 

(7.124) 
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m' 
lim e(A,t,At)= lim ( e (A , t , $ ) }  =exp($I2At). (7.125) 

m'+w m'+x 

The state shock matrix being independent of m' is sufficient for this 
condition to hold. 

With the above equations, we have provided sufficient conditions 
under which the moment generating function on a conventional bushy 
tree converges to the continuous time limit. 

In the case of a nonexploding bushy tree, the key feature is that in- 
terpolations are performed at time t+At with respect to certain state vari- 
ables (not with respect to time) based on the values at the growth nodes. 
Thus, the time t +*At moment generating function is also based on 
interpolation (rather than being modeled directly). Let 
G(A, t  +*At,$) denote such moment generating function. Therefore, 

the time t moment generating function on the nonexploding bushy tree is 
thus given by 

G (A, t ,  At) = [ exp ( AA @ ( t , y A t ) )  (A, t + At,$)] . (7.126) 

Condition 3 for the convergence: 

lim E(A,t + y ~ t , $ )  = 1.  (7.127) 
m'+m 

In this case, the moment generating function on the nonexploding bushy 
tree converges to the continuous time limit, i.e., 

m ' 3 m  lim G(A,t,At)= m'+m lim c(A,t,At)=exp(+lAl'At). (7.128) 

The following are sufficient conditions to Condition 3 that are easy 
to realize in numerical implementations. 
Condition 3.1: There are no extrapolations. 
Condition 3.2: The distance d between any adjacent growth nodes used 
for interpolations satisfies 

lim d = O .  
m'-+m 

Since, in this case, the interpolation error e is given by 

(7.129) 
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e=O(d)  (m’+w), 

323 

(7.130) 

thus the Condition 3 is satisfied, as 
I 

1jm e(~,t++~t,$) = 
(7.13 1) m +- 

1jm e ( ~ , t + y ~ t , 3 ) +  1jm O(e)=l  
m -m m +- 

All the above sufficient conditions of convergence are easy to satisfy 
and are satisfied by the current implementation of the nonexploding 
bushy tree. Particularly, the no extrapolation condition is satisfied by 
always including the outermost tree branches as growth nodes. Further- 
more, in the current implementation, the number of growth nodes in a 
sub-bushy tree is of the order of O(m’) , and the distance d between any 
adjacent growth nodes used for interpolations is of the order of 

With these conditions, it is easy to show that all the conditional mo- 
ments of any incremental square integrable It6 process (from t to t+&) 
converge to the continuous time limits, as such incremental It8 process is 
simply a linear function of an incremental Brownian motion (with coeffi- 
cients independent of the incremental Brownian motion). Furthermore, 
if we take the limit m’ + 00 first and then take the limit At + 0 ,  we can 
easily show that all the conditional moments of any square integrable It6 
process converge to the continuous time limits. 

7.13.3 Application of Girsanov’s Change of Measure Theorem to 
Derivation of the Martingale or Full-dimensional LIBOR Market 
Model 

Here we present the application of Girsanov’s change of measure theo- 
rem to the derivation of the martingale or full-dimensional LIBOR mar- 
ket model. This requires that we rewrite the above change of measure 
multiplier (closely related to the Radon-Nikodfm derivative) in a suit- 
able form, i.e., an exponential martingale form. 

Let 

q ( t  ) = 1 + S,L, ( t  ) (0  I t 5 ) , (7.132) 

then 
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dq ( t )  = SidLj ( t )  

Thus, 

r, ( t )  = r, (0) 

Therefore, 

( t  I T I T . )  

Changing the measure with the above change of measure multiplier 
essentially changes the drift of a Brownian motion. Applying the Girsa- 
nov change of measure theorem yields 

(0 I t I qJ 

is a one-dimensional Pc+, -Brownian motion for L;-,(t). where W, ' + I '  '--I 

Similarly, 

T. L. 
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( 0 5 t q )  

Applying the Girsanov change of measure theorem recursively yields 

( o s t s q )  

Since the instantaneous correlation is measure invariant (with respect 
to Girsanov's change of measure), i.e., 

( O I t  IT) 

then 

( O I t I I ; )  

Consequently, we can obtain the following LIBOR process, i.e., 

dL, ( f )  = oidW,q+l>Li 

+ai dyTN ' i  

( 0 5 t q )  

which, valid for all LIBORs, is under the forward arbitrage-free measure 
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PTN of the longest maturity LIBOR L~- l ( t ) .  Note that 

covar, ( d ~ ~  (t),d~,~ ( 1 ) )  = a i o j ~ o r r ,  ( I d t .  (7.142) 
(0 ~t I min(q,Tj)) 

For simplicity, we can assume that all the q 's  are positive. In this 
case, 

con; (dLi(t),dLj(t)) =corr, (dW,TNJi ,dW,TN,L ' )  
(7.143) 

(0 I t I min (q , T ~ ) )  

Therefore, the above LIBOR process can be rewritten as 

dLi ( t )  = c7idW,T+13LI 

N-l oiojsj 
- - - corr, (dLi (t),dLJ (t))dt 

j=r+l c l+SjLj( t )  . (7.144) 

+aid FTN ,Li 

( O I t  I T )  
This is the martingale or full-dimensional LIBOR market model in a 

general form and under the same probability measure ( PTN ). The corre- 

lation among all LIBORs, Corr(dLi (t),dLj ( t ) )  , is an input to the 

model. As we pointed out before, the volatility oi can be time depend- 
ent, state dependent, or stochastic. 



Chapter 8 Credit Risk 
Modeling and 
Pricing 

As we pointed out before, in essence, pricing the counterparty credit risk 
is the same as pricing defaultable OTC derivatives or pricing the pre- 
mium of the embedded default options in OTC derivatives, which is a 
relatively new area in derivatives modeling. 

These default options, though embedded, are economically real 
trades, and need to be priced and hedged properly. Just as a CDS is for 
trading credit risks in a defaultable bond, a default option in a defaultable 
OTC derivatives instrument is for trading credit risks in the correspond- 
ing defaultable OTC derivatives instrument. 

To price the counterparty credit risk or to compute the credit 
chargehenefit or CVA, it typically starts with modeling of the loss given 
default (LGD) and the default probabilities. More specifically, it in- 
volves modeling the market exposures (including the collateral strate- 
gies) and credit spread or default probabilities, and, ideally, also credit 
rating transitions, default recoveries, as well as correlation between the 
market processes and the credit processes. 

We shall start with pricing various defaultable instruments, and then 
address some subtleties in pricing the counterparty credit risk. 

A common subtlety is that pricing the counterparty credit risk is 
really pricing options on a basket of defaultable derivatives in a counter- 
party portfolio due to the netting agreement and the asymmetric treat- 
ment of default (except for extinguishing trades). As we pointed out 
previously, the prevailing trade-level based derivatives models (or micro 
models) normally do not and often cannot price the specific counterparty 
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credit risk, even though they can price the expected market risks (which 
include the credit risks of reference obligors in credit derivatives) and 
some generic counterparty credit risk by discounting at LIBOR. There- 
fore, additional portfolio-based derivatives models (or macro models) are 
needed for pricing the specific counterparty credit risk. 

Furthermore, the trades in a counterparty portfolio can be modeled 
by different pricers, booked in different systems, from different desks, or 
even from different product areas. This presents significant challenges to 
the counterparty credit risk modeling and the system. 

8.1 Pricing Simple Defaultable Instruments 

Here we present an example on how to price a simple defaultable instru- 
ment, such as a defaultable zero-coupon bond. The pricing of default- 
able coupon bonds and CDS follows a similar procedure. We shall pre- 
sent more general discussions in the next section. 

A common approach to modeling the default process is through a 
simplified Merton or structural model whereby there is a real or hypo- 
thetical underlying asset value process X, and the default event happens 
if the asset value is at or below a default barrier (or a hypothetic liability 
level) HI  . I o8  In other words, the default time process z is given by the 
following stopping or first exit time, i.e., 

r=inf( t lX,  S H ~ }  ( ~ < t ) .  (8.1) 

For the simplicity of exposition, we have assumed that no default has 
occurred at or before time 0, which can be easily relaxed. 

Let 9 ( t )  denote the time t (survival) value of a simple risky or de- 
faultable instrument (if no default occurs at or before time t )  with a sin- 
gle positive (survival) payoff of V( T )  at time T if no default occurs at or 

before time T and a recovery of E?(z) if default occurs at time z . Thus, 

'Ox Another category of credit models is the reduced-form model that directly models the 
default probability or the default intensity, and does not start with the modeling of the 
default events (as does a structural model). The structural model, on the other hand, has 
an advantage of conveniently specifying default correlation (by specifying the correlation 
among the asset value processes). Merton's original paper can be found at Merton 
(1974). As we shall see, we can possibly use a structural model and a reduced-form 
model together to jointly model the default event and the default intensity processes. 
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by applying the Harrison-Pliska martingale no-arbitrage theorem,lo9 we 
obtain 

( O I t  I T )  

where the expectation is taken under the forward probability measure PT 
with respect to a default-free zero-coupon bond P ( t , T )  as the numeraire 

with P (  T , T )  = 1 and conditioned on all the information up to time t .  For 
the simplicity of exposition, we have assumed that the recovery r? ( r )  is 
immediately determined and settled at default time r , which can be re- 
laxed. 

The above equation is very intuitive whereby the first term on the 
right-hand side represents the non-default or survival payoff and the sec- 
ond term represents the default payoff. 

It is interesting to ask in passing whether or not the following famil- 
iar-looking martingale relationship 

V ( t )  ? 

P ( t , T )  
-= EF [ V ( T ) ]  

(8.3) 
( 0  I t  I T )  

holds. 
( T )  do not 

fully capture the cashflows of the instruments. More specifically, they 
only capture the non-default or survival payoffs, but do not capture the 
default payoffs. As a matter of fact, P ( t , T ) E T [ f ( T ) ]  is the time t 

It turns out that, in general, it does not hold, as 17 ( t )  or 

‘09  The market may not be complete in the presence of default and we assume that a re- 
covery process and a probability measure exist such that the Eq. (8.2) is satisfied. If the 
probability measure is not unique (i.e., not all the risks, such as the default recovery, are 
hedgeable or diversifiable), then the price of the defaultable instrument is not unique, 
which is a main reason for the (relatively) large bidlask spreads of some of the default- 
able instruments as the dealers need to make conservative assumptions on both the bid 
and the offer (ask) side. For pricing the default contingent instruments (such as CDS) 
used in the construction of the credit curve, the recovery rate values are typically not 
critical. 
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value of the corresponding default-free instrument that, in general, 
should not be equal to the time t value v(t) of the corresponding de- 
faultable instrument. 

It is interesting for the reader to think how to modify the above equa- 
tion so that we can obtain a similar martingale relationship. We shall 
provide the answers in Section 8.7. 

Let's first consider a simple case whereby the non-default (or sur- 
vival) payoff v( 2') (if no default occurs at or before time r )  and the de- 
fault time process z are completely independent of each other. This 
covers the case of a defaultable zero-coupon bond (where v ( T )  is a 
constant) and some other cases. In this simple case, the expected value 
of the non-default payoff, E: [ ?(T)lP,,}] , can be simplified and Eq. 

(8.2) becomes 

( O l t l T )  

Thus, the time 0 value or PV v ( 0 )  of the simple defaultable instru- 
ment is given by 

(8 .5 )  

or, in a more familiar form, 

v ( 0 )  = v( o)( 1 - Po (0,  T ) )  + R (0,  2') v( 0)PD (0,  2') , 

where 
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V ( 0 )  = P ( 0 , T ) E i  [ V ( T ) ]  

The reader can recognize that V (0) is the time 0 value of the corre- 
sponding default-free instrument (e.g., an OTC derivatives instrument 
with non-defaultable counterparties), Po (0, T )  is the time 0 value of the 

cumulative default probability in the time interval of (O,T] under the 

corresponding forward measure PT , and R (0, T )  is the time 0 value of 

the effective recovery rate in the time interval of (0, T ]  . 
The expected default loss is thus given by 

V(O)-?(O)=V(O)P, (O,T)( I -R(O,T)) .  (8.8) 

We can also use various recovery assumptions in the above equation. 
The simplest case is zero recovery, in which case, the defaultable zero- 
coupon bond reduces to a simple (extinguishing) default contingent in- 
strument with payment only if there is no default. 

In practice, the prices of liquid defaultable bonds (such those given 
by the above equation) or the par coupons of CDS or asset swaps are 
used to compute or imply the default probabilities (such as P,(O,T)) 
under arbitrage-free probability measures (such as the forward measure 

For instance, the price of the defaultable bond price is often quoted 
lb 1. 

by a credit spread (per annum) S given by 

V ( 0 )  = V(O)exp(-SD) , (8.9) 

where D is the duration in years (which is the same at T for a zero- 
coupon bond) and, for simplicity, we have assumed that the credit spread 
AS is continuously compounded. Thus, implied default probability is 
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1 - exp ( -SO) 

1-R(0 ,T )  . Po (0, T )  = (8.10) 

As an example, if S =lOObp p.a. (per annum), D =lOYears , and 
R ( 0 , T )  = 50% , then Po (0 ,T)  = 19% . 

The implied default probabilities, in general, can be very different 
from (and are typically much higher than) the actual default probabilities 
estimated by the actual historical defaults. Trading the implied default 
probabilities against the actual default probability is a (speculation) strat- 
egy for structured credit derivatives trading. 

Even if the non-default payoff f ( T )  and the default time process z 
are correlated, we can still simplify the expected value of the 

payoff, E: [ f ( T )  l { T < r l ] ,  using the conditional default 

E,? [ liT<r) 1 ( T ) ]  . In this case, Eq. (8.2) can be rewritten as 

non-default 
probability 

(8.11) 

( 0  I t I T )  

However, it is more subtle to handle the default payoffs, which we shall 
discuss in the next section. 

One interesting aspect to look at is the default probability P$ ( t ,T)  
under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q (with respect to the default-free 
money market account numeraire p ( t )  ). Though under the equivalent 
probability measures PT and Q ,  the default events are the same, the 
probabilities of their occurrence can be different. 

Since 
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thus, through a change of probability measure, 

‘2 (tYT> = E? [ l { , < r s T } ]  

(0 I t I T )  

The above equation can be further rewritten with the following con- 
vexity adjustment, 

‘2 (‘3‘) = P ( ~ ~ T ) E T  [ ~ ( ~ ) / ~ ( t ) l { t < r _ < T } ]  

= ‘ ( tJPT [P(T) /P( t ) ]ET [ l{ t<r_<T}]  

+‘(t, T )  covlr ( P ( T ) / P ( t )  Y l{r<rsT}) (8.14) 

= ‘0 (‘9 T ,  i- ‘( t ,  T ,  covT (P(  T ) / P (  t),l{l<r<T}) 

(0 I t I T )  

where CovT ( P ( T ) / P (  t ) , l{r<rsT} ) is the covariance of P ( T ) / P  ( t )  and 

l{r<rsT} . We have used the following martingale relationship in deriving 

the above equation 

P( I>/P( t ,T)  = E1‘ [ P (  T ) / P (  T J ) ]  (0 I t I T )  . (8.15) 

Thus, if the interest rate process p ( T ) / p ( t )  and the default indica- 
tor or the default event process l{t<rsTj is completely independent, then 

(8.16) 

How to handle various correlation in general shall be presented in the 
future sections. 
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The interested reader may also want to consult http://defaultrisk.com 
for a large amount of interesting downloadable literature on credit risk 
modeling. 

8.2 Default Contingent Instruments 

Default contingent instruments are those whose payoffs are continent on 
the default of one or more reference credit names. Some are in the form 
of cash instruments and others are in the form of credit or credit hybrid 
derivatives. Examples of these instruments include single-name instru- 
ments, such as defaultable bonds, CDS, Quanto CDS, default swaptions, 
credit hybrid instruments, and defaultable OTC derivatives, and multi- 
name instruments, such as credit indices,"' nth-to-default baskets, 
CDO/CSO, and single tranche CSO. 

As we discussed before, examples of credit hybrid instruments in- 
clude CCDS and credit extinguishers. A CCDS is a contingent CDS 
whose notional is contingent on or linked to the PV of an OTC deriva- 
tives instrument. It provides default protection (to the protection buyer) 
on the OTC derivatives instrument by providing the replacement of the 
same instrument upon the default of the reference credit. In other words, 
it is an OTC derivatives instrument with a knock-in feature upon the de- 
fault of the reference credit. 

A credit extinguisher, on the other hand, is an OTC derivatives in- 
strument with a knock-out feature upon the default of the reference credit 
with a pre-specified rebate (that can be zero or non-zero). The rebate can 
also be linked to the face value of the defaulted bonds of the reference 
credit, which is similar to the ISDA set-off provision whereby, under 
proper circumstances, one is allowed to offset one's payables to a coun- 
terparty by delivering defaulted bonds of the counterparty with the face 
value equal to the PV of the payables. 

The typical motivation of a CCDS is to trade the credit risk in an 
OTC derivatives instrument and provide a static hedge of the counter- 
party credit risk (as apposed to a dynamic hedge with CDS). The typical 
motivation of a credit extinguisher is to achieve trade or funding cheap- 
ening for the counterparty. It is important to point out that the credit ex- 
tinguishers are not legal in all jurisdictions. 

' l o  For more information, please refer to http://www.Markit.com/marketing/indices.php, 
http://www.dowjones.com/Pressroom/PressReleases/Other/Europe/2005/03 15-Europe-D 
owJonesIndexes-7695.htm. 
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Some brokers are working on sourcing liquidity for the market for 
some of these instruments. For more information, the reader may want 
to refer to, e.g., http://www.SwapMeCredit.com. 

There are also credit rating contingent instruments, such as bonds 
with rating based variable coupons, which can be priced by a Markov 
Chain Model, such as the JLT model (Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull, 
1997) as we discussed in Section 4.6.2, but we shall not go into details 
here. 

8.3 A Simple Markov Chain Model 

In the previous section, we discussed the pricing of a simple (extinguish- 
ing) default contingent instrument with the focus on pricing the non- 
default payment. Here we shall focus on pricing the default payment of a 
generic single-name default contingent instrument. 

In this section, we shall present a simple Markov chain model. In the 
next section, we shall discuss the modeling of the default processes cor- 
related with market processes and the default processes of multiple 
names/obligors. 

More specifically, let us take a look at a generic single-name default 
contingent instrument with non-default payoff of 0 and default payoff of 
C, (z) at default time z of the reference credit. C, (z) can be thought 
of as the default protection payoff or the loss given default (LGD) of, 
e.g., a defaultable OTC derivatives instrument, and the default time z is 
defined in the same way as in the previous section. For pricing the coun- 
terparty credit risk or a defaultable OTC derivatives instrument, the ref- 
erence credit is actually the counterparty. 

Under a discrete time setting, the time t value V ( t )  of this generic 
default contingent instrument is given by 

(8.17) 

(0 I t I < T2... < T, ) 

where Q is the spot arbitrage-free measure with respect to the default- 
free money market account numeraire p ( t )  and T, is the final maturity 
or the risk end date of the generic default contingent instrument. 's are 
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chosen such that there are no non-default cashflows in the time interval 
of (q  , q+j ) . This is an approximation if the default payoff of C, (z) is, 
e.g., the default loss on an American option or a continuous barrier op- 
tion. 

More specifically, this default contingent instrument is really a for- 
ward starting default contingent instrument with an extinguishing feature 
such that it is knocked out with zero rebate if the reference credit defaults 
at or before time q .  Other default contingent instruments can be repre- 
sented as a linear combination of the extinguishing forward starting de- 
fault contingent instruments. 

The summation in the above equation is to handle the intermediate 
cashflows due to default, as pointed out in the previous section. 

Define the time t value 5 ( t )  for each time period as 

0 

then, we can rewrite V ( t )  as 

v( t )  = gK ( t )  (0 I t )  . 
i=l 

(8.19) 

With the above equations, we can perform a straight forward Monte 
Carlo simulation on X, already to price a generic single-name default 
contingent instrument. However, such straight forward Monte Carlo 
simulation is typically time-consuming and not accurate due to insuffi- 
cient sampling of the default states or insufficient number of Monte 
Carlo simulation paths reaching the default states (which, in turn, is due 
to the default probability being low). Importance sampling (Section 
2.5.7), stratified sampling, and Brownian bridge simulation are good 
candidates for enhancing the default sampling and, thus, improving the 
simulation accuracy and speed. A simple Markov chain model (which 
can be combined with importance sampling) that we shall discuss pro- 
vides additional enhancement in the default sampling. 

How to specify and calibrate the process of X, shall be discussed in 
the next section. 
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Under various conditions, the price of a generic single-name default 
contingent instrument can be expressed using the default probabilities 
rather than completely using the default events or states as shown in the 
above equations. This can often simplify the numerical implementations 
and help improving the computation accuracy and speed. 

In order to proceed further along this direction, we define a condi- 
tional default time z ( T )  given by the following stopping or first exit 
time, i.e., 

Z ( T )  = inf(t]X, I H , )  (0 I T < t )  . (8.20) 

The distinctive feature of this conditional default time (as compared 
to the unconditional default time z) is that it is the default time condi- 
tioned on no default at or before time T. 

It is easy to verify that 

(8.21) 

( O < T l T ,  <q+J 
In order to handle the correlation that we discussed earlier, we can 

rewrite V ,  ( t )  with the following iterated expectation, 
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( 0 5 t q  <T+J 
Define 

(8.23) 

which is the time t marginal default probability in the time interval 
conditioned on no default at or before time t, then, we can re- 

write v;. ( t )  as 

(os t sq  <?+,) 

where ED (Ti , q+l ) is the (discounted) expected default payoff condi- 
tioned on all the market and all credit information up to time and fur- 
ther conditioned on the default of the reference credit in the time interval 

The above equations can be solved numerically by a simple Markov 
of (T ,T+I ] .  
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chain model whereby on any simulation path of all the market and all 
other credit variables, the reference credit can have a default state (0) 
and a non-default state (ND) at every time step as shown in the figure 
below. 

D D D 

Figure 8.1. A simple Markov Chain Model whereby on any simulation path of 
all the market and all other credit variables, the reference credit has a default state 
(D) and a non-default state (NO). 

This can be achieved by drawing two samples of XT+] - X T  on each 
simulation path and at each time step such that one sample corresponds 
to a default state (D) or T < z(T, )  I q+, and the other to a non-default 

state (ND) or q+l < z(T, ) .  Even though, this approach doubles the path 
samples of XT+, - X q  , but it ensures the sampling of a default state at 
every time step on every simulation path. So, in general, this approach 
samples many more default states per simulation path than other methods 
that have multiple time steps, but only ensure one default state per simu- 
lation path. 

The reader may want to think about how to draw simulation samples 
so as to ensure a default sampling and a non-default sampling. 

It is important to point out that the following martingale relationship 
for the default probabilities 

=P$(t,TyT+1) 
( o a q  <q+,) 

is often not satisfied in numerical procedures and can be used in the mar- 
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tingale resampling for improving the numerical accuracy. The essence 
of this martingale resampling is actually to numerically calibrate to the 
time t default probability term structure Pj ( t ,  I;. ,7;+, ) . This is particu- 
larly usehl when t = 0 .  

One way to perform the martingale resampling on the default prob- 
abilities is by enforcing the above martingale relationship numerically 
and rewriting Eq. (8.24) as follows, 

( o a q  <q+l) 
The simple Markov chain model allows the application of the mar- 

tingale resampling on the default payoff is also desirable, which, in turn, 
can provide additional accuracy and computation speed improvement. 
Other advantages of the simple Markov chain model include allowing 
jumps in the payoff, allowing sub-sampling (with martingale interpola- 
tion and resampling) for significant computation speed improvement, 
and, under various conditions, allowing a smooth transition to default 
probability based models. 

Part of the correlation among the reference credit and the market 
variables (including the credit spread and default processes of other 
credit names) comes from the diffusion (term) correlation of the expected 
default payoff c, ( q  , q+, ) and the default probability 

l{T<rl P; ( q  , I;:, q+, ) when there are no jumps, and part comes from the 

jump correlation of the jump to default of the reference credit and the 
jump of the market variables including the credit spread and default 
processes of other credit names in computing c, (q ,  q+l ) or C, ( r )  . 

An example of the jump correlation is the situation of a Quanto CDS 
whereby the reference credit obligation is an external USD denominated 
debt of an emerging market sovereign entity and the default payoff 
C, ( r )  is a fixed amount to be paid in the local currency of the sover- 
eign entity (in exchange of the defaulted external debt). Since the sover- 
eign's default can cause a significant jump devaluation of its local CUT- 
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rency, thus, the default payoff C ,  (z) can also experience a significant 
jump devaluation in its value in USD. This situation can also occur in 
the counterparty default loss in cross-currency IR swaps and in the coun- 
terparty default gain in cross-currency IR swap extinguishers. 

Another example is the credit or default contagion whereby one 
credit name’s jump to default can cause other credit names’ credit 
spreads to jump widen or even cause other credit names to jump to de- 
fault. This situation can occur if the reference credit sells credit protec- 
tion on other credit names through CDS or CDO/CSO, in which case, the 
LGD (loss given default) with respect to the reference credit will also 
experience a jump. 

Yet another example is an entity selling put options on its own stock 
(as a funding cost saving or funding cost arbitrage strategy in buying 
back its own stocks) and, when the entity defaults, its equity price will 
experience a significant jump devaluation (and vice versa), in which 
case, the LGD (loss given default) with respect to the entity will also ex- 
perience a jump. 

We shall discuss how to handle such correlation in the next section. 

8.4 Modeling Correlated Default Event Processes with a 
Factor Model 

A popular approach in handling the correlation is to describe or model 
the entire market (including the market risk processes and the default 
processes of multiple names/obligors) by a factor model. 

Let’s assume that the entire market can be described by rn variables 
with X j  ( t )  ( j = O,l, ..., rn -1) denoting the j fh variable that can be the 
asset process of a credit name or a market risk variable, such as an inter- 
est rate, an FX rate, or an equity price, etc. 

More specifically, X ( t )  is modeled through the following factor 
model 

dX j ( t )  = oj ( t )  ( PjdW, ( t )  + ajdWi ( t ) )  , (8.27) 

where W j  ( t )  , a one-dimensional Brownian motion for the j rh variable, is 
the idiosyncratic driving factor that is independent of any other driving 
factors, W, ( t )  , an n-dimensional independent Brownian motion, is a 
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nxl  vector of common driving factors for the entire market including the 
market risk processes and the default processes. 

It is important to point out that conditioned on Fp" (the filtration 
generated by W, ( t )  up to time T), all Xi ( t )  ( t  I T )  are independent of 
one another. This conditional independence is a foundation for the ap- 
plication of various efficient numerical algorithms, such as FFT (Fast 
Fourier Transformation), for modeling correlated defaults. 

The common driving factors for the default processes can be catego- 
rized as one global economy driving factor and one driving factor for 
each of the geographical regions and industry sectors. Additional com- 
mon driving factors can be added, if needed, for additional degrees of 
freedom for specifying the correlation. The common driving factors also 
include the driving factors for the market risk variables, such as interest 
rates, FX rates, equities, etc. 

a j  , a scalar, and pj , a l x n  vector, are the coefficients that deter- 

mine the variance and correlation of dYj ( t  ). Typically, we choose 

a . =  l - p j p j  T . (8.28) 
J J 

Thus, 

f l j  ( t )  = aj ( t ) (p jdW,  ( t )  + , , / m d W ,  ( t ) )  , (8.29) 

V..(dYi ( t ) )  = aj ( t ) 2  dt , (8.30) 

and 

corr(dYi ( t ) ,dYj  ( t ) )  = pjpjT ( i f  j ) .  (8.31) 

The correlation among the default processes (and the market proc- 
esses) is specified through the correlation among the hypothetical under- 
lying asset value processes (and the processes of the market variables), or 

In the case of pair-wise constant correlation, the pi can be easily 

Cor+Xi(t),dYj(t)). 

solved given the correlation Corr ( dYj ( t )  , dYj  ( t ) )  . 
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t 
If pi is state-dependent, e.g., dependent on jpjdWM(s), for in- 

stance, then we have a simple model for handling the correlation skew, 
or the state-dependent correlation (similar to the volatility skew). 

0 

The above equations can also be rewritten as 

dXj(t)=oj(t)dW,'(t), (8.32) 

where Wit ( t )  is a standard (one-dimensional) Brownian motion given by 

dWj'(t)=pjdWM(t)+a;dWj(t), (8.33) 

The factor model provides a framework of simulating correlated de- 
fault event processes that can be correlated among themselves and with 
market variables. 

More specifically, let Xi ( t )  and H j  ( t )  be the hypothetical under- 
lying asset value process and the default bamer (or the hypothetic liabil- 
ity level) for t h e f h  credit name, and its default time zj  process is given 

by 

z j  = inf ( t lX j  ( t )  I Hi ( t ) )  (0 < t )  . (8.34) 

So far, we have not specified the probability measure for the 
Brownian motions. One way to specify the probability measure is based 
on how the model is calibrated or whether the model is calibrated to the 
implied default probability (e.g., under the spot arbitrage-free measure 
Q )  and the historical default probability. 

Hull and White (2001) deals with the situation where o, ( t )  is con- 

stant and Hi ( t )  is time dependent, and Hi ( t )  can be used to calibrate 

to today's implied default probability term structure p,4"0 (O ,O, t )  of thejfh 
credit name through a bootstrap procedure with numerical integrations. 

Brigo and Tarenghi (2005) ' I '  assumes a constant default barrier Hi 
and calibrates the time-dependent volatility oj ( t )  to today's implied 

~ ~ ~~~~ 

' I '  This paper can be downloaded from http://www.damianobrigo.it/cdsstructural.pdf. 
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default probability term structure P:D (O,O, t )  of the j th credit name 
through a bootstrap process with closed-form solutions. 

Finkelstein, Lardy, et al (2O02)ll2 provides an uncertain default bar- 
rier model where the barrier H , is random. 

Here we start with Brigo and Tarenghi (2005). More specifically, we 
start with 

' F D  ('9 ' 9  q = Ef [ '{O<.r<T ] ] 7 

which, with a constant default barrier H ,  , can be reduced to 

~2~ ( ~ 0 ,  q ) = Pr (0 < z 5 q ) 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

where @ (.) is the cumulative (one-dimensional) normal distribution, or 

more specifically, the probability for an N (0,l) variable to be less than x 

and the factor 2 comes from the reflection principle of Brownian motion. 
The above equation can be used, through a bootstrap procedure, to 

determine or calibrate a, ( t )  , if it is piecewise constant. 
Similarly, the conditional default probability is given by 

~j490 (T,<,<+~) = Pr( q < z(q) I T + ~ )  
= 2 ~ r (  X ,  (<+,) I H , ~ x ,  ( q ) ) .  

( (8.37) 
H ,  -xj ( q )  

For a review of the correlated default modeling in CDO pricing, the 

''' This paper can be downloaded from 
http://www.creditgrades.com/resources/pdf/CGtechdoc.pdf. 
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reader can refer to, e.g., Burtschelll, Gregory, and Laurent (20O5).lI3 
For an application of the correlated default modeling in CD02 pricing, 
the reader can refer to Li and Liang (2005)."4 

Here we focus on the discussion of the default process of a single 
credit name. This includes defaultable OTC derivatives, CCDS, extin- 
guishers, and counterparty credit risk. 

Let's first handle the diffusion correlation presented in the previous 
section. In other words, in this case, the default payoff C, (z) does not 
have any jump component upon the default of the reference credit. 

For simplicity, we let 

x, = x, ( t )  . (8.38) 

It is important to point out that, conditioned on F/ (the filtration 
generated by W, ( t )  up to time T), all X j  ( t )  are independent. This 
conditional independence is a foundation of various efficient numerical 
algorithms, particularly for modeling correlated defaults. 

Eq. (8.18) can be rewritten in a similar form to Eq. (8.24), i.e., 

, (8.39) 

where 

It is downloadable from 
http://~~~.mathematik.uni-ulm.de/finmath/ss_05/fe/jplaurentcomparative.pdf. 
' I 4  It is downloadable from 
http://finmath.stanford.edu/seminars/documents/GMCDOsquared.pdf. 
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is the time t conditional default probability in the time interval (q,q+l] 
conditioned on that no default has happened at or before time t, and fur- 
ther conditioned on the market filtration 3,. It is generally state de- 
pendent (i.e., dependent on the market states). 

Under proper technical conditions and in the continuous time limit, 
Eq. (8.17) and the above equation can be reduced to 

(8.41) 

( O I t I T ,  <T, = T )  

This is also a generic formula for pricing the default leg of a CDS 
when the default payoff does not have any jump. Stochastic recovery 
rates can also be incorporated in the above equations. 

With a convexity adjustment, the above equation can be further re- 
written as 

(Or t Iq  <T, = T )  

, (8.42) 

and p are the covariance and 
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correlation between - cD(u)  and - P $ ( t , t , u , 3 ~ ) ,  d u  respectively, q P ( 4  du 

the percentage volatility of , and o2 the percentage volatility of 
P ( 4  

In deriving the above equation, the following iterated expectation 
relationship was applied, 

(8.43) 

= duP' ( t , t , u )  

Another way of evaluating Eq. (8.41) is through a change of prob- 
ability measure, which can often yield more accurate approximations. 

Now let's handle the jump correlation. In other words, in this case, 
the default payoff C, (z) has a jump component upon the default of the 
reference credit. 

The examples of the jumps that we discussed before can be specified 
as a dependency of C, ( z) on the market variables A? ( *, z) that, in turn, 
can experience jumps upon the default of the reference credit. 

In other words, 

(8.44) 

where z- denotes the pre-default time (and the state) immediately prior 
to the default of the reference credit. 

While theoretically one can use very sophisticated jump models, 
practically, simple and parsimonious models are typically used due to the 
lack of reliable market data needed for the model calibration, which, in 
turn, is due to that these jumps are rare events. 

A simple approach is to exogenously specifj the post-default values 
of the market variables a(* ,z)  (immediately after the default jump) 
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being a deterministic (often times linear) function of the pre-default Val- 
ues ( 0 , ~ ~ )  (immediately prior to the default jump), i.e., 

Iii(*,z)=f(Iii(*,c)). (8.45) 

To proceed further, let's first define the market variables M ( t )  
without jumps following Eq. (8.27), i.e., 

(8.46) 

We can then define the pre-default market variables as 

n;r (q-) = M (z) , 

and Eq. (8.45) for the post-default market variables can be rewritten as 

A2 (v) = f ( M  (z)). 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

Typically, the following linear function can be used, 

M ( * , t ) = l I , < s ] M ( t ) + l ~ s < t ) ( a ( t ) M ( t ) + b ( t ) ) .  (8.49) 

Thus, Eq. (8.44) can be rewritten as 

CD (z) = cD (z,f ( ('))?.). (8.50) 

The simple Markov chain model can naturally allow jumps in the 
default payoff. Particularly, under the above simplified assumptions for 
the jumps, Eq. (8.41) still holds. 

In terms of the counterparty credit risk pricing, the diffusion and 
jump correlation effects are the main cause of the wrong-way and right- 
way exposures. 

8.5 Modeling Correlated Default Time Processes with the 
Copula Approach 

A generic way of specifying the joint (default) probability distribution 
from the marginal (default) probability distributions is through the Cop- 
ula approach (Li, 1999). 
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This also provides a simple framework for simulating default times 
(as opposed to the default events presented in the previous sections). 
Such default times can be correlated among themselves and with market 
variables. 

As compared to the default event simulation, the default time simula- 
tion is simpler and has a better convergence, as one simulation sample of 
the default time (within a certain time interval) corresponds to many de- 
fault event simulation samples (within the same time interval). However, 
default event simulation is more general, as the default time simulation 
cannot easily handle instruments whose values explicitly depend on the 
default events, such as certain default options including the counterparty 
default options. 

More specifically, let 

pi ( t , )  = Pr( z, st,) (8.51) 

denote the default probability of thej'' credit name at or before time ti. 
Then, the joint default probability or the joint default time distribution of 
N credit names is given by 

where C ( p ,  ( t l ) , p Z  ( t 2 ) ,  . . . ,pN ( t N ) )  is a Copula function. 

or Gaussian Copula function that is given by 
A popular choice of the Copula function is an N-dimensional Normal 

where ON (.) is the N-dimensional cumulative normal distribution func- 

tion, C is the correlation matrix, and a(.) is the one-dimensional cumu- 
lative normal distribution function. The student t Copula is another 
popular choice for better handling the default contagion. Different Cop- 
ula models give rise to different default contagion effects. 

The default time from a Gaussian Copula can be easily simulated by 
the following procedure. First, one needs to simulate a set of properly 
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correlated standard Gaussian ( N (0,l) ) variables, which can be achieved 
by using the factor model in Eq. (8.29). Let Z j  denote such correlated 
standard Gaussian variable corresponding to the jth credit name, then the 
simulated cumulative default time ti of thejth credit name is given by 

t j  = p;l ( @ ( Z j ) ) .  (8.54) 

Similar to the volatility skew/smile of the Black volatilities in the 
options market, there is significant correlation skew effect whereby dif- 
ferent base correlation is needed in a (Gaussian) Copula model in order 
to price to the market different tranches of a CDOKSO. This means that 
a (Gaussian) Copula model cannot consistently model all the tranches in 
a CDOKSO, which is similar to the situation whereby a Black-Scholes 
model cannot consistently model options with different strikes. More 
details can be found in, e.g., Hull and White (2006). 

There is also significant model risk in terms of the correlation value 
and the dynamics of the correlation. It has been reported that various 
funds have incurred significant losses due to the inaccurate or incorrect 
assumptions of the correlation. 

8.6 Recovery Rate Modeling 

The stochastic recovery rate modeling is typically achieved by using a 
Beta distribution whose probability density function is defined in the in- 
terval of [0,1] and is given by'15 

!up-1 (1 - u)"-' du 
0 

(8.55) 

The corresponding cumulative probability density function is given by 

(8.56) 

'I5 For more details, see, e.g., Wikipedia at: 
http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Beta-distribution. 
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The parameters p ,  q of the Beta distribution are typically obtained by 
the mean Ep [ x ]  and the variance Varp [ x ]  of the Beta distribution as 
follows, 

(8.57) 

In order to simulate correlated recovery rate, first, one needs to simu- 
late a set of properly correlated standard Gaussian ( N(0,l) ) variables, 

which can be achieved by using the factor model in Eq. (8.29). Let Zp 
denote such correlated standard Gaussian variable corresponding to re- 
covery rate process of t h e f h  credit name, then the simulated recovery 
rate R, is given by 

Rj  = Fi:. (@(Z;)) , (8.58) 

where Fp, ( x )  cumulative probability density function for the recovery 
rate process of t h e f h  credit name. 

8.7 

As we can see, the simplified Merton or structural model in the previous 
sections actually predicts the future volatilities of the credit spreads (for 
given recovery rates) and such volatilities are likely to be inconsistent 
with the volatilities implied from the default swaption market or by other 
means. Regardless of the liquidity of the default swaption market, it is 
useful to have some freedoms so that we specify our view on volatilities 
of the credit spreads. 

This is not really an issue for pricing instruments that are insensitive 
to the credit spread volatilities, such as CDS and CDO/CSO. However, 
it is an important issue for pricing default options, such as options on 
CDS and CDO/CSO, and the credit charge or CVA. 

The volatilities of the credit spread for both the counterparty and the 

Risky Market Model for Credit Spread Modeling 
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underlying reference credit names are important for the credit charge 
calculation, but the volatilities of the credit spread for the underlying ref- 
erence credit names are more important, as the credit charge of a CDS is 
essentially a series of default swaptions. 

In this section, we shall present the martingale modeling of the credit 
spread processes, which is one step towards jointly modeling the credit 
spread processes and the default processes that we shall discuss in the 
next section. 

While, in general, we can use the credit spread models based on the 
short hazard rate or default intensity, here we choose the martingale 
modeling approach, such as the credit spread market model (see, e.g., 
Schonbucher, 2000 and 2003'16). The credit spread market model (or the 
martingale credit spread model), similar to the LIBOR or swap market 
model, directly models the market observed credit spreads and provides a 
convenient simulation framework for modeling the dynamics of the 
credit spread and specifying or calibrating the credit spread volatilities. 

In order to proceed further, we first need to define the non-default or 
survival value and the extinguishing value of a default contingent instru- 
ment. 

The time t non-default or survival value, r? ( t )  , of a default contin- 
gent instrument is its time t value conditioned on no default of the refer- 
ence credit occurring at or before time t. As we discussed before, in gen- 
eral, the following martingale relationships do not hold, ie. ,  

(8.59) 

( O I t I T )  

This is due to that r? ( f  ) or r? ( T )  do not fully capture the cashflows 
of the instruments. More specifically, they only capture the non-default 
or survival payoffs, but do not capture the default payoffs. As a matter 
of fact, P(t ,T)ET[r?(T)]  or p ( t ) E ? [ v ( T ) / p ( T ) ]  is the time t value 

' I 6  These papers are downloadable from http://ssm.com/abstract=261O5 1 and 
http://www.schonbucher.de/papers/cdsoptions. pdf. 
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of the corresponding instrument that is not default contingent. 
On the other hand, the time t extinguishing value, V (  t )  , of a default 

contingent instrument is the time t value of the same default contingent 
instrument but with an extinguishing feature in that the instrument is 
knocked out with zero rebate if the reference credit defaults at or before 
time t. More specifically, 

(8.60) 

where, z , as usual, is the default time of the reference credit and l{t<r) 

represents the extinguishing feature. In other words, V ( t )  is the time t 
value of an extinguisher or the non-default or survival leg of the same 
default contingent instrument which is a traded asset. 

Equivalently, 

V ( t )  = V ( t ) l z  < t , (8.61) 

Thus, if there are no intermediate non-default cashflows before time 
T and at or after time t, then, by applying the Harrison-Pliska martingale 
no-arbitrage theorem, we have the following martingale relationships on 
the extinguishing values, i.e., 

(8.62) 

L . .  

(0  I t  I T )  

Let's further proceed to define the survival probability measure Pfi 
with respect to a traded default contingent numeraire asset with time t 
positive survival value of f i ( t )  and with no intermediate non-default 
cashflows before time T and at or after time t. 

So far, we have assumed and will continue to assume that the default 
contingency of the instrument, the default contingency of the numeraire, 
and the extinguishing feature refer to the same single reference credit. 
But, similar arguments can be applied to the cases involving multiple 
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reference credit names. 
One of the goals to define the survival probability measure is to an- 

swer the question what are the probability measure and the numeraire 
such that v (  t )  normalized by the numeraire survival value is a martin- 

gale. As we shall see that v ( t ) / f i ( t )  is a Pfi -martingale. 
Following Schonbucher (2000 and 2003), we define the survival ar- 

bitrage-free probability measure Pfi through the following Radon- 
Nikodym derivative 

( O S t )  

where we have assumed that no default has occurred at time 0. 
It is easy to verify that since 

( O I t  I T )  

thus, 

( O I t )  

Note, the same as before, 

( O I t  I T )  

(8.63) 

(8.64) 

(8.65) 

(8.66) 

The term survival probability measure comes from the fact that Pfi 
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only describes the non-default or survival states and assigns zero prob- 
ability or measure to the default states or events I l r S t )  , i.e., 

= O  
( O I t )  

But, typically, 

(0 5 t )  

(8.67) 

(8.68) 

These indicate that the probabilities measures Pfi and Q are not 

(t) /I? ( t )  is a Pfi -martingale as fol- 

equivalent. Rather, PR is absolutely continuous with respect to Q . 

lows, 
Furthermore, we can see that 

( O I t  5 T )  

In deriving the above equation, we have used 
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( O S t )  
(8.70) 

To proceed further on the martingale modeling of the credit spread 
process, we start by identifying the martingale measure of a credit 
spread. 

Let j j  (t,q,q+l) denote the time t par coupon of the CDS of thejth 

credit name for the accrual and default protection period from I;: to I;:+l 
A j  ( t ,  q ,  q+l ) the time t survival value of a defaultable annuity of the jth 

credit name for the accrual and default protection period from I;: to I;:+l, 
and P- the annuity survival measure with respect to the defaultable an- 

A1 

nuity Aj  ( t ,  q ,  q+l ) as the numeraire. 

Since 1 f < r ,  ij ( t ,  q ,  q+l ) 2, ( t ,  I;:, q+l ) is the time t extinguishing 

value of the protection or survival leg of the CDS for thejth credit name 
(for the accrual and default protection period from I;: to I;.+1 where z j  is 
the default time of thejth credit name) which is a traded asset, thus we 
have the following martingale relationship 

{ I1 

( O l t l T 5 q  <I;:+J 

If we restrict ourselves only to the non-default or survival states, then 
through a change of probability measure, we obtain 

ij (t,q,q+l) = Epi [s, (T,I;:,I;:+,)] 
> (8.72) 

where the expectation is taken under the annuity survival measure P- 
A j 
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Similarly, the time t value of an extinguishing forward starting CDS 
on thejth credit name (with reset at time T and the accrual and protection 
period from q to ) is given by 

= 1 i j  (t,q, q+] ) w (  K - 3, (t,q,q+])) 
{ l<rj  1 

( O S t l T I T  

where K is the fixed coupon rate or premium of the CDS, w = 1 is for 
selling the credit protection (or being short in the credit spread or long in 
the credit market), and w = -1 for buying the credit protection (or being 
long in the credit spread or short in the credit market). 

In deriving the above equation, a change of probability measure from 
the spot arbitrage-free measure Q to the annuity survival measure Pi 
and the martingale relationship in Eq. (8.72) were applied. 

Furthermore, the time t value of an extinguishing default swaption 
(DSO) on thejth credit name (with expiry at time T for optionally enter- 
ing a CDS with the accrual and protection period from q to q+,) is 
given by 

J 
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L 1 

( O < t < T < T  <q+l) 
where K is the strike and the option holder has an option to enter a CDS 
with coupon rate of K for selling ( w = 1 ) or buying ( w = -1 ) the credit 
protection. 

Similar to before, in deriving the above equation, a change of prob- 
ability measure from the spot arbitrage-free measure Q to the annuity 
survival measure P- was applied. If j j  (t,qyq+l) follows a simple 

lognormal, normal, or shifted lognormal process, then the above equation 
reduces to a simple (lognormal, normal, or shifted lognormal) Black 
formula. The market typically quotes the option premium in terms of the 
implied Black lognormal volatilities. 

Based on the martingale relationship in Eq. (8.72), the diffusion 
process of the credit spread j j  (tyq,q+l) can be specified by the martin- 
gale representation theorem (in the absence of jumps and under the usual 
technical conditions) as 

A, 

(8.75) 

s.  2 .  
where 6-  is the instantaneous credit spread volatility and W, 

si 
one-dimensional P- -Brownian motion. 

A i  

is a 

6-  can be determined by calibrating to the initial volatilities of the 
'i 
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credit spreads implied from the default swaption market or by other 

means through Eq. (8.74) and W,''"j needs to be properly correlated to 
other driving factors. 

8.8 

In this section, we shall present an approximate methodology for jointly 
modeling the credit spread processes and the default processes. The goal 
is to price instruments sensitive to both default and credit spread volatil- 
ity and, particularly, the credit charge or CVA. 

The general idea is to introduce additional degrees of freedom to the 
dynamics of the credit spread process in the simplified structural model 
so that it can have enough parameters to calibrate to the credit spread 
volatilities. 

Conceptually, we can use the uncertain default barrier model of 
Finkelstein, Lardy, et al (2002) or the like as the additional degrees of 
freedom. Stochastic future recovery rates can also be considered. 

Here we present a simple approximation. The basic idea is to intro- 
duce an additional exogenous diffusion component to the credit spread 
process by combining the simplified structural model and the martingale 
credit spread model presented in the previous sections. 

More specifically, we decompose the credit spread sj ( t ,  q , q+l ) as 
follows 

Joint Credit Spread and Default Modeling 

s j ( l , q , T . + l )  =s~l (~ ,I ; . ,q .+ l )+s j"( t ,q ,q+l )  
( O l t  S T S q  q+,) Y (8.76) 

where ,?j'(t,q,q+l) is the credit spread implied by the simplified struc- 

tural model and j j "  ( t ,  I;. , q+, ) is an additional credit spread as the cor- 

rection term. sj (t ,T,q+l) is solved by the martingale model in Eq. 
(8.75) and is calibrated to the initial credit spread volatilities. 

) are solved by their pro- 

spective models, on the surface, it looks trivial to obtain 3; (l,q.,q+l) 
from Eq. (8.76). However, the subtlety is that sj (t,q,q+l) and 

Since both sj ( t ,  q , q+l ) and sjl ( t ,  q 
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3; ( t ,  q., I;.+1 ) are typically solved under different probability measures. 

If we use Eq. (8.75), then j j  (t,I;:,q+,) is solved under the survival an- 

nuity probability measure Pij , whereas j j "  (t,q,q+,) is typically 

solved under the spot arbitrage-free measure Q .  So, we will need to 
perform a change of measure to a common probability measure. 

One way to approach this is to rewrite Eq. (8.75) in the spot arbi- 
trage-free measure Q , which can be achieved through the application of 
Girsanov's change of measure theorem. 

Alternatively, we can derive the change of measure ourselves. If we 
only consider the non-default or survival states, then 

Since 

-dsj (t,q,q+Jdij ( t ) / i j  ( t )  

+ L i p j  ( t , q , ~ + , ) ~ j ( t ) ) / i j ( t )  , (8.77) 

(O<t<T<I;:  <I;:+,) 

then, based on the martingale representation theorem (in the absence of 
jumps and under the usual technical conditions), we obtain 

where 6-  is the instantaneous credit spread volatility,W,s'.Q is a one- 
si 
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dimensional Q -Brownian motion, 6 

volatility of 2, ( t )  , and p- 

j j  (t,?,T+]) and j j  ( t )  . 
Essentially, we have derived the risky market model for credit 

spreads similar to the interest rate market model. 
With the above equation, we can solve Sj  (t,q,q+l) under the spot 

arbitrage-free measure Q on the survival or non-default states. 6- can 
s; 

be determined by calibrating to the initial volatilities of the credit spreads 
implied from the default swaption market through Eq. (8.74) or can be 

specified, and FfJ’AJ needs to be properly correlated to other driving 
factors. 6= and p- can be approximated with methodologies simi- 

lar to the approximations of the BGM model. A simple approximation 
under the 1 -factor setting is given by 

is the instantaneous percentage 

is the instantaneous correlation between 

A,  - 
SJ 2’4, - 

- -  

A, ’ J  

(8.79) 

An additional drift correction Ap, is needed in Eq. (8.78) so that we 
can perform martingale resampling such that the martingale relationships 
in Eq. (8.72) and Eq. (8.73) are satisfied. In other words, 

The initial value of j j  ( t ,  q ,  ) is the extinguishing forward CDS 
par rate that can be derived from the term CDS par rates as 
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If there are jumps in the credit spread processes due to credit conta- 
gion, we can superimpose exogenous jump components in the credit 
spread processes similar to the previous section. 

We can also incorporate (correlated) stochastic recovery rate process 
into the risky market model. If we adopt the common approach and use 
a Beta distribution for the recovery rate process, then Eq. (8.78) becomes 
an approximation. 

8.9 Counterparty Credit Risk Pricing in OTC Derivatives 

As we discussed before, pricing counterparty credit risk is the same as 
pricing two default options or expected default lossedgains on a basket 
of OTC derivatives or a counterparty portfolio. 

One is the option for one’s counterparty to default first and the other 
is the option for one to default first oneself. The first to default nature is 
typically a second order effect, unless the default probability of one or 
both parties is very high. Thus, we generally ignore the first-to-default 
nature, and, consequently, pricing these default options is the same as 
pricing the generic single-name default contingent instruments (or, more 
specifically, options) presented in the previous sections. 

The PV of such default options or expected default losses/gains are 
integral parts of the market values of the OTC derivatives, and, thus, they 
should be priced in and, for market making purposes, they should also be 
hedged and risk managed like other trades. 

As we discussed in Chapter 1, there are many subtleties in the pric- 
ing of the counterparty credit risk in OTC derivatives as compared to, 
e.g., the pricing of the credit risk in a bond. The following are some ex- 
amples. 

1. In addition to the volatility in the default recovery rate, the de- 
fault or credit exposure (or the replacement value of the counter- 
party portfolio at the time of the counterparty’s default) is also 
highly volatile. Accurately modeling the credit exposure is one 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

of the key components and challenges of the counterparty credit 
risk pricing. 
The counterparty credit risk is typically on a netted counterparty 
portfolio, not on a single trade. Thus, the counterparty default 
options are really options on a basket of derivatives. 
One needs to handle the diffusion and jump correlation between 
the market and counterparty default processes in order to handle 
the wrong-way and the right-way exposures. 
One also needs to model various credit enhancement or contin- 
gency features, such as rating based collaterals and rating based 
breaks. 
Furthermore, the trades in a counterparty portfolio can be mod- 
eled by different pricers, booked in different systems, from dif- 
ferent desks, or even from different product areas. This presents 
significant challenges to the counterparty credit risk modeling 
and the system. 

In general, we can use Eq. (8.41) and Eq. (8.42) to price the PV of 
any one of the default options. More specifically, we can rewrite Eq. 
(8.41) and Eq. (8.42) as 

P$ ( f  ) = P$ (o,o, t ,  F?) ( O < T ) ,  

P$ (0, t )  = P$ (o,o,t) 

and 

(8.82) 

(8.83) 

The default cashflow can be expressed with the default exposure 
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V,, ( t )  (or potential value at default risk) and the default recovery rate 

R ( t )  as follows 

Thus, 

(8.84) 

where VDE‘ ( t )  is the effective default exposure given by 

5; ( f ) = V,E ( t  ) (1 + W P t )  * 
(8.86) 

If there is a jump component in the default exposure V,, ( t )  upon 
default, then Eq. (8.49) and Eq. (8.50) need to be considered. 

The above equations are typically solved by (multi-dimensional) 
Monte Carlo simulations whereby all the underlying market variables 
and the default processes and the credit spread processes of the counter- 
parties and the underlying obligations are collectively simulated. 

The market variables, such as the interest rates, equity prices, FX 
rates, are simulated by their perspective models. The major differences 
between the counterparty credit risk pricing model and the trade-level (or 
micro) model for the underlying derivatives pricing, as we discussed ear- 
lier, are that the former being a portfolio-based or macro model, requires, 
consistent modeling of all the variables involved with, e.g., global cali- 
brations of volatilities and proper correlation among all the variables. 
The correlation is typically specified through the instantaneous correla- 
tion among the incremental driving factors (e.g., Brownian motions), 
which can be achieved through Choleski decomposition or a factor 
model. 

The joint default and credit spread processes for the underlying obli- 
gations and the counterparties will also need to be simulated, e.g., with 
the methodologies presented in the previous sections. The incremental 
driving factors for these processes should also be properly correlated 
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with the incremental driving factors. 
In some cases, the recovery rate processes will need to be simulated 

and jump components in the processes of the market and credit variables 
will need to be considered. 

Once all the market and credit variables are simulated, a major (pro- 
bably the most difficult) task to compute the cash or dirty price’I7 of each 
trade in the counterparty portfolio on each simulation path as of each 
simulation date. This can be achieved by directly calling the trade-level 
pricers or by simulating through the grids or simulation paths of the 
trade-level pricers. 

This is also a generic scenario analysis engine that has many addi- 
tional applications. 

8.9.7 Credit Charge Calculation 

The credit charge (or credit premium) Vcc is the PV of the default op- 
tion due to one’s counterparty’s default. More specifically, it is given by 

where V,,, ( t )  is the asset-side default exposure or positive exposure 
when one has net receivables or the default exposure with respect to the 

counterparty’s default, VAsset’ ( t )  is the effective default exposure, 

P$(t) is the counterparty default probability, RCP(t)  is the counter- 
party default recovery rate, and T is the risk end date of the counterparty 
portfolio (beyond which there is no risk at all). 

Since one has a short position in the option due to the counterparty’s 
default, Vcc, representing the PV of such short position, is no greater 
than zero. V,, is the same as the asset side of CVA. 

Since, at any given time t, one will have counterparty default risk 

’” The reason that we use the cash or dirty price is due to that the coupon or accrued 
interest is subject to the counterparty credit risk. 
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only when one has net receivables from the counterparty (or one is net 
owed money by the counterparty), thus, the default exposure V,,,, ( t )  is 
given by 

(8.88) 

for an all-netted counterparty with N trades where V;: ( t )  is 

the time t cash or dirty price of the ith trade and Vco, ( t )  is the amount of 
collaterals to be received (a positive value) or posted (with a negative 
value) based on the collateral agreement or a CSA (Credit Support An- 
nex). We further denote Y ( t )  the time t cash or dirty price of the coun- 

terparty portfolio, i.e., Y ( t )  = c ( t  ) . 
N 

i=l 
We shall discuss again on the collaterals in Section 8.9.4. Roughly 

speaking, the effect of the collaterals is to put a cap on the counterparty 
default exposures. 

In terms of the risks, a credit charge is short in the counterparty 
credit spread, short in the Vega and Gamma of a call option on the coun- 
terparty portfolio, long in Theta, and short in the correlation between the 
counterparty credit spread and the market value of the counterparty port- 
folio. If such correlation is positive (for the case of wrong-way expo- 
sures), then the credit charge is short in the counterparty credit spread 
volatility. If such correlation is negative (for the case of right-way expo- 
sures), then the credit charge is long in the counterparty the credit spread 
volatility. 

8.9.2 Expected and Potential Exposures and Expected Shortfall 

Other counterparty credit risk measures include the expected and poten- 
tial exposures and shortfall. 

The positive or asset side expected default exposure curve or profile 
(with respect to the counterparty's default) is given by 

'I8 An all-netted counterparty portfolio means that the counterparty credit risk is a func- 
tion of the net value (or cash or dirty price) of the portfolio. It is common that a counter- 
party portfolio is partially netted. This is almost the same as multiple counterparty port- 
folios except that the collateral amount can still be determined by the all-netted portfolio 
value. 
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(8.89) 

The potential exposure (PE) curve or profile PE ( t  ) at the percentile 
of PpE (due to the counterparty's default) is given by 

(8.90) 

For instance, a 95'h percentile PE (i.e., PpE =95%) means that the 

VAsse'(z)  is less the PE P E ( t )  with the PV of the default exposure or 

probability of 0.95. 

[ t, , t ,  ) is defined as 

P(t> 

The maximum PE MPE ( t ,  ,t2 ) within a certain time band or interval 

MPE ( t ,  ,tz ) = max( PE( t )[ t l  I t < t 2 )  . (8.91) 

A better credit risk measure than PE or MPE is the expected shortfall 
or expected tail loss ETL defined as 

r 1 

In general, ETL can be defined as 

where f(*) is a certain tail distribution function with 1 

a special case. 
The expected tail loss allows more meaningful comparison of the 

counterparty credit risk among counterparties with different credit 
spreads and recoveries, and different trades. 
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8.9.3 Credit Benefit Calculation 

The credit benefit Vcs is the PV of the default option due to the one’s 
own default. More specifically, it is given by 

( O < T )  

where VLiab ( t )  is the liability-side default exposure or negative exposure 
when one has net payables or the default exposure with respect to one’s 

own default, VLiab’ ( t )  is the effective default exposure, P& ( t )  is one’s 

own default probability, RSey ( t )  is one’s own default recovery rate, and 
T is the risk end date of the portfolio (beyond which there is no credit 
risk). 

Since one has a long position in the option due to one’s own default, 
Vcs , representing the PV of such long position, is no less than zero. VcB 
is the same as the liability side of CVA. 

Since, at any given time t ,  one will have counterparty default risk 
only when one has net receivables from the counterparty (or one is net 
owed money by the counterparty), thus, the default exposure VLiab ( t )  is 
given by 

(8.95) 

for an all-netted counterparty portfolio with N trades where ( t )  is the 

time t value of the ith trade and Vcor ( t )  is the amount of net collaterals 
received (a positive value) or posted (with a negative value) based on the 
collateral agreement or a CSA. 

The negative expected default exposure curve or profile (with respect 
to one’s own default) is given by 

1 yLiab ( t )  = min C 5 ( t )  - vc0, ( t ) , o  “ i= I 
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(8.96) 

In terms of the risks, mostly opposite to the credit charge, a credit 
benefit is long in one’s own credit spread, long in the Vega and Gamma 
of a put option on the counterparty portfolio, short in Theta, and short in 
the correlation between one’s own credit spread and the market value of 
the counterparty portfolio. If such correlation is positive (for the case of 
right-way exposures to the counterparty), then the credit benefit is short 
in one’s own credit spread volatility. If such correlation is negative (for 
the case of wrong-way exposures to the counterparty), then the credit 
benefit is long in one’s own credit spread volatility. 

8.9.4 Collateral or Margin Agreement 

A CSA typically specifies a bilateral collateral or margin agreement with 
a threshold ( VThresh ) and a minimum transfer amount (MTA, VMTA ). The 
threshold determines the potential or contractual collateral amount and 
the MTA determines whether or an actual transfer of collaterals will 
happen. For instance, the CSA with one counterparty can specify 
VThresh = $lOMM and VM, = $1MM , and the CSA with another coun- 
terparty can specify VThresh = 0 and VM, = $0.2MM . 

In addition, the threshold is typically dependent on the credit rating 
of the parties involved. Thus, the threshold (and possibly the MTA) for 
each party can be different. Thus, for generality, we denote vizh and 

V i g  to be the asset side of the threshold and MTA (when one has re- 
ceivables) that governs the collaterals posted by the counterparty, and 
VThresh and V,,!$i to be the liability side of the threshold and MTA (when 
one has payables) that governs the collaterals posted by oneself. 

Roughly speaking, the goal of a collateral agreement is to limit the 
potential default loss by imposing a cap (roughly VEGi + V,&i‘ ) for the 

positive or asset side exposure and a cap (roughly Vzzth + V , $  ) for the 
absolute value of the negative or liability side exposure. 

Liab 

Here we present a simple example for the collateral calculation. 
Let’s assume that there is no initial margin, i.e., the initial actual 

collateral amount V,,, (0) = 0 .  Before the first time when 
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V ( t )  2 VEgk + V$i' , even if the contractual collateral amount 

( 0 C Vco, ( t )  = max V t - V e k  , 0) can be positive, there is no actual collat- 

eral transfer as V g ,  ( t )  < V,; '  . Thus, the actual collateral amount 

VCOl(t) = 0 * 

Then, at the first time when V ( t )  2 V$zi + VEi' , the counterparty 
will be requested or called to post collaterals in the amount of 
V& ( t  ) - Vco, ( t  ) = V ( t )  - V&& 2 VEi' . Typically, the collaterals 
called will be received at a later time, since there is a time delay Atco, 
between the time when the collaterals are called and the time when the 
collaterals are received. 

Due to this time delay, even if both the threshold and the MTA are 
zero, the exposures would not be zero. Such exposures come from the 
variance of the portfolio market value in the time period of AtCo, (which 
is typically assumed to be 2 weeks). Such exposures are also similar to a 
series of forward starting options with time-to-expiry of AtCo,. 

8.9.5 

The net credit charge (or net credit premium) PVNcc is the total PV of 
the two default options, one due to the counterparty default and the other 
due to one's own default, and is given by: 

Net Credit Charge and Funding Spread Calculation 

(8.97) 

The counterparty portfolio is equivalent to a corresponding portfolio 
without the counterparty credit risks plus the two counterparty default 
options. Thus, the PV of the counterparty portfolio (from one's own 
perspective) is given by 

(8.98) 

where PV, is the PV of the corresponding portfolio without the counter- 
party credit risks. It is important to point out that, even though this cor- 
responding portfolio has no counterparty credit risks, it can have credit 
risk to the underling reference obligations (such as in the case of a CDS 
trade) that, unlike the counterparty credit risks, are typically priced in by 
the market and by the micro models. 
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Sometimes, especially for swaps, the net credit charge is not charged 
as an up-front fee (in the amount of -PVNc-), rather it is charged as an 
additional funding spread A S .  

In this case, we need to solve for the spread AS that is equivalent to 
PVNcc by solving the following equation 

pvO (O) = pvO ( AS) f p v N C ,  (hs) 7 
(8.99) 

and the trade will be transacted at the price of PV,(O) that can be the 
same as PVo in the previous case. 

It is important to point out that the spread payments are actually sub- 
ject to default risk and, thus, the net credit charge PV,,, depends on 
As. 

A simple approximated solution can be easily obtained for the above 
equation as typically AS is mathematically very small (or a very small 
percentage of the corresponding credit spread and the coupon rate). 
More specifically, the following approximation can be obtained through 
a Taylor expansion of the above equation, i.e., 

thus, 

-“NCC (O) 
(8.101) 

AS = 
ap ‘NCC (As I dAS IAs=o 

As an example, if the counterparty credit spread (continuously com- 
pounded) AS = lOObp p a .  , the duration of the derivatives trade 
D = 1 OYeurs , the counterparty bond or CDS recovery R (0, T )  = 50%, 

the counterparty recovery on the derivatives trade R, = 50%, then 
PD(0,T)=19% and Vcc =-9S%V(O). We have used Eq. (8.10) in 
deriving these results. 
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8.9.6 

In addition to the general martingale relationships that we have presented 
in the previous chapters and sections, here we present additional martin- 
gale relationships. The key is to have the portfolio-based or macro 
model in the credit charge calculations produce trade-level results consis- 
tent with thosc from thc trade-level or micro models. These are the nec- 
essary conditions for accurate credit charge calculations and can be used 
in martingale accuracy testing and martingale control variate or resam- 
pling. 

From Eqs. (8.88) and (8.95), we can see that the default exposures 
are options on the value of the counterparty portfolio. Thus, we first 
need to make sure that the portfolio-based or macro model can accurately 
price the underlying derivatives instruments, i.e., each trade in the portfo- 
lio or match the price from the trade-level or micro model. 

Martingale Relationships in Credit Charge Calculations 

More specifically, the trade-level overall exposure E$ [%] is the 

PV of the cash or dirty price of the tradc i for all cashflows with payment 
date after t (from the portfolio-based or macro model) and, thus, we need 
to test and ensure the following (first order) martingale relationship, 

(8.102) 

where 5 (0 , t )  is the corresponding price from the trade-level or micro 
model. This price is also termed as forward time t PV. 

For instance, for a simple swap, the trade-level overall exposure is 
the PV of a corresponding forward starting swap. For path-dependent 
derivatives instruments (such as those with callable, barrier, and averag- 
ing features), the situation is more complicated and we need to explicitly 
handle the path-dependency in the above equation. For instance, for a 
cancelable swap, when we look at its value at a future time, we need to 
handle the probability that the swap has been cancelled before that time 
(in which case there will be no default risks). 

Furthermore, we need to test and ensure the following higher order 
martingale relationships, 
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(8.103) 

(8.104) 

where Y'(0,t)  is the price of the call option with expiry of t on the 

original trades from the trade-level or micro model and V,- (0,t) is the 
negative price of the corresponding put option. Both of these option 
prices should be obtained from the trade-level or micro model. 

In other words, the trade-level positive (negative) exposure curves or 
profiles correspond to a series of call (put) options on the original trade. 
For instance, the exposure profiles of a simple swap correspond to a se- 
ries of swaptions. The exposures of a simple credit default swap (CDS) 
correspond to a series of extinguishing forward starting default swap- 
tions. 

Thus, as we pointed out before, even if the underlying trades may not 
be sensitive to volatilities, their exposures and credit charges are typi- 
cally sensitive to volatilities, which is a typical challenge in the credit 
charge pricing. For instance, pricing a simple CDS and a simple 
CDO/CSO tranche does not require the modeling of the credit spread 
process, but pricing their credit charges requires the modeling of joint 
default and credit spread processes. 

If the underlying trades are exotic derivatives, then pricing credit 
charges becomes even more challenging. 

Figure 8.2 shows a simple example of such martingale relationships. 
This simple example does not capture the effect of the mismatch of the 
cashflow payment dates of the floating and the fixed legs. This effect, of 
second order, can be important. 
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Exposures and Martingale Targets of a Payer Swap 
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Figure 8.2. The exposure profiles of a simple ATM payer IR swap as compared 
with the corresponding martingale targets or the PV of a series of swaptions. 
More specifically, the positive exposures (Pos. Exp.) should match the PV of a 
series payer swaptions (Pay. Swaptn) and the negative exposures (Neg. Exp.) 
should match the PV of a series short receiver swaptions ((Short) Rec. Swaptn). 
They typically do not match exactly, unless we perform martingale resampling. 

If the underlying trade is a long position of a simple option with only 
one cashflow at the final payment date T, then we have even simpler 
martingale relationship, i.e., 

min(Y(t),o) 6- (0, t ) = E$ 
. (8.105) 

(0 I t  I T )  

In this case, the exposure profiles are constant with the positive or 
asset-side exposure equal to the PV of the underlying trade and the nega- 
tive or the liability-side of the exposure equal to zero. 

8.9.7 Closed-form Solutions and Approximations 
Under various special cases, we can obtain closed-form solutions or ap- 
proximations for the credit charge calculations. Here, we provide a few 
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such examples. 
Let's start with the case of zero correlation among the market proc- 

ess, the default probability process, and the recovery process. In this 
case, the PV of the credit charge and the credit benefit or Eq. (8.87) and 
(8.94) can be written as 

and 

where 

yLiab ( O, I )  EO Q [ m] ' L i a b ( I )  
7 (8.108) 

and we have hrther assumed that expected recovery rates are constant 
(which is a usual assumption). 

In this case, finding the closed-form solutions or approximations to 
the PV of the credit charge and the credit benefit is equivalent to finding 
the closed-form solutions or approximations to the exposures VAssef (0, t )  
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and vLiab (O, t ) . 
If the portfolio has only one simple trade and has no collaterals, we 

often can find closed-form solutions or approximations to the exposures 
VAsset (0, t ) and vLiab (0, t ) . For instance, as we pointed out in the previ- 
ous section, the exposures of a simple swap are a series of swaptions and 
the exposures of a simple option (with only one cashflow at the final 
payment date) are either zero or the PV of the option itself. 

More specifically, if one has only one simple option with PV of 
V (0) and the final payment time of T in the counterparty portfolio with 
no collaterals, then 

(8.109) 

and 

v,, = 0 .  (8.110) 

As an example, if the counterparty credit spread (continuously com- 
pounded) S = lOObp p.a. (per annum), the duration of the derivatives 
trade D=lOYears, the counterparty bond or CDS recovery 
R (0, T )  = 50%, the counterparty recovery on the derivatives trade 

RcP = 50%, then PD (0 ,T)  = 19% and V,, z -9S%V(O). We have 
used Eq. (8.10) in deriving these results. 

If the bond (or CDS) recovery and the derivatives recovery are the 
same, then we can use much simpler (but more crude) approximation as 
follows 

v,, z - V ( O ) S D .  (8.111) 

The above equation can be generalized to 

v,, = -FSD , (8.112) 

where v is an average asset side exposure. 
According to Eq. (8.101), the additional funding spread AS is given 
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FSD As= 
aPVo (AS) (8.113) 

M = O  aA,s dAS 

Oftentimes, the denominator in the above equation can be approximated 
by 

where N is the notional. Thus, 

(8.115) 

which is typically a few percent of S. 
The approximations that we discussed so far are very helpful for the 

reader to build intuitions on the credit charge calculation and its magni- 
tude. 

If the portfolio has multiple trades, but no collaterals, then 

v (0 , t )  = VAsse, (O, t )  + VLjab (0 , t )  (8.1 16) 

In general, the forward time t PV V ( 0 , t )  is much easier to obtain (and is 
often available from the underlying trade-level pricer) than the exposures 
VAsser (0, t ) and VLiab (0, t )  . Thus, we can rewrite 

VNCC = Vcc + VCB 
T 

= - Iv (0, t ) (1 - RCP ) d,P$ (0, t ) 
0 

(8.1 17) 
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(8.118) 

T 

vNCC z - ( 0 9  t )  (1 - 'self )dtp& (0, t )  (8.119) 
0 

is a conservative approximation. 
In general, with or without collaterals, we can use quadratic ap- 

proximations to obtain exposures V,,,,, (0, t )  and V,,, (0, t )  by match- 
ing the first two moments. 

The above procedures can also be applied to pricing CCDS and ex- 
tinguishers. 

If needed, we can also perform adjustments due to the diffusion and 
jump correlations between the credit and market processes. 

8.10 Framework for Counterparty Credit Risk Modeling and 
Pricing 

The prevailing derivatives pricing models or micro (or trade-level) mod- 
els normally do not incorporate specific counterparty credit risk. As a 
matter of fact, it is quite difficult for micro (or trade-level) models to di- 
rectly price the specific counterparty credit risk, as there is a significant 
portfolio effect. More specifically, for the same trade with the same 
counterparty, the counterparty credit risk price can vary significantly de- 
pending on other trades in the same portfolio, the netting agreement, the 
collateral terms, and the credit contingency terms. Even more challeng- 
ing is the fact that the same counterparty can have trades modeled by 
different pricers, booked in different systems, or even belonging to dif- 
ferent desks and product areas. This is because, as we discussed earlier, 
that the counterparty credit risk price is the price of credit contingent op- 
tions on each of the netting node of the counterparty portfolio. 

Micro or trade-level models do incorporate some generic counter- 
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party credit risk. For instance, they normally use LIBOR to discount the 
derivatives payoffs. This takes into account LIBOR credit quality. 

Micro models (even non-credit models) can also handle, to a certain 
extent, the credit quality of the underlying assets when one can buy (or 
sell) them through repo, i.e., with the rep0 rate as the funding cost (or 
gain). Thus, for derivatives modeling in this case, the future price of the 
underlying asset grows at the rep0 rates or has market observable for- 
ward prices based on the rep0 rates when a liquid rep0 market is avail- 
able for the asset. For instance, in pricing an option on a Treasury issue, 
the Treasury issue future payoff is PVed by discounting at the Treasury 
rep0 rate (and the Treasury forward yield at longer term) and the option 
future payoff is PVed by discounting at LIBOR. The rep0 rate on Treas- 
ury is lower than the LIBOR rate (of the same currency) except for some 
emerging market countries. The rep0 rate is less sensitive to the credit 
quality of the counterparties of the derivatives transaction, but is more 
sensitive to the credit quality and the market risk of the underlying asset. 

In general, various underlying assets can have market observable 
pricing information, such as forward prices, forward yields, par coupons, 
and par swap rates. Many of them are priced at a spread (positive or 
negative) or a ratio relative to LIBOR due to their credit quality, tax 
benefit, and other factors, such as liquidity. Examples of these assets, 
aside from Treasuries, include agency debt and swaps, municipal debt 
and swaps, mortgage instruments and swaps. 

There are assets, such as corporate bonds, emerging market sover- 
eign bonds (denominated in foreign currencies), and the corresponding 
credit default swaps, which can be significantly more credit risky than 
the ones just mentioned. These credit risky assets can have significant 
spread over LIBOR and credit models are needed to model such spreads 
using additional factors. 

Counterparty credit risk pricing is aimed at pricing the credit risk that 
is not priced in (or not priced accurately) by the micro models, which 
requires a macro model. The micro and macro models differ in many 
ways as follows. 

Micro models are trade-level derivatives pricing models that often 
have trade specific features, such as trade specific model parameters. 
For instance, depending on a particular trade, a micro model can cali- 
brate its volatilities to different calibration instruments, e.g., caps and 
swaptions, and with different skew volatilities. It can also have normal, 
lognormal, CEV (Constant Elasticity of Variance), or shifted lognormal 
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processes. In other words, in this paradigm, each trade is priced with its 
own model. Consequently, while being able to price a particular trade 
accurately, the same micro model can badly price other trades, and thus 
cannot be used to price a portfolio accurately. 

One of the most important requirements for the macro model is to be 
able to price portfolios consistently with desired accuracy. Furthermore, 
the macro model needs to price options on the portfolios with desired 
accuracy. This is the most challenging task in counterparty credit risk 
pricing, but it is necessary as the payoffs of the default options in the 
counterparty credit risk are options on the counterparty portfolio. This 
requires the global calibration of volatilities among other requirements, 
including various resamplings. 

The macro model is essentially a framework consisting of the fol- 
lowing modules or engines. 

8.10.1 Centralized Market Process Modeling and Scenario Generation 
Engine 

It can be based on the arbitrage-free view or other views (such as histori- 
cal views)."' If the arbitrage-free view is used, then, for IR derivatives, 
global calibration of volatility to the entire caphwaption matrix is needed 
in order to price the counterparty portfolio with desired accuracy. If the 
product area is credit derivatives, then it should also include the model- 
ing of the credit processes of the underlying reference obligors. 

It needs to correctly model the correlation among all the state vari- 
ables or risk factors. Such correlation can be either historical correlation 
or market implied correlation. 

It is normally implemented using Monte Carlo simulations. Numeri- 
cal techniques, such as martingale resampling, are needed for achieving 
the desired accuracy. 

The output of this engine is the market scenarios (or states or simula- 
tion paths) of all the risk factors that the counterparty portfolio depend on 
at various future dates. 

8.10.2 Exposure or MTM Modeling Engine 

It involves pricing each of the trades in the portfolios at future market 

' I 9  For arbitrage pricing of the counterparty credit risk, we need to use the arbitrage-free 
view. For risk analysis in general, such as scenario/horizon analysis and stress testing, 
we can choose other views. 
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states and future dates, i.e., under the centralized market scenarios gener- 
ated by the previous engine. 

In order for this engine to be scalable and to have fast turn-around 
time for handling new trades, it should delegate the trade MTM pricing 
to the micro model of each trade. This can be achieved through full re- 
pricing (with calibration to both the volatility and the yield curve), partial 
re-pricing (with calibration to the yield curve only), interpolation in grids 
or trees, or state stratification in Monte Carlo simulations. Path depend- 
ency of the trades, such as early exercise, physical exercise, knock-in, 
and knock-out, needs to be handled properly. Cashflow timing and its 
mismatch, such as the reset and payment time lags also need to be han- 
dled properly. Accrued interest at risk can be handled by using the cash 
price rather than the clean price. 

The specific requirements on micro models in order to achieve the 
above delegation include the following steps (in a phased approach). 

1. Full re-pricing (with calibration to both the volatility and the 
yield curve) or partial re-pricing (with calibration to the yield 
curve only) as of future dates for given future states. The micro 
model needs to properly handle the resets based on the given fu- 
ture dates and history. In order to reduce the computation time, 
the micro model should have a quick pricing mode (with less ac- 
curacy). 

2. Interpolation in grids or trees based on the given future states 
and history. The independent variable(s) in the interpolation of a 
trade can be chosen to be the value of its underlying asset(s) or 
state variable(s), or principal components of the future yield 
curves. The micro models need to properly handle the cashflow 
timing, such as the reset and payment time lags, which requires 
forward induction after the backward induction. 

3 .  State stratification in Monte Carlo simulations based on the 
given future states and history. The independent variable(s) in 
the state stratification of a trade can be chosen to be the value of 
its underlying asset(s) or state variable(s), or principal compo- 
nents of the future yield curves. The micro model needs to prop- 
erly handle the cashflow timing, such as the reset and payment 
time lags, which requires forward induction after the backward 
induction. 

4. Path dependencies, such as early exercise, trigger, and physical 
settlement, also need to be handled properly. The Brownian 
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bridge technique can be used. Additional forward and backward 
inductions may be needed. 

5. Provides the targets for martingale resampling techniques dis- 
cussed before. Such targets are comprised of a vector of the PV 
of the trade by eliminating various cashflows at forward dates, 
and a vector of PV of the options on these cashflow eliminated 
trades. 

The micro models are often mutually inconsistent as internally they 
often use mutually inconsistent market scenarios or evolutions. There- 
fore, in order to minimize such inconsistency, it is critical to use the mi- 
cro models to price based on the centralized market scenarios as de- 
scribed in the previous steps. 

In order to achieve the desired accuracy, one also needs to ensure 
consistencies between the macro model and the micro models in the 
sense of expected values (and possibly certain tail distributions). In other 
words, one needs to ensure that for any given trade, the macro model 
gives the same price on the trade itself and on options on the trade as the 
micro model. Numerical techniques, such as the martingale resampling 
techniques, are needed to ensure that for any given trade, the macro 
model gives the same price on the trade or even on an option on the trade 
as the micro model in order to achieve the desired accuracy. 

The output of this engine is the MTM grids (or simulation prices) of 
each trade at all the market scenarios and all the hture dates. 

8.70.3 New Trade and Real-time Exposure or MTM Modeling Engine 

The previous engine is for daily over-night batch runs. This engine is for 
new trade modeling and for real-time MTM modeling as the market 
changes intraday. A typical use case for this engine is the real-time pric- 
ing for a new trade in a portfolio, which requires the updated MTM val- 
ues for all the trades in the portfolio. 

One way to implement this engine is that one can start by saving the 
market scenarios and trade prices from the previous day’s batch runs. 
Then one can generate the MTM grids for the new trade under the saved 
market scenarios. This is essential for consistently aggregating the MTM 
grids of the new trade with the saved ones. These MTM grids can be 
used in the counterparty credit risk pricing in real-time or close to real- 
time in the sense of computation speed, but not in the sense of using up- 
dated market. 

In order to further achieve real-time or close to real-time modeling 
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using the updated market, one can use various resampling techniques to 
bring the MTM grids inline with the updated market. 

Another (brute force) way to implement this engine is to call the pre- 
vious engine in real-time with the updated market. Parallel computing is 
needed in order to handle the extensive computations involved so as to 
achieve real-time or close to real-time modeling. 

8.70.4 Counterparty Credit Process Modeling and Scenario Generafion 
Engine 

In the simplest approach, one can use deterministic default probabilities 
and recoveries for estimations of the counterparty credit risk. 

However, in order to price the counterparty credit risk more accu- 
rately, and to measure and manage unexpected risks (such as the eco- 
nomic capital) and diversification benefits (for, e.g., the reduction of 
regulatory capital), one needs to model the stochastic processes of de- 
fault event, default intensity, credit rating, and recovery of the counter- 
party. 

In order to measure and manage the wrong-way and right-way expo- 
sures, one needs to handle the correlation among the counterparty credit 
processes and the market processes. 

One can also handle the correlation among the credit processes of all 
the counterparties and all the reference obligors. This is not needed for 
pricing the expected counterparty credit risk for a product area that is not 
credit sensitive, such as the interest derivatives area. This is needed for 
measuring unexpected counterparty credit risks, which can be achieved 
by using a factor model with factors from each industry, each credit rat- 
ing, each geographical region, plus a global factor and idiosyncratic fac- 
tor. 

The output of this engine is the counterparty credit scenarios at vari- 
ous future dates. 

8.70.5 Portfolio Effect Handling and Aggregation Engine 

This engine handles proper netting among the trades of each entity. It 
can happen that multiple netting nodes can exist in a single counterparty 
portfolio. This can happen when an entity has sub-entities and netting 
can be legally enforced within sub-entities, but across sub-entities. 

This engine also models collaterals received and posted at future 
market states and future dates. The amount of the collaterals is state de- 
pendent and depends on both the market state or MTM and the counter- 
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party credit state, such as the counterparty credit rating. 
It also needs to handle the time lag (normally assumed to be 2 

weeks) between the collateral call and the time when the collaterals are 
actually received. This creates a path dependency and results in addi- 
tional risks including the collateral at risk. 

The output of this engine is the netted and collateralized exposures of 
each portfolio at each of the market scenarios and each of the future 
dates. None-netted and/or un-collateralized exposures are often useful 
also. 

8.70.6 Counterparty Credit Risk Pricing Engine 

This engine prices the expected credit loss (or credit charge) and ex- 
pected credit gain (or credit benefit). 

It needs to properly handle various credit contingencies. 
It needs to handle wrong-way and right-way exposures. 
It needs to properly handle counterparties with credit quality better 

than LIBOR. 
It also needs to convert the net credit charge into proper funding 

spread taking into account the expected loss of the spread payment. 
The output of this engine is the credit charge and credit benefit of 

each counterparty, as well as the marginal credit charge and credit bene- 
fit for new trades in terms of funding spread. 

8.70.7 Sensitivity and Scenario Analysis Engine 

The counterparty credit risk needs to be managed in a similar way as 
other trades. This engine provides the sensitivities or hedge ratios 
needed for hedging the counterparty credit risk. Aside from shocking 
and reevaluation for the sensitivity analysis, various techniques, such as 
Jacobian, PCA (principal component analysis), change of probability 
measure, Maliavin calculus, and quadratic approximations can also be 
used. 

As with other trades, the volatility skew effect on the sensitivities or 
hedge ratios, particularly Delta due to Vega, needs to be properly han- 
dled. 

It also provides scenario analysis for various market scenarios, credit 
scenarios (including the correlation between the credit and market proc- 
esses for handling wrong-way and right-way exposures), and portfolio 
effect scenarios (such as netting, collateral, credit contingency scenar- 
ios). It also provides stress testing for extreme market scenarios includ- 
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ing the scenarios produced by jumps. 

8.70.8 Unexpected Risk Modeling Engine 

With all the above infrastructure, one can also establish the unexpected 
risk modeling engine for, e.g., PE, credit VAR, and economic capital. 
They are not needed for computing the credit charge and benefit (which 
are from expected risks). 

These are helpful in deriving diversification strategies for reducing 
the unexpected risks while keeping the expected risks more or less un- 
changed. This is important to a firm’s long-term economic soundness 
and can also reduce the amount of the regulatory capital. 
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Chapter 9 Simple Interest 
Rate Products 

9.1 Treasury Issues 

The U S .  Treasury periodically issues Treasury bills, notes, and bonds, 
and they are all called Treasuries or simply bonds. A bond is a contract 
between the bond issuer and the bond buyer. The bond buyer pays an 
up-front price for the bond which obligates the bond issuer to pay back 
interest and principal at a schedule specified by the bond contract. The 
Treasuries that are issued with original maturities less than or equal to 
one year are called T-bills, those with original maturities of 2, 3, 5 ,  and 
10 years are called notes, and those with maturities longer than 10 years 
are called bonds. Primary dealers place bids in Treasury auctions to buy 
Treasuries for their own accounts or on behalf of their clients. The new 
issues of T-bills, notes, and bonds are called the currents, or the on-the- 
runs, and because of their high liquidity and demand, they trade with a 
premium in price relative to the off-the-run issues. The purchase of a 
U.S. Treasury always settles on the next business day following the trade 
day. 

9.1.1 Treasury Bills 

A Treasury bill is a discount debt instrument with a maturity of 90 days, 
180 days or 1 year. The available face amount ranges from $10,000 to 1 
million dollars. An investor buys a T-bill at a discount price (below par), 
and on the maturity date, gets paid back the par amount. The discount 
price is calculated by applying the ActuaV360 day count convention as 
follows, 
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nY 
360 ' 

P = l O O - -  (9.1) 

where P is the discount price, n the number of days from settlement to 
maturity, and y the discount yield over the period [0, n].120 

For example, on trade date February 31d, 2003, the 6-month T-bill, 
which matures on August 6'h, 2003, is quoted at a discount yield of 
5.06%. The investor who buys the T-bill pays 97.447% of par amount 
on the next business day, and gets 100% back on August 6" 2003. 

9.7.2 Treasury Notes and Bonds 

Currently the U.S. Treasury only issues new bonds with maturity up to 
30 years12'. T-notes and bonds pay interests semi-annually and redeem 
the principal and the last interest payment on the maturity date. The in- 
terest payments are called coupons. 

The following chart, Figure 9.1 shows the cashflows of the 2-year 
note, T 5.375 1/31/2003 that is traded on February 3rd and settled on Feb- 
ruary 4th, 2003. The price is 100-4+, with a yield of 5.299%. 

c+100 

C I i 1  

214102 713 1/02 113 1/03 713 1/03 113 1/04 

Figure 9.1. Cash flows of a Treasury note. 

In order to avoid price discontinuity, the market always quotes the 
clean price that is the full price (invoice price, or dirty or cash price) mi- 
nus the accrued interest. The clean price is the one that reflects the eco- 
nomic value of a bond. The yield (y) and (clean) price (P)  relationship 

The price-yield formula for T-bills is more complicated for maturities longer than 182 

On the run 30 year bonds stopped issuing in the late 90's. There are talks to bring 
days. 

back the 30 year bond back again, as the U.S. budget deficit climbs, 
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for notes and bonds is given by the following equation: 

where A1 is the accrued interest, N the number of cashflows, and the par 
amount is 100. 

Practitioners usually see yield movements as the driving force behind 
price changes, so that, by convention, they quantify the first-order risk of 
a bond by using the modified duration, which is defined as: 

According to the price-yield relationship of Equation (9.2), both 
modified duration and convexity are positive definite, therefore the price- 
yield curve is convex, as shown in Figure 9.2 in a stochastic interest rate 
environment, if the yield change in the near future is symmetrically dis- 
tributed, the price change will follow an asymmetric distribution with a 
positive expectation. This effect provides an advantage to the bond 
holder, and the expected gain is often called the convexity 

Price 

b 
Yield 

Figure 9.2. Price-Yield Relationship. 

9.2 Futures Contracts 

A futures contract is an agreement between two parties that obligates the 
buyer to buy and the seller to sell an asset at a certain price on a future 
~~ ~ 

lZ2 The convexity value is only an illusion if in reality price changes are symmetrically 
distributed. 
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date as specified by the contract. In this book, we limit our study to the 
exchange traded Euro-dollar futures, Treasury note futures, and bond 
futures. 

9.2.1 Euro-dollars and LIBOR 

U.S. dollars deposited in European banks (sometimes in other interna- 
tional banks) are called Euro-dollars. Similarly other currencies depos- 
ited in international banks are called Euro-currencies, such as Euro 
Marks and Euro Yens. LIBOR stands for London Inter-Bank OfSer Rate 
for Euro-dollars. LIBOR interest rates are offered daily for a wide range 
of maturities from one day to a few years. The most popular one is the 
6-month LIBOR, which is often used as a benchmark for floating interest 
rates. Because of credit risks, LIBOR is usually higher than the corre- 
sponding term U.S. Treasury rate. 

9.2-2 Euro-dollar Futures 

Spot LIBOR based contracts for short term investments are usually nego- 
tiated between banks and other financial institutions. The more liquid, 
exchange traded LIBOR instruments are the Euro currency futures con- 
tracts. In this section we use the E u r o - d o h  futures (EDF) contracts, 
which are in fact the most popular financial products in the world, as an 
example. The EDF contracts are the contracts on future 90 day LIBOR 
rates, and they are specified as discount instruments for 90 calendar days 
starting on the Wednesdays closest to the fifteenth of the month for 
March, June, September and December. Therefore there are four con- 
tracts per year. The EDF contracts are settled on the next business day 
following the trade day, and are marked to market at the closing of every 
business day. Usually the first 8 EDF contracts are very liquid and there 
is still significant activity in the 40" contract that settles ten years in the 
future. 

The EDF contract is quoted by using the annualized discount price 
based on an actua1/360 day count convention. In actual practice, the 
EDF transaction is always cash settled. On the last trading day of the 
contract, the spot 90 day LIBOR rate R can be different from the contract 
yield Y. For a par amount of $1 million, each basis point of difference is 
$25. On the settlement day, the bearer gets paid 

dollars from the seller. We can see that, if the buyer of the contract en- 
p = 2500(Y - R )  (9.4) 
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ters the market at a yield higher than the actually realized 90 day LIBOR, 
namely Y - R > 0 ,  he or she makes a profit. Otherwise he or she suffers 
a loss. For making longer term investment in the LIBOR market, one 
can use consecutive EDF contracts to synthetically create a zero-coupon 
bond. 

9.2.3 Note and Bond Futures 

While Euro-dollar futures are contracts on short term interest rate in- 
struments, note and bond futures are futures contracts on longer term 
interest rates. There are exchange traded futures contracts on the 2 year, 
5 year, 10 year Treasury notes, as well as contracts on Treasury bonds. 
In any year, there are four contracts with settlement in March, June, Sep- 
tember, and December, and most of these nearest contracts are even 
more liquid than the underlying notes and bonds. The futures contracts 
are popular because they are convenient to work with. A transaction in a 
futures contract only requires minimal capital commitment in terms of a 
margin account deposit; whereas the purchase of a bond involves imme- 
diate cash payment and the subsequent handling of carry. 

The specification of note and bond futures contracts is designed to 
facilitate the actual transaction. The bond contract specifies a basket of 
underlying bonds that can be delivered against the futures contract. On 
the futures settlement date, any bond with a remaining maturity or the 
number of years to the first call date if callable, longer than 14.5 years is 
qualified for delivery against the contract. Instead of quoting a futures 
price for every bond in the basket, the exchange lists a single price for 
the contract, so that the specification of the futures price is greatly sim- 
plified. The trick is to define a standardized bond with a fixed 6% cou- 
pon and maturity, the futures price is quoted according to this synthetic 
bond. Then the invoice futures price for each deliverable bond is linked 
to the quoted futures price by the bonds conversion factor C, which is 
defined as the ratio of the bond price and the synthetic bond price. On 
the delivery day, the seller of the futures contract will deliver the bond i 
in exchange for a payment of 

where F is the futures price specified when the futures contract is en- 
tered. 

= C i F ,  (9.5) 
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9.3 Interest Rate Derivatives 

Interest rate derivatives are derivatives written on interest rate sensitive 
instruments, such as bonds or on the interest rates themselves, such as 
interest rate caps, floors, collars and swaps. Caps and floors are used to 
set the upper or lower limits on the interest rates for loans. Interest rate 
collars set both limits. Caps and floors are essentially portfolios of call 
or put options on interest rate. (Add more information on caps, floors 
collars swaps and their pay-off functions). 

9.4 Interest Rate Swaps 

An interest rate swap is another type of LIBOR instrument that provides 
the bridge between shorter term floating interest rates and longer term 
fixed interest rates. Swaps are frequently used for assevliability man- 
agement, hedging, and speculation. The LIBOR is used as the bench- 
mark for floating interest rates. 

A swap involves cash flows between two counterparties, thus there 
are credit risks: either party involved in the swap could default. Because 
of credit risks, LIBOR is usually higher than the corresponding term U.S. 
Treasury rate. 

9.4.1 Plain Vanilla Interest Rate Swap 

Plain vanilla interest rate swap is the most common swap, thus some- 
times it is called a generic interest rate swap. In this case, the buyer of 
the swap contract gets fixed rate coupon payments on a specified no- 
tional par amount at a series of specified dates in exchanging for a series 
of floating interest rate payments. The fixed interest rate and the pay- 
ment schedule are all predetermined by the swap contract, whereas the 
floating interest rate is normally the London Interbank Offer Rate (LI- 
BOR) for Euro-dollars. LIBOR interest rates are offered daily for a wide 
range of maturities from one day to a few years. The most popular one is 
the 6-month LIBOR, which is often used as a benchmark for floating 
interest rates. For example, on February 13th 2003, the market quote for 
the generic 5 year swap rate is 5.74%. The long position holder of the 
swap on $100 million notional amount will pay 6-month LIBOR rate and 
receive $2.87 million every 6 months for 3 years. 

A variety of derivatives contracts can be written on swaps that serve 
as underlying instruments. 
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9.4.2 Forward Swap 

A forward starting swap is a forward contract on a swap. The buyer and 
seller of the forward starting swap contract agree on a future date, the 
length of the term, and the fixed coupon rate of the forward swap con- 
tract. Both parties use the contract to lock in a future swap rate. At ini- 
tiation, the contract is priced at zero, and its value will change afterwards 
as the prevailing market interest rates change. A forward swap contract 
is often traded in the over the counter (OTC) market. 

9.4.3 Basis Swap 

A basis swap is a contract agreed upon by two parties that requires the 
two parties to exchange two floating rates on a notional amount on a 
number of specified dates. It is often traded in the OTC market. For ex- 
ample, two parties A and B agree to enter into a basis swap contract on 
$100 million notional amount. The contract requires that Party A pays 
Party B the 3 month LIBOR on the first business days of March, June, 
September, and December for five years, and that in exchange Party B 
pays Party A 6 month LIBOR minus X basis points on the same dates. 
The motivation behind this deal maybe that Party A would like to swap 
its quarterly income into 6 month LIBOR linked cashflow that match 
better with its other liabilities, while Party By a deal who can mange the 
risk. 

9.4.4 Constant Maturity Swap 

A constant maturity swap (CMS) contract is a special case of basis 
swaps. In a typical CMS, the long position holder receives the specified 
term swap rate and pays 3 month or 6 month LIBOR. For example, a 
CMS contract on the 10-year swap rate for five years is a contract that 
requires the long position holder to pay 6 month LIBOR plus 20 basis 
points twice a year for 5 years in exchange for the 10 year swap rate for 
the same periods. 

9.4.5 Swaption 

Options on various types of swaps are traded in the OTC market. These 
options are called swaptions. A swaption gives the holder the right but 
not the obligations to enter the underlying swaps at a fixed time in the 
future. The most liquid ones are the put and call options or swaptions on 
the forward starting generic interest rate swaps. Swaptions are fre- 
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quently used for hedging and speculation purposes. 

9.5 Bond Options 

Options on notes and bonds are traded actively in the OTC market. They 
are frequently used as hedges and for speculation. Portfolio managers 
sell bond and note options according to their market views in order to 
enhance performance. Another type of option on bonds is the optionally 
embedded in the bond structure, such as the put and call provisions in the 
putable and callable bond issues. 

9.5.7 O K  Options 

A put or call option on a Treasury note or bond is considered a rather 
simple derivatives instrument. Because bond options, usually called 
OTC options, are traded in the OTC market, their terms, strike prices, 
and prices are all negotiable. An example of a popular OTC option is a 
90 day at the money put on the on-the-run U.S. Treasury bond. For ex- 
ample, on February 13th 1998, the price of the current bond, T 6.125 
11/15/27, is 103-27+, with a yield of 5.849%. The 90 day put option 
with the strike price equal to 104-11 3/8, volatility of 8.5% is priced at 
19+/32. Usually the OTC options are priced by applying the Black- 
Scholes formula to the forward price, which is assumed to be lognor- 
mally distributed at expiry. 



Chapter I 0  Yield Curve 
Modeling 

10.1 Introduction 

The fair value of any interest rate instrument depends on the market per- 
ception of the time value of money. An accurate and dependable yield 
curve model is crucial to the valuation of interest rate instruments, and 
can serve as an indicator of market mispricing that may lead to profitable 
trading strategies. A yield cuwe is a numerical representation of the in- 
terest rate term structure, and is also the foundation of derivatives pricing 
and other advanced analysis and applications. For example, we can de- 
rive volatility and correlation structures by studying the time series of 
yield curves. The goal of yield curve modeling is to construct yield 
curves that accurately fit market observations and possess desirable 
properties such as flexibility, stability, continuity and smoothness. 

The most basic yield curve is the zero-coupon bond yield curve, or 
spot rate curve. Let’s consider an investment in a zero-coupon bond in 
the U.S. Treasury market. On the settlement date a zero-coupon bond 
with T years to maturity is sold at a price of P < 100, and the buyer will 
get 100 back on the maturity date. The spot rate S(t) is yield of the 
bond that satisfies the following price-yield relationship for zero-coupon 
bonds, 

-21 

P = 1 0 0 ( 1 + ~ )  . (10.1) 

If we calculate the spot rates by using zero-coupon bonds with dif- 
ferent maturities, we can obtain a spot curve S ( t ) .  Given the spot curve 
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S ( t )  , it is straightforward to calculate the price of any given stream of 
cashflows, 4 ,  for i = 1,2, ..., n,  by adding up each of the cashflows dis- 
counted at the spot rate corresponding to its maturity time: 

P = C 4 D ( t i >  , (1 0.2) 
i 

where D(T)  is known as the discount function or the discount factor and 
defined as 

(1 0.3) 

One can see that it is trivial to create the spot curve at a discrete set 
of maturity points if one already has a set of zero-coupon bonds with 
known prices. One only needs to compute the yields of the zero-coupon 
bonds and then connect them to obtain the yield curve. Sometimes one 
needs to fit a smooth curve through the points in order to produce esti- 
mates for spot rates between two successive known points. 

However, if one is given a set of coupon-bearing bonds, it becomes a 
nontrivial problem to derive the spot curve that fits optimally to the mar- 
ket. The remaining section of this chapter explains how the task is ac- 
complished by using the bootstrap and the orthogonal exponential spline 
methods. 

10.2 The Bootstrap Method 

Let’s assume that we are given the prices of a set of n coupon-bearing 
bonds with strictly ascending maturities, tk , k = 1,2,-. a ,  n . We also as- 
sume that we are given a short term interest rate, So for a term fo < ti. 
The first section of the spot curve is then 

S( t )  = So t I to . (10.4) 

The first bond can have p and q cashflows before and after time to 

respectively. Obviously, we have p 2 oand q 2 1, We assume that the 
spot rate changes linearly from So to S, over time interval [to , t, ] : 
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S ( t )  = So +- t - to  S,  t , I t l t , .  
tl -to 

(10.5) 

Now the price of the first bond is equal to the sum of its cashflows 
discounted at the spot rates given by Eq. (10.5): 

By solving the above equations, we can get a unique solution for S,  . 
The bootstrap method iterates this process to obtain all the spot rates 

until maturity t, . To demonstrate how this is done, let us assume that 
we have already obtained the spot rates S ( t )  for t I t k  , and want to 
compute the spot rates on the interval [ t k  , t k + l ]  . We apply a linear inter- 
polation formula for spot rate on this interval as follows, 

(10.7) 

Let us assume that bond k has p k  and q k  cashflows before and after 
time tk respectively, then its price is given by 

S k + l  can be derived by solving the above equations. 
We can see that the bootstrap method generates a spot curve that fits 

exactly to the market prices. The spot rates are piece-wise linear, the 
corresponding forward curve is discontinuous, and the longer maturity 
inputs do not affect shorter term spot rates. 

10.3 Orthogonal Exponential Spline Model 

The main drawback of the bootstrap method is that it does not provide a 
smooth yield curve, and because it exactly fits the market, it cannot be 
applied to identify market mispricings. Other alternatives are the popular 
piece-wise cubic or exponential spline models. These models usually 
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partition the maturity range into a several sections, fit each section to the 
market by using cubic polynomials or exponential functions, and then 
smoothly concatenate them at the partition points. The details of these 
methods can be found in many books and research papers (Vasicek and 
Fong, 1991). However, the piece-wise spline models also lead to the 
following problems: 

The forward short rate curve is kinked; 
The spline curve is not stable over regions lacking input data. 
These models, by construction, are not stable over the passage of 

time, because the set of partition points (node points) is arbitrary: it has 
to change with time in order to ensure optimal performance. 

For a yield curve model to serve as a good market indicator, it must 
meet several criteria, such as: 

Smoothness of the model’s spot and forward curves; 
Stability of the model’s estimates; 
Identification of both individual assets and market sector as 

Consistency of the model’s estimates with both economic intuition 

Flexibility to perform well in a variety of interest rate markets. 
In this section we describe the Orthogonal Exponential Spline (OES) 

Model which satisfies all these criteria. The model incorporates the natu- 
ral economic feature of exponential basis functions, fits the benchmark 
instrument prices with accuracy, and generates smooth spot and forward 
curves. It can serve as a solid foundation for relative value, volatility, 
and correlation analyses. The model has been successfully applied to the 
U.S. and all major non-dollar Treasury and swap markets, and has been 
accepted by the finance industry as a better alternative than the conven- 
tional bootstrap, cubic or piece-wise exponential spline models. 

richkheap; 

and market segmentation; 

10.3.1 Exponential Basis Functions 

The objective of the spline model is to derive the spot curve S (t) for a 
given set of benchmark instruments. The discount function D (t) is the 
present value of one dollar at the future time t .  There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the spot curve and the discount function or 
factor: 
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s ( t ) = 2  q t > - 2 , - 1  . 
[ l l  

Or equivalently, 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

We choose to work with the discount function for convenience. 

nentially with time to maturity. 
smoothly decaying set of exponential functions 

In a flat interest rate environment the discount function decays expo- 
Naturally, we propose to use the 

as basis for a series expansion of the discount function. Optimal fitting 
efficiency and numerical stability can be achieved if we construct an or- 
thogonal set of exponential basis functions EN {e,(t), n = 1,2;..N} such 
that 

em ( t )  @ en (t> = 6m.n 7 (10.11) 

where the inner product is defines as 

r 1 if m=n=O 

f m  = [ r f m ( t ) f n ( t ) d t  otherwise * 

(10.12) 

The orthogonal exponential basis functions can be generated through 
the standard Gram-Schmidt procedure. Figure 10.1 shows examples of 
orthogonal exponential basis functions. 
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Figure 10.1. Examples of orthogonal exponential basis functions. 

We expand the discount function in terms of the basis functions 

(10.13) 

where Ai is given by 

Ai = D(t)  0 ei ( t )  (10.14) 

Since lim en(t) = 0 ,  we have lim R,(t) = 0 for all a > 0 .  The se- 

ries expansion for the discount function is unbiased as N + W .  Empirical 
studies indicate that, for all practical purposes, it will suffice to choose 
N in the order of 10. 

In the construction of the basis functions, one must choose a value 
for the exogenous parameter a .  After combining the same order expo- 
nential functions, the expansion given by Eq. (10.13) is equivalent to an 
expansion in terms of the exponential hc t ions  f,, directly: 

n-tm N-WC 
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This expansion has the following property 

lim ~ ( t )  + C1e-" . 
t+- 

( 1 0.1 6) 

(10.17) 

This identifies a with the instantaneous forward rate at distant maturi- 
ties. 123 

70.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimates for Spline Coefficients 

Given a collection of benchmark bonds, B{ B, , n = 1,2, - - , Ns } with mar- 
ket prices P{P,,n =1,2,--.,N,] we aim to construct the discount func- 
tion D ( t )  as an expansion of the exponential family F up to some ap- 
propriate order N such that the residual R,  is reasonably small (smaller 
than allowed by the noise level in prices); our objective is to find the op- 
timal estimate for the coefficient set A{ A,, n = 1,2, .. , N B  ] . The dis- 
count function thus constructed is a function of A : D(t)  = D(A, t )  . 

For each benchmark bondB, , in addition to the market price, the 
number of cash flows q, and each cash flow { F' , k = 1,2; . -,q, ] is ex- 
actly known. The theoretical price P ' ~  is defined as the present value of 
the cash flows discounted back by using the N-parameter discount func- 
tion D(A, t )  

i=l k = l  i= l  

This equation can be written in matrix form as: 

P ~ = H A  

where His an N ,  x N matrix with 

( 10.1 8) 

( 10.1 9) 

lZ3 Suppose one makes an investment at time t + 00 in the future for a period At, the 
discount factor one would get for the investment period is D(t + At) / D ( t )  = e - M t ,  
which corresponds to a continuous compounding yield of a . 
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Tln 

Hn,k  = x F ( t i ) e k ( t i )  ( 1 0.20) 
i=l 

and A is the column vector {Ai} . 
Assuming normal distribution for pricing errors, we can derive the 

maximum likelihood estimators for the spline coefficients. The likeli- 
hood function, ignoring certain constants, can be written as: 

L(A)  =nexp(-?(Pih(A)-P,,) N B  

n=l 
(10.21) 

where w,, is the weight assigned to bond B,, . The goal is achieved by 
letting 

-lOgL(A) a = - (A) W ( Pth (A) - p )  
(10.22) dA dA 

= - H ~ W ( H A  - P)  
= O  

then we obtain the analytical solution 

A = ( H ~ w H ) - ~ H ~ w P ,  (10.23) 

which, known as Generalized Least Squares (GLS), is the optimal solu- 
tion (in the least-square sense) for an over-determined linear system. 

However, the economic nature of the discount function requires that 
we impose the time-zero constraint D(0) = 1 in the optimization. Let us 
define the N x 1 matrix M j  = e j (0 )  for j = 1,2,...,N , so that the con- 
straint can be written in matrix form 

MTA' - 1 = 0 ,  (1 0.24) 

where A' is a new set of spline coefficients that incorporates the time- 
zero constraint. 

We introduce a Lagrange multiplier p into the optimization proce- 
dure, and let 

d -( logL(A') + p(MTA' - 1)) = 0 
dA' 

(10.25) 
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Thus 

- H ~ w ( H A ’ -  P)+,UM =o 
MTA‘-I = O  

Therefore 

I - M ~ A  
M ( H  T~~ )-’ M 

A’ = A + ,u( H WH 1 - l ~  

P= 
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(10.26) 

(10.27) 

70.3.3 Implementation of the Spline Model 

The implementation of the spline model depends on how it is to be used. 
For the construction of swap curves, we choose the number of basis 
functions equal to the number of inputs so as to exactly fit the market. 
For non-dollar markets with fewer liquid instruments and maturity gaps, 
we use fewer basis functions to achieve better stability. 

The parameter a controls the flexibility of the basis functions. A 
larger a means more fitting power and generates a “softer” curve, while 
a smaller a provides less flexibility and covers maturity gaps nicely. 
With good choices of the parameterization ( N , a )  , the model has been 
successfully applied to the U.S., Canada, Japan, Australia, and all major 
European bond and swap markets. Financial applications often require 
historical analyses. Once chosen, for consistency of results, the pair 
( N , a )  should be kept constant throughout the time period. 

For instance, a model for the U.S. Treasury market uses all the bullet 
notes and bonds as input. Each instrument is assigned a weight inversely 
proportional to its years to maturity. The weights for the currents are 
reduced by a factor of 10. The model uses 7 basis functions and chooses 
a = 7%. For trade date August 11, 1997, N ,  = 189. In other words, 7 
basis functions used to match the market prices of 189 instruments. The 
average fitting error is 2.4 basis points in yield terms. The results are not 
sensitive to a when it takes any value between 3% and 12%. Progress- 
ingly smaller errors can be obtained by using progressingly more basis 
functions. Due to the existence of the analytical solution, the model also 
runs very fast and can produce the spline coefficients in less than 1/10 of 
a second. 
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Due to the discount finction given by Eq. (10.16) is infinitely differ- 
entiable, the smoothness of the forward curve is always satisfied. 

70.3.4 Summary 

Unlike other piece-wise spline models, the OES model does not intro- 
duce subjective inputs such as node points and particular partitioning of 
the maturity domain. In the piece-wise constant models, the inhomoge- 
neous treatment of different yield curve sectors often distorts the volatil- 
ity and correlation measurements, and as time passes, a cashflow of an 
input instrument may move across a node poigt, causing a sudden jump 
in the yield curve. The OES model provides smooth and reliable volatil- 
ity and correlation structures. It can serve a$ a good foundation for tree 
and lattice based derivatives valuation and hedging models. 

Smooth and reliable correlation pattehs are crucial to principal com- 
ponents analyses of yield curves. A two-factor risk model has been de- 
veloped based on correlation analyses of the exponential spline curves. 
The model reveals yield curve sector relative richness or cheapness, and 
is a powerful tool for hedging and index tracking. 

A remarkable feature of the OES model is its mathematical elegance 
and simplicity. The natural exponential decay and the orthogonality of 
the basis functions enhance the model's numerical efficiency. A typical 
cubic spline model for the U.S. Treasury market requires 7 partitions and 
14 spline coefficients, whereas the OES model only needs 7 basis func- 
tions and 7 coefficients. The model runs about 4 times faster. For real- 
time applications, speed is advantage. 

10.4 Swap Curve 

The swap curve is the very foundation for all swap related assets analy- 
sis. In order to price a stream of cashflows with LIBOR credit rating, 
one uses the zero-coupon swap curve to discount the cashflows. Accord- 
ing to the arbitrage-free pricing theory, one can use the swap curve im- 
plied forward rate as a fair value projection for an unknown floating rate 
in the future. One can also compare the swap curve with the Treasury 
curve for making cross-market relative value analyses. 

The market convention for constructing the swap curve is to use the 
spot LIBOR rate for the stub period from settlement to the start date of 
the nearest Euro-dollar futures contract, then use the first eight Euro- 
dollar futures strips to create the zero-coupon curve to two years, and 
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then use the par-coupon swap rates for building the zero-coupon swap 
curve to 30 years. The challenges are: 

The zero-coupon swap curve has to fit accurately to the market. 
Specifically, the zero curve has to fit exactly to the Euro-dollar strip 
points for the first two years, and then the implied par-coupon curve has 
to exactly pass through the input swap rate points. 

The swap curve and the implied forward short rate curve have to be 
smooth and stable. 

Convexity adjustment needs to be made to the Euro-dollar strip 
curve. 

70.4.7 Constructing Euro-dollar Strip Curve 

The idea is to synthetically create a zero-coupon curve by using the stub 
rate and the consecutive Euro-dollar futures contracts. One usually con- 
structs the discount function, and then converts it to a zero-coupon curve. 

The time period between the settlement date and the start date of the 
first (nearest) Euro-dollar futures contract is defined as the stub period z, , 
in units of actual calendar days, which can be zero or up to 3 months. 
The interest rate for the stub period is called the stub rate, Rl . If the stub 
period is less than one week, one usually uses the one week LIBOR for 
the stub rate; otherwise one interpolates the 1 month, 2 month and 3 
month LIBOR rates to obtain the stub rate. See Table 10.1. 

Table 10.1: Computation of the Stub Rate 

Between 1 Week Between 1 Month Between 2 Months 
Stub Period c 1 Week and 1 Month and 2 Months and 3 Months 

Stub Rate 1 Week LIBOR Interpolate Between Interpolate Between Interpolate Between 
1 Week and 1 Month 
LIBOR LIBOR LIBOR 

1 Month and 2 Month 2 Month and 3 Month 

The discount factor for the stub period is then 

1 

1+- 
360 

d,=--. 
W, (10.28) 

Now let’s define z, as the time period, in units of actual days, from 
the settlement to the start date of the ith Euro-dollar futures, pi the price 
of the ith EDF contract. Then the discount factor for the time period 
from zi-,to zi is 
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( 1 0.29) 

The discount factor for a synthetic zero-coupon bond with zi days to 
maturity is therefore 

i 

D(Ti) = n d k  . (10.30) 

The corresponding zero-coupon swap rate can be computed. For 
USD swap rates, the market uses the 30/360 day count, and the semi- 
annual compounding convention. Let ti be the number of years corre- 
sponding to the period zi , the zero-coupon swap rate is then given by 

S(t i )  = 2  D(Tj)  2ti -1 , 

k=l 

(10.3 1) 1-7 
This provides the zero-coupon swap rates at discrete times with 3 

month increments. For any time (years to maturity) between these 
points, we can use a linear interpolation or the spline method to obtain 
the swap rate. 

70.4.2 Convexity Adjustment 

Euro-dollar futures contracts usually trade actively to 5 years, and there 
is a reasonable amount of activity even for contracts that start in 5 to 10 
years. Practitioners often use EDF contracts to construct hedges for 
swap or bond positions, or use the synthetic EDF zero-coupon bond as an 
investment alternative. If the hedges or investment strategies involve 
using long term (say more than 2 years) EDF contracts, it is important to 
make convexity adjustment. 

In a stochastic interest rate environment, because the payoff of an 
EDF contract is a linear function of interest rate, but the price of a bond 
(or the price of the fixed side cashflows of a swap) is a convex function 
of the interest rate, the expectation of price changes for an EDF position 
is different from that for a bond position. The difference is called con- 
vexity value. In the simplest case, suppose the interest rate movements 
are symmetrically distributed, then the expectation of the price move- 
ments is zero for an EDF position, whereas a positive value for a bond 
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position is positive. 
In order to estimate the convexity value, let us consider an EDF syn- 

thetic zero-coupon bond and the fixed side of a zero-coupon swap. We 
assume that both the EDF rate and swap rate term structures are flat at a 
common rate of S, the settlement date is exactly on the start date of the 
first EDF contract, and the maturities of both instruments are equal to the 
whole number o f t  years. Then the price of the fixed side of the zero- 
coupon swap is 

-2 r 

Fiww=(l+;) 9 

and the price of the EDF synthetic bond is 

( 10.3 2) 

(1 0.3 3) 

The corresponding Taylor expansions in small rate movements are 

(1 0.34) 
1 1 -- 4 w a p  - -tAS + -(t2 + -t)(AS)2 + ~ ( A S ) ~ ,  

PO 2 2 

and 

1 1 
dPEDs = -tAS + -(t2 --t)(AS)2 + 0(AS)3  , 

PO 2 4 

The difference is 

A f k w a p - 4 ~ ~  3 
PO 8 

= -t(AS)2 + O ( A q 3 ,  

(1 0.3 5 )  

( 10.3 6) 

which is always positive for small AS. The most interesting case is when 
A S  is normally distributed, then the expectation of the difference is 

where 0 is the volatility of interest rates, and h is the holding period of 
the investment in these two instruments. We can see that, because of 
convexity, the investment in the swap instrument has a clear advantage, 
and investors will arbitrage the convexity value by selling the ED strip 
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bond and buy the swap bond, until the yield of the ED strip is driven up 
to a value such that the two investments will generate exactly the same 
return. This explains why the ED strip curve has to be higher than the 
zero-coupon swap curve, and the yield difference is the so called convex- 
ity adjustment given by the following equation: 

3 x = -to2 
8 

(1 0.3 8) 

In order to verify this, let’s compute the return from an investment of 
a very short time period h in a ED strip with yield Y. It is given by 

AP -=yh 
PO 

(10.39) 

It is clear now that if we adjust Y up by the value x given by Eq. 
(10.38), the extra return from the investment in the ED strip will match 
the advantage of the investment in the swap bond. 



Chapter 11 Two-Factor Risk 
Model 

In this chapter we deal with pricing and hedging problems with multi- 
factors. We first introduce practical models, such as the principal com- 
ponents analyses (PCA) and the two-factor Risk Model (TFRM), and 
then we provide and analyze their practical applications. 

11 .I PCA and TFRM Methodologies 

The PCA, is a methodology that tries to find the minimum number of 
degrees of freedom that is needed to describe the interest rates satisfacto- 
rily. PCA concentrates on analyzing the interest rate correlation patterns. 

The TFRM provides quantified level and curve risks for fixed in- 
come assets by analyzing the yield curve movements and quantifies the 
associated interest rate risks in terms of a pair of level and twist dura- 
tions, the TFRh4 provides hedging ratios and other hedging strategies. 
The resulting hedging strategies by means of two-factor risk matching 
are simple and effective, avoiding the cumbersome task of subjective 
scenario analyses. In comparison with PCA of the Treasury interest rate 
term structure, we show that, for all practical purposes, a level and - 
adjusted twist, two-factor model dynamically calibrated to the current 
yield curve and recent history of interest rate correlation pattern can de- 
scribe more than 93% of all interest rate movements; hedging strategies 
so designed greatly outperform the traditional duration risk matching and 
ad hoc scenario sensitivity neutralization. 
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A wide range of applications, such as Level-Hedged Bullemarbell 
Trades with Quantified Curve Risk, two-factor Portfolio Hedging Strat- 
egy, Bond Indices with level, and curve risk profiles, have been devel- 
oped by applying the TFRM. 

Traditionally yield curve movements are described and expected in 
terms of level shifts and curve twists. It is believed that a combination of 
yield level changes together with long-term and short-term yield spread 
widening or narrowing can explain most (95%) of the yield curve 
movements. The concept of duration, which is the percent change of the 
price of an interest rate instrument per unit change of the yield to matur- 
ity, has been established and commonly used to quantify risks associated 
with interest rate level changes. 

Measurement of yield curve twist risk is usually performed in a 
crude manner, through a series of scenario analyses. One would assume 
a variety of “possible” yield curve scenarios, such as “up or down 50 
basis points,” “10s/30s spread steepened by 10 basis points”, and combi- 
nations of all, then compute the price sensitivity and design hedging 
strategies accordingly. The traditional treatment of curve risks is lacking 
quantifiability , and it contrives interest rate scenarios purely based on 
subjective “market sense,” instead of explicitly incorporating the correla- 
tion patterns derivable from recent history of market movements. The 
duration risk matching for hedging interest rate level risks is quite effec- 
tive when the interest rate portfolio to be hedged has similar cashflows to 
the hedging instrument, although this desirable condition is often absent. 
By the definition of duration, the price variations are driven by changes 
in the yield to maturity, which is specific to each interest rate instrument 
or portfolio. The hedging methodology of duration risk matching for two 
different instruments (portfolios) implicitly assumes that the change of 
the yield to maturity of one instrument is identical to the change of the 
yield to maturity of the hedging counterpart. Realizing this apparently 
problematic assumption, financial experts find a remedy through means 
of applying the “ ,8 -adjusted duration,” in essence they are assuming 
that the yield to maturities move synchronously in proportion to the ratio 
of absolute yield volatilities of bonds of differing characteristics. 

In the following sections, we examine these traditional concepts and 
methodologies, perform regression and PCA for the Treasury yield 
curve, and establish a level and p-adjusted spread two-factor model. 
Then we introduce the methodology of the TFRM, examine its perform- 
ance in comparison with that of principal components analyses. 
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11.2 Principal Components Analysis 

Identifying, describing, and understanding the forces, or factors, that 
drive interest rates is one of the most intriguing tasks in fixed-income 
research. Economists approach this task by trying to relate interest rates 
to economic/political situation, market supply and demand, inflation rate, 
mass psychology, as well as dozens of other economic indicators. What 
makes things more complicated is that these factors themselves are often 
interdependent, and the relationship between the factors and interest rates 
as well as the correlation among the factors themselves also change over 
time. A good knowledge of the underlying factors and the relationships 
is required in order to establish an economic interest rate model that cor- 
rectly explains and describes interest rate movements. 

In this section we pursue a historical and statistical approach. In- 
stead of trying to establish the relationship between economic factors and 
interest rates, we focus on describing and understanding the interest rate 
movements in terms of the yield curve itself. A convenient and widely 
used description of the Treasury interest rate term structure is the zero- 
coupon yield curve with 120 yield points for maturities ranging from 
0.25 to 30 years in 0.25 year increments. 

These yield levels for different maturities constitute a numeric repre- 
sentation of the effects of the economic and market driving forces. Such 
an interest rate term structure is driven by all the 120 yield levels, which 
are intricately correlated. These yield levels are the factors that deter- 
mine the interest rate term structure. The price of an interest rate instru- 
ment with cashflows at different times will move in accordance with the 
changes of these factors. Our goal is to search for a parsimonious set of 
independent factors that can account for most of the observed variations. 
This task can be achieved by applying the well-established principal 
components analysis (PCA). 

For any given time series, S' for t= l ,2 , . . . ,T ,  with historical mean 

(11.1) 

and variance 

(11.2) 
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We define the corresponding zero-centered and normalized time series as 

(11.3) 
0 

Now, let us consider the time series of a set of N zero-centered and 
normalized yield curve points, y!" , where i = 1,2;..,N is the years-to- 
maturity index, and t=l,2,.-. ,T is the time index. We proceed to con- 
struct a set of independent factors xi" in terms of linear combinations of 

yi') , that is, 

(11.4) 
i=l 

or in matrix form, 

XU) = BY'" 9 (11.5) 

with the hope that we can find that only a small number (such as two or 
three) of these factors significantly contribute to the variance of the yield 
curve movements. To find out this, let us multiply both sides of Equa- 
tion (1 l .5) by B-' to obtain the representation of yield curve points in 
terms of the factors: 

y(t) = B-'X(') (11.6) 

Since the factors are independent, we can write 

t 

or in matrix form, 

(11.7) 

(11.8) 
t 

where A is the diagonal matrix Ai, = 44.. . We can see that 4 is the 

variance of the factor x i .  
The covariance matrix V of yield curve points is, by definition, 
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t 

or in matrix format, 

v = B - ~ A ( B - ~ ) T ,  
which can be re-written in the more familiar form 

B V B ~  = A .  

(11.9)  

(11.10)  

(11.11)  

This tells us that, the set of independent factors are the eigenvectors 
of the covariance matrix with eigenvalues given by the diagonal elements 
of A .  

According to the above discussion, the PCA of yield curve move- 
ments can be done in four steps: 

Compute the covariance matrix of the yield curve points; 
Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors; 
Rank the importance of the factors (eigenvectors) according to the 

magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues; 
Write the yield curve point movements in terms of the significant 

factors only, in this way we can usually explain the yield curve move- 
ments quite well by using two or three factors. 

For now we assume that only the first M factors are significant, then 
we can write 

M 
y:" = C BiLixr) + Small Terms , 

k =I 
(11.12)  

so that, if M is two or three, we only need to use a two or three factor 
model to describe the yield curve movements satisfactorily. The total 
observed variance is of course given by 
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N 
V = Tr(A) = cak , 

k=l  

and the variance explained by the M-factor model is 
N 

Therefore, the variance coverage ratio is 

- 'M 
V 

PM --. 

(11.13) 

(1 1.14) 

(11.15) 

Now let us apply the PCA to the study of the U.S. Treasury yield 
curve. The Exponential Spline Model provides us with a history of daily 
yield curves based on the prices of Treasury Notes and Bonds. For a 
given historical period of N days, say three months, we compute the 
correlation matrix H , 

(11.16) 

where yi is the daily change of the yield level for the ith year point, qj is 
the linear correlation coeflcient between the two time series y,n and y s  
for IZ = 1,2;. . , N . $ is often called R-Squared. It can be verified that 
q; is a positive number between 0 and 1, and is a measure of the fraction 
of variations explained by the linear regression of one variable ( y i )  
against the other ( y j  ). In order to quantify the extent to which a particu- 
lar variable is correlated to all the rest of the variables, we define the 
communality as 

(1  1.17) 
k=l  

which is the sum of the R-squared of a variable against all other vari- 
ables. Notice that, in case the variables are independent, all communal- 
ities are equal to one. 
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We applied the PCA method to the correlation matrix for an 11- 
yield-point yield curve that includes the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 
and 30 year yield levels, which are taken from the splined C-STRIP yield 
curve for the period from April 6th to July 6th 1995. Figure 11.1 illus- 
trates the PCA results for this 11-yield-point splined C-STRIP yield 
curve. 

We can see that the first principal component accounts for 10.0367 
of the observed total variance of 11, or 91.24%. The second principal 
component covers another 6.95%, and the third one 0.8%. The third one 
accounts for less than 1 of the total variance, already less than any of the 
original factors can cover. It is encouraging to see that all the variations 
of the yield curve movement can be described to 98% by using only 2 
factors, if well chosen. This observation remains true when we perform 
the same analyses for the complete 120-point yield curve. 

Test results also show that all components have communalities of 1. 

The objective of factor analyses is to identify a minimum number of 
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the most communal factors (or combination of factors) that best describe 
the system in consideration. Very often it is desirable to find meaningful 
and mutually independent variables so that the analyses can help us un- 
derstand the causal relationship between the driving forces and the ob- 
served phenomena, as well as enable us to control the process by fixing 
or changing each of the independent variables. However, the principal 
components we have computed for the 11-point or the 120-point term 
structure are rather complicated. Normally, the first principal component 
is a weighted average of yield levels, and the second principal compo- 
nent can be interpreted as some average long-term and short-term yield 
spread. Such combinations are unacceptable or at least inconvenient for 
financial applications, such as hedging the risks associated with yield 
curve movements. 

11.3 Two-factor Risk Model Specification 

Investors and financial analysts often speak of interest rate risks in terms 
of level and cuwe exposure. However, a well defined and quantifiable 
curve risk factor (or descriptor) has been lacking, while it has always 
been arguable as to whether the short term (< 1 year), medium term (10 
year), or long term (>20 year) interest rates should be used as the main 
interest rate level indicator. For a general description of interest rates, 
we are in favor of choosing the intermediate long term rates, usually the 
25-year region, as the interest rate level indicator for the following rea- 
son: 

The prices of interest rate instruments with evenly distributed cash- 
flows are more sensitive to long term interest rates; 

Short-term interest rates are relatively weakly correlated with most 
other parts of the yield curve; 

The extremely long term (29 - 30 years) rates are weakly correlated 
with the rest of the yield curve. 

The curve factor is usually a shape or slope related characteristic of 
the yield curve; a straight forward choice is the long tendshort term in- 
terest rate spread, with the drawback that the level and spread are corre- 
lated. 

The two-factor Risk Model (TFR) uses the 25-year zero-coupon 
yield YLeve, as the interest rate level factor fL, and the /3 -adjusted 25- 
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year yield Yhng and 5-year yield YShort spread as the curve or twist fac- 

tor fT . Model parameters, such as yield point to factor correlations and 
regression coefficients, are computed based on the time series of yield 
curves in the 3 months preceding the analysis date. The p-adjusted 
spread is defined by the following: 

(1 1.18) 

where p(A,B) is the regression coefficient. This particular combination is 

statistically independent of the level yield Ybvel. In this framework, 
since the two factors are meaningful and mutually independent, investors 
can readily translate their views on interest rate movements into the two 
factor inputs. 

The previous section has shown that, for the given time period, the 
first and second principal components together can describe about 98% 
of all observed yield variation. Under most circumstances, any arbitrar- 
ily chosen two factors would not perform as well as the first and second 
principal components. However, most practitioners in the financial in- 
dustry are tempted by market intuition that the level and spread descrip- 
tion of the yield curve should not lead us too astray from the target; it 
should work simply! Now it remains for us to justify this belief. 

For the same 1 1-point yield curve time series, we have computed the 
communality of the level and p-adjusted twist factors with all of the 
yield points. Amazingly the two factors can cover up to 97% of the ob- 
served variance (See B. Li, 1999). 

We can conclude that the level and p -adjusted twist model performs 
only slightly less efficient than the rigorous PCA for the specific time 
periods. In practice, however, risk analyses and hedging must be done 
prior to the realization of future interest rate movements; the model 
works only if the parameters derived based on the historical period in the 
past can carry over to the future unknown period. Because of this sub- 
tlety, the distinction between the rigorous PCA and the approximate p - 
adjusted two-factor model becomes blurred, if not completely vanished. 
For the unknown future, the approximate model may happen to perform 
better or worse, depending on how the correlation pattern of interest rates 
changes. In fact the PCA may be fitting excessively to the noise specific 
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to the historical period being studied, while the fixed choice of level and 
twist factors are capturing the average movements of the market, 
“squeezing” out much of the noise. The eigenvectors obtained for differ- 
ent periods of time are indeed quite different; if they are applied to other 
periods of time, the performance is in general poorer than that of the 
fixed choice of the level and ,8 -adjusted twist as the two factors. The 
TFXM does have better forecast power than the PCA. 

With the choice of level and twist factors, f L  and f T ,  we can ex- 
press the yield curve by the two-factor representation: 

(11.19) 

where t is the time to maturity; the two p curves PL(t) and PT(t) ,  are 
the regression coefficients for every yield-point daily change time series 
AY(”)(t)  for n = 1,2,...,N , against the time series of the daily change of 
level factor f L  and twist factor f T  for the same time period. The last 
term 8 ( t )  is only a function of t (years to maturity), independent of the 
factors. 

Now we define the level duration DL , and the twist duration DT as 

(11.20) 

where P is the price of the instrument or portfolio, and the durations can 
be positive or negative. The traditional duration is defined as: 

(1 1.21) 

Then for a zero-coupon bond with a single cashflow at time t , the 
two-factor durations are simply the minus of the product of P and the 
traditional duration D , because 
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A coupon carrying bond or any portfolio with fixed cashflows can be 
treated as a collection of zero-coupon bonds, so that the total level and 
twist durations are the aggregates of the corresponding cashflow contri- 
butions. We can see that the two-factor durations are driven by the cash- 
flow structure of the interest rate instrument, as well as by the p curves, 
or in other words, by the correlation patterns of the yield curve. 

An immediate application of the TFRM is the two-factor Duration 
Table that provides the indicative information and risk profile for all the 
Treasury notes, bonds and C-STRIPS. With the help of the duration ta- 
ble, we can easily compute the interest rate level and twist exposure for 
any interest rate instrument or portfolio. The price sensitivity to changes 
in the level or twist factor can be calculated according to the 
RiskDuration relationship: 

(1  1.23) 

With the changes in factors AfL and AfT given together for com- 
bined views, or given independently for individual factor exposure esti- 
mates. 

In summary, we have so far defined the TFRM and proven that, for 
the historical periods studied, it performs almost as efficiently as the 
PCA. We also systematically provide quantified risk profile for interest 
rate instruments. 

AP = PDLAfL + PDTA$T . 

11.4 Empirical Validation 

When we apply the TFRM to quantify interest rate risks or design hedg- 
ing strategies for an unknown future period, the effectiveness of our 
treatment will mainly depend on the stability of the interest rate correla- 
tion pattern. The other source of ineffectiveness is the incomplete de- 
scription - 97% coverage - of yield curve movements by simply using 
two factors. We claim that this effect is rather small compared with that 
due to the time evolution of interest rate correlation patterns. This point 
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of view argues against the attempt to use a third factor to improve hedg- 
ing interest rate risks, since the model risk (due to uncertainties with re- 
gards to the third factor correlation pattern) will diminish whatever gains 
that may result from inclusion of a third d i m e n ~ i 0 n . I ~ ~  However, it is im- 
portant to stay with as few hedging variables as possible. In order to 
validate the TFRM, we study the historical correlation patterns and ex- 
amine performance of hedging strategies for various time periods. 

Our TFRM results show that the yield curve usually flattens with 
interest rate hikes, and steepens when interest rate declines. However, 
the medium term PL values may change by 10 to 20% over a three- 
month period. These results are consistent with the observation and 
analysis of the historical data, which shows that the shape of the P and 

r2 curves are quite stable over time periods of a few months, and the 
interest rate levels for all maturity terms are positively correlated with 
the front end usually moving more than the long term end; the short end 
yield levels are negatively correlated. 

Another way to examine the model is to test the hedging strategies 
based upon it. At no extra effort, by simply adjusting the par holding 
ratios according to the two-factor durations, we generally can obtain 
about a 30% reduction in price risk. The two-factor strategy exactly 
achieves its goal of eliminating curve risks. Since traditional duration 
matching is similar to the level risk hedging in our two-factor approach, 
we would expect little gain in hedging efficiency in periods of time when 
interest rate curve moves up or down without changing its shape, 
whereas we should observe significant improvements when the shape 
changes. 

The actual performance of any hedging strategy usually depends on 
many influencing market conditions, in addition to interest rate move- 
ments. For example, each participating bond may trade according to its 
own line of fortune; a bond may become special, and an “on the run” 
issue may cheapen as it becomes “off the run.” 

The TFRM performs exceptionally well when applied to tracking 
bond indices by using a small number of instruments, usually 4 to 10 
bonds and strips. 

In essence the TFRM uses average historical co-movements of inter- 

For a better descrhtion of interest rate term structure. a third factor that focuses on the 
extremely long region will improve performance; this will be further discussed in Section 
11.6.2. 
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est rates to determine hedge ratios, so that it aims to hedge risks in a rela- 
tively long time horizon, usually one or two months rather than a few 
days. Beyond a few months, if not rebalanced, the correlation pattern 
may have changed too far for the hedging to be still effective. 

11.5 Applications 

Effectiveness and simplicity empower the TFRM to find a wide range of 
applications. The merit of the methodology mainly lies in its ability to 
capture most of the interest rate risks by using two factors with clear fi- 
nancial interpretation. An investor with a definite view on interest rates 
can readily estimate the expected performance, while one with a partial 
view can specifically hedge the uncertain part of the risks and design 
investment or trading strategies in accordance with the view. 

7 7.5.7 Level-hedged BulletlBarbell Trades 

In reality, interest yield curve shapes are just as unpredictable as interest 
rate levels. However, the risk associated with shape uncertainties is usu- 
ally much smaller than the level related parts. One of financial service 
firms' main businesses is to provide clients with level-hedged but shape 
sensitive trade recommendations, so that the remaining exposure may 
meet the investor's specific requirements. Traditionally this task is done 
by various kinds of scenario analyses; often the process is complicated 
and time consuming as it is unsystematic. 

The Level-Hedged BulletlBarbell Trades application is designed to 
serve these clients. By using the two-factor duration table, we construct 
proceeds and level risk neutral bulletharbell trades and compute their 
remaining sensitivity to unit change of the /?-adjusted twist factor. 
When combined with the ricwcheap analyses application based on the 
exponential spline model, we produce a daily report of favorable bul- 
letharbell trades with quantified curve risk. 

Some investors may be interested in executing proceeds neutral and 
two-factor risk neutral trades. In this case it is necessary to include a 
fourth instrument. 

7 7.5.2 Two-factor Portfolio Hedging Strategy 

Quantitative hedging in general involves the following three steps: 
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Define and analyze the properties to be hedged.’25 
Identify the independent factors (or variables) that are driving the 
properties. Usually it is necessary to quantify the movements of these 
underling factors.’ 26 

Choose hedging instruments that only depend on the same underling 
factors to hedge the portfolio. Hedge ratios are computed and may 
be rebalanced dynamically as necessary. 

The TFRM provides a reliable and convenient framework for taking 
these three steps towards practical hedging strategies. For most interest 
rate portfolios, the property to be hedged is usually the price, or the re- 
turn performance relative to a benchmark or index. As demonstrated in 
previous sections, under most circumstances the two independent vari- 
ables - level and twist factors - together with the current interest rate term 
structure are sufficient to describe all kinds of interest rate movements, 
so that the interest rate risks for the entire portfolio can be characterized 
by using the aggregate two-factor durations 0y) and 

Suppose we have a portfolio P of N interest rate instruments, Bi 
for i = 1,2,-.. ,  N , with corresponding two-factor durations 0;) and 
0;’ . Our objective is to hedge the price of the portfolio by using three 
hedging instruments X ( k )  for k = 1,2, and 3 ,  with prices Pik’ , level 
durations DE), and twist durations 0%). The hedging methodology 
should provide us with the position of each of the three instruments, A(k)  
for k = 1,2,...,3, so that we achieve a proceeds and two-factor risk neu- 
tral hedge. 

. 

In order to achieve level and twist risk hedge, we should have 

12’ Sometimes movement of the property in one direction is desirable so that we only 
need to hedge it against possible changes in the opposite direction. For example, an in- 
vestor would like to hedge his portfolio against price depreciation, but would rather leave 
it free to appreciate in value. However, this would imply the necessity of using options 
or adding convexities. 

In a realistic situation, the number of factors may be too many to be handled reliably. 
We must settle with using only a few (usually one or two) variables, as in the case of 
hedging interest rate risks. 
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3 
APL = PDy’AfL = CAk P f ) D g A f L  

(1 1.24) k=l  
3 

APT = PDY’ AfT = C A k  P f  ’ D g )  AfT 
k=l 

The hedging should cost nothing and add no value to the portfolio 
(In this discussion we ignore transaction costs), so that we impose 

(1 1.25) 
k=l 

In Equation (1 1.24), the aggregate durations for the portfolio are 
given in terms of those of its constituents by the following relationship: 

(11.26) 

where si is the number of shares of the i* instrument. 
Solving the above three simultaneous equations will give us the 

number of shares A,, 4, and 4 for the three hedging instruments X ,  , X ,  , 
and X ,  . 

For most investors, the objective of hedging is not to fix the price of 
the portfolio, but rather to achieve some target risk levels. For example, 
the investor may buy a selection of cheap instruments according to his or 
her judgment, while trying to match the level and twist durations with an 
index in the hope that his portfolio will perform better. By using three 
hedging instruments (one of them can be cash, with zero duration), the 
investor can easily achieve this goal with the help of the TFRM. Let us 
assume that the index has level duration DPdex)  , and twist dura- 
tion LIPdex) , the portfolio has level duration OF) ,  twist duration D y ’  , 
and price P “ ) ,  then by solving the following three simultaneous equa- 
tions 
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AP(1) + ;12P(2) + h P ( 3 )  = 0 

(1 1.27) P (1 )  DL (P) +ADy+;12Dy+/23DL (3) = P (P) Dt (Index) , 

p ( 1 ) ~ p  + A$)  + ;12,0p + 4 4 3 )  = p ( P ) D p d e x )  

we will obtain the number of shares 4,4, and 4 of the hedging instru- 
ments. 

In the above discussion, the types of instruments that can be used as 
hedging instruments or as constituents of the portfolio are rather general, 
as long as they are mainly driven by the level and twist factors and the 
contract. The derivation of the DL and DT for futures contracts will 
involve treatment of delivery options and other complications. The cor- 
responding durations can also be calculated. For example, each of the 
three hedging instruments can be a bond, a C-STRIP, cash, or a bond 
future. 

11.5.3 Bond Indices with Level and Curve Risk Profile 

Fixed income bond indexing is a very popular investment vehicle among 
institutional investors. To construct an indexed bond portfolio, it is un- 
realistic for investors to buy all instruments in a chosen index because of 
liquidity and transaction cost. A more practical approach is to buy a 
small basket of instruments that will replicate the characteristic or risk 
profile of a selected index. A successful index bond fund should be able 
to benchmark against an index when it is exposed to both level and twist 
yield curve movement. It is common knowledge that one can track an 
index by matching its duration when yield curve movement is of parallel 
fashion, but it is often problematic to match an index when the yield 
curve shift is non-parallel or twists. By applying TFRM, we can con- 
struct a portfolio to track an index more closely whether yield curve is 
moving in a parallel or non-parallel mode. To illustrate this application, 
we structure two Treasury portfolios to match a Government Treasury 
Index. 

The first portfolio takes TFRM duration into consideration while the 
second portfolio tracks traditional duration only. In both cases, linear 
programming techniques are employed to search for the optimal portfolio 
required to match the index characteristic and other prescribed con- 
straints. We define the objective function to be maximizing market 
weighted yield. We also constrain the portfolio to have approximately 
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equal average coupon and maturity versus the selected index. For the 
traditional portfolio the duration is set to equal the index. For the two- 
factor tracking portfolio the level and twist duration are set to equal to 
the index. We tracked the performance of the Treasury Index and both 
portfolios from 6/30/94 to 6/30/95. For the purpose of comparison, there 
will be no rebalancing during the period. Results show that both portfo- 
lios tracked the Treasury Index quite closely in total return, but the two- 
factor Tracking Portfolio is less volatile than the Traditional Portfolio 
when they are compared with the Treasury Index in total dollar values 
during the time period being analyzed. 

Test results also show that, for the time period considered, the TFRM 
does capture non-parallel interest rate movements. When we control 
both level and twist factors, we can replicate (or hedge) an Index more 
successfully than with the other traditional method. 

11.6 Adjusted Durations 

The TFRM has taken a step further in quantitative description of interest 
rate risks; it opens up the door to many opportunities in risk management 
and designing of profitable trading strategy. It is a descriptive model that 
relates the familiar semi-economic concepts of interest rate levels and 
yield curve shapes to interest rate exposure. The model's forecast power 
largely depends on the relative stability of interest rate correlation pat- 
terns that change relatively slowly as time elapses. According to market 
experience, interest rate volatilities are more stable than interest rate lev- 
els, and the impact of correlation pattern variations is relatively weak 
compared with that caused by interest rate level movements. 

Experience reveals that yield curve shape and interest rate level are 
intimately correlated. Yield curve usually flattens as rates rise, and 
steepens as rates fall. In the period from April 6 to July 6, 1995, the re- 
gression coefficient for the 25-year zero-coupon yield Y,, and the 295  

spread, Y,, - Y, , is p = -0.53 with r2 = 0.24 . Traditional scenario 
analyses do not contrive interest rate scenarios according to the observed 
correlation pattern, but rather create scenarios arbitrarily. On the other 
hand, the TFF$M reconstructs the interest rate term structure as a function 
of the level and twist factors supported by historically observed /3- 
curves, as illustrated in Eq. (1 1.19). Under the framework of the TFRM, 
interest rate scenarios are generated by perturbing the current factor val- 
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ues. For example, the scenarios can be “100 basis points up or down in 
the level factor with the twist factor fixed”, or “50 basis points down 
in the level factor accompanied by 20 basis points up in the twist factor;” 
the yield curves derived based on these scenarios are consistent with the 
historical interest rate co-movement patterns. We want to emphasize that 
the introduction of the P -adjusted spread, defined by Eq. (1 1.18), as the 
twist factor will not cause any ambiguity in designing scenarios. Inves- 
tors who are reluctant to use our two-factor language can always trans- 
late their scenarios into the two-factor version. 

The current yield curve plus a scenario will always lead to an ex- 
pected yield curve. By measuring the level and P -adjusted spread, we 
can obtain the expected level and twist factors and their differences from 
the current values. This will translate the conventional scenario into the 
corresponding two-factor scenario, and subsequently perform risk or re- 
turn analyses. 

We claim that the TFRM approach leads to more realistic scenarios. 
Let us demonstrate this point by examining the most widely used “up or 
down” scenario analyses. A pure “up 100 basis points” will translate 
into a shift up of 100 basis points in the level factor 
a basis point change in the twist factor as 

AfT =l-loox PLong,LevelPShort,Level* 

Obviously, this is a rather unnatural constraint. 

f L  , accompanied by 

By construction of 
the TFRM, the twist factor is independent of the level factor. When the 
interest rate level changes by an amount, one should not have to assume 
that the twist factor would also move by a certain amount. In the TFRM 
approach, a scenario of level “up 100 basis points” means that the level 
factor will rise by 100 basis points, with the twist factor fixed, and this 
will lead to basis point change in the long term yield spread of 

Usually the short end moves more than the long end, namely, 

PShort,Lmel ’ &ng,Level * 

(1 1.28) 

(11.29) 

Therefore, the spread narrows as the level increases. This agrees with 
the notion that yield curve often flattens or becomes inverted as rates 
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hike. 127 

One can see that a certain yield curve “form,” specified by the twist 
factor in the context of the TFRM, refers to a family of yield curves with 
different levels and naturally occurring shapes. The “form” is independ- 
ent of the level factor, and, it changes if and only if the twist factor 
changes. Notice that in the two-factor picture, the curve does not have to 
flatten as its level increases; the curve can assume any form. It can be- 
come steepened as the level hikes, if the twist factor happens to increase 
significantly. The basic assumption underlying the TFRM is that differ- 
ent parts of the yield curve move in proportion to historically observed 
co-movement pattern. 

The above discussion of level scenarios also applies to twist projec- 
tions. The TFRM approach can design scenarios that correspond to pure 
yield curve “form” changes independent of level movements, while the 
conventional twist scenario (given in terms of spread widening or nar- 
rowing) unnaturally forces the level to be fixed, when in reality it is tied 
to the spread. The two-factor model scenario such as “up or down 25 
basis points in the p -adjusted twist factor with the level fixed” may 
sound unfamiliar, but it will not lead to unrealistic yield curves. 

It is important to remember that the two-factor representation of 
yield curves can cover a wide range of different interest rate term struc- 
tures; any combination of the level factor fL and twist factor fT in Eq. 
(1 1.19) will produce a two-factor yield curve that is consistent with his- 
torical correlation pattern. 

Hedging strategy based on the TFRM automatically neutralizes the 
risks associated with these curve movements plus all other possible com- 
binations. 12* 

The above prolonged discussion of scenario analyses is meant to 
clarify differences and similarities between the TFRM and traditional 
approaches. In fact one would never need to perform the cumbersome 
scenario analyses under the framework of the TFRM, unless one has a 
definite and precise view on interest rates! 

~ 

12’ This doesn’t imply that the shape of the yield curve can be determined by its level. It 
only suggests that sometimes the twist factor changes rather slowly in time with small 
amounts, so that the part of shape change due to level movements dominates. ’** The risk relationship given by Eq. (11.23) is a first order approximation. For larger 
factor movements, e.g., q > 20 basis points, second order terms that involve convexities 
(second derivatives with respect to the factors) will become important. Then hedge ratios 
need to be refined. 
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The TFRM emphasizes the importance of using mutually independ- 
ent factors in the representation of yield curves, so that it introduces the 
more abstract concept of p -adjusted spread twist factor. We have also 
obtained two-factor durations that can be positive or negative. With ever 
improving market efficiency and widespread use of information and 
quantitative technologies, the subject of finance is entering the stage of 
science. The task of quantifying all aspects of interest rate risks has long 
been pursued. Scientific concepts and methodologies are a necessity for 
accurately describing, understanding, and controlling interest rate risks at 
optimal efficiency. Sometimes it is necessary to introduce new concepts, 
re-examine certain existing ones, provide modifications and find new 
meanings for them. The remainder of this section will discuss related 
topics and future research directions. 

77.6.7 PAdjusted Duration 

The co-movement ratios of yield levels can be used to improve the tradi- 
tional duration risk hedge. This methodology is similar to the treatment 
of the level risks in the two-factor framework. You may have been fa- 
miliar with the concept of /l-adjusted duration in computing hedge ratios. 
In the traditional treatment of price risks associated with the uncertainties 
in the yields to maturity of a pair of interest rate instruments, Bl and B2, 
the changes in prices are given by 

MI = 4 Dl AY, 

AP2 = P2 D2 AY2 
(11.30) 

If the objective is to hedge the price of 4 units of instrument B, by 
selling ;32 units of instrument B2 , one would apply the equation 

AM1 -AM2 =AqD,AY, -4P2D2AY2. (11.31) 

Combined with the assumption that the changes in yield to maturity 
is perfectly correlated with some benchmark yields, say the 10-year on 
the run Treasury yield Ybenchmark, such that 

Then, we have 

(1 1.32) 
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(11.33) 

By solving the above equation and Equation (1 1.31), we obtain 

(44DlPI - 4P2D2P2 1 AY2 = 0 3 
(11.34) 

which leads to the hedge ratio 

(1 1.35) 

If we define 

D * = ~ D ,  (11.36) 

as the p -adjusted duration, then the hedge ratio equals the ratio of the 
products of D* and price P . 

When the volatilities associated with the yield to maturities are read- 
ily available, instead of using Equation (1 1.33, practitioners use 

and define 

D’= DO 

(11.37) 

(11.38) 

as the volatility adjusted duration. Let us examine the validity of this 
treatment. If we assume that the interest rate term structure is entirely 
driven by only one factor-the interest rate level f L  , so that all rates are 
perfectly correlated, then the yields to maturity q and Y2 of two interest 
rate instruments are related by a deterministic function 

and 

var(AY,) = f l2 var(AY2), a, = f lo2, -- a’ - f’. (11.40) 
0 2  
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Therefore the ratio of the absolute volatilities is approximately equal 
to the ratio of the betas, 

/ 

PHedge = PHedge * (1 1.41) 

The approximation becomes exact if the yield to maturities is line- 
arly related; it is rarely so. However the approximation is usually quite 
good, especially for a period of small movements of interest rates. This 
reveals that the volatility adjusted duration hedging is a special case of 
the p -adjusted duration treatment, and it is an approximation. Conven- 
tionally, the volatility adjusted duration is also indiscriminately called the 
p -adjusted duration, due to their close relationships. 

As demonstrated in the previous sections, interest rates cannot be 
adequately described by a one-factor model; in other words the yields to 
maturity of instruments are never perfectly correlated. One should al- 
ways use the p ratio instead of the o ratio if the former is available. In 
the two-factor model context, this issue is entirely absent, because the 
risks are given in terms of changes in the well defined, application inde- 
pendent factors, not in terms of variations in the instrument specific yield 
to maturity. 

77.6.2 Hedging the Extremely Long End 

Small movements in the long term interest rates often result in relatively 
large price changes for long term instruments. What makes things worse 
is that the extremely long term ( > 2 6  years) interest rates are rather 
weakly correlated with the rates of the rest of maturity terms; they move 
“on their own,” as financial analysts often say. This phenomenon is 
clearly demonstrated in Figure 1 1.1, the R-squared add up considerably 
less than one beyond 26 years. In order to cover the long end, a third 
factor is necessary. Since the poor correlation with the very long end, 
any short-term instruments cannot be used to adequately hedge a portfo- 
lio with a significant proportion of cash flows in the 26 to 30-year sector. 

The only logical solution to this problem seems to be the addition of 
a zero-coupon bond with very long maturity time, such as a 29 year C- 
STRIP, to the basket of hedging instruments. For example, if the portfo- 
lio to be hedged includes all the Treasury bonds and notes with maturi- 
ties longer than 5 years, one may use a 7-year note, a 10-year bond fu- 
tures contract, a 20-year bond, and a 29-year C-STRIP to form the hedge, 
such that in addition to two-factor risk neutral and proceeds neutral, one 
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also achieves cashflow match in the very long sector: the C-STRIP cash- 
flow cancels the sum of cashflows in the 26 to 30 year region. In this 
way one has effectively applied a three-factor model to capture interest 
rate risks more precisely. 

11.7 Future Directions 

An important future research direction following this two-factor ap- 
proach is to study the stochastic process for the level and p-adjusted 
twist factor, so that interest rate derivatives, such as bond futures con- 
tracts or interest rate spread options, can be treated within the same 
framework. Without a uniform choice of factors in both static descrip- 
tion of risks and dynamic valuation of interest rate ~ptionalities,’~’ we 
will not be able to handle a portfolio that includes interest rate underlying 
instruments and interest rate options. To construct an arbitrage free two- 
factor stochastic interest rate term structure model is also valuable for 
handling interest rate options or derivatives in general. 

By applying the exponential spline model, we have systematically 
analyzed some non-dollar government bond markets, such as French, 
Canadian, United Kingdom, Germany, Japanese, and Italian Treasury 
markets. Preliminary tests reveal that, with choices of suitable level and 
p -adjusted twist factors, the TFRM works well for each of these mar- 
kets. In recent years, the international interest rate markets have become 
more and more efficient, accurate quantitative analyses are essential for 
international investors. The TFRM will find tremendous opportunities 
when it is applied to the non-dollar markets where quantitative analyses 
are still under development. Most of the U.S. market version of applica- 
tion we have discussed can be readily applied to the international mar- 
kets. Another important research project is to use the TFRM as an “equi- 
librium” reference of current interest rate term structure, so that one can 
identify (abnormal) “rich” or “cheap” sectors of the yield curve, relative 
to recent interest rate behavior. More specifically, one can compute the 
average 6 curve for the 3 month period preceding the analysis date, and 
use Eq. (1 1.19) to back out the expected yield curve as it should be ac- 
cording to the two-factor model; a comparison of the current yield curve 
with the expected one will reveal any abnormalities that may indicate 
profitable investment opportunities. 
~ 

‘29 For example if one uses a different pair of factors in option pricing. 



Chapter 12 The Holy Grail - 
Two-Factor 
Interest Rate 
Arbitrage 

This chapter is based on one of the so-called “million-dollar papers” the 
author wrote in 1994. The theory and methodology was put into practice 
at major Wall Street trading houses and generated remarkable profits for 
the proprietary trading businesses. Now many years later, we are ready 
to reveal it to the general public. In particular, we explain and emphasize 
one crucial element, often ignored or neglected by academia, of interest 
rate trading: the financing costs associated with maintaining a trading 
position. Without the consideration of financing costs, all analyses of 
trading strategies are impractical. 

This chapter presents the two-factor arbitrage method for identifying 
statistical arbitrage opportunities in the interest rate market and explains 
how one can implement the trade by creating a three bond portfolio. 

12.1 Profit, Loss, and Financing Costs 

The net profit or loss of a trade or a portfolio, in the industry’s terminol- 
ogy, is called the P&L. An interest rate proprietary trader seeks profits 
by making trades: he buys or sells short bonds to create trading positions, 
then at a later time closes them out at a profit or loss. One of the key 
elements of an interest rate portfolio is its “carry”- financing costs (or 
proceeds) one has to pay (or receive) in interest payments in order to put 
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on and hold the positions. In order to establish a portfolio and receive its 
value appreciation, a proprietary trader pays interest to borrow cash to 
buy bonds, andor sells bonds short and receives interest on credit bal- 
ances from the short sales. For example, in order to buy a bond and hold 
on to it, one borrows money to buy the bond by using the bond itself as 
collateral and pays interest for the holding period at the so-called rep0 
rate which is market determined and real-time quoted for each bond. On 
the other hand, in order to short a bond and hold on to the short position, 
one borrows the bond from the broker, sells it in the market, receives 
cash and earns interest on the balance at the rep0 rate available to him at 
the time the trade was executed. A bond portfolio is just an aggregate of 
single long and short positions, and its net financing costs is the sum of 
the financing costs of all the individual components. Therefore, the P&L 
of the portfolio is equal to the price appreciation of the portfolio minus 
the financing costs. 

12.2 Two-factor Arbitrage 

According to extensive empirical studies (see Chapter lo), for all the 
major interest rate markets, the yield curve movements can be well de- 
scribed by a two-factor model. The two-factor description usually ex- 
plains 90% to 99% of observed variances. In other words, the random 
price fluctuations of all the bonds in the interest rate market are mainly 
driven by two independent sources of unpredictable noises (factors). As 
a first order approximation, the random price fluctuation, over a time 
interval A t ,  is given by a linear function of the two factor movements: 

AB = RBAt + ABAf, + @BAfi 
(12.1) 

where R is the “local” yield; Afi and Af2 are the two-factor changes 
which are unpredictable random noises; A and 4 are the two-factor du- 
rations discussed in Chapter 10. R,A and @ are the risk properties of 
the particular bond and they can be readily computed by employing the 
two-factor model. 

Given three or more bonds, one can construct an overall position that 
is independent of both factor movements. For example, let’s consider 
the three bond portfolio: 
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P = x B ~  + y B 2  - B  
with x and y satisfying the following conditions: 

AB = xAB,  + y 4 B 2  

4 B  = XABI + Y A B ,  

(12.2) 

(12.3) 

The portfolio is riskless in the two-factor framework as the factor 
exposures are canceled out, with deterministic price increment given by 

AP = ( xR1 Bl + yR2 B2 - RB)At . (12.4) 
The financing cost associated with implementing this portfolio is 
AF = (xq Bl + yr2B2 - rB)At , (12.5) 

where r ,  q and r, are the rep0 rates for the three bonds respectively. In 
an arbitrage free market, such a position should satisfy AP-AF =0, 
namely, 

XR, Bl + yR2 B2 - RB = xq Bl + yr, B2 - rB . (12.6) 
This equation is the two-factor arbitrage free condition for a three- 

bond portfolio. 
For an intuitive explanation, let’s look at Figure 12.1. Curve (a) 

represents the price trajectory of a risk free investment, such as a money 
market account. Curve ( c )  is the price movement over time of a risky 
investment in a bond, which can be seen as a trend curve (b) plus random 
fluctuations. Normally the trend curve should grow faster than the risk 
free curve since investors should be compensated for taking risks. 

Price A 

Time 

Figure 12.1. Price trajectories of risk free and risky investments. 

A naive arbitrager would borrow at the risk free rate and buy the 
bond hoping to capture the higher growth rate corresponding to the trend 
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curve.*3o But the outcome of the investment is uncertain. Subject to 
holding period constraints, the strategy is not viable. However, if he uses 
three bonds to construct a portfolio such that the random components of 
the three bond price trajectories exactly cancel out, he will be left with a 
riskless position which grows at the combined trend curve rate which can 
be higher or lower than the risk free rate. If equation (14.6) is violated 
with the left hand side greater than the right hand side, the combined 
trend rate is higher than the overall financing rate, and the self financed 
risk free portfolio will make money over time, effectively creating an 
arbitrage ~ i t u a t i 0 n . l ~ ~  Such a construction is possible because the three 
bond price trajectories have to “wiggle” in a certain way as required by 
the two-factor nature of the yield curve movements. 

12.3 Trading Strategy 

In order to find profitable trading opportunities, one can construct all 
possible triplets of bond positions and test them against Equation (14.6). 
If one finds a significant discrepancy, he can put on the trade to make a 
profit. 

For example, let’s consider a proprietary trading operation in the 
U.S. government bond market. As discussed in Chapter 13, the short and 
long maturity ends of the yield curve tend to move on their own and are 
not well explained by the two-factor model. Therefore we shall limit our 
selection of bonds to those with maturities between 2 to 27 years. There 
are over 200 such liquid bonds and STRIPS in the US.  government mar- 
ket. For each instrument, the two-factor model in Chapter 10 provides a 
level and twist duration 

(12.7) 

In practice, in order to borrow money to buy the bond, the arbitrager needs to put 
down a deposit to satisfy margin requirements and use the bond as collateral. He fi- 
nances the bond by paying the rep0 rate which is roughly the risk free interest rate. 
13’ In case the right hand side is greater than the left hand side, he can do the opposite 
trade: long B and short Bl and B2. 
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1 aB 
B at 

On the other hand, the ‘‘local’’ yield R = --, which is the partial 

derivative of the bond price with respect to time, can be numerically 
computed by taking the ratio of bond price changes and the correspond- 
ing time to maturity increment, while holding the yield curve fixed. In- 
tuitively, this local yield is the instantaneous total rate of return which is 
equal to the bond yield plus the “roll effect” of the yield curve. 

The bond price B and all the risk parameters, R,A and 9 ,  as well as 
the rep0 rate r are now available in real time. We can use a computer 
program to compute the units x and y for every triplet of bonds possible 
and test it against equation (12.6) for arbitrage opportunities. Actual ex- 
perience indicated that such profitable trading opportunities were plenti- 
ful back in 1997 when the method was put into practice. 

Figure 12.2. A schematic chart of a 3-bond two-factor arbitrage trade. 

A schematic chart of the P&L of a 3-bond two-factor arbitrage trade 
is shown in Figure 12.2. In the trade, we buy x units of bond B,, y units 
of bond B,, short 1 unit of bond B, finance the position (given by Equa- 
tion (14.2)) by paying interests at rep0 rate 5 for bond Bl , r2 for bond 
B, , and receiving interest payment at rep0 rate r for bond B. The trade is 
selected because Equation (14.6) is violated, such that 

8 = ( x R , B , + y R , B , - R B ) - ( x ~ B , + y r 2 B , - r B ) > 0 .  (12.8) 
The trading position (or P&L) should grow in time at the rate 8 

given by equation (14.8). In Figure 12.2, the upward slope of the posi- 
tion trend line is equal to 8. 

Since the two-factor model does not explain 100% of the yield curve 
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movements, as illustrated in the figure, the actual trading position 
evolves around the trend line. The difference between the actual position 
curve and the trend line is the residual noise not explained by the two- 
factor model. In practice, we enter the trades when the position line is at 
least one standard deviation below the trend line and expect it to revert 
back to the trend and move further up. Actual experiences showed that 
such trades have high success rates. 

One caveat is that the two-factor model, the usefulness of which de- 
pends on the persistence of the correlation patterns of the yield curve, is 
not stable over time, and the noise residual can grow so large that the 
trading position moves permanently astray from the expected trend line, 
leading to an unexpectedly large loss or gain. Therefore this trading 
strategy is not strictly a risk-free arbitrage trading strategy - it should be 
categorized as a stat arb (statistical arbitrage) method. 

Today’s global interest rate markets are very efficient, and thus 
strictly risk-free arbitrage opportunities are rare if not non-existent. Sta- 
tistical arbitrage methods become one of the main tools of professional 
proprietary traders. The methodology presented above can be readily 
generalized and applied to multi-bond trades as well as trades that in- 
volve bonds, swaps, futures and credit instruments. The central idea is to 
hedge away risks that can be well explained by correlation patterns, 
search for an edge - such as the growing trend - and take on risks that 
one can understand and control. 



Chapter 13 Yield 
Decomposition 
Model 

This chapter presents a yield decomposition model (YDM) that studies 
the US. Treasury spot curve by decomposing it into three different com- 
ponents: 

The expectation curve; 
The risk premium curve; 
The volatility/convexity contribution. 

The model reveals the market expected FED funds rates and pro- 
vides a phenomenological theory of yield curve movements. 

In today's market environment, what is the risk premium one can get 
for extending an extra year of duration? What is the dollar value of con- 
vexity? What is the market expected FED funds rate? Why the implied 
forward rates always seem to be biased higher? The yield decomposition 
theory can answer these questions. 

The objective of this chapter is to provide a phenomenological the- 
ory of the yield curve and its driving forces. We try to provide the meth- 
odology for quantifying such important but ambiguous concepts as risk, 
risk premium, convexity value, and market expectations, and explain 
their relationship with the yield curve. Our goal is to formulate a practi- 
cal and useful theory, a model that reveals the nature-financial phe- 
nomena-in simple and elegant forms. 
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13.1 Volatility Adjusted Duration 

The spot curve (zero-coupon curve) and the corresponding volatility 
curve constitute the interest rate term structure. In the study we apply the 
orthogonal exponential spline model to build the yield curve for the U.S. 
Treasury market. The volatility curve is derived by using the time series 
of the yield. Each point on the spot curve represents the yield of a syn- 
thetic zero-coupon bond. We gain knowledge of the interest rate market 
by studying these synthetic zero-coupon bonds. 

The modified duration is a measure of price sensitivity to yield 
movements. For the purpose of measuring the relative price risk on dif- 
ferent days, we define the volatility adjusted duration (VAD) as the 
product of the modified duration and the relative volatility, i.e., 

(13.1) 

where d is the VAD, D the modified duration, 0 the normalized vola- 
tility (product of the yield level and the percent volatility), and Ore, the 
long term reference volatility. In the subsequent discussions, we fix 
are, = 80 basis points. 
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Figure 13.1. Volatility adjusted duration as a measure of risk. 

The VADs for all the points on the spot curve form a VAD curve, or 
risk curve. Figure 13.1 illustrates the normalized volatility curves and 
VAD curves for 4 different trade dates. We can see that, in order to 
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compare risks for different dates and different maturities, it is indeed im- 
portant to use the VAD. A 10-year zero-coupon bond on August 26th, 
1997 has a VAD of 9.87. On the other hand, the VAD of a 10-year zero- 
coupon bond on August 26th, 1996 is 12.82. The difference is as large 
as 23%. Without the VAD, one would have naively thought that the 
risks are about the same for the 10-year zero-coupon bonds on both days. 

The VAD provides a uniform risk measure across different times and 
maturities. It facilitates the comparison of risks for different instruments 
on different days. 

13.2 Dollar Value of Convexity 

Given today's spot curve, volatility structure, and the investment horizon, 
we can compute the dollar value of convexity for an investment in a 
Treasury instrument. Let us define 7 the horizon yield implied by the 
spot curve, y the horizon yield, z the maturity of the zero-coupon bond 
on the horizon date, o the horizon yield volatility and h the investment 
horizon. According to the stochastic nature of interest rates and arbi- 
trage-free pricing arguments, the horizon yield y is normally distributed 

with mean of j7 and volatility of o& 
For convenience, we will use the continuous compounding conven- 

tion in the discussion for the rest of this chapter. On the horizon date, the 
price of the bond is e-yr . The expectation of the horizon price is then 

P=E[e-yr]=exp (13.2) 

Now let us assume that we are instead in a still interest rate environ- 

po = E[e-Yr 1 = e-7' . (13.3) 
From the above two equations we can see that the expected horizon 

price is higher in a stochastic interest rate environment. The difference 
between P and Po is said to be the dollar value of convexity, that is, 

ment, that means o = 0 ,  then the expected horizon price is 

1 -r2c2h 
Pc=P-P,=Po(e2 -1). (13.4) 

For a short horizon period h = 0 ,  the dollar value of convexity be- 

13* It is a good approximation to assume that y is normally distributed for a short horizon 
period h and small interest rate movements. 
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comes: 

P --r 1 2 2  o hP,.  (13.5) 

From a total rate of return (TRR) point of view, we can re-write Eq. 
c - 2  

(13.4) as 
1 -r2a2h 

P = p0 + Pc = &e2 9 

(13.6) 

which tells that the convexity/volatility contribution to the TRR is 

R - - r o  1 2 2  = o C ,  2 (13.7) 

where C = r2/2 is the convexity of the zero-coupon bond of maturity r . 
This result has been obtained by using more elaborate stochastic analy- 
ses. 

A coupon baring bond is equivalent to a portfolio of zero-coupon 
bonds. The convexity/volatility contribution to the dollar return of a 
coupon bond is just the sum of the convexity/volatility contributions to 
the dollar returns of the zero-coupon bonds. 

c - 2  

13.3 Expected Total Rate of Return 

In a stochastic interest rate environment, the yield of a zero-coupon bond 
can be assumed to follows the geometric Brownian motion 

(13.8) 
where y is the yield to maturity, p the “drift” rate (percent change of 
yield per year), o the normalized volatility, and W the Brownian mo- 
tion. The expected total rate of return (TRR) of an investment in the 
zero-coupon bond is given by four different contributions: 

dy = pydt + OydW , 

The yield; 
The roll return; 
The convexity/volatility contribution; 
The drift. 

Therefore the expected TRR can be written as: 
E[TRR] = y + kD + 0 2 C  -pyD , (13.9) 

where k = dydr is the slope of the spot curve, and D the duration. The 
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second term, kD , is the roll return.’33 The last term, p y D  , is the contri- 
bution from directional yield movements. One should fix p=O if one 
does not have a directional view on interest rates. The expected TRR is 
the annualized instantaneous holding period return. o and C are respec- 
tively the horizon normalized yield volatility and horizon convexity. 

The yield and the roll contributions to the TRR can be seen as deter- 
ministic contributions, while the convexity/volatility contribution sto- 
chastic. Because it includes the convexity/volatility contribution, the 
expected TRR is also called the convexity adjusted TRR. 

Without a view on interest rates, the objective of making an invest- 
ment is usually to maximize the expected TRR subject to certain risk 
constraints. 

13.4 Measurement of Risk Premium 

The static yield curve that effectively produces the convexity adjusted 
TRR is said to be the convexity adjusted yield curve,134 and is given by 

y c = y + o  2 c .  (1 3.10) 
The incremental yield pickup for taking an extra unit of risk can be 

measured from the convexity adjusted yield curve. 

133 It is also called the “slide” by some practitioners. 
134 If one performs a static instantaneous holding period return analysis on this curve, one 
will recover the convexity adjusted TRR. 
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Figure 13.2 illustrates the convexity adjusted yield curve against the 
volatility adjusted duration for August 26th, 1997. The shape of the front 
part of the curve, the 0 to 5 year region, is influenced by both market ex- 
pectations and risk premiums. The long end of the curve, the 25 to 30 
year region, is usually affected by the supply-demand effect. We as- 
sume that the cumulative risk premium increases linearly with VAD, and 
measure the incremental risk premium for taking an extra unit of VAD 
by computing the slope of the convexity adjusted yield curve in the 2 - 
23 year region. The plot in Figure 13.2 and empirical studies of the yield 
curves on many other days all reveal such a linear relationship. 

The risk premium /z is defined as the slope of the convexity adjusted 
yield curve between 2 - 23 year region, and the cumulative risk premium 
A(z) for the z year point is defined as: 

A(z) =AT. (13.11) 
We call A(z) the risk premium curve.135 Obviously, the cumulative 

risk premium for the zero year point is zero, corresponding to the risk- 
free investment. 

13.5 Expectation Curve 

In order to see the pure market expectation effect, we define the expecta- 
tion curve as the convexity adjusted yield curve minus the cumulative 
risk premium: 

E = JJ + C T ~ C -  A .  (1 3.12) 
Similar to the curves in Figure 13.2, we can also draw expectation 

curve against the volatility adjusted duration. 
The expectation curve is an effective static yield curve that has built 

in the convexityholatility contribution but is stripped the cumulative risk 
premium. It reveals the market’s view on the risk-free yield structure and 
is determined by the market expectation of future interest rates, supply - 
demand - liquidity relationships, and market segmentation effects. 

We believe that, the front part (0 to 5 year sector) of the expectation 
curve is mainly driven by market expectation of future interest rates 

We must emphasize that the cumulative risk premium, A(r) ,  is the risk premium 
contribution in yield terms. It is not the risk premium contribution to the TRR. The risk 
premium contribution to the TRR has two terms, the cumulative risk premium A(r) 
itself plus the “roll down” along the A(z) curve. 

135 
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rather than by liquidity or supply - demand concerns. The short term 
Treasury market is an infinite reservoir. It can absorb any ordinary 
transactions. The expectation curve is the yield curve without risk pre- 
mium. Freed from risk concerns, for making a one year investment, one 
can either buy the one year point on the expectation curve, or buy the 9 
month and roll the investment into the 3 month point 9 months in the 
future, all depending on one's view of future interest rates. At anytime 
the massive participants of the market tend to drive the rates to equilib- 
rium, so that the expectation curve reflects the market's view on future 
interest rates. 

On the other hand, the forward rate implied by the spot curve is al- 
ways biased high if one uses it as a measure of the market expected fu- 
ture interest rate. This can be explained by the following analysis. Let 
us assume that two investors, A and B, are trying to make a 3-month in- 
vestment in 9 months in the future. Investor A does not take any position 
today and just waits until 9 months later to make the investment. 
Whereas investor B goes short the 9 month T-bill and long the one year 
T-bill to lock in a 9 month forward 3 month rate; he executes the trade so 
that it is proceeds neutral today. Investor B has taken a position and as- 
sumed the risk associated with it. Nevertheless the outcome is uncertain. 
In only one realization, either investor A or B will achieve a better return 
from the trade. But on average, investor B should be compensated for 
taking the risk and achieve a better return. In other words, the forward 
rate investor B locks in will be higher than the average realized forward 
rates. 

We argue that the middle part (10 to 25 years) of the expectation 
curve should be flat. First of all, the market cannot expect detailed varia- 
tions of interest rates 10 years into the future; the market will agree on 
some long term expected forward interest rate that extends out to the 
long end. Secondly, there should be no strong reasons for why the de- 
mand for the 21 year should be much higher than that for the 22 year. 
The shape of the expectation curve in the middle part is mainly deter- 
mined by the risk premium that has already been taken out, so that the 
curve should not show significant ~ a r i a t i 0 n s . l ~ ~  

The long end (25 to 30 years) of the expectation curve is usually 

13' The expectation curve cannot be used to support this view, because otherwise we are 
running into a circular reasoning. By construction, we take out the slope of the convexity 
adjusted TRR curve to derive the expectation curve. However, the flatness of the expec- 
tation curve in the middle part does indicate the consistency of our assumptions. 
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Horizon Today 3 M  6 M  9 M 1 Y  2 Y  3 Y  5 Y  
Fwd Fed Rate 5.50 5.54 5.66 5.73 5.76 5.73 5.62 5.41 
Built-inTightening 0.00 0.04 0.16 0.23 0.26 0.23 0.12 -0.09 

driven by the high demand for very long term instruments. Any investor 
who wants to go beyond 30 years will have no choice but buy the 30 year 
or its neighbors. 

7 Y  1OY 
5.25 5.25 
-0.25 -0.25 

13.6 Expected FED Funds Rate 

The most important application of the expectation curve is to compute 
the market expected forward overnight rate and identify it with the mar- 
ket expected forward FED funds rate. The long dashed line in Figure 3 
is the expected forward FED funds rate. The expected forward FED 
funds rates associated with Figure 13.2 are presented in Table 13.1. 

Table 13.1 : Expected FED Funds Rate. 

The real world FED funds rates are rounded off to the nearest quarter 
point. In the table we also provide the rounded off expected FED funds 
rates. However, because it is biased by market segmentation and supply 
- demand effects, the expected forward curve at the long end 
( z > 20 years) is not a good indicator of the expected future FED funds 
rate. 

The expected FED funds rate is not a market forecast. The real 
world FED funds rate is driven by economic conditions, political influ- 
ences, the mass psychology, and individual human decisions. They are 
basically unpredictable. However, if today's economic/political situa- 
tions and today's view of the future all stay the same, the expected FED 
funds rate computed by the model will provide the forecast with the 
highest probability of being correct. Investors who do not have a view 
on future interest rates can take the market's view by using the expected 
FED funds rate. 

13.7 Yield Decomposition Analysis 

From a methodological point of view, a natural, social or financial phe- 
nomenon can be better understood through a decomposition analysis that 
separates a seemingly complicated problem into a number of more basic 
elements that can be more conveniently investigated. 
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The movement of the yield curve is difficult to understand, and even 
more difficult to predict. The yield decomposition model breaks the 
yield curve (spot curve) down to three more understandable constituents. 
Let us re-write Eq. (13.12) as 

~ = E + A - o ~ c = E ( ~ ) + A ~ - - ~  1 2 2  . (13.13) 
2 

In this representation, the spot curve is equal to the sum of three 
terms: (1) the expectation curve, plus (2) the risk premium curve, minus 
(3) the convexity/volatility c~nt r ibu t ion . '~~  The expectation curve is basi- 
cally a flat risk-free yield level for all maturities; on top of it the market 
expectation of future interest rates, supply - demand relationships, and 
market segmentation effects add some variations, such as the sharp rise 
or fall in the front, some kinks in the 5 to 7 year region, and the long end 
dip. The risk premium term compensates the investor for taking on mar- 
ket risks. Finally, in order to be fair, the market only provides a yield 
level net the convexityholatility contribution. By making the investment 
in the stochastic interest rate environment, on average, the investor will 
recover the convexity value.13* 

13.8 Discussion 

In order to anticipate market movements, we need to understand the 
market. In order to understand the market, we have to know how to de- 
scribe it. The YDM and its products-the VAD curve, the risk premium 
curve, the expectation curve, and the expected forward FED funds rate 
curve-is a thermometer of the market which tells us about today's mar- 
ket environment. 

The yield decomposition analysis makes it easier to understand the 
behavior of the yield curve. In order to understand the whole, we can 
first analyze the constituents. Economists can more conveniently explain 
or predict the structure and the time evolution of the expectation curve. 
The risk premium curve can be separately modeled. For example, we 
can study the risk premium curve and find out how it is correlated with 
the risk - return relationships of the equity market and foreign markets. 

13' If, instead, we use the BEY convention, the equation becomes 
(1 f E / 2)(1+ A / 2) 

( l + y / 2 ) =  
1 + 02c/ 2 

13' The convexityholatility term explains why, for the US Treasury market, the yield 
curve levels off after 10 years, or even drops after 25 years. 
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The convexityholatility term mainly depends on the volatility structure 
that usually shows strong mean reversion tendencies. Without a view, 
one can do reasonably well by using the long term average historical 
volatility as a prophecy for future ones. By recombining the studies of 
all three components, it is possible to achieve a better understanding of 
the yield curve. 

The YDM can help us generate investment or trading ideas. One 
may not have a view on the yield curve as a whole, but may have views 
on the constituents. Suppose one has a view that the risk premium will 
increase, but is neutral on expectations and volatilities, one can increase 
the risk premium it in Eq. (1 3.13), and conclude that the yield curve will 
steepen. Then one may execute a steepening curve trade. In another ex- 
ample, suppose one has a strong view that in the near future the volatility 
will increase significantly, but is neutral on the other components. By 
applying Eq. (1 3.13), one will expect a drop in longer term yields and a 
flattening movement because the convexity impact is larger on the long 
end. One may long the old bond and short the 5 year to hedge the uncer- 
tain movements of interest rate level (to hedge the uncertainty in E ). In 
yet another example, an economist may have a view that the interest rate 
level will go up sharply. This view also implies that volatilities will go 
up and the curve will flatten. The YDM would recommend a bear flat- 
tener trade. 

The YDM is a 3-factor interest rate term structure model. The ex- 
pectation curve drives the level of interest rates. The risk premium pa- 
rameter it and the volatility determine the slope and curvature of the 
yield curve. The model itself cannot predict the movements of the ex- 
pectation curve, the risk premium or the volatility. It is phenomenologi- 
cal. After all, interest rates are driven by human opinions. Another way 
to formulate the YDM is to start with Eq. (13.13), taking it as the basic 
premise. Then all other results can be given as consequences. 



Chapter 14 Inflation Linked 
Instruments 
Modeling 

This chapter is based on one of our proposals in which we designed and 
proposed a new interest rate product - inflation linked swap. The predic- 
tions about this new product may not exactly happen, and the product 
may not be as successfhl as expected, however, we still want to publish 
our original proposal and share our original design with you, so that you 
can have a rough idea about how to propose, design, and analyze a new 
interest rate product. 

As the U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) start to 
trade in the market, there opens up the opportunity for the Inflation 
Swap'39 business. The rationales are: 
Some financial firms may need it for managing inflation linked assets 
and liabilities; 
Investors seek higher real returns (than offered by the TIPS) by swapping 
fixed assets into inflation linked cashflows; 
It provides a flexible hedging and trading vehicle; 
It has the potential to grow into a multi-billion dollar business. 

In this chapter we analyze the feasibility of promoting the inflation 
swap business and provide the analytic framework for structuring, valu- 
ing and hedging inflation swaps. A variety of possible applications are 
discussed. 

13' Throughout this book, we also interchangeably call it the Inflation Linked Swap, or 
the CPI-U Swap. 
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14.1 Inflation Swaps 

In this section, we define the inflation swap and propose a general meth- 
odology - the zero-coupon real rate swap curve method - for structuring, 
pricing and hedging inflation swaps. 

Definition: The inflation swap uses the CPI-U index as reference for 
inflation, just like the TIPS does. The generic inflation swap contract 
specifies a maturity term T in whole years (such as 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 
years to maturity). As illustrated in Figure 14.1, the long side of the 
swap, Party A, pays the short side, Party B, inflation adjusted floating 
payments F in exchange for fixed payments C at the rear of every half 
year interval. The contract specifies a notional principal amount P on 
which interest payments and principal accretions are calculated. 

In this book, we assume the usual 30/360 bond day count convention 
and semi-annual exchanges of payments for an inflation linked swap. 

C 

Figure 14.1. Flowchart for an inflation linked swap. 

In order to analyze the inflation swap, we introduce the following 
symbols: 
A The long side party in the inflation swap. 
B The short side party in the inflation swap. 
P Notional par amount, 
C Fixed cash payment. 
F Inflation linked floating payment. 
S Fixed interest rate. 
X Inflation swap rate (real swap rate). 
T Maturity term of inflation swap. 
i The i* period in the N payments, i = 0,1,2,...,N . 
ti The i" time period in the N payments, i = O,l,2,... , N  . 
Ii  The CPI-U index vaIue at time ti, i =  0,1,2,...,N . 
d The delay in a payment, I k  = I ( tk - d ) .  
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Then the fixed payment at time t k  for the time period ( t k - l , t k )  is 
given by 

The inflation linked floating payment for the same period is 

(14.1) 

(14.2) 

According to the above two equations, the fixed payment calculation 
is straightforward, whereas the floating payment has two terms: one is 
the inflation adjusted interest payment given by the first term on the right 
hand side of Eq. (14.2), and the second is the principal accretion given by 
the second term. The payment of principal accretion at the end of each 
period is necessary for the operation of the inflation swap business, for it 
insures that the default risk faced by the two parties is limited to a one 
period payment. Otherwise, each of the market participants would have 
to acquire its own inflation swap level according to its credit rating so 
that there cannot be a single swap market. Another argument against 
postponing the payment of principal accretion until maturity is that, if 
inflation rates have remained high during the course of the maturity term, 
the long side would have to pay a large sum of cash to the short side at 
maturity, resulting in a serious “duration mismatch” throughout the life 
of the swap contract. 

14.2 Functions and Applications 

Over the past ten years, the interest rate swap and currency swap market 
has grown from nil to a three trillion dollar business. This clearly tells us 
that there have been tremendous demands for such products. 

Similar to an interest rate swap that exchanges floating and fixed 
cashflows, an inflation linked swap exchanges inflation adjusted interest 
payments for fixed payments. In this section, we analyze the potential 
demand for inflation linked swap products from the point of view of both 
buyers and sellers. 
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14.2.7 AsseVLiability Management 

The concept of inflation linked asset/liability management can be best 
illustrated by a real world example. In 1988, the World Financial Center 
construction project was completed by Olympia York Development Ltd 
on borrowed money. Olympia York’s asset, which mainly included the 
property and future net cashflows from rents and maintenance, was infla- 
tion linked, while its liability was debt to be paid off in terms of fixed 
payments. The construction company could have hedged its position by 
signing an inflation linked swap contract with a dealer to exchange infla- 
tion linked incomes for fixed cashflows. At that time, interest rates were 
at about 9%, and inflation was about 5%. The swap position should have 
proven advantageous to Olympia York as inflation rates declined after- 
wards. 

In general, real-estate and construction companies, utility and energy 
industries, and agricultural farms have inflation linked assets and they 
can take long positions in inflation linked swaps to match their assets and 
liabilities. Financial institutions can provide their clients with as- 
set/liability management ideas that are made possible by the inflation 
swap business. 

74.2.2 Inflation Swaps as Hedging and Trading Instruments 

As TIPS start to trade in the U.S. market, inflation swaps can provide the 
bridge between inflation linked instruments and nominal yield instru- 
ments. Traders can trade on inflation linked swap spreads according to 
their market views. Financial service firms can use them as an effective 
tool for hedging their exposure to real interest rates or inflation rates. 
Inflation swaps can make the financial markets more complete and effi- 
cient. 

14.2.3 lnvestmen t Alternatives 

For performance considerations, a pension fund portfolio manager who 
seeks inflation protection can achieve higher real returns than those of- 
fered by the TIPS market by swapping fixed cashflows for inflation 
linked ones through inflation linked swaps. From a different perspective, 
since the real yield levels of TIPS reflect the default-free credit ratings of 
the US. government, it will result in a credit mismatch if a corporate 
bond portfolio manager diversifies a portion of his portfolio directly into 
the TIPS market, therefore it is necessary to use inflation swaps to obtain 
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credit-matched real returns. The main concept would be buying spread 
products and swapping the cashflows into inflation linked incomes. 

14.2.4 Inflation Linked Debt Issuance 

What is the prospect for inflation linked swaps? The impacts of inflation 
swaps can be twofold: 

It will make possible new debt issuance; 
It may take a share of the existing callable debt market. 
Potential corporate debt issuers may find inflation linked debt more 

suitable for their business needs. With the help of inflation swaps, they 
can issue fixed rate debt and swap it into inflation linked obligations, 
thereby reducing their financing costs and better matching their assets 
and liabilities. 

In a high interest rate environment, U.S. corporations and Govern- 
ment agencies issue callable bonds to raise capital and use the embedded 
call protection to reduce their risks if interest rates drop. Similarly in a 
high inflation environment, which is usually also a high interest rate en- 
vironment, they can issue non-callable debt and use inflation swaps to 
convert their fixed liabilities into inflation linked obligations. As infla- 
tion rates decline, which is usually accompanied by a decline in nominal 
interest rates, their debt does not increase unless real interest rates also 
decline ~ignificant1y.l~' Callable bonds provide the issuer protection 
against nominal interest rate risk at a cost to the issuer in terms of an em- 
bedded option premium. On the other hand, inflation linked debts pro- 
vide protection against disinflationary risks without incurring costs. 
Some callable debt issuers may consider this alternative and may find it 
more attractive than issuing callable instruments. 

Another advantage of issuing inflation linked debt is that it elimi- 
nates the cost of paying an inflationary risk premium and this is one of 
the major motivations behind the issuance of TIPS. Due to the massive 
demands for the inflation linked debt business, the inflation linked debt 
issuance becomes a fast growing business, 

74.2.5 Complementary to lnterest Rate Swaps 

From empirical studies, we discover that real interest rates and inflation 

I4O From historical observations, real rates are generally uncorrelated with inflation rates. 
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rates are uncorrelated or rather weakly ~orre1ated.l~' According to the 
yield decomposition model, the nominal interest rate can be decomposed 
into two parts: a real interest rate and an inflation rate. Interest rate 
swaps establish the connection between floating nominal interest rates 
and fixed nominal interest rate expectations. On the other hand, inflation 
swaps provide the connection between floating real interest rates and 
fixed nominal interest rate expectations. 

The role of the inflation linked swaps is a complementary to that of 
interest rate swaps. Without inflation swaps, the interest rate market is 
incomplete in the sense that one cannot hedge real rate exposure or infla- 
tion rate exposure without resorting to the triviality of a tautology: A po- 
sition of TIPS and Treasuries is hedged only if the TIPS exactly hedge 
themselves and the Treasuries also exactly hedge themselves. However, 
one can achieve a hedged position with both the real rate and the infla- 
tion hedged by using TIPS, Treasuries, and inflation swaps. We con- 
clude this section by proclaiming that, with the introduction of TIPS into 
the U.S. market, inflation swaps are indispensable. 

14.3 Inflation Swap Level 

The inflation swap business is possible because all market participants 
believe that, given today's market conditions, there is a fair value rela- 
tionship between the fixed rate C and the inflation swap rate X for any 
inflation swap contract as specified in Section 14.1. We also understand 
that the pair of fair value swap rates C and X is not unique; for any cho- 
sen value of C, there will be a corresponding fair value swap rate X. For 
consistency of market practice, there is only one reasonable choice for 
the generic inflation swap rate: 

Inflation Swap Fixed Rate S = Interest Rate Swap Rate Sint. (14.3) 

By making this choice, we will need only one fixed side swap term 
structure in the market; it is shared by both interest rate swaps and infla- 
tion swaps. This choice is most natural and logical because the interest 
rate swap levels represent the swap market's credit worthiness and it pro- 
vides a common platform for comparing investments via fixed coupon, 

1 4 '  For different historical periods of time, they appear to be weakly positively or nega- 
tively correlated. Academicians do not agree with an economic reason why they should 
be correlated one way or another. For practical applications, it is better to assume a neu- 
tral view that they are not correlated in the unknown future. 
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floating and real rate instruments. 
Now the question is: what the inflation swap rate X should be? We 

have to bear in mind that the answer to this question can only be found in 
the market, just as the interest rate swap levels can only be determined by 
the regular swap market. However, for a specified maturity term T, 
given the fixed swap rate S(=Sint), the TIPS real yield R, and the 
Treasury par coupon yield Y, the following relationship provides an es- 
timate for the inflation swap rate X 

s - Y  
l + i  

X = R + -  + E ,  (14.4) 

where i is the average inflation rate, and E a small term (a few basis 
points) to be decided by the market. In order to understand Eq. (14.4), 
let us assume that the swap market is as creditable as the U.S. Treasury 
market so that the fixed swap rate is equal to the Treasury yield, i.e., 
S - Y = 0 . Then the inflation swap rate should be approximately equal 
to the TIPS real yield, i.e., 

X = R + S ,  (14.5) 

where 6 is a small correction due to the fact that they are two different 
markets and the principal accretion payment from TIPS is delayed to ma- 
t ~ r i t 7 . I ~ ~  Now we can add back the swap spread S - Y to the real swap 
rate with an inflation adjustment factor l + i  to obtain Eq. (14.4). The 
correction term S and other market influences are absorbed into E . 

On January 24th, 1997, the pre-settlement trading of the 10-year 
TIPS indicates that R = 3.48%. Inflation rate is about i = 3.5%. From 
the Treasury and interest rate swap market, we obtain Y =6.62% and 
S = 6.87%. By substituting these numbers into Eq. (14.4), we obtain 

X = 3 . 7 2 % + ~ .  (14.6) 

This provides a rough estimation for the inflation swap level. 

14.4 Real Rate Swap Curve 

The TIPS have become available for stripping since they started to trade 

'42 The delayed payment of principal accretion increases the duration risk faced by the 
TIPS holders, so that 6 should be negative based on this consideration. 
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on January 29, 1997. Then a full spectrum of TIPS C-STRIP real yields 
will be available for us to construct a real yield curve R(t ) .  Once the 
inflation swaps of all terms start to trade in the market, we will be able to 
construct a real rate swap curve X ( t )  . Figure 14.2 plots the schematic 
chart of the Treasury par coupon yield curve Y ( t )  , the TIPS real yield 
curve R(t ) ,  the interest rate swap curve S ( t ) ,  and the inflation swap 
curve X ( t )  . 
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14.5 Zero-coupon Inflation Swap Curve Valuation Methods 

By definition, the price of the generic inflation swap must be zero at set- 
tlement because the real swap rate X is defined such that the cashflows 
in the inflation linked leg is equal to cashflows in the fixed leg. In other 
words, on any trading day, the real swap rate level X obtained from the 
market establishes an equality between the price of all future fixed cash- 
flows of an inflation swap and the price of all future inflation linked un- 
known cashflows. The real rate swap curve X ( t )  establishes the implied 
(or market expected) relationship among the inflation linked and fixed 
cashflows for all maturity terms. From arbitrage argument, we obtain the 
following primary principle for valuing inflation swap products: 

The fair price of a future unknown inflation linked cashflow is equal 
to the fixed cashflow projected by the forward rate implied by the real 
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rate swap curve, and then discounted by the real rate swap curve. 
For the task of valuing a structured product that involves many fixed 

and unknown inflation linked cashflows, we need to calculate the for- 
ward rates implied by the real rate swap curve for different maturities 
and various forward time periods. The procedure can be simplified if we 
first derive the zero-coupon curve Z( t )  from the real rate swap curve 
X ( t ) .  The Exponential Spline Model can be applied to achieve this 
goal. 

The general pricing formula for inflation linked structured products 
can be formulated as: 

(14.7) 

where D S ( t )  is the discount function derived by using the interest rate 

swap curve S ( t )  , Dx ( t )  the discount function derived from the inflation 

swap curve X ( t ) ,  &fixed the known cashflow expected at future time ti, 

and <i,nf the unknown inflation linked cashflow expected at future time 

t i .  The unknown inflation linked cashflow is given by 

(14.8) 

which is the inflation linked payment on a notional principal P for the 
future time period (t - z , t ) ,  and f&r,f)  is the implied forward rate from 
the zero-coupon real rate swap curve Z(t) . 

14.6 Risk Measures and Hedging 

The present value of a basis point move (PVBP) method can be applied 
to the inflation swap practice. The risk measure of an inflation swap 
portfolio is the PVBP vector corresponding to a few standard input rates 
(key rates) for creating the zero-coupon real rate swap curve. The set of 
input rates, rj, j = 1,2,...,n, should include a few short term real rates 
and the generic par inflation swap rates. For example, the first short term 
real rate can be the current one month LIBOR minus the current CPI-U 
inflation rate. The rest of the inputs can be the 1, 2, 3, 5 ,  7, and 10 year 
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inflation swap rate quotes from the market. We can construct the infla- 
tion swap curve and the corresponding zero-coupon curve, and then 
compute the present value of the portfolio by using Eq. (14.7) and (14.8). 

The PVBP vector A can be computed by making a one basis point 
shift in each of the input rates while keeping the rest of the rates un- 
changed, and calculating the change in price of the portfolio, i.e., 

(14.9) 

Once the PVBP vector A is obtained, the portfolio can be hedged by 
using a set of par inflation swaps. 

The basic principle for hedging is that we can offset the portfolio's 
risk exposure by selling an equivalent position of par inflation swaps. 
The PVBP vector 6 of a par swap of maturity ti is given by 

k=6 month 

and the portfolio is delta hedged if we sell 

A .  
2 .  =L ( j  =1,2, ... ,n )  ' Jj 

(14.10) 

(14.11) 

units of each of the par swaps of maturity ti. 
TIPS, Treasuries, htures contracts on TIPS, and other structured in- 

flation linked instruments can also be used to hedge inflation swaps by 
matching up the PVBP exposures. For example the delta hedging of in- 
flation swaps by using TIPS and Treasuries transfers the risk exposure to 
real interest rate levels into risk exposures to TIPShnflation swap rate 
spreads which are presumably much less volatile than real rates. 

For large interest rate movements (> 10 basis points), the delta 
hedge may not be adequate and we will have to make r corrections. 
Other concerns are that the volatilities at different parts of the real rate 
curve can be quite different and the portfolio and the equivalent hedging 
position may have different time decay rates. Under these circumstances 
0 (Theta) and V (Vega) corrections may be incorporated. These treat- 
ments are analogous to the corresponding methods for handling interest 
rate swaps. 
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14.7 

The reference for inflation in the UK is the Retail Price Index (RPI). The 
UK government started to issue index-linked Gilts on March 27, 1981. 
Over the years the total outstanding amount has increased from E800 
million to E45 billion, 16% of the total Gilt market. The UJS index- 
linked Gilts suffered from initial difficulties in tax treatment and large 
bid-ask spreads due to illiquidity. The Gilt market in general does not 
possess a reliable rep0 market. Despite these limitations, there is now an 
index-linked Gilt options market and a sizable RPI swap business. The 
RPI swap is the UK version of the inflation swap discussed in this chap- 
ter. The RPI swap business is offered by structured productslderivatives 
desks of financial service firms to institutional clients and the out- 
standing notional amount of RPI swaps is estimated over E l  billion. The 
size of the first U.S. TIPS issuance in January 1997 is 7 billion dollars. 
The instrument has a coupon of 3.5% and a 10 year term to maturity. A 
fraction of the issue will be stripped after Jan 29, 1997. Coupon strips 
and principal strips will start to trade in the market. 

The U S .  TIPS operation has had a very promising start. On Jan 27, 
1997, the pre settlement trading of TIPS indicates that the real yield is 
3.50/48, with a bidlask spread of only 2 basis points and a rep0 rate of 
4.5%. 

In comparison with the UK index-linked Gilt experience, we can see 
that the U.S. TIPS market is more liquid, short selling of TIPS is practi- 
cal, and there will be a full term structure of TIPS real yields because of 
the trading of strips. All these will provide a fertile environment for in- 
flation linked derivatives instruments, such as inflation swaps, to flour- 
ish. 

Prospect of the Inflation Swap Business 
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According to the comments of experienced traders, intuition and simplic- 
ity count in successful trading. Mathematical model and computer tech- 
nology turns the horrendous amount of market data into simple and ac- 
tionable pieces of information upon which human judgment reigns. 

We have introduced several finance models for interest rate instru- 
ments, such as the Exponential Spline Model, TFRM, and PCA. We also 
have experiences of applying these models in the real world. For exam- 
ple, in early 1994, we applied the Exponential Spline Model to derive 
smooth, single-piece and accurate yield curves by using U.S. Treasury 
coupon notes and bonds as inputs, we started systematically building 
yield curves and swap curves for the international markets. The coun- 
tries we cover include the U.S., Japan, Canada, Australia, UK, France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, and Denmark. 
The accumulation of reliable yield and swap curves for all the countries 
makes it possible for us to systematically study the relationships among 
the yield curves and to better understand the dynamics of interest rate 
movements. In 1995, we developed the TFRM for quantifying interest 
rate level and curve risks and for identifying relative value among yield 
curve sectors. Our analysis results, in the form of reports, are provided 
daily to the New YorWLondon sales and trading desks. Salespersons, 
traders, and clients have continually shared their opinions and experi- 
ences with us about applying these analyses in actual transactions. Over 
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time we have seen how the results can be best applied to the real world 
situation. In this chapter, we will share our experiences with you about 
how to apply our models to the real world to derive favorable trading 
strategies. Six different trading strategies will be covered. 

The trading strategies discussed in this chapter should be treated as 
statistical arbitrage methods. They are not strategies for making money 
without risks. Pure arbitrage opportunities are very rare in today’s effi- 
cient market environment. The strategies aim at making profits with fa- 
vorable probabilities. As the proprietary trading desk executes a great 
many risky trades with good winning odds and rather small positions, by 
the laws of statistics, the chance of success is greatly enhanced. We call 
this the “Casino Trading” method. It should be one of the most impor- 
tant guiding principles for successful proprietary trading business. 

15.1 RichlCheap Trade 

A trade cannot be done without using specific instruments. Analyzing 
the richness/cheapness of each instrument is the first step in trading. 
Sometimes the ricwcheap discrepancy itself is large enough to justify 
executing a trade to capture it. This type of trade is said to be a 
richkheap trade and can be identified by the rich/cheap spread. The 
ricwcheap spread is defined as the market yield minus the theoretical 
yield: 

ricwcheap spread: S = YMarket - YTheory . (15.1) 

Given the spot curve, we can discount the cashflows of a bond to get 
their present values, and add them up to obtain the theoretical price. The 
theoretical yield can be calculated by performing the regular price-to- 
yield calculation. 

In practice, we often observe “persistence” in richness or cheapness. 
Due to liquidity or other market effects, a bond may always trade rich or 
cheap. A better measure of relative value is the current richkheap spread 
minus the historical mean spread. Usually we compute the r idcheap  
spreads for the 3 month period preceding the trade date, and calculate the 
mean p , the standard deviation 0, and the Z-score z. The 2-score z is 
defined as: 
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s - P  Z-score: z = - . 
0 

(15.2) 

If we assume that richkheap spread S follows a normal distribution, 
then a 2-score of 1.6 means that there's a 95% chance that the instrument 
is cheap and it will most likely revert to the mean. Table 15.1 shows 
such an analysis for the Spanish market. 

Table 15.1: Spanish Bond RicWCheap Analysis for 4/2/97. 
Yrs to The0 Sprd- Std Z- 

Ticker Coupon Maturity Mat Price Yield Yield Sprd Days High Low Mean Mean Dev Score 
SPGB 11.450 08/30/98 1.392 107.050 5.961 5.851 11.0 62.0 23.1 -2.8 13.2 -2.2 5.9 -0.4 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 
SPGB 

9.900 10/31/98 1.562 105.600 5.989 5.883 10.6 62.0 21.0 1.3 
7.400 07/30/99 2.307 102.850 6.018 6.046 -2.8 62.0 4.5 -10.6 

12.250 03/25/00 2.959 115.850 6.210 6.185 2.6 62.0 7.4 -9.9 
10.900 08/30/03 6.392 120.450 6.825 6.850 -2.5 62.0 6.7 -3.1 
10.500 10/30/03 6.559 118.550 6.872 6.880 -0.7 62.0 6.4 -1.4 
8.000 05/30/04 7.140 105.570 6.972 6.994 -2.2 62.0 1.2 -10.4 

10.000 02/28/05 7.890 116.900 7.1 17 7.069 4.7 62.0 6.8 1.7 
10.150 01/31/06 8.814 118.640 7.207 7.169 3.8 62.0 5.9 -2.8 
8.800 04/30/06 9.058 110.100 7.234 7.211 2.3 62.0 3.9 -5.2 
7.350 03/31/07 9.975 100.600 7.258 7.311 -5.3 62.0 11.9 -5.3 
8.200 02/28/09 11.890 106.100 7.402 7.396 0.6 62.0 0.6 -8.2 
8.700 02/28/12 14.890 110.720 7.475 7.474 0.0 62.0 1.6 0.0 

13.4 
-2.7 
0.0 
0.4 
1 .a 

-4.0 
3.9 
2.3 

-0.2 
4.5 

-4.1 
0.8 - 

-2.8 4.4 -0.6 
-0.1 3.5 0.0 
2.6 3.9 0.7 

-2.9 1.9 -1.5 
-2.6 1.9 -1.3 
1.8 2.1 0.9 
0.8 1.3 0.7 
1.5 1.5 0.9 
2.5 1.8 1.4 

-9.8 5.3 -1.8 
4.7 2.5 1.9 

-0.8 0.5 -1.6 

According to this analysis, the simplest trade we can execute is long 
and short a pair of relatively rich and cheap bonds with small maturity 
differences and match up the durations. For example, we could long 
107MM of SPGB 8.8 4/30/06 and short 100MM of SPGB 7.35 3/31/07. 
We may expect to pick up roughly 0.618~(2.5+9.8) ~ 7 . 6  basis 
points.'43 According to Bloomberg quotes, the transaction cost is about 
10 cents per $1 10, or 2 basis points. The trade may have a net profit of 5 
basis points, or $200,000 per $lOOMM. If we also want to hedge curve 
risk, we would need to execute a bulletharbell trade, such as long 49MM 
par amount of SPGB 8.8 4/30/06, short 1OOMM SPGB 7.35 3/31/07, and 
long 47MM SPGB 8.2 2/28/09. We can get the hedge ratios by applying 
the two-factor duration hedge presented in the previous chapter. This 
trading method has been put to extensive empirical tests in the U.S. 
Treasury and STRIP markets. They worked well if the trades could be 
done at the levels specified in this section. In practice, it is not an easy 
task to execute such trades. Short selling a non-dollar bond can be 

143 0.618 is the golden mean number. The golden mean reversion corresponds to the 
highest probability, even though we may not be sure how the spread is distributed in 
reality. 
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costly. 

15.2 RichlCheap Analysis 

Richlcheap analysis is one of the most important aspects in making in- 
vestment and trading decisions. In order to maximize profits, we usually 
want to buy cheap instruments and sell rich ones. Within the limitation 
of priorities and constraints (such as riskheturn considerations), for mak- 
ing an investment, we would like to choose a relatively cheap class of 
instruments, and then select a cheap instrument in that class. On the 
other hand, if we want to sell part of our portfolio or short the market, we 
would like to sell a rich instrument. 

In this section, we first show how to apply the two-factor model to 
identify ricwcheap yield curve sectors and quantify the relative value of 
yield curve sectors in basis points. Then we further explain how practi- 
tioners make richlcheap analysis at the individual instrument level. 

75.2.7 Yield Curve Sector RichlCheap Analysis 

The key to the yield curve sector ricwcheap analysis is the fact that the 
yield curve is mainly two-factor driven, and the correlation among dif- 
ferent points on the yield curve is persistent and stable over relatively 
long periods of time, such as a few weeks or a few months. Within the 
context of the two-factor risk model (TFRM) presented in the previous 
chapter, every point of the yield curve is driven by the two factor move- 
ments as described by the following equation 

(15.3) 

where z is the time to maturity, Y ( z )  is the yield curve point of maturity 
z , fL is the level factor, f T  is the twist factors, pL (z) and &(z) are 
the corresponding correlation curves, C(z) is a constant curve, and the 
last term S(z) is the regression error curve which represents random 
fluctuations and higher order contributions. Over a historical period, the 
6(z) curve averages to zero and its standard deviations at different curve 
sectors indicates how much the yield curve typically departs from the 
two-factor reconstruction. 

If the correlation pattern is stable, in other words, the correlation co- 
efficient curves pL (z), PT (z) , and C(z) are slowly changing functions 

Y ( z )  = P L  ( z ) fL  + PT (r>fT + C(z> + 6(z) 7 
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of time, we can separate the yield curve into two parts: a two-factor pro- 
ject curve f ( ~ )  and a transient error term S(z) with the former given by 

(15.4) 

In this analysis, we consider the two-factor projected yield curve 
f(r) the fair yield curve (or the equilibrium yield curve) given the fac- 
tors f L  and fT . The error term S(z) absorbs noises and all other higher 
frequency, less important factor contributions, and is to be taken as the 
relative value indicator. As time passes by, the error term oscillates 
around zero, signaling cheapness if it is positive and richness if negative. 
Over a period of time, say three months, we can treat the error term as a 
white noise and compute its high, low, mean and standard deviation, and 
compute the Z-score for the current day, 

(15.5) 

where o(z) is the standard deviation of S(z). The Z-score is the num- 
ber of standard deviations from the mean and has probabilistic interpreta- 
tion. For example, if the noise is normally distributed, a Z-score of -1.6 
means that there is a 95% chance the yield curve point to be rich (show- 
ing a yield less than the fair value). 

I I I I I 
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Figure 15.1. Yield curve richhheap sector analysis. 

Figure 15.1 illustrates the yield curve sector ricldcheap analysis of 
the US. Treasury par coupon curve for trade date March 11, 1998. The 
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solid curve represents the difference between the actual curve and the 
two-factor projected curve in basis points, the vertical bars show the 
standard deviation over a period of 3 months, and the dashed line repre- 
sents the relative value in dollars amounts, which is equal to the relative 
value in basis points times the corresponding modified duration. 

The effectiveness of this analysis really depends on how stable the 
correlation patterns are, and how fast does a significantly rich or cheap 
sector reverts to the mean. Over the period from 1994 to 1998, we have 
successfully applied the yield curve sector analyses to the U.S., Ger- 
many, UK, Spain, France, Italy, Australia, and Japan Government mar- 
kets. Empirical evidence reveals that, the optimal period for calculating 
the regression coefficient curves is about 3 to 6 months, and a rich 
(cheap) sector with an absolute value of Z score greater than 2 is rarely 
observed, and it usually reverts to zero in a few days or a few weeks 
without exception. 

With the help of this analysis, a trader or an investor can easily pick 
a rich or cheap sector of the curve when implementing his trading or in- 
vestment strategies. A report in the form of Figure 15.1 is a powerful 
tool, and is very well liked by traders, sales forces, and clients. 

15.2.2 RichICheap Analysis for Notes and Bonds 

To execute a trade or make an investment, one always has to use actual 
instruments; either it is a bond, a futures contract, a traded index, or a 
derivatives instrument. A richkheap analysis at the individual instru- 
ment level is an indispensable step in making a trading or investment 
decision intelligently. As a general rule, one would like to buy cheap 
instruments, and sell rich instruments. 

Even though the modeling and pricing of different kinds of instru- 
ments can be quite different, there is a generic way of making richkheap 
analysis for individual instruments. To start with, we need to have a 
model for valuing the instrument under analysis, and the model can pro- 
vide a theoretical price for the instrument. We usually define the 
richkheap spread for a bond as the market yield minus the theoretical 
yield, that is, 

Rich/Cheap Spread RC 

= Market Value -Theoretical Value, 
(15.6) 

and use it as a measure of an instrument’s richness or cheapness. 
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One would naively think that the richkheap spread reveals the in- 
strument’s attractiveness, so that one would buy the instrument if one can 
buy the instrument from the market at a price lower than the model price, 
or vice versa. In reality this rarely works. First of all, the model may 
introduce a systematic error in the pricing of the instrument. Secondly, 
the market does not need to agree with the model for a number of techni- 
cal reasons. For example, supply-demand relationship, financing costs, 
and liquidity considerations may be important factors in determining the 
instrument’s price. Usually the richkheap spread exhibits persistence. 
An instrument will always trade rich or cheap to the model. A more 
suitable measure of an instrument’s attractiveness is the relative value 
given by 

RV=RC-RC, (15.7) 

where RC is the average of RC . Similar to Eq. (15.2), we define the 
Z-score as: 

RV z=- 
0 

(15.8) 

where 0 is the standard deviation of the richkheap spread. If we be- 
lieve that RV follows a Normal distribution, we can assign probability 
meaning to the attractiveness of an instrument according to the Z-score. 

The richkheap analysis for notes and bonds is straightforward. We 
first apply the orthonormal Exponential Spline Model to create the spot 
curve using all the notes and bonds as input, then use the spot curve to 
discount the cashflows of a bond and add them up to obtain the theoreti- 
cal price. Lastly, we perform the conventional price-to-yield calculation 
to compute the theoretical yield of the bond. See Figure 15.2. 
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US Treasury Notes &Bonds Historical Rich Cheap Analysis Trade: 03/10/98 

Cpn Ma( P* Yld MDur Yield Spread: Act - Theo (BP) RC Hi Lo Mn RV Sld 2 

5.875 u m / o 4  101.176 5.638 4.943 I . .  . . .I -5.0 -4.3 -7.4 -5.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 

-1.9 0.5 -2.3 - o . n - i . i u . 7 - 1 . ~  
7.875 I 1/15/04 I 11.824 5.718 5.142 I.... .... 0.6 0.6 -1.6 -0.3 0.9 0.5 1.8 

CIRCLE Historical Mean SQUARE: CurrentSpread B A R  HighlLow 

Figure 15.2. An Example of RicWCheap Analysis. 

15.3 BondlSwap Trade 

Taking a position in bond and an opposite position in swap is a way to 
capture value from swap spread movements. Over the years we have 
systematically studied and recorded the swap spreads of most of the 
bonds of all the markets. The conclusion we can draw is that, swap 
spreads always vary within a certain range so that it is possible to exe- 
cute trades when they reach extremes. 

The swap spread (also called asset swap spread) for a bond is defined 
as the swap implied yield minus the market yield: 

(15.9) 

We use the swap zero curve to calculate the present value of the 
cashflows of a bond and call it the swap implied price. Then we perform 
the regular price-to-yield calculation to obtain the bonds swap curve im- 
plied yield. The statistics of swap spreads, such as highs, lows, means, 
standard deviations, and Z scores for all the markets are calculated on a 
daily basis and are stored in a database. A glance of the swap spreads for 
the Spanish market on April 17th, 1997 is shown in Table 15.2. 
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Table 15.2: Spanish Bond/Swap Spread Analysis for 4/17/97. 
Y n  to Swap Imp Spread Spread- Sld 

Ticker Coupon Malurlly Mat Price Yield Yield (BP) Days High Low Mean Mean Dev ZSCOre 
SPGB 10.250 11/30/98 1.60 107.00 5.52 5.67 14.5 59 31.6 12.7 22.4 -7.9 4.4 -1.8 
SPGB 8.300 12/15/98 1.64 104.22 5.51 5.67 16.2 5929.313.2  22.9 -6.7 4.1 -1.6 
SPGB 10,100 02/28/01 3.85 114.40 5.80 5.97 16.2 59 23.3 11.0 18.0 -1.8 2.3 -0.8 
SPGB 8.400 04/30/01 4.02 108.90 5.85 6.03 18.7 59 25.8 13.5 21.0 -2.3 2.3 -1.0 
SPGB 11,300 01/15/02 4.73 121.10 6.02 6.12 10.3 59 18.5 10.3 14.3 -4.0 2.0 -2.0 
SPGB 7.900 02/28/02 4.85 107.70 6.01 6.16 14.9 5920.8  0.8 14.1 0.8 4.4 0.2 
SPGB 10.300 06/15/02 5.14 118.05 6.09 6.21 11.8 59 18.9 9.1 14.1 -2.3 2.2 -1.0 
SPGB 10.900 08/30/03 6.35 123.30 6.32 6.42 10.3 59 18.1 5.2 10.1 0.2 2.5 0.1 
SPGB 8.000 05/30/04 7.10 108.50 6.46 6.58 12.0 59 17.9 8.0 12.3 -0.3 2.0 -0.1 
SPGB 10.150 01/31/06 8.77 122.05 6.73 6.74 0.8 59 7.1 0.2 2.0 -1.2 1.6 -0.7 
SPGB 8.800 04/30/06 9.02 113.35 8.77 6.80 3.3 59 11.4 0.7 4.0 -0.7 2.1 -0.3 
SPGB 8.700 02/28/12 14.85 114.60 7.07 6.03 8.3 5917.0 0.3 7.7 0.6 4.1 0.1 

According to the analysis, a simple trade would be short the 5-year 
swap against long the SPGB 11.30 01/15/02, because the swap spread is 
at the low end with a Z score of -1.98. We may expect to capture 4 ba- 
sis points before transaction costs. The trade should be hedged against 
interest rate level movements. The hedge ratio can be determined by 
matching the price movement per one basis point shift of the Treasury 
and the swap curves. 

15.4 Curvature Trade 

From empirical studies of yield curve movements, we found that, for the 
U.S., Japan and the European countries we covered, more than 92% of 
variances can be explained by using a level and a twist two-factor model. 

The most important application of the TFRM is hedging. For every 
instrument, we provide a pair of level and twist durations as the measure 
of its interest rate level and curve exposures. Table 15.3 is extracted 
from the TRFM report of the German market on April 21, 1997. This 
report is generated daily for all the markets we cover. 
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Table 15.3: German Market Two-Factor Report for 3/25/97. 

Yrs to Full Mod Level Twist R/C 2- Sector R/C Sector Z. 
Ticker Coupon Maturity Mat Price Yield Price Dur Dur Dur Score Indexcbp) Score 

DBR 7.000 04/20/99 2.055 106.290 3.760 112.901 1.804 0.664 0.645 -0.8 -0.1 -0.1 
OBL111 
TOBL 
DBR 
DBRUF 
DBR 
OBL120 
DBR 
DBRUF 
THA 
THA 
THA 
DBR 
DBR 
DBR 
DBR 
nFm 

6.1 25 05/20/99 
6.375 07/01/99 
7.125 12/20/99 
8.750 07/20/00 
8.500 08/21/00 
5.000 08/20/01 
8.250 09/20/01 
8.000 01/21/02 
7.750 10/01/02 
6.625 07/09/03 
6.750 0511 3/04 
7.500 11/11/04 
7.375 01/03/05 
6.250 04/26/06 
6.000 01/04/07 

2.137 104.650 3.813 109.924 
2.252 105.260 3.881 110.024 
2.723 107.660 4.084 109.639 
3.304 113.320 4.326 119.396 
3.392 112.740 4.364 117.91 1 
4.389 101.350 4.646 104.406 
4.474 113.710 4.762 118.064 
4.81 1 113.020 4.889 114.553 
5.504 112.490 5.081 116.343 
6.274 106.950 5.288 11 1.753 
7.118 107.360 5.471 113.304 
7.61 6 11 1.61 0 5.579 11 4.506 
7.762 110.840 5.608 112.622 
9.071 103.220 5.782 109,019 
9.764 100.990 5.860 102.423 

1.902 
2.005 
2.436 
2.764 
2.854 
3.764 
3.645 
3.973 
4.367 
4.887 
5.332 
5.698 
5.846 
6.470 
7.156 

0.734 0.672 
0.831 0.705 
1.289 0.809 
1.881 0.890 
1.980 0.902 
3.132 1.002 
3.027 0.977 
3.299 0.985 
3.747 0.989 
4.216 0.961 
4.608 0.869 
4.803 0.795 
4.903 0.768 
6.041 0.491 
6.714 0.355 

1.4 -0.2 
0.6 -0.3 
0.7 -0.9 

-0.4 -1.6 
-0.7 -1 .8 
0.6 -2.9 

-1 .o -2.9 
1.3 -3.2 
1 .a -3.4 

-1.1 -3.3 
-1.7 -2.8 
2.1 -2.2 
0.1 -2.1 

-0.7 -0.7 
1.6 -0.2 

5.625 09/20/16 19.474 90.300 6.514 93.269 10.843 10.138 0.604 1.3 -2.4 

-0.2 
-0.4 
-1.0 
-1.5 
-1.5 
-1.9 
-1.9 
-2.0 
-1.9 
-1.7 
-1.3 
-1.1 
-1.1 
-0.7 
-0.2 
-0.9 

DBR 6.250 01/04/24 26.764 95.100 6.643 96.593 12.319 10.660 0.667 -0.3 -1.5 -0.6 

In order to hedge a portfolio or a trading position, we only need to 
solve two linear simultaneous equations to match the overall level and 
twist exposures. Sometimes the investor or trader may have a view on 
the curve movements (steepening or flattening), but is uncertain about 
the levels. We can then neutralize the level exposure by matching the 
level factor durations, and assume a desired net curve risk. According to 
our empirical studies, it is very important to apply two factor hedging 
methods in the European markets where the correlation between yield 
levels at different maturities are rather weak. The level factor usually 
explains between 60% to 85% of yield curve movements. It is crucial to 
bring in the second factor to increase the coverage to 95%, so that a trad- 
ing position is reasonably well hedged. With the help of two-factor 
hedges, it becomes possible to control the risk well so that a trader can 
take positions in bonds with very different maturity terms to capture the 
market anomalies. However, in the common practice of using durations, 
it is very risky, say in the German market, to long the one year bill, short 
the five year, and long the 10 year. 

Another important application of the TFRM in trading is the two- 
factor yield curve rich/cheap sector analysis presented in Section 15.2.1. 

15.5 Spread Trade 

A spread trade is a directional bet on the movements of the yield curve 
slope. Under most circumstances, the movement of yield curve spread 
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(say the 10/5 spread) is just as unpredictable as the level of interest rates. 
However, the range of yield curve spread movements is usually more 
certain, and the spread often oscillates more frequently than the level. 
The highs and troughs are often reached within weeks, so that they con- 
stitute an excellent vehicle for trading. In an environment of non- 
trending spreads, it is possible to execute trades at spread extreme and 
bet on their reversion to mean. A spread trade is risky and the potential 
profit is also large, so that transaction costs are relatively less important, 
a crucial prerequisite for successful proprietary trading. 

Table 15.4: Par Coupon Curve 10/5 Spread Analysis for 4/14/97. 

curent culerlt- 
Days Hgh Low Mean SdDw Mean ZsCae Rior 3Rior Trend t-Test 

21.7 62 31.3 21.7 27.5 29 -5.8 -20 -20 -1.6 Flatten -1.2 
29.7 
99.5 
101.1 
28.9 

79.7 
56.6 
s3.2 
56.5 
927 
58.9 

81.9 

- 

63 34.9 226 29.3 
63 117.6 88.0 101.4 
63 110.2 88.8 100.1 

63 104.3 64.8 80.9 
62 lCe9 77.6 93.3 
62 90.1 56.0 78.9 
63 107.7 827 94.4 
62 55.5 30.8 43.2 
63 106.2 83.5 94.3 
61 98.9 26.5 621 

63 58.8 128 33.0 

3.2 
7.2 
5.5 
13.2 
11.0 
6.7 
9.9 
7.3 
5.7 
5.6 
18.0 

0.4 
-1.9 
1 .o 
-4.1 
1 .o 

-13.6 
-224 
-1.2 
123 
-1.6 
-32 

0.1 
-0.3 
0.2 
-0.3 
0.1 
-20 
-23 
-0.2 
22 
-0.3 
-0.2 

0.1 
-0.3 
0.2 
-0.3 
0.0 
-22 
-24 
-0.2 
1.6 
-0.4 
-0.4 - 

-0.1 None 
0.1 Flatten 
0.0 None 
-0.2 Flatten 
-0.1 I\bne 
-22 Flatten 
-20 Flatten 
-0.2 Flatten 
0.8 f\bne 
-0.6 None 
-0.4 Flatten 

-0.5 
-1.3 
-0.6 
-1.3 
-0.9 
-1.6 
-2.6 
-1.2 
0.2 
-0.5 
-1.1 

Table 15.4 is the Global Market Yield Curve Spread Analysis Report 
for April 14th, 1997. The t-Test is the slope of trend divided by the es- 
timated (1 standard deviation) error of the slope of trend. When the t- 
Test is low, it indicates no trend, so that Z-score analysis of the spread 
may be meaningful and one can execute a trade if the spread is at an ex- 
treme (say z = 2). From the table, we see that the Australia market is 
non-trending, and the 10/5 spread is at an extremely high with z = 2.1 . 
We suggest to long the 10 year, and short the 5 year. Another considera- 
tion underlying the trade idea is that, usually the slope of the Australian 
curve is positively correlated with the other European curves' slopes. As 
indicated by the table, the European curves are in a flattening environ- 
ment, so that it is reasonable to bet on the flattening of the Australian 
curve. Since the current spread minus the mean spread is 12 basis points, 
we may expect to capture 0.61 8 x 12 -. 7.4 basis points. 
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15.6 Box Trade 

An often used and rather risky trade is the box trade, which is imple- 
mented to capture the anomalies between the yield curve slopes of two 
countries. The prerequisite is that the slopes of the two countries are cor- 
related in the long run. The simplest box trade is a spread position in one 
country against a spread position in another country so that the overall 
position is hedged against level movements in both countries. 

15.7 OAT Floater Trade 

Floaters represent a significant portion of the Italian and French markets. 
The most interesting floaters are those that are indexed to long term rates 
but pay coupons quarterly or semiannually. The important feature of the 
floaters is that they have very short interest rate level durations, but 
rather high exposure to curve risk. This is just the opposite of regular 
fixed-coupon bonds. In a floater trade, we can easily control the level 
risk, hedge the curve risk, and concentrate on capturing discrepancies 
between the price movements of the floaters. In this section we use the 
French OAT Floaters as an example to demonstrate how we could profit 
from floater trading. 

Why OAT Floaters? FRTR 10/25/06 and 1/25/09 floaters represent 
new financial inventions in the French market. They pay quarterly cou- 
pons indexed to TEClO which is the 10-year constant maturity yield in- 
dex. FRTR l0/25/06 started to trade in April 96 and FRTR 1/25/09 only 
appeared in Jan 1997. Because they are relatively more difficult to price 
and the balance of demand and supply has not yet been fully established, 
we expect to see wide price fluctuations. This may lead to profitable 
trading opportunities, Both floaters have very small risk exposure to in- 
terest rate level shifts, and the level durations are about 0.25 year. On 
the other hand they both have considerable exposure to curve twists. 
However, the price movement per basis point change of the 10/2 spread 
can be calculated by using our floater pricing model. This leads to the 
following excellent trade idea: Construct a hypothetical portfolio of the 
two floaters with no curve exposure and execute the trade when we ob- 
serve price extreme. The portfolio will have negligible level risk and is 
non-trending. The recommended actions are: 

Construct portfolio: 
P = 1 (FRTR 10/25/06) -0.86 (FRTR 1/25/09). 
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Call the OAT floater traders to get executable bid-ask prices for both 

Compute the portfolio P and record the history. 
Execute the trade when price fluctuation is 1.5 standard deviations 

away and when the magnitude of expected convergence can well com- 
pensate transaction costs. 

floaters every day. 

Unwind the trade when the profit exceeds some thresholds. 

Such a floater pair trade has minimal exposure to interest rate levels 
and is hedged against curve movements. It is trying to take advantage of 
the random fluctuations between the price movements of the floaters, and 
is considered a low risk trade. 

15.8 CashlFutures Trade 

The two-factor framework makes it convenient to hedge notes, bonds, 
futures and Euro-dollar futures contracts on a common platform, so that 
it opens up the possibility for constructing trading positions among these 
instruments that are hedged against two-factor risks and can capture 
market mispricings. 

Empirical studies and actual trading experiences have shown that 
mispricings within the U.S. notes and bonds market are typically at the 
order of $10,000 for a $100 million position. A search among all the 
liquid notes and bonds sometimes reveals mispricings of $50,000 to 
$100,000 per $100 million. Transaction costs range from half a tick (that 
is about $16,000 per $100 million) to a few ticks. The profit margins are 
small. The situation is similar within the futures market. With fewer 
instruments and larger transaction costs, profitable convergence trading 
opportunities within the futures market is rare. 

The prospect is much brighter if one trades across the cash, futures, 
and Euro futures markets. For two-factor hedged cash and futures trades, 
the transaction costs stay at about $50,000 per $100 million, but the ex- 
pected profits increase to about $50,000 to $300,000 per $100 million. 

15.9 

The trading strategies discussed in the previous sections rely on either 
our ability to correctly model the instruments or our views on the un- 
hedged components of market movements. Sometimes it is rather diffi- 

A Generic Convergence Trading Strategy 
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cult to accurately model certain instruments for a number of reasons. For 
example, a new type of debt instruments may have just appeared in the 
market. Though they seem to trade according to a rather strong correla- 
tion pattern in connection with other interest rate instruments, but no 
simple mathematical models can explain their behavior. Under such cir- 
cumstances, if our goal is to generate profits without taking directional 
risks, we are left with no choice but to construct correlation based hedges 
and statistically arbitrage the market using these instruments. 

Let us consider the price histories of N instruments that are reasona- 
bly strongly correlated. The length of the history is T days. Suppose we 
have observed N price time series, S,(j) for i=l,2, . . . ,N and 
t = 1,2,.-., T . Our goal is to construct a linear combination of the N in- 
struments such that the variance of the trade over the observed history is 
minimized. In the real world, it is difficult to simultaneously execute 
trades in more than three instruments, and only a linear combination of 
several instruments is practical. For convenience, we fix the trading po- 
sition (or number of units or shares) in the first instrument to be one, and 
put on the following constant share trade, 

(15.10) 

where di) is the position in instrument S(j) . We also assume that the 
expected trading horizon is rather short, such as a few days to a few 
weeks, and every position is financed by paying or receiving a fixed term 
rep0 rate. Let denote the carry of taking a position in one unit of 
instrument S(')for one day, then daily carry of the trading position is 
given by 

(15.11) 

With these assumptions, the cost of carry for putting on the trade is 
linear in time. We now require that this N-instrument trade is con- 
structed to hedge away the market risks associated with the first (N  - 1) 
driving factors of the market, so that the overall trading position minus 
the linear carry is only a noise signal with respect to the ( N  - 1) -factor 
hedge. The trading strategy can be summarized as follows: 
(1). Construct an (N-1) empirical linear hedge by minimizing the vari- 
ance: 

p = S(') + x(2)s(2) + . . . + x ( N ) S ( N )  

c = c(1) + x(2)c(2) + . . . + x ( N ) C ( N )  
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T 2 v = c( ,$I) + X ( 2 ) S ( 2 )  + . . . + x ( ~ ) , # ~ )  - kt - c )  
I t 
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t=1 

This minimization problem 
(N + 1) simultaneous linear 

knownsk,c,X(2),X(3),...,X(N): 

I (15.12) 

is equivalent to solving the following 
equations with the (N+l) un- 

for i=2,3,.. . ,N 

(2). Compute statistics such as the standard deviation: 

( 1 5.14) 

the expected convergence: 

E = S;l) + ~ ( ~ ) s , ( ~ )  + . . . + x ( ~ ) $ ~ )  - kt - c , (1 5.15) 

and today’s Z-score: 

E 
2 = - .  (1 5.16) 

0- 

We execute the trade if 

k > c  and zlz*, (15.17) 

where z*is a threshold Z-score value (usually greater than one), or im- 
plement the reverse trade if 

k l c  and z 2 z * ,  (15.18) 
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subject to the condition that the expected profit is significantly larger 
than the transaction cost: 

IEl>f x d ,  (1 5.19) 

where d is the two-way transaction cost for putting on and getting off the 
trade, and f is a numerical factor that is greater than one. 
(3) Exit the trade when E reverses to zero. If the correlation pattern is 
reliable and will not be broken, we should not cut loss when the trade 
goes against us, but instead double up the position. 

The condition that the slope of the empirical trend should be larger 
than or equal to the daily carry in Eq. (15.17) ensures that the trade does 
not have an average disadvantage over the passage of time. The key of 
this trading strategy is to eliminate market risks and focus on the noise 
part of the price signals so as to buy low and sell high. 

In reality a proprietary trader constructs such trades by exhausting 
any three combinations from a pool of liquid and strongly correlated in- 
struments, tests for the conditions, puts on the trade if satisfied, and 
maintains the positions until they are taken off. For bond and futures 
trades, dynamically re-balancing the positions is cumbersome and costly, 
therefore not recommended. 

15.10 Other Factors Related to Trading Strategy 

In this section we discuss several factors that may affect the trading 
strategies provided in previous sections. 

15.10.7 Transaction Cost 

The typical bid-ask spreads for executing a 10 year maturity bond trade 
in the global markets are shown in Table 15.5. In order to comprehend 
how much the transaction cost can really take away from an apparently 
profitable trade, we will analyze a richkheap trade in the U.S. market as 
well as a curvature trade in the German market. 

Table 15.5: Typical bid-ask Spreads for 10 Year Bond Trades. 

BidlAsk US Canada UK France Germany Italy Spain Japan Dutch Australia Sweden Denmark 

Yield (bp) 1 1.5 2 2 2 2 2 4 2  2 3 2 
Price($) 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.3 0.1 0.08 0.15 0.1 

For the U.S. market, the transaction cost is the smallest, but the mar- 
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ket discrepancies and opportunities are also tiny. From individual 
richkheap considerations, sometimes we can find opportunities of about 
2 basis points in the 10 year sector. Suppose we have identified a pair of 
neighboring instruments in the 10 year sector with a combined Z-score of 
1.6 and expected convergence of 2 basis points. The standard deviation 
of the richkheap spread is 2/1.6=1.25 basis points. In the perfect 
world with no transaction costs, we expect to capture 2 basis points with 
a 95% probability, and it is very attractive. However, when we count the 
1 basis point bid-ask spread in yields, the situation becomes that we ex- 
pect to capture 1 basis point with a 74% winning probability (corre- 
sponding to a Z-score of U1.6 = 0.625). The trade is not very appealing 
now if we consider the difficulty of execution and the fact that the spread 
may not be normally distributed and may even be drifting. Next let’s 
consider the German curvature trade discussed in Section 15.4. On 
March 25th 1997, the 5-year sector is found to be rich relative to the 2- 
year and 10-year sectors, and we expect to capture 6 basis points with a 
Z-score of 2. The standard deviation of the par coupon curve fluctuation 
is 3 basis points. However, the two-factor hedge is not perfect, and the 
fluctuation of the beta curves can add about 2 basis points to the standard 
deviation. Without transaction costs, the trade expects to capture 6 basis 
points with a 90% winning probability. It is a great trade. When we 
consider bid-ask spread, the 8 cents per 100 dollar transaction cost trans- 
lates into about 2 basis points in yield for the five year sector. This not 
only reduces the winning probability to about 78%, but also diminishes 
the expected profitability to 4 basis points. If we further take into ac- 
count the difficulties with short selling the German bond and the risks to 
rep0 rates, the trade becomes barely worth executing. 

The above two opportunities are actually rarely seen in the market, 
and they are low risk trades. Based on our experience, level and curve 
hedged low risk statistical arbitrage trading opportunities rarely occur, 
mainly because transaction costs take away most of the juices. 

15.10.2 Higher Risk and Highly Profitable Trades 

Proprietary trading groups should look for more risky trades with high 
profithsk ratios where transaction cost is of minimum concern. Spread 
trades and box trades are such examples. Bond/Swap spread trades are 
also suitable for proprietary trading. They are more risky than level and 
curve hedged trades, but they are much less risky than spread or box 
trades. The potential profit is high in the non-dollar bond/swap markets. 
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New products in the financial market often bring forth profitable trading 
opportunities. 

75.70.3 Bet Big When All Components Line Up 

It is possible that on some days, we find very rich and cheap sectors of 
the yield curve, and in the rich and cheap sectors we have identified very 
rich and very cheap individual instruments. Meanwhile the rep0 rates is 
also favorable, and the trade also agrees with our economic intuition. If 
the after-transaction-cost winning probability is higher than 95%, bet one 
third or half of the risk capital. 

75.70.4 Human Judgment 

All the trading and hedging methods suggested in this chapter are based 
on observations of the market behavior in the past. The price movements 
are after all the results of collective human decisions. What happened in 
the past may not always hold true in the future. The mathematical mod- 
els and computer programs only help the trader make decisions. How- 
ever, models and strategies are crucial to successful proprietary trading, 
because under today's market conditions, at any moment, there are vast 
amounts of information coming at electronic speed. The human brain is 
inefficient at analyzing lots of raw data, no matter how experienced or 
sharp the person is. The mathematical models and computer programs 
should process the data and elevate them to a highly relevant level upon 
which human judgment can function most efficiently. Every now and 
then, after some activities take place, the computer should scrutinize the 
market to see if anything fits into our trading strategies, and then bring 
up a list of possible trades. The trading strategy is just a tool and the fi- 
nal decision is up to the human trader. 
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